
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2015; Application No. : 677502 ;Switzerland 

3229671    21/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269900]
Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical products for industrial use, particularly catalysts, catalyst carriers and absorbents.

7243



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 1 
 

3237947    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270539]
J. Rettenmaier & Söhne GmbH & Co. KG
Holzmühle 1 73494 Rosenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dicalcium phosphates, dihydrates for the preparation of pressed tablets (as included in this class).

7244



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 15/10/2014; Application No. : 14/4125979 ;France 

3243341    09/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272054]
S.P.C.M. SA
ZAC de Milieux F-42160 ANDREZIEUX-BOUTHEON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical products for use in industry; chemicals for use with agriculture, horticulture and forestry, excluding fungicides, 
herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemicals for processing and conditioning of soils; chemicals for the control 
of soil erosion; chemicals for the retention of water for soil and substrates; chemicals for conserving and coating seeds; 
chemicals used for fighting forest, peat, coal fires; chemicals for use in the civil engineering and building industry; 
chemicals used for improving the performance of concrete and other construction materials; chemicals use as an inertant 
in pipelines and tanks; chemicals used for insulating or sealing electric or optical devices; chemicals used for thickening 
sludge from water treatment; chemicals used for the absorption of water-based liquid waste; chemicals for use in the oil, 
gas and fossil fuels industry; chemicals for use in the mining and mineral industry; chemicals for use in the cosmetics 
industry; chemicals for use in the detergents and cleaning products industry; chemicals for use in the perfume and 
fragrances industry; ion-exchange chemicals; exchange resins for absorbing metals.

7245



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 1 
 

3244088    05/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271754]
S.P.C.M. SA
ZAC de Milieux F-42160 ANDREZIEUX-BOUTHEON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical products for use in the cosmetic industry, excluding flocculants.

7246



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 09/04/2015; Application No. : 86592224 ;United States of 
America 

3252551    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275813]
Life Technologies Corporation
5791 Van Allen Way Carlsbad CA 92008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Reagents, enzymes, nucleotides for scientific or research use.

7247



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 07/04/2015; Application No. : 013912662 ;European Union 

3245007    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272825]
DSM IP Assets B.V.
Het Overloon 1 NL-6411 TE Heerlen

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Colorants for confectionery, foods and beverages.

7248



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 30/06/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 01662 ;Denmark 

3250953    01/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274500]
Hempel A/S
Lundtoftegårdsvej 91 DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints; varnishes; lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; 
fireproof paints; paint thinners; paint thickeners; paint primers; paint sealers; anticorrosive paints; waterproof paints; 
acrylic paints; decorating paints; floor paints; powder paint; varnish paints; lacquers and varnishes; rubber paints; 
aluminum paints; enamel paints; paint coatings; anti-fouling paints; paints for marine use; fillers in the nature of paint; 
preservatives against rust; preservatives against deterioration of wood; paints with special effect (except insulating 
properties); paints for treatment of boat and ship's masts.

7249



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 2 
 

3621573    19/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361291]
BASF Coatings GmbH
Glasuritstrasse 1 48165 Münster Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fillers in the nature of paint; anti-corrosive substances; paints and washes; thinners for coatings; lacquers [paints], 
enamels [varnishes]; thickeners for paints and lacquers; paint drying substances; agglutinants for paint; ground coatings 
[paints and oil].

7250



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3
 

3193940    15/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261449]
ATZEN INC.
PO Box 1849 Los Gatos CA 95031 US 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics.

7251



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3 
 

3226339    26/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269874]
L'OREAL
14, rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

7252



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3 
 

3237920    21/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270713]
Ou Xiaoguang
No. 43, Changan Street, Yuancheng District, Heyuan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Adhesives for cosmetic purposes; nail varnish; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for 
eyelashes; varnish-removing preparations; false nails; nail care preparations; scented water; nail polish; make-up 
preparations.

7253



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 21/04/2015; Application No. : 86604476 ;United States of 
America 

3238223    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272484]
Make-Up Art Cosmetics Inc.
767 Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10153 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics.

7254



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 12/05/2015; Application No. : UK00003108208 ;United Kingdom
3240025    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271679]
Avon Products, Inc.
World Headquarters, 777 Third Avenue New York NY 10017 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated toilet preparations; toiletries; skin care preparations; skin moisturizers; body and beauty care 
preparations; powders, creams and lotions, all for the face, hands and body; cosmetic suntan preparations; soaps; 
shower and bath preparations; beauty masks; talcum powder; nail polish; nail polish remover; enamel for nails; false 
nails; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; eye makeup remover, eye shadow, eye liner, mascara, lipstick, lip 
liner, lip glosses; make-up foundation; blusher; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; cotton sticks for cosmetic 
purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; preparations for cleaning, moisturising, colouring and styling the hair; 
preparations for cleaning the teeth; shaving and aftershave preparations; perfumes, fragrances, toilet waters, cologne; 
deodorants for human beings; anti-perspirants for personal use (toiletries); essential oils (cosmetic).

7255



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 05/02/2015; Application No. : 15 4 154 194 ;France 

3241137    20/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271521]
KENZO
18 rue Vivienne F-75002 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toilet soaps; perfumes; eau de Cologne; toilet water; make-up products for the face and body; cosmetic products for 
personal use; essential oils for personal use; face and body milks, lotions, creams, emulsions, gels for cosmetic use; 
deodorants for personal use.

7256



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 04/03/2015; Application No. : 154161979 ;France 

3246876    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272587]
YVES SAINT LAURENT PARFUMS
7 avenue George V F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery products; perfumes; eau de parfum; toilet water; eau de Cologne; beauty products, namely mascara, blush, 
make-up powder, pencils for cosmetic use, eye shadows, make-up foundations, foundations, face masks and beauty 
masks, lipsticks, nail polish and nail polish removers, lotions, creams and other preparations for removing make-up; 
toiletries, particularly shampoos, bath salts, bath and shower gels, bubble baths, toilet soaps and cakes of soap, essential 
oils for personal use, hair lotions; shaving creams and foams, after-shave lotions and balms; dentifrices; sun protection 
products (excluding sunburn products for pharmaceutical use), namely oils, milks, lotions and creams, self-tanning 
creams, products for tanning the skin; cosmetics; non-medical preparations for skin, face, body, eye, lip, neck, leg and 
foot care; anti-wrinkle creams; face and body creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders; cosmetic scrubs in cream form; 
body deodorants; cleaning products, all these goods are of French origin or made in France.

7257



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 13/04/2017; Application No. : 016610636 ;European Union 

3613284    09/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359717]
Beiersdorf AG
Unnastrasse 48 20253 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic skin care and skin cleansing preparations.

7258



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 19/04/2017; Application No. : 2017715717 ;Russian Federation 

3621537    28/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361831]
Obshhestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "MIRROLLA"
ul. Ivana Fomina, 6 RU-194295 Saint Petersburg Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Abrasives; balms other than for medical purposes; massage gels other than for medical purposes; tissues impregnated 
with cosmetic lotions; cosmetic creams; creams for leather; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; beauty masks; 
oils for cosmetic purposes; essential oils; soap; cosmetic kits; perfumery; dentifrices; laundry bleaching preparations; 
nail care preparations; cleaning preparations; polishing preparations; degreasers other than for use in manufacturing 
processes; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; depilatory preparations; cosmetics; detergents 
other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; shampoos.

7259



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 03/08/2015; Application No. : 154201472 ;France 

3237925    17/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270813]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 SURESNES CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; implants for 
pharmaceutical use; implantable medicines; dietetic substances for medical use; dietetic substances for veterinary use; 
food for babies; dietetic preparations and food supplements; food supplements for animals; plasters, materials for 
dressings; teeth filling material; dental impression materials; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides; 
herbicides.

7260



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2015; Application No. : 2015-047164 ;Japan 

3248992    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274830]
CHUGAI SEIYAKU KABUSHIKI KAISHA (Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.)
5-1, Ukima 5-chome, Kita-ku Tokyo 115-8543 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

7261



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 24/06/2015; Application No. : 86672785 ;United States of 
America 

3249733    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273635]
RTI Surgical, Inc.
11621 Research Circle Alachua FL 32615 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biological tissue grafts; biological bone tissue intended for subsequent implantation; bone void fillers consisting of 
biological materials; bone void fillers consisting of natural materials.

7262



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

 

3252553    10/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275821]
Pacific Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc.
1211 McGaw Ave. Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dietary and nutritional supplements.

7263



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 23/07/2015; Application No. : m 2015 11876 ;Ukraine 

3252564    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275763]
Kurchenko Oleg Volodimirovich
Vul. Artema, 58/2 kv. 5, Kyiv 04053 Ukraine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical preparations, namely enterosorbents; mineral food-supplements.

7264



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2015; Application No. : 525942 ;Sweden 

3252565    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275800]
Lokon Pharma AB
Dag Hammarskjöldsväg 40 C SE-751 83 Uppsala Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biological preparations consisting of oncolytic adenovirus with immune-stimulating genes for the treatment of cancer 
only in frozen form and only as injection or infusion for the treatment of cancer.

7265



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

 

3621353    29/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361159]
HEKTAS TICARET TURK ANONIM SIRKETI
Organize Sanayi Bolgesi 700 Sokak TR-41480 Gebze Kocaeli Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical and veterinary 
purposes, chemical reagents for pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes; dietary supplements for pharmaceutical and 
veterinary purposes; dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; medical preparations for slimming purposes; food for 
babies; herbs and herbal beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; dental preparations and articles; teeth filling 
material, dental impression material, dental adhesives and material for repairing teeth; sanitary preparations for medical 
use; feminine hygiene pads; menstruation tampons; tampons for medical purposes; plasters; materials for dressings; 
diapers, including those made of paper and textiles; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; 
deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; air deodorizing preparations; disinfectants; antiseptics; 
detergents for medical purposes.

7266



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 07/02/2017; Application No. : 2017-012726 ;Japan 

3621489    27/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361132]
UNI-CHARM CORPORATION
182 Shimobun, Kinsei-cho, Shikokuchuo-shi Ehime-ken 799-0111 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; panty liners (sanitary); sanitary 
shorts; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions.

7267



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 07/02/2017; Application No. : 2017-012727 ;Japan 

3621492    27/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361133]
UNI-CHARM CORPORATION
182 Shimobun, Kinsei-cho, Shikokuchuo-shi Ehime-ken 799-0111 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; panty liners (sanitary); sanitary 
shorts; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions.

7268



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 6 
 

 

3240176    21/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271529]
Shandong Hengyuan Copper Co., Ltd.
North of Huaihe Road and East of Dongwu Road, Dongying District, Dongying City 257100 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; alloys of common metal; poles of metal; laths of metal; pipes of metal; railway 
material of metal; wire of common metal; wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire; copper wire, not insulated; 
soldering wire of metal; rods of metal for brazing and welding.

7269



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 19/10/2016; Application No. : 2016-115496 ;Japan 

3627300    24/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362583]
Nippon Steel & Sumikin Stainless Steel Corporation
2-6-1, Otemachi, Chiyoda-Ku Tokyo 100-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Steel sheets; steel plates; steel pipes; steel wires; steel bars; steel strands; steel alloys; steel, unwrought or semi-
wrought; building boards of metal; sheet piles of metal.

7270



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 6 
 

3627667    21/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362875]
Arnold Umformtechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Carl-Arnold-Str. 25 74670 Forchtenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building materials of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery and small items of metal 
hardware; nuts, bolts and fasteners, of metal.

7271



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 18/08/2015; Application No. : 86728945 ;United States of 
America 

3220271    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268904]
Cascade Corporation
2201 NE 201st Avenue Fairview OR 97024 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Materials handling equipment, namely, fittings for machines for load handling, fork lifts, hydraulic loaders and lifting 
machines, in the nature of attachments for the aforementioned machines; hydraulic assemblies and parts therefor for 
machines for load handling, fork lifts, hydraulic loaders and lifting machines; parts for machines for load handling, fork 
lifts, hydraulic loaders and lifting machines.

7272



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

3221800    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268392]
Xiamen Youjia Industrial & Traoling CO., LTD
30 Jinhui Road, Jimei District, Xiamen Fujian China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Carburetter feeders; carburetters; gas engines; fuel economizer; carburetor; wind power engine facility; wind power 
machine and fittings; wind power generate electricity facility; gasoline engines, other than for land vehicles.

7273



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 02/04/2014; Application No. : 86240026 ;United States of 
America 

3228335    24/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1269742]
Nordson Corporation
28601 Clemens Road Westlake OH 44145 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machine tools, namely, pelletizers used to form pellets from thermoplastic polymers.

7274



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 13/03/2015; Application No. : 302015000008571 ;Italy 

3234220    30/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270532]
OCME S.r.l.
Via del Popolo, 20/A I-43122 PARMA (PR) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Labellers (machines) other than for office use; shrink wrappers; wrapping machines; wrap-around packers; stretch 
wrapping machines for applying plastic material to palletised loads; palletizers (machines); filling machines for liquids; 
unscramblers for bottles (machines); automatic industrial labeling machines for bottles; blow moulders for PET bottles 
(machines).

7275



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/03/2015; Application No. : 86568293 ;United States of 
America 

3245949    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272765]
Donaldson Company, Inc.
1400 West 94th Street Bloomington MN 55431 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air-oil separators for compressors.

7276



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

 

3249692    19/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273776]
AMAZONEN-WERKE H. Dreyer GmbH & Co. KG
Am Amazonenwerk 9-13 49205 Hasbergen-Gaste Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Self-propelled, drawn, towed, mounted, built-on or semi-mounted agricultural machines and implements; self-propelled, 
drawn, towed, mounted, built-on or semi-mounted agricultural machines and mechanical agricultural implements for 
distributing materials or for spreading manures or for plant protection or for soil cultivation or for mowing, or for 
scarifying, or for cultivating or for sowing or for sweeping or for gathering; spreading machines; machines for plant 
protection and fertilisation; fertiliser spreaders [machines]; sowers (machines), single seed sowing machines, planters 
(machines); sowing and planting machines; agricultural machines and mechanical agricultural implements, being non-
powered, powered, including self-propelled, namely for soil cultivation; ploughs, mould board ploughs, disc ploughs, 
general-purpose ploughs, turn-about ploughs, reversible ploughs, ploughshares, harrows, toothed harrows, disc harrows, 
circular spike harrows, rotary cultivators, weeding harrows, cultivating machines, grubbers, hoeing machines, routers, 
tines, rollers [tractor towed agricultural implements], well packers (agricultural implements pulled or pushed by tractor), 
sub soilers, seedbed preparation apparatus, haulm cutters; sprinkling, spraying and dusting machines; field sprayers; 
and parts for all the aforesaid goods; machines and mechanical apparatus in the field of utility machinery; lawn mowers; 
knives for reaping; cleaning machines for streets; apparatus and machines for road-clearing services; machines and 
apparatus for distributing materials on roads and paths; street sweeping vehicles [machines]; vehicle mounted road 
sweepers; machines and mechanical apparatus for use in landscaping and horticulture, and parts for the aforesaid 
goods; parts for all the aforesaid goods and combinations of the aforesaid machines and apparatus, in particular machine 
parts for coupling to traction vehicles; robots (machines and mechanical apparatus) for the fields of agriculture, utility 
machinery or landscaping and horticulture, and parts for the aforesaid goods; robot vehicles (machines) for agricultural 
or utility machines and mechanical apparatus or for machines and mechanical apparatus for landscaping and 
horticulture, grass or grass seed machines, equipment for maintenance of hard surfaces for playing sport and parts for 
the aforesaid goods.

7277



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 24/06/2015; Application No. : 2015-060085 ;Japan 

3252567    28/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275765]
KATO MFG. CO., LTD.
2-65, Shinmachi, Hiratsuka-shi Kanagawa 254-0076 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Deburring tools for metalworking.

7278



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

 

3615041    23/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360644]
De Greef's Wagen-, Carrosserie- en Machinebouw B.V.
Langstraat 12 NL-4196 JB Tricht

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sorting machines for fruit, vegetables, potatoes and bulbous and tuberous plants, and additional equipment, in 
particular for sorting based on weight, quality, brix value (sugar level), core rot, internal browning, length, curvature, size, 
colour and hardness; the aforesaid equipment and machines provided with devices for emitting visible light, infrared 
light, near-infrared light and/or ultraviolet light by means of LED or halogen light sources, cameras and/or sensors for 
transmitting the aforesaid light and/or X-ray apparatus and/or electronic scales; filling and emptying apparatus, including 
box filling and emptying apparatus; packaging apparatus; roller tracks; feeding and drainage installations; palletisation 
machines; dipping tanks (machines); polishing and washing apparatus; drying machines, including provided with 
brushes, for drying fruit, vegetables, potatoes and bulbous and tuberous plants.

7279



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

3621473    07/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361633]
Shanghai Balance Automotive Equipment Co., Ltd.
Area A, No. 885, YuTang Road, Anting Town, Jiading District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Powered tire changer machines for land vehicles; wheel balancer; machines for repairing vehicles; pneumatic hand tools; 
hydraulic hand tools.

7280



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 27/10/2016; Application No. : 2016-119934 ;Japan 

3621835    09/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361670]
Mitsubishi Hitachi Tool Engineering, Ltd.
4-31-11, Ryogoku, Sumida-ku Tokyo 130-0026 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metalworking machines and tools; cutting tools for machinery; drill bits, being parts of metalworking machines; cutting 
tools for machinery, namely, end mills; cutting inserts and cutting tips for use with cutting tools; cemented carbide 
cutting tools; cemented carbide tips; sintered cBN (cubic boron nitride) cutting tools; diamond-pointed metal-cutting 
tools; sintered diamond cutting tools; gear cutters for use as a machine tool; shanks for milling tools; arbors, being parts 
of cutting tools; metalworking machine tools; cutting machines for metalworking; drilling machines for metalworking; 
milling machines for metalworking; drilling tools for use with metalworking machines; drill chucks, being parts of 
metalworking machines; holders for cutting tools, being pans of machines; holding devices for metalworking machine 
tools; taps being metalworking machine tools; threading machines; machines and tools for the processing and treatment 
of ceramics.

7281



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

3158144    02/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1262332]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL
24, rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking [supervision], life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs, dictation machines, calculating machines, pocket calculators, data processing equipment, spectacles 
[optics], sunglasses, sports eyewear, spectacle glasses, corrective lenses, contact lenses, containers for contact lenses, 
optical lenses, cases for optical lenses, optical goods, spectacle frames, spectacle cases, binoculars, binocular cases, 
telescopes, protective helmets, protective helmets for sports, riding caps [horseback riding], temperature indicators, 
thermometers not for medical use, measuring tapes [measuring instruments], meter rules [measuring instruments], rulers 
[measuring instruments], compasses [measuring instruments], directional compasses, magnifying glasses, dog whistles, 
range finders, measuring rods, photographic and cinematographic apparatus, video cameras, camcorders, stands for 
photographic apparatus, cases and bags for cameras, bags and cases for video cameras, bags and cases for camcorders, 
computers, pocket computers, tablets [computers], computer keyboards, computer peripherals, computer hardware, mice 
[computers], mouse pads, wrist rests for use with computers, personal digital assistants, electronic agendas, electronic 
organizers, electronic notebooks, electronic book readers, USB keys, USB discs, computer game software, software 
[recorded computer programs], computer programs [downloadable software], MP3 and other digital format audio players, 
compact discs, DVD players, personal stereos, portable media players, radios, television sets, video screens, video 
recorders, electronic communication equipment and instruments, navigational instruments, Global Positioning System 
apparatus, telephones, mobile telephones, mobile telephone accessories, namely, electric batteries, rechargeable 
batteries, battery chargers, chargers for cars, electric cables, USB cables, loudspeakers for mobile phones, protective 
films, screen protectors, privacy filters, memory cards, docking stations, telephone stands for desks, telephone holders 
for cars, styluses, microphones, antennas, keyboards, straps for mobile phones, mobile phone cases, cases for electronic 
tablets, mobile telephone cases, cases for electronic tablets, covers for mobile phones, covers for electronic tablets, 
cases and covers of leather, imitation leather, fabric, textile and plastic, bags and cases designed to hold MP3 players, 

7282



bags and cases designed for holding compact disc players, bags and cases designed for holding DVD players, 
earphones, stereo earphones, earphones to be placed in the ears, telephone earphones, headphones, wireless 
headphones, earphones, hands-free kits for telephones, loudspeakers, egg timers [sandglasses], apparatus for 
measuring the thickness of skins and leather, scales, pedometers.

7283



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 01/09/2015; Application No. : 4020150065016 ;Republic of 
Korea 

3229661    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269895]
LG ELECTRONICS INC.
128 Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio components; mobile phones; television receivers; USB flash drives; computer monitors; laptop computers; 
computers; DVD players; portable disk drives for computer; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; application software; audio receivers; set-top boxes; mouse [computer peripheral]; speakers for 
automobile; speakers for home theater; audio and video receivers for home theater; projectors for home theater; digital 
signage monitors; tablet computers.

7284



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 01/09/2015; Application No. : 4020150065013 ;Republic of 
Korea 

3232380    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271255]
LG ELECTRONICS INC.
128 Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio components; mobile phones; television receivers; USB flash drives; computer monitors; laptop computers; 
computers; DVD players; portable disk drives for computer; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; application software; audio receivers; set-top boxes; mouse [computer peripheral]; speakers for 
automobile; speakers for home theater; audio and video receivers for home theater; projectors for home theater; digital 
signage monitors; tablet computers.

7285



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/02/2015; Application No. : 1304471 ;Benelux 

3234203    31/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270780]
GrandVision Group Holding B.V.
Evert van de Beekstraat 1, Ruimtenr. 80, Tower C, 6th Floor NL-1118 CL SCHIPHOL NL

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Contact lenses; containers and cases for contact lenses; spectacles; spectacle frames; spectacle glasses (term 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); spectacle lenses; spectacle 
cases; containers for spectacles; spectacle chains; sports glasses; sunglasses.

7286



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

3234219    01/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270848]
LG ELECTRONICS INC.
128 Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mobile phones; television receivers; USB flash drives; computer monitors; laptop computers; computers; DVD players; 
portable disk drives for computer; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; application 
software; audio receivers; set-top boxes; scanners [data processing equipment]; mouse [computer peripheral]; speakers 
for automobile; speakers for home theater; audio and video receivers for home theater; projectors for home theater; 
digital signage monitors; tablet computers.

7287



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

3240024    08/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272241]
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mobile telephones; digital cameras; portable media player; portable computers; wireless headsets for mobile phones, 
smart phones and tablet computers; rechargeable batteries; battery chargers; leather cases for mobile phones, smart 
phones and tablet computers; flip covers for mobile phones, smart phones and tablet computers; tablet computers; 
television receivers; audio electronic components, namely surround sound systems; digital set-top boxes; DVD players; 
light emitting diode displays; monitors; 3D eye glasses; computers; printers for computers; semiconductors; computer 
software; smart phones; computer application software.

7288



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

3242480    13/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271988]
Yulong Computer Telecommunication Scientific (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 
2/F, Building 2, Coolpad Cyber Harbor, Hi-Tech Industrial Park (North), Nanshan District Shenzhen CN

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; laptop computers; computer peripheral devices; electronic pocket translators; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; notebook computers; electronic agendas; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; electronic tags for 
goods; facsimile machines; punched card machines for offices; weighing apparatus and instruments; jigs [measuring 
instruments]; aerials; transmitters of electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus; navigational instruments; 
radiotelephony sets; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-
board computers]; walkie-talkies; monitoring apparatus, electric; video recorders; camcorders; cinematographic 
cameras; cameras [photography]; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; fire extinguishers; teeth protectors; 
alarms; spectacles [optics]; chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric; slides [photography].

7289



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 24/04/2015; Application No. : 2015-040227 ;Japan 

3246811    01/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273416]
Broadleaf Co., Ltd.
13-14, Higashi-shinagawa 4-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 140-0002 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication machines and apparatus; video frequency devices and apparatus; DVD players; DVD 
recorders; digital cameras; digital photo frames; video cameras; videodisc players; videotape recorders; parts and 
accessories of telecommunication machines and apparatus; lanyards for mobile telephones [straps]; electronic 
machines, apparatus and their parts; computers and their peripherals; computers; personal digital assistants; tablet 
terminal devices; computer programs; computer software (including software downloadable from the Internet); 
downloadable computer software; downloadable computer software programs; data carriers; digital data carriers.

7290



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2015; Application No. : 2015/16099 ;South Africa 

3246815    17/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273336]
Sonos, Inc.
614 Chapala Street Santa Barbara CA 93101 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; audio speakers; wireless indoor and outdoor speakers; mid-range speakers; surround sound 
speakers; audio amplifiers; tweeters; digital media receivers and audio receivers; computer hardware; wireless network 
repeaters; wireless network extenders; wireless computer peripherals; wireless digital media systems comprised of 
audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and software for transmitting, 
delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media system hardware and 
components thereof, namely, audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and 
software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media 
network controllers, repeaters, and components thereof; computer hardware for use in extending wireless digital media 
systems and networks; computer hardware and software for use in connecting and operating wireless digital media 
systems, components, sound equipment and digital media networks; computer hardware and software for wireless digital 
content delivery and transmission; computer hardware and software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, 
processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files; wireless devices for transmitting, delivering, 
receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media, data, music and audio files; computer hardware and 
software for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; wireless 
devices for organizing, manipulating, transmitting, and reviewing digital media, data, music and audio files; digital media 
distribution systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware 
and software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media 
systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual control hardware and software 
for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital media; digital media hubs; digital 
media receivers; home theater systems comprised of audio-visual hardware, wireless network hardware and audio-visual 
control hardware and software for transmitting, delivering, receiving, reproducing, processing and streaming digital 
media; surround sound systems; stereos for personal, residential or commercial use; audio speakers; computer 
peripherals; computer hardware and software that enables internet users to develop individual playlists that create 
personalized audio feeds, designate favorite audio content, make recommendations, and share audio content; computer 
hardware and software that enables internet users to search for audio content and data across multiple platforms; 
computer hardware and software for creating and sharing playlists and song lists; computer hardware and software for 
reviewing and recommending songs, albums, artists, playlists and song lists; computer hardware and software for 
tracking and sharing favorite songs, albums, and artists; computer hardware and software for searching databases 
featuring audio and multimedia files; parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods.

7291



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2015; Application No. : 67187 ;Jamaica 

3246826    01/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273282]
Intel Corporation
2200 Mission College Boulevard Santa Clara CA 950528119 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Multi-layered computer memory; non-volatile computer memory; fast access, scalable computer memory; computer 
hardware; solid state drives; hard drives; integrated circuits; microprocessors; electronic memory.

7292



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/01/2014; Application No. : 012488706 ;European Union 

3254638    14/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1218007]
FONEX s.p.a.
Via dell'Artigianato, 2-4 Sant'Albano Stura I-12040 Cuneo(CN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile telephone accessories, in particular covers for mobile telephones and smartphones; computer accessories, 
in particular telephone accessories for computers, keyboards, computer mouses, computer mouse kits, mouse mats; 
cases for telephones; computers and tablet computers; electric and electronic components; telephone wires; computer 
cabling; usb cables; headphones; loudspeakers; audio devices; equipment for guiding, tracking and for providing 
directions and maps, in particular satellite navigators and GPS apparatus; car accessories, in particular holders for 
mobile phones, tablet computers and Sat Navs; protective clothing and protective helmets for sports.

7293



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2016; Application No. : 87270393 ;United States of 
America 

3615800    13/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360551]
Qualcomm Incorporated
5775 Morehouse Drive San Diego CA 921211714 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smart phones; tablet computers; phablets; wireless communication devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, 
receiving, manipulating, and reviewing voice, text, data, image, and audio files.

7294



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

3620950    11/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361413]
ShenZhen JWM Electronics Co., Ltd.
Floor 7, Jianghai Industrial Zone, No. 7 Yonghe Road, Bao'an District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric locks for vehicles; locks, electric; attendance registering machines; biological fingerprint lock; optical goods; 
theft prevention installations, electric; alarms; locks, electric; sirens; electrolysers.

7295



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

3621548    12/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361485]
Tylö AB
Svarvaregatan 6 SE-302 50 Halmstad Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric and electronic remote control panels for saunas, sauna heaters, steam generators, including programmable 
mode, time, temperature, humidity and air drying regulators; relay boxes, switches, safety switches, thermostats, 
thermometers, hygrometers; parts and fittings for aforementioned goods included in this class.

7296



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2017; Application No. : 87353326 ;United States of 
America 

3621663    11/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362215]
Corsair Memory, Inc.
47100 Bayside Parkway Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers, namely, personal computers, computer workstations and computer hardware comprising computer chassis, 
motherboards, hard drives, central processing units (CPUs), graphics processing units (GPUs), central processing unit 
coolers, graphics processing unit coolers, power supply units, internal computer cooling fans, solid state drives, and 
computer memory; computer components, namely, memory modules, computer memory modules for memory upgrade, 
power supply units, solid-state drives, liquid-cooling devices for central processing units, liquid-cooling devices for 
graphics processing units, air-cooling devices for central processing units, air-cooling devices for graphics processing 
units, air-cooling devices for memory modules, internal computer fans, internal cooling fans for electronic parts, internal 
cooling fans for central processing units, internal cooling fans for graphics processing units, internal cooling fans for 
computer cases, internal cooling fans for enclosures for computers; computer cases; computer chassis; computer 
peripherals and computer hardware, namely, blank USB flash drives, external solid-state drives, keyboards, computer 
mice, computer gaming mice, mouse mats, audio speakers, headsets for use with computers, virtual reality headsets; 
computer operating system software that supports a computer's basic functions; computer software for operating 
external memory hardware and for storage of electronic data; downloadable software for operating external memory 
hardware and for storage of electronic data; computer software for controlling and communicating with computer 
peripherals, for controlling and communicating with keyboards, for controlling and communicating with computer mice, 
for controlling and communicating with computer gaming mice, for controlling and communicating with audio speakers, 
for controlling and communicating with headsets for use with computers, for controlling and communicating with virtual 
reality headsets; downloadable software for controlling and communicating with computer peripherals, for controlling 
and communicating with keyboards, for controlling and communicating with computer mice, for controlling and 
communicating with audio speakers, for controlling and communicating with headsets for use with computers, for 
controlling and communicating with virtual reality headsets; central processing units; graphics processing units.

7297



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

3622039    10/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361686]
Magnificum Limited
406 Roding Lane South, Woodford Green Essex IG8 8EY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software, namely, search engine software applications with or without artificial intelligence algorithms which 
can recommend a shortlist of solutions to users, allows users to interact, share, and view data, text, videos, images, and 
drawings for the purposes of collaboration, problem solving, prioritisation, continuous improvement, project 
management, solution implementation and analytics.

7298



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 24/05/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 104 806 ;Germany 

3626587    09/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1362654]
Berkenhoff GmbH
Berkenhoffstrasse 14 35452 Heuchelheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wires for spark erosion; wire electrodes; electrodes for spark erosion machines.

7299



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 10 
 

3248367    11/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272763]
COOK MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC
750 DANIELS WAY, P.O. BOX 2269 BLOOMINGTON IN 47402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices, namely sphincterotomes.

7300



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2016; Application No. : 4020160050956 ;Republic of 
Korea 

3615193    29/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1360944]
KIM, SANG SIK
101-706, 6, Dorimcheon-ro 12-gil, Guro-gu Seoul 08369 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Testing and measuring instruments for medical purposes; ophthalmoscopes; eye testing machines and apparatus; 
pupillometers; biometric measuring devices for medical purposes; nystagmograph; testing apparatus of dizziness 
symptoms for medical purposes; devices for medical diagnostic use; apparatus for use in medical analysis; telemetry 
devices for medical applications; medical instruments for use in evoked potential test; medical instruments for use in 
vestibular function test; medical cameras; testing apparatus for medical purposes; apparatus for clinical diagnosis; 
medical instruments for use in rehabilitation of the vestibular system.

7301



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 25/11/2016; Application No. : 302016000119609 ;Italy 

3620925    10/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362304]
Sweden & Martina S.p.a.
Via Veneto, 10 I-35020 DUE CARRARE (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental implants with relative prosthetic components and surgical instruments, surgical instruments for dental implants, 
prostheses for dental implants, dental implants screws.

7302



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 25/11/2016; Application No. : 302016000119635 ;Italy 

3620938    10/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362303]
Sweden & Martina S.p.a.
Via Veneto, 10 I-35020 DUE CARRARE (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental implants with relative prosthetic components and surgical instruments, surgical instruments for dental implants, 
prostheses for dental implants, dental implants screws.

7303



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 25/11/2016; Application No. : 302016000119581 ;Italy 

3620968    10/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362305]
Sweden & Martina S.p.a.
Via Veneto, 10 I-35020 DUE CARRARE (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental implants with relative prosthetic components and surgical instruments, surgical instruments for dental implants, 
prostheses for dental implants, dental implants screws.

7304



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 10 
 

3621414    07/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362097]
SENKO MEDICAL INSTRUMENT Mfg. CO., LTD.
23-13, Hongo 3-chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 113-0033 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments; heart-lung machines; cardiopulmonary bypass circuits; membrane oxygenators; 
extracorporeal membrane type oxygenators; centrifugal pump systems for medical purposes; centrifugal pump drive 
units for extracorporeal circulation devices; heating and cooling units for medical purposes; anesthesia machines; 
breathing circuits for anesthesia systems; tracheostomy tubes; electric scalpels for surgical purposes; electrosurgical 
units and electrodes; electric low pressure aspirators for medical purposes; suction devices for medical purposes; 
drainage bags for medical purposes; drainage tubes for medical purposes; forceps; dressing forceps; surgical scissors; 
needle holders for medical purposes; retractors for medical purposes; suture apparatus for medical purposes; surgical 
raspatries; heat exchangers for extracorporeal circulation; reservoirs for extracorporeal circulation; blood reservoirs for 
extracorporeal circulation; cannulas for extracorporeal circulation; medical ventilators.

7305



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/11/2016; Application No. : 302016000119654 ;Italy 

3621740    10/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362302]
Sweden & Martina S.p.a.
Via Veneto, 10 I-35020 DUE CARRARE (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental implants with relative prosthetic components and surgical instruments, surgical instruments for dental implants, 
prostheses for dental implants, dental implants screws.

7306



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 11
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/12/2014; Application No. : 013593249 ;European Union 

3227140    18/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269941]
Revent International AB
P.O. Box 714 SE-194 27 Upplands Väsby Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Gas, oil and electrically heated baking and cooking ovens; retarding, proofing and cooling cabinets, all the 
aforementioned goods are sold as separate products or assembled for line production for food goods and may be 
equiped with vacuum function, energy recovery and air treatment systems, water chillers, water mixers and water coolers 
for food gods, all products are for commercial use.

7307



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2016; Application No. : 2016-109495 ;Japan 

3614930    12/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360793]
MAYEKAWA MFG. CO., LTD.
14-15, Botan 3-chome, Koto-ku Tokyo 135-8482 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Freezing machines and apparatus; drying machines; air-conditioning apparatus; heat exchangers for freezing machines 
and apparatus, drying machines, and air-conditioning apparatus (other than parts of machines).

7308



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 05/06/2015; Application No. : 4020150041469 ;Republic of 
Korea 

3235303    21/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270770]
Hyundai Motor Company
12 Heolleung-ro, Seocho-Gu Seoul 137-938 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles; parts and accessories for automobiles; electric cars; hybrid cars; dump cars; buses; passenger cars; 
passenger cars for more than seven passengers; trucks; lorries; tires for vehicle wheels; tubes for vehicle wheels; 
braking devices for vehicles; automobile engines; power transmissions and gearings for land vehicles; transmissions for 
land vehicles; bearings for land vehicles; couplings for land vehicles; axle journals; suspension shock absorbers for 
vehicles.

7309



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 033 065 ;Germany 

3253640    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275762]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstrasse 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and structural parts therefor, included in this class.

7310



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 12 
 

3614939    03/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360640]
Zhejiang Huanfang Automobile Electric Appliances Co., Ltd
Hongqi, Kanmen, Yuhuan 317602 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobile [parts of], including brake pads for automobiles (term considered linguistically incorrect by the International 
Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); automobile chassis; clutches for land vehicles; shock absorbers for 
automobiles; automobile wheel hubs; motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; turbines for 
land vehicles.

7311



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 02/11/2016; Application No. : 302016000110134 ;Italy 

3621812    21/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362426]
ITALDESIGN-GIUGIARO S.p.A.
Via San Quintino, 28 I-10121 TORINO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; cigar lighters for automobiles; couplings for land vehicles; 
aircraft; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; transmission shafts for land vehicles; sun-blinds adapted for 
automobiles; ambulances; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; shock absorbers for automobiles; brake segments 
for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; head-rests for vehicle seats; sports cars; buses; motor homes; coaches; cars; 
cars; panniers adapted for cycles; bicycles; saddlebags adapted for bicycles; gear boxes for land vehicles; inner tubes 
for bicycles, cycles; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; vans [vehicles]; trucks; cycle bells; hoods for vehicles; automobile 
hoods; pushchair hoods; caravans; golf carts; bodies for vehicles; automobile bodies; pushchairs; rims for vehicle 
wheels; tires for vehicle wheels; tyres for motor vehicles; baskets adapted for bicycles; cycle cars; mopeds; safety 
harnesses for vehicle seats; safety belts for vehicle seats; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; torque converters for land 
vehicles; stroller covers; tyre casings; spare wheel covers; rims for wheels of bicycles, cycles; sleeping berths for 
vehicles; hoods for vehicle engines; hub caps; vehicle brake discs; anti-glare devices for vehicles; tires (non-skid devices 
for vehicle -); headlight wipers; saddle covers for bicycles or motorcycles; seat covers for vehicles; covers for vehicle 
steering wheels; fitted vehicle covers; brakes for bicycles, cycles; brakes for vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; delivery 
tricycles; brake facings for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles; seaplanes; gearing for land vehicles; locomotives; driving 
motors for land vehicles; handle bars for bicycles, cycles; transmission mechanisms, for land vehicles; shock absorbing 
springs for vehicles; vehicle suspension springs; scooters [vehicles]; side cars; motorbikes; jet engines for land vehicles; 
motors, electric, for land vehicles; motors for cycles; motors for land vehicles; hubs for vehicle wheels; cycle hubs; 
ships; portholes; omnibuses; air balloons; airships; windscreens; parachutes; mudguards; cycle mudguards; vehicle 
bumpers; bumpers for automobiles; brake pads for automobiles; pedals for cycles; pneumatic tires [tyres]; bicycle tires 
[tyres]; vehicle tires; pumps (air -) [vehicle accessories]; pumps for bicycles, cycles; ski carriers for cars; luggage carriers 
for vehicles; doors for vehicles; tailgates (Am.) elevating -, power - [parts of land vehicles]; vehicle running boards; 
buffers for railway rolling stock; luggage nets for vehicles; dress guards for bicycles, cycles; rearview mirrors; trailers 
[vehicles]; dining cars [carriages]; vehicle wheels; freewheels for land vehicles; wheels for bicycles, cycles; ships' hulls; 
safety seats for children, for vehicles; vehicle seats; chairlifts; horns for vehicles; cycle saddles; saddles for bicycles, 
cycles or motorcycles; kick sledges; spoilers for vehicles; vehicle chassis; automobile chassis; frames for bicycles, 
cycles; windscreen wipers; undercarriages for vehicles; tricycles; waggons; carriages [railways]; wagons (refrigerated -) 
[railroad vehicles]; sleeping cars; dining cars; valves for vehicle tires [tyres]; air cushion vehicles; air vehicles; vehicles 
for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; snowmobiles; electric vehicles; refrigerated vehicles; military vehicles for 
transport; water vehicles; space vehicles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; windows for vehicles; tramcars; 
steering wheels for vehicles; yachts.

7312



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2017; Application No. : 537902 ;Czech Republic 

3626580    31/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362701]
ŠKODA AUTO a.s.
tr. Václava Klementa 869 CZ-293 01 Mladá Boleslav II Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and their parts and accessories, all included in this class.

7313



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2017; Application No. : 538703 ;Czech Republic 

3626848    19/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362702]
ŠKODA AUTO a.s.
tr. Václava Klementa 869 CZ-293 01 Mladá Boleslav II Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and their parts and accessories, all included in this class.

7314



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 13 
 

Priority claimed from 05/02/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 011 313 ;Germany 

3216083    05/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268864]
TDW Gesellschaft für verteidigungstechnische Wirksysteme mit beschränkter Haftung
Hagenauer Forst 27 86529 Schrobenhausen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.13;Missiles, in particular guided missiles; projectiles especially artillery projectiles and mortar projectiles; rockets 
[projectiles]; ammunition especially gun ammunition; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods included in this class.

7315



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 23/06/2015; Application No. : 678208 ;Switzerland 

3244173    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271678]
Sowind SA
1, Place Girardet CH-2301 La Chaux-de-Fonds Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Timepieces and chronometric instruments and their parts; jewelry; precious stones; cuff links; tie pins; jewelry cases 
[caskets]; boxes of precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; presentation cases for timepieces; smart watches; 
watches with a telephone function.

7316



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 06/05/2015; Application No. : 2015-286 ;Leichtenstein 

3244738    13/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272964]
Swarovski Aktiengesellschaft
Dröschistrasse 15 FL-9495 Triesen Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Watches, watch glasses, watch chains, watch straps, watch cases; jewellery, paste jewellery (costume jewelry), 
ornaments (jewellery), necklaces (jewellery), earrings, bracelets (jewellery), rings (jewellery); brooches (jewellery); charms 
(jewellery); ornamental pins, chains (jewellery); key rings (trinkets or fobs); medallions (jewellery); cuff links; natural or 
synthetic precious stones of all types and for every purpose; gem stones, in particular glass gemstones and gem stones 
jewellery stones of facetted glass.

7317



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 16 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/11/2016; Application No. : 4313764 ;France 

3613088    05/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359380]
STERIMED SAS
Route de Céret F-66110 Amélie-les-Bains-Palalda France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper and cardboard for use in packaging; plastic sheets and films for use in packaging; paper or cardboard which can be 
sterilized for use in medical packaging; plastic sheets and films which can be sterilized for use in medical packaging; 
plastic envelopes; bags and small bags of paper or cardboard or plastic.

7318



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 18 
 

3237921    17/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270719]
MRKT LIMITED
Apartment 7A, No. 9 Seymour Road Mid-Levels HONG-KONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Backpacks, briefcases, messenger bags, totes, shoulder bags, travel bags, clutches.

7319



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 18 
 

 

3251613    30/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275682]
JINJIANG FENGYUAN UMBRELLA CO.,LTD.
Yaoqian Village, Anhai Town, Jinjiang 362000 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather, unworked or semi-worked; bags; pouch baby carriers; slings for carrying infants; valises; bags for sports; 
umbrellas; parasols; umbrella sticks; walking sticks.

7320



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 19 
 

Priority claimed from 11/12/2014; Application No. : 144141155 ;France 

3244108    03/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271805]
TERREAL
13-17 rue Pagès F-92150 SURESNES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; materials for roofing, building structures, sidings and wall coverings of terra-
cotta, concrete, asphalt, cement, composite or synthetic materials, reinforced or not with fibers; non-metallic rigid pipes 
for building; pitch and bitumen; transportable buildings not of metal; monuments not of metal; lintels, bricks; ledges, non-
metallic wall tiles for construction purposes; gutters and roof gutters not of metal, shutters not of metal, chimney cowls 
not of metal, beams, joists, frames and cornices not of metal; under roof screens not of metal; under roof tarpaulins.

7321



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 09/02/2015; Application No. : 013720479 ;European Union 

3249670    18/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273775]
BRADO S.p.A.
Via Cal di Mezzo, 3 I-31059 Bigolino di Valdobbiadene Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chairs; chairs; stools; settees; divans; benches [furniture]; benches; backrests, armrests and bases for chairs, seats, 
footstools, armchairs, divans and benches; chairs, seats, footstools, armchairs, divans and benches equipped with 
regulating mechanisms; components for chairs, seats, footstools, armchairs, divans and benches.

7322



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 20 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/10/2016; Application No. : 2016-118251 ;Japan 

3627520    11/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362992]
FAST RETAILING CO., LTD.
717-1, Sayama, Yamaguchi City Yamaguchi 754-0894 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cushions; zabuton [Japanese floor cushions]; pillows; mattresses; futon mattresses; sleeping bag pads; packaging 
containers of wood, bamboo or plastic; embroidery frames; hand fans; hand-held folding fans; furniture; indoor blinds; 
blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo [sudare]; bead curtains for decoration; window shades.

7323



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 22 
 

3613484    14/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359544]
Airflex5D, LLC
12282 Knott Street Garden Grove CA 92841 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Awnings.

7324



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 25 
 

3251605    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275700]
TRISH PENG LIMITED
111 St Andrews Road, Epsom Auckland 1023 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; shirts; tops; blouses; t-shirts; vests; camisoles; pants; trousers; jeans; shorts; tracksuits; coats; jackets; 
sweatshirts; jumpers; sweaters; cardigans; knitwear; dresses; skirts; culottes; jumpsuits; playsuits; leggings; pyjamas; 
sleepwear; swimwear; underwear; lingerie; scarves; gloves; mittens; belts (being articles of clothing); footwear; boots; 
shoes; slippers; sandals; trainers; socks and hosiery; headgear; hats; caps.

7325



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 25 
 

3254084    21/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275671]
The Wakefield Shirt Company Limited
P.O. Box 1 Thornes Lane Wharf Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF1 5RQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; articles of outerwear; underwear; sportswear; maternity wear; casual wear; coats; 
jackets; jumpers; cardigans; sweatshirts; articles of knitwear; t-shirts; sweaters; shirts; trousers; jeans; leggings; shorts; 
skirts; dresses; sports clothing; sports hats; sports footwear; sports shoes; gymnastic clothing; beach clothes; beach 
shoes; swimwear; swimsuits; bathing suits and bathing trunks; boots, shoes and slippers; hats; caps; earmuffs; sun 
visors; stoles; gloves; scarves; shawls; headbands; hosiery; stockings; tights; ties; cravats; belts (clothing); belts.

7326



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 25 
 

 

3612553    14/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359542]
ESSENTIAL LAYER INC.
1857 Lombard Street, Unit 1 San Francisco CA 94123 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cotton apparel, namely, boxer briefs, bras, briefs, knitted underwear, panties, shorts and briefs, short-sleeved or long-
sleeved t-shirts, t-shirts, underwear, women's underwear, woven or knitted underwear, a-shirts, ankle socks, anklets, capri 
pants, infant and toddler one piece clothing, jogging pants, ladies' underwear, long underwear, lounge pants, men's socks, 
nurse pants, one piece garment for infants and toddlers, pajama bottoms, pajamas, pants, perspiration absorbent 
underwear (clothing), short sets, shorts, sliding shorts, sock suspenders, socks, socks and stockings, sports bra, sports 
bras, sports shirts with short sleeves, strapless bras, straps for bras, stretch pants, sweat pants, sweat shorts, thermal 
socks, thermal underwear, thongs, track pants, underwear, namely, boy shorts, walking shorts, yoga pants.

7327



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 25 
 

3620871    01/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361149]
Shenzhen Simiao Trading Co., Ltd.
Room 201, Building A, No.1 Qianwan One Road, Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cooperation Area Shenzhen (Settled in Shenzhen Qianhai 
Commercial Secretary Co., Ltd.) China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; clothing for children; layettes [clothing]; bathing suits; masquerade costumes; shoes; hats; hosiery; scarfs; 
girdles.

7328



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 20/01/2017; Application No. : 2017-004630 ;Japan 

3621687    13/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361660]
SFT LABORATORY CO., LTD.
8-3, Funado 1-chome, Itabashi-ku Tokyo 174-0041 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; masquerade costumes; clothing for sports; special footwear for sports.

7329



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 25 
 

3627368    27/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362842]
ZHOUXUZE
No. 310 West Street of Xiashan, Nanxing Mall, Xiashan, Chaonan District, Shantou 515144 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; layettes [clothing]; swimsuits; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; scarves; waist belts [clothing].

7330



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 28 
 

3251575    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275719]
Yonex Kabushiki Kaisha
23-13, Yushima 3-Chome, Bunkyo-Ku Tokyo 113-8543 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sporting articles; badminton rackets; gut for rackets; strings for rackets; shuttlecocks; bags for badminton rackets; bags 
for tennis rackets; cases for badminton rackets; cases for tennis rackets; golf clubs; shafts for golf clubs; golf club grips; 
head covers for golf clubs; bags for golf clubs; tennis rackets; strings for badminton rackets; strings for tennis rackets; 
grip tapes for rackets; vibration dampeners for rackets; snowboards.

7331



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 09/03/2017; Application No. : m 2017 05041 ;Ukraine 

3622599    26/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362282]
Tovarystvo z obmezhenoiu vidpovidalnistiu "UKRAINIAN GEARS"
provulok Radyshcheva, bud. 8 m. Kyiv 03680 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bar-bells; baseball gloves; board games; building blocks [toys]; building games; chips for gambling; cups for dice; dice; 
discuses for sports; dolls; dolls' beds; dolls' houses; dolls' rooms; dominoes; checkerboards; checkers [games]; drones 
[toys]; flying discs [toys]; games; hang gliders; harness for sailboards; horseshoe games; jigsaw puzzles; kites; mah-jong; 
marbles for games; masks [playthings]; matryoshka dolls; mobiles [toys]; ornaments for Christmas trees, except 
illumination articles and confectionery; paragliders; play balloons; playing balls; playing cards; practical jokes [novelties]; 
puppets; marionettes; rattles [playthings]; ring games; rocking horses; scale model vehicles; scale model kits [toys]; 
scratch cards for playing lottery games; stuffed toys; swings; targets; teddy bears; theatrical masks; toy pistols; toy air 
pistols; toy vehicles; toy models; toy figures; toy robots; toys for pets; toys.

7332



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 03/08/2015; Application No. : 2015-074043 ;Japan 

3234213    11/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270808]
OTSUKA FOODS Co., LTD.
2-27, 3-Chome, Otedori, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 540-0021 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retort-pouch curry stew; pre-cooked curry stew; instant curry stew.

7333



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 30 
 

 

3246812    31/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273329]
TAT NISASTA INSAAT SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Haci Sabanci org. San. Böl. OSB Ankara Cad. No:14 TR-01350 Sariçam Adana Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and 
confectionery, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.

7334



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 31 
 

3245921    09/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273308]
Rosalie Bogaard
Nachtegaaldreef 1 B-2200 Herentals

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Live plants and flowers; rose bushes; living roses; dried flowers; preserved flowers; preserved roses; stabilized 
roses; flowers studded with precious stones and diamond flakes.

7335



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 32 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/12/2016; Application No. : 87272182 ;United States of America 

3613015    15/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358972]
Clearly IP Holdings, SRL
Burnham Court, Bishop's Court Hill, Upper Collymore Rock BB11115 St. Michael

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drinking waters; mineral waters; spring waters; flavored waters; water beverages; fruit-flavored beverages; non-alcoholic 
beverages, namely, carbonated beverages; soft drinks.

7336



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 32 
 

3613145    25/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359185]
INCREASE BEVERAGE INTERNATIONAL INC.
100 MARITIME DRIVE, STE. 3C MANITOWOC WI 54220 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aloe vera drinks; non-alcoholic beverages with tea flavor.

7337



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2013; Application No. : 011816998 ;European Union 

3157847    01/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1175465]
Mast-Jägermeister SE
Jägermeisterstraße 7-15 38302 Wolfenbüttel Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.33;Spirits [beverages], in particular spiced liqueurs.

7338



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 33 
 

3622593    16/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361364]
M. Renaud Maroy
8 Impasse Mathieu F-75015 PARIS France
M. Olivier Maroy
10 Bd de l'Armée F-16000 Angoulême France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

7339



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 34 
 

3627763    10/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362753]
CHINA TOBACCO HUNAN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 188, Section 3, Wanjiali Middle Road, Changsha Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco; chewing tobacco; snuff; electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; 
humidors; oral vaporizers for smokers; filter tow for cigarettes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; 
flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; cigarettes; cigarette tips; matches; lighters for 
smokers; butane storage canisters for cigarette lighters; cigarette paper; cigarette filters; shredded tobacco; tobacco 
pipes; ashtrays for smokers.

7340



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 22/04/2015; Application No. : 674797 ;Switzerland 

3241187    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271672]
Clariant AG
Rothausstrasse 61 CH-4132 Muttenz Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising and marketing of chemical products for industry, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, 
dentifrice.

7341



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 35 
 

3252578    13/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275741]
Globality, Inc.
8 Homewood Place Menlo Park CA 94025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Operating on-line marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods and/or services.

7342



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 35 
 

3622059    25/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361984]
Shenzhen Beryl-Mart Building Materials Development Co., Ltd.
Rm 6038, Building 2 Sungang Warehouse, Baoan North Rd, Sungang Street, Luohu District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; sales promotion for others; 
business management assistance; procurement services of others [purchasing goods and services for others 
businesses]; demonstration of goods; distribution of samples; distribution of printed matter for advertising purposes; 
accounting; personnel recruitment.

7343



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 35 
 

3627280    08/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1363067]
SOLUCIONES NETQUEST DE INVESTIGACIÓN, S.L.
Edificio Nexus I, Gran Capità 2, Planta 4, Despatx 404 E-08034 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions.

7344



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 13/03/2015; Application No. : 86563185 ;United States of America 

3238706    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271656]
More Than Me Foundation, Inc.
150 Morristown Road, Suite 110 Bernardsville NJ 07924 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Charitable fundraising services, namely, providing financial support to young women and children in disadvantaged 
countries for the purpose of facilitating educational opportunities; charitable fundraising.

7345



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 24/05/2016; Application No. : 20065262 ;China 

3621491    20/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361328]
HUNAN FUMI INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 906, Building 5,Luguyayuan, No. 409, Xianjiahu West Road, Changsha Hi-Tech Development Area, Yuelu District Changsha 
City, Hunan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance information; securities brokerage; financing services; art appraisal; real estate management; brokerage; surety 
services; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; lending against security.

7346



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 37 
 

Priority claimed from 23/03/2015; Application No. : 1682781 ;Australia 

3243361    10/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272478]
Aconex Limited 
96 Flinders Street Melbourne VIC 3000 AU

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Provision of information and processes to the construction and engineering industries relating to products and services; 
facilitation of information and process management, and collaboration, in the construction industry.

7347



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 39 
 

3240172    25/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271522]
DPD Dynamic Parcel Distribution GmbH & Co. KG
Wailandtstraße 1 63741 Aschaffenburg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Warehousing services, namely, the storage, distribution, removal and packaging of parcels and goods; shipping and 
delivery services, namely, removal, transport and delivery of parcels and letters via various modes of transport; freight 
forwarding services; transport of goods and parcels by air, rail, river, sea and road; shipping and delivery services, 
namely, the pickup, transportation and delivery of parcels and letters; computerized tracking and tracing services for 
packages and freight in transit, namely, provision of automated information on domestic and international transportation 
and delivery services; provision of control information to others relating to the state of progress of pickup and delivery, 
via the Internet and via telephone; transport brokerage; information services pertaining to transport services; 
transportation logistics services; services for the provision of parcels in a traders' network; logistics services in the field 
of the delivery of parcels and mail.

7348



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 27/01/2015; Application No. : 15 4 151 707 ;France 

3229701    26/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270410]
KERING 
40 rue de Sèvres F-75007 PARIS FR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motion picture production; organization and conducting of seminars/congresses, conferences, colloquiums, 
photographic or cinematographic exhibitions; movie studios; cinematographic entertainment services; cinematographic 
film projection; adaptation and editing of motion pictures; educational services relating to movies; hosting, organization 
and management of competitions and award ceremonies; all these services provided in the field of recognition, 
development and promotion of women's place in movies.

7349



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 22/07/2016; Application No. : 2016726745 ;Russian Federation 

3615774    11/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360068]
ZENITH GLOBAL MANAGEMENT LLC.
P.O.Box 590, Horsfords Business Centre, Long Point Road, Charlestown Nevist, West Indies

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Teaching; providing of training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; modelling for artists; academies 
[education]; rental of sports grounds; rental of tennis courts; lending library services; booking of seats for shows; 
videotaping; physical education; production of music; discotheque services; animal training; dubbing; gambling 
services; publication of books; education information; recreation information; entertainment information; movie studio 
services; health club services [health and fitness training]; nightclub services [entertainment]; layout services, other than 
for advertising purposes; microfilming; videotape editing; production of radio and television programmes; screenplay 
writing; game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing on-line electronic publications, not 
downloadable; religious education; gymnastic instruction; correspondence courses; practical training [demonstration]; 
organization of balls; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing recreation facilities; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and 
conducting of in-person educational forums; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of 
symposiums; arranging of beauty contests; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of 
lotteries; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; 
organization of sports competitions; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; amusement park services; sign 
language interpretation; television entertainment; mobile library services; vocational retraining; providing on-line videos, 
not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing golf facilities; providing sports facilities; 
providing amusement arcade services; cinema presentations; presentation of circus performances; presentation of 
variety shows; presentation of live performances; theatre productions; conducting fitness classes; educational 
examination; timing of sports events; film production, other than advertising films; rental of audio equipment; rental of 
video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; rental of show scenery; rental of sound 
recordings; toy rental; rental of cinematographic apparatus; rental of motion pictures; games equipment rental; rental of 
stadium facilities; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of radio and television sets; 
rental of skin diving equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage scenery; electronic desktop 
publishing; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; radio 
entertainment; entertainer services; writing of texts; zoological garden services; news reporters services; party planning 
[entertainment]; music composition services; subtitling; tutoring; holiday camp services [entertainment]; conducting 
guided tours; disc jockey services; personal trainer services [fitness training]; providing casino facilities [gambling]; 
calligraphy services; karaoke services; club services [entertainment or education]; songwriting; providing museum 
facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; orchestra services; translation; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; 
ticket agency services [entertainment]; coaching [training]; sport camp services; recording studio services; language 
interpreter services; services of schools [education]; nursery schools; photography; photographic reporting; boarding 
school education; production of shows.

7350



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 42 
 

3228589    03/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269826]
LF, LLC
P.O. Box 39 Mount Mourne NC 28123 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Technology consulting services, namely, conception, design, development and consultation services for the retail 
industry concerning the computer and scientific technology that may be used in marketing, commerce, research, 
strategy, customer engagement and customer solutions.

7351



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 18/08/2015; Application No. : 86728756 ;United States of America 

3237908    27/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270491]
Infor (US), Inc.
13560 Morris Road, Suite 4100 Alpharetta GA 30004 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing a cloud-based ecommerce web-hosted platform for creation, design, and management of brand or product 
offerings, logistics, fulfillment and distribution services, and marketing and electronic business transactions; software as 
a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting ecommerce software for use by others for the creation, design, and 
management of brand or product offerings, logistics, fulfillment and distribution services, and marketing and electronic 
business transactions; platform as a service (PAAS) services, namely, hosting ecommerce software for use by others for 
the creation, design, and management of brand or product offerings, logistics, fulfillment and distribution services, and 
marketing and electronic business transactions; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing 
services for use by others for the creation, design, and management of brand or product offerings, logistics, fulfillment 
and distribution services, and marketing and electronic business transactions.

7352



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 42 
 

3612573    09/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359520]
InfoArmor, Inc.
7001 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 2020 Scottsdale AZ 85253 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Platform as a service (PAAS) for combating cyber threats that target a company's network infrastructure, featuring threat 
intelligence, security intelligence, electronic crime intelligence, vulnerability intelligence, compromised credentials 
intelligence, and compromised credentials and dark-web forum posts that enable subscribers to mitigate risks and deliver 
preemptive intelligence to help thwart cyberattacks.

7353



Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 42 
 

 

3627287    16/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362851]
QINGDAO LUHUAN ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 1511, The 20th floor of Zhonghaiguoji Plaza, No. 237 of Wannianquan Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Quality testing; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; research in the field of environmental protection; technical 
research; energy auditing; chemistry services; biological research; conducting technical project studies for construction 
projects; information technology [IT] consultancy; software as a service [SaaS].
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Priority claimed from 18/10/2016; Application No. : 40201617375R ;Singapore 

3627650    17/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362758]
ESSENTIAL LIVING SE ASIA PTE. LTD.
6 Claymore Hill, 13-01 Claymore Plaza Singapore 229571 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Testing services for the certification of quality and standards; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods of others for 
the purpose of certification; certification services relating to quality; evaluation of goods and services for the purpose of 
certification.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 007 501.3/35 ;Germany 

2917988    29/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230781]
GEA Group Aktiengesellschaft
Peter-Müller-Str.12 40468 Düsseldorf Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; compilation of cost-price analysis; business 
management and organization consultancy services; professional business consultancy and organization consultancy 
regarding management methods, in particular in the fields of knowledge management, innovation management, idea 
management, quality management, company suggestion scheme, company improvement management and employee 
involvement; business management consultancy; business organization consultancy; personnel management 
consultancy; advisory services for business management; procurement services for third parties (acquisition of goods 
and services for other companies); administrative processing of purchase orders; computerized file management; 
systemization of data in computer databases; compilation of data in computer databases; document reproduction; 
compilation of statistics; market research services; business inquiries; business investigations; business information 
services; business efficiency experts; marketing research; opinion polling; word processing services; publication of 
advertising texts; economic consulting and analysis; marketing (public relations services), sales promotion and 
advertising services; online advertisements; advertising agency services, namely creation and production of advertising 
material; creation and production of advertising films; compilation and distribution of advertising material, in particular of 
merchandising articles, leaflets, prospectuses and printed matter.

Cl.41;Organization and arranging of conferences, congresses and symposiums; online publication of electronic books 
and periodicals; arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops; publication of texts; writing of texts, other than 
advertising texts; teaching; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of workshops; arranging 
and conducting of colloquiums; arranging of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; training, further training 
and further education in the fields of knowledge management, innovation management, idea management, company 
suggestion scheme, company improvement management and employee involvement; coaching (training); courses, 
training, coaching with regard to potential analysis and/or individual measures derived therefrom as well as cooperative 
projects based thereon and independent cross-firm and/or cross-company cooperative projects; company suggestion 
scheme; personnel development by training and further training; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Computer software consultancy; consultancy in the field of computers; installation of computer programs; 
duplication of computer programs; updating of computer software; computer software design; maintenance of computer 
software; computer programming; website design and maintenance; consultancy relating to scientific analysis.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 17/10/2014; Application No. : 2014-087419 ;Japan 

3168988    14/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1263673]
TASAKI & Co., Ltd.
3-2, 6-chome, Minatojima Nakamachi, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 650-0046 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Platinum [metal]; alloys of precious metal; precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; pearls [jewellery]; 
diamonds; beads for making jewellery; jewellery; ornaments [jewellery]; paste jewellery; semi-wrought precious stones 
and their imitations; unwrought precious stones; semi-precious stones; trinkets [jewellery]; cloisonne jewellery; bracelets 
[jewellery]; brooches [jewellery]; chains [jewellery]; charms [jewellery]; clasps for jewellery; tie clips; necklaces 
[jewellery]; cuff links; rings [jewellery]; earrings; hat ornaments of precious metal; tie pins; lockets [jewellery]; pendants; 
tiaras; ankle bracelets; badges of precious metal; ornamental pins; pins [jewellery]; jewellery cases [caskets]; key rings 
[trinkets or fobs]; statuettes of precious metal; statues of precious metal; clocks; wristwatches; straps for wristwatches; 
movements for clocks and watches; stopwatches; buckles for watchstraps; bag ornaments of precious metal; pouch 
ornaments of precious metal.

Cl.16;Pens [office requisites]; stationery; wrappers [stationery]; writing instruments; paper; pencil lead holders; writing 
paper; pencils; note books; notepads; appointment books; paper stationery; paper sheets [stationery]; ball-point pens; 
fountain pens; ink; postcards; seals [stamps]; writing cases [sets]; writing cases [stationery]; photo-engravings; printed 
matter; printed publications; catalogues; magazines [periodicals]; books; pamphlets; posters; stickers [stationery]; 
stands for pens and pencils; photographs [printed]; photograph stands; money clips; passport cases of leather.
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Cl.18;Bags; card cases [notecases]; credit card cases [wallets]; handbags; key cases; pocket wallets; purses; business 
card cases; coin purses; clutch bags; pouches of leather; tote bags; shoulder bags; Boston bags; business cases; 
drawstring pouches; attaché cases; backpacks; bags for sports; briefcases; suitcases; travelling trunks; garment bags 
for travel; travelling bags; travelling sets [leatherware]; valises; rucksacks; bags, of leather, for packaging; pouches, of 
leather, for packaging; industrial packaging containers of leather; vanity cases, not fitted; handbag frames; purse frames; 
handles for canes and walking sticks; canes; walking sticks; umbrellas; parasols.

Cl.21;Cabarets [trays]; cups; dishes; drinking vessels; saucers; services [dishes]; table plates; tableware, other than 
knives, forks and spoons; chopsticks; crystal [glassware]; drinking glasses; tea services [tableware]; teapots; ice 
buckets; vases; ceramics for household purposes; China ornaments; crockery; porcelain ware; sugar bowls; shoe horns; 
shoe trees [stretchers].

Cl.35;Retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and bedding; retail services or wholesale services for 
bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal ornaments; retail services or wholesale services for 
personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for ritual equipment; retail services or wholesale services for 
bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools, hardware; retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning 
tools and washing utensils; retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services 
for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles [eyeglasses and 
goggles]; retail services or wholesale services for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations.
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3171964    13/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264058]
MANN + HUMMEL GMBH
Hindenburgstrasse 45 71638 Ludwigsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Filters; filter elements for air filters; cabin air filters; cabin air filter elements.

Cl.16;Printed matter, in particular packaging, folding boxes, cardboard boxes, pamphlets, periodicals, brochures, 
prospectuses, catalogues, printed advertising materials, operating manuals, installation guides, user instructions, press 
kits, namely, pre-packaged sets of prepared short articles or press releases containing pictures or promotional materials 
consisting of brochures or flyers.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of vehicles; repair and maintenance of filters and filter elements for air filters for 
vehicles; repair and maintenance of cabin air filters and cabin air filter elements.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2014; Application No. : 86320077 ;United States of America 

3192819    16/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1265964]
Act-On Software Inc.
8300 SW Creekside Place, Suite 250 Beaverton OR 97008 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Marketing services; marketing consultancy; marketing automation services; consulting and advisory services for 
sales methods, namely, sales demand generation strategy and lead management; marketing consulting and advisory 
services for online search keyword strategies; marketing consulting and advisory services for marketing and sales 
metrics; marketing consulting and advisory services for marketing automation technology configuration; marketing 
consulting and advisory services for marketing automation software integration with customer relationship management 
(CRM) software systems; marketing consulting and advisory services for marketing automation software integration with 
software-based business management and process tools; social media advertising publishing; email marketing services; 
email deliverability marketing services; design and development of business and marketing materials for others; 
providing program creation and execution for marketing automation services, namely, automated marketing programs 
and email marketing campaigns; managing business data and data synchronization for others; search engine 
optimization and customer relationship management (CRM) services; arranging and conducting business conferences in 
the fields of marketing, marketing automation, business development, email marketing, and search engine optimization; 
website visitor tracking services.

Cl.42;Software-as-a-service (SaaS) services featuring software for customer relationship management and marketing; 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) services featuring software for storing, managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data in 
the fields of marketing, promotion, sales, customer information management, marketing campaign creation and 
management, creating custom personalized web site elements, email marketing; software-as-a-service (SaaS) services 
featuring software for email marketing; providing technical integration services, namely, integrating marketing automation
software platforms with webinar presentation management systems and sales force automation (SFA) systems and 
customer relationship management (CRM) systems; data migration, namely, migrating legacy content from a legacy 
service provider to a new service provider; email system design and implementation and website design and development
for others, namely, providing design and development services for custom electronic stationery for email messages and 
website landing pages, email templates, email messages with customer content, website landing pages, formatting and 
creation of custom content, namely, tables, text, images, and design.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2014; Application No. : 1662041 ;Australia 

3216080    03/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268625]
Terragen Holdings Limited
L2 145 Flinders Lane MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Fertilizers; natural fertilizers; bacterial preparations for use in agriculture; bacteriological preparations for use in 
agriculture; bacteria (other than for medical or veterinary purposes); genes of seeds for agricultural production; 
biochemical preparations other than for medical use; nutrients for plants; plant growing substances; plant growth 
regulating preparations; preparations for promoting the growth of plants; chemical preparations for agricultural purposes 
(other than fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides); chemical products for use as plant growth 
agriculture.

Cl.5;Organic products for agricultural use in killing insects; organic products for agricultural use in killing weeds; 
organic products for agricultural use in repelling insects; pesticides for agricultural use; insecticides for agricultural use 
on crops; herbicides for agricultural use; fungicides for agricultural use; chemical products for inhibiting the growth of 
weeds.

Cl.42;Agricultural research services; advisory services relating to biochemistry; biological research; biotechnological 
research; chemical technological research; provision of information relating to scientific research; research and 
development of products; research relating to bacteriology; research relating to biotechnology.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2014; Application No. : 14206921 ;China 

3219407    19/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1268458]
OPPLE LIGHTING CO., LTD.
Rm.411, Building 1, No. 6111, Longdong Avenue, Pudong New District SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Parking meters; apparatus to check stamping mail; counterfeit [false] coin detectors; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; electronic tags for goods; automatic gauges; measures; signal lanterns; luminous signs; luminous 
or mechanical signalling panels; luminous or mechanical road signs; light-emitting electronic pointers; traffic light 
apparatus [signalling devices]; LED light boxes for use in advertising and display; surveying apparatus and instruments; 
voltage regulators for vehicles; thermostats; apparatus and instruments for physics; metal detectors for industrial or 
military purposes; telescopes; wires, electric; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; semi-conductors; wafers 
used for integrated circuits; printed circuits; printed circuit boards; coils, electric; vacuum tubes [radio]; light-emitting 
diodes [LED]; converters, electric; transformers [electricity]; switches, electric; current rectifiers; time switches, 
automatic; control panels [electricity]; lighting ballasts; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; high 
and low voltage switch board; circuit breakers; distribution boxes [electricity]; commutators; connections, electric; 
switchboxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; cell switches [electricity]; connections for electric lines; couplings, 
electric; relays, electric; inverters [electricity]; wire connectors [electricity]; light dimmers [regulators], electric; electrified 
fences; stage lighting regulators; voltage surge protectors; step up transformers; fluorescent screens; remote control 
apparatus; domestic remote controllers; light conducting filaments [optical fibers [fibres]]; electric installations for the 
remote control of industrial operations; lightning arresters; lightning conductors [rods]; electrolysers; fire extinguishers; 
radiology screens for industrial purposes; anti-glare glasses; smoke detectors; sound alarms; alarms; electric door bells; 
locks, electric; animated cartoons; egg-candlers; none of the aforesaid include consumer electronics (with the exclusion 
of dedicated lighting devices), computers, computer hardware or computer software.

Cl.11;Stage lamps and lanterns; reflector lamps; daylight fluorescent lamp tubes; lighting installations for air vehicles; 
light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; arc lamps; electric lamps; lights for vehicles; anti-dazzle devices for automobiles [lamp 
fittings]; headlights for automobiles; lamps; lamp casings; incandescent burners; bicycle lights; pocket torches, electric; 
pocket searchlights; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; carbon for arc lamps; lamp glasses; cycle lights; 
discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; light diffusers; sockets for electric lights; lighting apparatus and installations; 
chandeliers; ceiling lights; filaments for electric lamps; flares; curling lamps; germicidal lamps for purifying air; lamp 
globes; laboratory lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; safety lamps; lamp reflectors; Chinese 
lanterns; fairy lights for festive decoration; luminous tubes for lighting; magnesium filaments for lighting; miners' lamps; 
lights, electric, for Christmas trees; luminous house numbers; vehicle headlights; torches for lighting; searchlights; 
vehicle reflectors; lighting apparatus for vehicles; lamp shades; lampshade holders; anti-dazzle devices for vehicles 
[lamp fittings]; lamps for directional signals of automobiles; automobile lights; standard lamps; aquarium lights; diving 
lights; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; lanterns for lighting; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; 
cooking utensils, electric; bread baking machines; electric kettles; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; refrigerators; ice 
cream making machines; refrigerating appliances and installations; fans [air-conditioning]; ventilation [air-conditioning] 
installations and apparatus; exhaust fans; gas scrubbing apparatus; fabric steamers; air deodorising apparatus; air 
conditioning installations; air conditioning apparatus; air filtering installations; humidifier; air purifying apparatus and 
machines; hair driers; heating apparatus, electric; radiator caps; bubble and foam generators for shows; fountains; pipe 
line cocks [spigots]; heating installations; watering installations, automatic; heaters for baths; bath heaters; solar energy 
water heaters; solar thermal collectors [heating]; showers; bath fittings; disinfecting cupboard; device for drinking water; 
water purification installations; disposable sterilization pouches; pocket warmers; radiators, electric; lighters; gas 
lighters; nuclear reactors.
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Priority claimed from 28/07/2015; Application No. : 86706990 ;United States of America 

3220259    18/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269422]
Tiny Acquisition Inc. 
500 North Broadway Jericho NY 11753 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software allowing for spontaneous real time audio/video conversation and exchange of data and images; 
downloadable mobile applications for spontaneous real time audio/video conversation and exchange of data and images.

Cl.38;Audio, video and text communication services, namely, internet audio video calling and conferencing for 
consumers, businesses, schools, organizations; telecommunications services, namely, personal communications 
services; electronic transmission of data, images, documents, and sound via computer networks; providing online 
electronic chat rooms for transmission of messages among computer users concerning a wide variety of topics; voice 
over internet protocol conferencing; live audio and video teleconferencing services; instant messaging; video 
teleconferencing services; web conferencing services.

Cl.42;Computer services in the nature of customized web pages featuring user-defined information, personal profiles 
and information; computer services, namely, hosting online web facilities for others for organizing and conducting online 
meetings, gatherings, and interactive discussions; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer 
hardware and software problems.
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Priority claimed from 15/07/2015; Application No. : 1707251 ;Australia 

3221365    17/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1268396]
Tourism Australia
L29, 420 George St Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; travel booking services, including computerised 
reservation services and ticketing services; travel agency services in this class; provision of travel information; 
information and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.41;Education services, including seminars relating to tourism, the australian tourist industry, travel and holidays; 
entertainment services, including, production of film, television, radio, video shows relating to tourism, the australian 
tourist industry, travel and holidays; sporting and cultural activities; running sports events; booking and ticketing 
services for sports, entertainment, cultural and educational events; publishing services, including publishing of 
magazines, books, maps, brochures and other documents, and provision of information (non-downloadable) over a global 
computer network; information and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2013; Application No. : 011890407 ;European Union 

3221369    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1204460]
Bartscher GmbH
Franz-Kleine-Str. 28 33154 Salzkotten Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARMA RAJIV & ASSOCIATES
866 SEC-25 PANCHKULA HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning preparations, cleaning preparations for furnaces, polishing spray, scale removing preparations.

Cl.4;Fuel, in particular fuel pastes and fuel gases.

Cl.7;Rinsing machines; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; vacuum equipment; shoe cleaning machines 
(electric); electromechanical apparatus for making food and beverages; basket, (not of metal), in particular dishwasher 
baskets.

Cl.8;Cutlery.

Cl.9;Thermometers, not for medical purposes; scales, in particular kitchen scales.

Cl.11;Cooking appliances, frying apparatus, baking apparatus, deep fat fryers, barbecue apparatus, toasters; apparatus 
for steam generating; ice-making machines; hearths, kitchen ranges [ovens], cookers; microwave devices (kitchen 
ranges); stoves [heating apparatus]; gas burners; coffee machines, electric; extractor hoods for kitchens; heat retention 
apparatus, in particular serving counters and electrically heated food dispensing trolleys; coolers, in particular serving 
counters, refrigerated tables, refrigerator shelves; electric heating apparatus, radiators (heating), heating apparatus for 
solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; water softening apparatus and installations; 
apparatus for supplying water, in particular water baths, air devices for ventilation, in particular apparatus for transporting
exhaust air; extraction hoods; apparatus for supplying water, in particular sinks.

Cl.12;Rack trolleys, transport trolleys, namely platform trucks, tray trolleys, clearing trolleys, trolleys for transporting 
beverage crates, transport trolleys for food containers and food plates, in particular in stainless steel or coated therewith.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made from precious metals and their alloys.

Cl.20;Furniture, kitchen furniture, tables, benches, racks [furniture], tea trolleys, poster display racks.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers, in particular cooking pot sets, liquid dispensing apparatus, in 
particular dispensers for soaps, sauces, cereal dispensers; frying pans; cafetieres; coffee grinders, hand-operated; 
cutting boards for the kitchen; baskets for domestic use, towel dispensers, oven gloves; garbage bins; electric trouser 
presses; electrical means for destroying insects.

Cl.29;Baking sprays for baking tins and trays.

Cl.34;Ashtrays for smokers, wall-mounted ashtrays; smoking urns, namely outdoor ashtrays; lighters.
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Priority claimed from 21/04/2015; Application No. : 302015000012626 ;Italy 

3222755    30/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269102]
STEFY LINE S.N.C. DI PIZZICHINI STEFANO & C.
Via Musone, 30/B I-62019 RECANATI (MC) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeaker stands; loudspeakers; amplifiers for musical instruments; speaker 
systems consisting of loudspeakers and cabinets for use with loudspeakers; sound mixers with integrated amplifiers; 
subwoofers; speakers; audio mixing apparatus; acoustic meters; stereo tuners; sound recording apparatus; sound 
transmitting apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; sound recording carriers; compact discs, audio-video; DVDs; 
musical cassettes; compact disc recorders; videodisc recorders; DVD recorders; radios; audio players; audiovisual 
receivers; record players; metronomes; microphones; microphone cables; microphone stands; headphones; electrical 
connectors; musical instrument connectors; cables, electric; audio cable; optical cables; jack plugs; electric circuit 
closers; volume control pedals; digitizers; batteries, electric; software to control and improve audio equipment sound 
quality; metronomes for musicians.

Cl.15;Cases for musical instruments; shoulder bags for musical instruments; bags specially adapted for holding 
musical instruments; musical instruments; stringed musical instruments; percussion instruments; keyboard instruments; 
electronic musical instruments; electronic synthesizers; music synthesizers; tuning apparatus for musical instruments; 
reeds for musical instruments; mouthpieces for musical instruments; bows for musical instruments; strings for musical 
instruments; music rolls, piano; bridges for musical instruments; pedals for musical instruments; stands for musical 
instruments; music rests for musical instruments; keys for musical instruments; keyboards for musical instruments
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2014; Application No. : 013458385 ;European Union 

3224318    11/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269199]
DURAG data systems GmbH
Kollaustraße 105 22453 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data collection apparatus; keyboards; software; application software; computer programmes [programs], recorded;
computer programs [downloadable software]; firmware; computer programs for project management; computer programs 
for accessing and using the internet; computer operating systems; databases (electronic); computer databases.

Cl.35;Automated data processing; consultancy relating to data processing; information services relating to data 
processing; computerised file management; electronic data processing; computerised data verification.

Cl.42;Computer hardware development; software development, programming and implementation; measurement 
evaluation services; consultancy relating to filtration technology; conducting industrial tests; technical data analysis 
services; development of testing methods; services for the development of methods of testing; creation of control 
programs for automated measurement, assembly, adjustment, and related visualisation; calibration services relating to 
electronic apparatus; "science and technology services" (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 101 119 ;Germany 

3226212    21/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269821]
Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH
Richard-Bullinger-Straße 77 73527 Schwäbisch Gmünd Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Control units for vehicles; torquemeters; electric control units for controlling electric power; electric power control 
units; electric or electronic control modules; electric sensors; electric control valves; electric valve controls; electronic 
control units; control units [Controller].

Cl.12;Electric drive units for land vehicles; electric motors for motor vehicles; gearboxes for land vehicles; gear motors 
for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; hydraulic devices for power transmissions for land vehicles; steering 
linkages for vehicles; steering columns for vehicles; steering rods; servomotors for land vehicles; servodrives for land 
vehicles; steering racks for vehicles.

Cl.37;Information about repairs; counselling services for maintenance and repair jobs of vehicles; workshop services 
concerning the maintenance of vehicles; workshop services concerning the repair of vehicles; installation of spare parts 
of vehicles; maintenance and repair of motor vehicles; maintenance and repair services for motor vehicles; maintenance 
or repair of motor vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 20/03/2015; Application No. : 674104 ;Switzerland 

3226331    14/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269715]
PKZ Burger-Kehl & Co. AG
In der Luberzen 19 CH-8902 Urdorf Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair 
lotions, dentifrices, shampoos.

Cl.14;Jewelry, precious stones, timepieces and chronometric instruments.

Cl.18;Articles of leather or imitations of leather, namely handbags, trunks and suitcases, purses, wallets, credit card 
holders, lumbar bags, backpacks, shopping bags, dog leashes and dog collars; umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, 
whips.

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children, particularly t-shirts, sweaters, trousers, jackets, shirts, socks, underwear, 
ties, suits, vests, ski suits and cross-country ski suits, suits for snowboarding, scarves; footwear, particularly slippers, 
sports shoes, shoes, boots, high-heeled shoes, beach shoes; headgear, particularly hats, caps.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; retail sale of clothing; business administration; office functions.
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Priority claimed from 27/04/2015; Application No. : 1689726 ;Australia 

3228042    11/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269653]
Genea IP Holdings Pty Ltd
L2, 321 Kent St Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Culture media (other than for medical or veterinary use); cell culture media (other than for medical or veterinary 
use); human cell products and cell culture media for scientific research or use (excluding medical and veterinary use); 
human cell products and cell culture media for laboratory use (excluding medical and veterinary use); biological and 
chemical products and substances for scientific use (other than for medical or veterinary use).

Cl.5;Culture media for medical use; cell culture media for medical use; human cell products and cell culture media for 
use in medical or medical research applications; biological and chemical products and substances for medical use; 
preparations for the treatment of infertility and other disorders relating to fertility and human reproduction.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 101 111 ;Germany 

3228432    21/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269820]
Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH
Richard-Bullinger-Straße 77 73527 Schwäbisch Gmünd Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Steering racks for vehicles; servo drives for land vehicles; servomotors for land vehicles; steering rods; steering 
columns for vehicles; steering linkages for vehicles; hydraulic devices for power transmissions for land vehicles; 
hydraulic circuits for vehicles; gear motors for land vehicles; gearboxes for land motor vehicles; electric motors for motor 
vehicles; electric drive units for land vehicles.

Cl.37;Maintenance or repair of motor vehicles; maintenance and repair services for motor vehicles; maintenance and 
repair of motor vehicles; installation of spare parts of vehicles; workshop services concerning the repair of vehicles; 
workshop services concerning the maintenance of vehicles; counselling services for maintenance and repair jobs of 
vehicles; information about repairs.
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Priority claimed from 18/03/2015; Application No. : 673844 ;Switzerland 

3228574    09/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269684]
Campus Biotech Sàrl
avenue Giuseppe-Motta 31-37, c/o Bemido SA CH-1202 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic substances for medical use.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; data processing equipment, computers; software; downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments.

Cl.41;Education; training, organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, conventions, seminars and 
symposiums; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization and conducting of training 
workshops.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computers and software.

Cl.44;Medical services.
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3232414    31/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271324]
Koehler Pte. Limited
10 Collyer Quay, 40-91 Ocean Financial Centre Singapore 049315 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; financial analysis; business liquidation services, financial; financial 
consultancy; fiduciary; financial management; financial information; capital investment; trusteeship; fiscal valuations.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals; intellectual property consultancy; inspection of 
factories for safety purposes.
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Priority claimed from 17/02/2015; Application No. : UK00003094749 ;United Kingdom 

3234204    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270863]
Probe Scientific Limited
The Venture Centre, Sir William Lyons Road Coventry CV4 7EZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; laboratory apparatus; sensors; sensors for measuring, testing and analysing blood and other 
bodily fluids; sensors for use in sports analysis; sensors, other than for medical use; sensors for use in industry; parts 
and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopedic articles; suture materials; medical
devices; drug delivery devices; medical apparatus for the analysis of blood and drug delivery; diagnostic devices for 
medical use; medical sensors; medical sensors for monitoring patients; medical sensors for use in the home; medical 
sensors for measuring, testing and analysing blood and other bodily fluids; medical sensors for determining the 
concentration of various substances in the blood and other bodily fluids; blood glucose sensors; apparatus for carrying 
out diagnostic tests for medical purposes; inspection devices for medical or dental use; lancet devices for medical use in 
extracting blood for blood tests; molecular transport devices [medical instruments or apparatus]; catheters; cannulas; 
infusion pumps; medical and surgical devices for molecular exchange; medical probes; medical probes for use in 
microdialysis; medical tubing; medical tubing for use with cannulae; devices for medical use in sample identification; 
devices for medical use in sample splitting; drainage devices for medical purposes; parts and fittings for all the 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; writing of computer programs for medical 
applications; computer software design for others; computer programming for others; updating of computer software; 
maintenance of computer software; medical research laboratory services; medical research; providing information and 
data relating to medical research; design of medical apparatus; medical research in the field of medical and surgical 
apparatus, appliances, instruments, therapies and drugs.

Cl.44;Technical and professional consultation in the field of medical and surgical equipment, apparatus and appliances 
and instruments, medical care, medical therapy and surgery.
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Priority claimed from 16/01/2015; Application No. : MI2015C000334 ;Italy 

3234210    29/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270481]
ISTITUTO MARANGONI S.r.l.
Via Verri Pietro, 4 I-20121 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter, magazines, newspapers, books, catalogues; paper patterns, patterns for 
making clothes; embroidery designs (patterns); bookbinding materials; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery 
or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; arranging of exhibitions for business or advertising purposes; modeling services for advertising 
or sales promotion; employment recruiting services; sponsorship search; market studies; public relations services.

Cl.41;Education, providing of training; teaching services; tuition, organization of series of lessons, seminars, 
conferences, symposium and conventions especially in the field of fashion, industrial design, marketing and business 
management; vocational guidance (education or training advice); organization of fashion shows for entertainment 
purposes; sporting activities; cultural activities, especially in the field of fashion and industrial design.

Cl.42;Graphic design; fashion design; design services for packaging; dress design services; industrial design; design 
of interior decor; design of building interiors; design of products; jewellery design services; design of new products; art 
work design; graphic art design and design of multimedia products.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2015; Application No. : 1310919 ;Benelux 

3234218    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270831]
DSM IP Assets B.V.
Het Overloon 1 NL-6411 TE HEERLEN

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for industrial use for the manufacture of beauty and skin care products; chemical and 
biochemical preparations for use in cosmetics, skin care products and sun-screen products for the absorption of 
ultraviolet ray.

Cl.3;Cosmetics, also for beauty and skin care; cosmetics and skin care products for the prevention of sunburn; sun-tan 
and sun-screening preparations; preparations and substances for the conditioning, care and appearance of the skin, body
and face.
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Priority claimed from 24/02/2015; Application No. : 86544664 ;United States of America 

3234228    10/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270554]
Circle K Stores, Inc.
Building B, 1130 West Warner Road Tempe AZ 85284 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels, fuel gas, fuel oil, motor fuel, ethanol fuel, Diesel oil, petroleum, motor oils, kerosene, automotive lubricants, 
all purposes lubricants, motor vehicle lubricants, charcoal fuel.

Cl.35;Retail grocery store services and convenience store services in relation to the sale of foodstuffs, prepared foods, 
groceries, candy and confections, beverages, alcoholic beverages, water, clothing and apparel, toiletries, non-
prescription pharmaceuticals, tobacco products, maps, stationery products, gifts cards, pre-paid telephone calling cards, 
books, magazine and newspapers, toys, pre-recorded audio/video media, electronics, batteries, household products, 
health and beauty products, automotive products and lubricants; business management and organization of retail stores 
and retail convenience stores; business management and organization of petrol service stations; wholesale and retail 
distribution of fuels, fuel gas, fuel oil, motor fuel, ethanol fuel, Diesel oil, petroleum, motor oils, kerosene, automotive 
lubricants, all purposes lubricants, motor vehicle lubricants, charcoal fuel; business management assistance relating to 
the franchising of the establishment and operation of retail stores, retail convenience stores, petrol service stations.

Cl.37;Vehicle service stations (refuelling and maintenance), vehicle wash and cleaning services; battery charging 
services; tire changing services.
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Cl.43;Restaurants, self-service restaurants, cafes, snack-bars, providing of food and drink.
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Priority claimed from 18/11/2014; Application No. : 1299620 ;Benelux 

3234645    02/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270751]
Neste Oyj 
Keilaranta 21 FI-02150 Espoo FI

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins; industrial chemicals, namely phthalic anhydride, plasticizers, polyester resins; unprocessed 
plastics, including plastics in the form of powders, liquids, masses, granules, pellets, pastes, foams, flakes and 
dispersions; plastics as raw materials, such as low-density(ld)-polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (pvc) and polystyrene; 
manures; adhesives used in industry; water treatment chemicals and substances; diluents for industrial use; solvents for 
use in industrial manufacturing processes; solvents for industrial purposes; propane, biopropane, isoalkane, renewable 
isoalkane, all the aforesaid goods for industrial use; functional liquids, namely, heat transfer liquids and antifoaming 
agents, for industrial use; antifoaming agents for paper industry; petrochemicals and petrochemical products, namely, 
ethane, propane, butane, butadiene and olefins; polymerisates of organic compounds for the plastics industry; 
biopolymers, polymers for industrial use; chemical substances for use in the biochemical industry; chemical agents, 
namely, component agents for lubricating oils; chemical fuel additives; chemical substances for the production of 
naphtha and bionaphtha; petrochemical products, namely, ethylene, propylene, polypropylene, butadiene, benzene 
derivatives, cumene, phenol, acetone, and alpha methyl styrene; substances for the purification of fluids; chemical 
substances for use as additives to bitumen; bioplastics, namely polymers that are biobased, biodegradable, consisting of 
biocomponents or are combinations of these; chemicals for use in the automotive industry, namely, coolants, additives 
for frost protection, anti-freeze preparations, brake fluids, urea used for the treatment of exhaust fumes, chemical 
additives for protecting valves; chemical used in the production and refining of oil; industrial gases; chemicals used in 
the production and refining of oil.

Cl.2;Thinning agents; solvents for thinning paints, solvents for thinning lacquers, additives for paints, thinners for 
paints, thinning agents for paints, diluents for vehicle refinishes, thinners and thickeners for coatings, dyes and inks; 
thinners for lacquers; additives for use in coatings; oil paints, wood oils, oils for use in the treatment of wood, wood 
preserving oils and anti-rust oils; colour impregnating agents; coatings [paints, lacquers, varnishes and preservatives]; 
thinners and thickeners for coatings, dyes and inks; paints; varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against 
deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; liquefied plastics and renewable plastics in the nature of 
paints for use as surface coatings and printing inks; bitumen varnish.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; fuels; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including 
motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; diesel fuels, diesel oils, petrol, gasoline, biodiesels, biofuels, 
fuels for transportation vehicles, aviation fuels, jet fuels, jet biofuels; naphtha and bionaphtha; lubricating oils for motor 
vehicle engines; automotive greases; industrial fluids, namely, cutting and lubricating fluids; oils for paints; oils 
containing water dispersant additives; propane fuel; biopropane fuel; coal as fuel; electrical energy; bitumen emulsions 
for fuel; process oil for use in bitumen extenders; non-chemical additives for fuels; rocket fuels; liquefied gas; liquefied 
petroleum gas; petroleum; liquid petroleum gas; raw petroleum; refined petroleum; fuels for water vehicles, biofuels for 
water vehicles; synthetic base oil (hydrogenated polydecene) for use as engine lubricants; base oil for industrial 
purposes, namely base oils combined with additives for production of lubricants; lubricating oil in metal working fluids; 
crude oil; refined oil; combustible gases; liquefied petroleum gases; gases for use as fuel; gases for use as illuminants; 
liquefied gases to be used in motor vehicles..

Cl.17;Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; rubber; packing, stopping and insulating materials; semi-
processed plastics; semi-worked plastics in the form of sheets, plates and bars.
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Priority claimed from 24/02/2015; Application No. : 86544658 ;United States of America 

3234646    10/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270750]
Circle K Stores, Inc.
Building B, 1130 West Warner Road Tempe AZ 85284 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels, fuel gas, fuel oil, motor fuel, ethanol fuel, Diesel oil, petroleum, motor oils, kerosene, automotive lubricants, 
all purposes lubricants, motor vehicle lubricants, charcoal fuel.

Cl.35;Retail grocery store services and convenience store services in relation to the sale of foodstuffs, prepared foods, 
candy and confections, beverages, alcoholic beverages, water, clothing and apparel, toiletries, non-prescription 
pharmaceuticals, tobacco products, maps, stationery products, gifts cards, pre-paid telephone calling cards, books, 
magazine and newspapers, toys, pre-recorded audio/video media, electronics, batteries, household products, health and 
beauty products, automotive products and lubricants; business management and organization of retail stores and retail 
convenience stores; business management and organization of petrol service stations; wholesale and retail distribution 
of fuels, fuel gas, fuel oil, motor fuel, ethanol fuel, Diesel oil, petroleum, motor oils, kerosene, automotive lubricants, all 
purposes lubricants, motor vehicle lubricants, charcoal fuel; business management assistance relating to the franchising 
of the establishment and operation of retail stores, retail convenience stores, petrol service stations.

Cl.37;Vehicle service stations (refuelling and maintenance), vehicle wash and cleaning services; battery charging 
services; tire changing services.
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Cl.43;Restaurants, self-service restaurants, cafes, snack-bars, providing of food and drink.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2014; Application No. : 86322432 ;United States of America 

3234852    15/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1271384]
Knewton, Inc.
100 5th Avenue New York NY 10011 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational services in the nature of providing online computerized learning courses of instruction for education 
at all levels of instruction, namely, at the primary, secondary, graduate, post-graduate, vocational and corporate levels 
and distribution of course material in connection therewith; creating, publishing and providing educational content for 
others in electronic format in the nature of multimedia content, curriculum, course materials, guides, educational texts, 
and learning tools in the fields of mathematics, science and engineering, humanities, social sciences, professions and 
languages; providing online newsletters and blogs featuring information in the fields of education and technology; 
providing an online multimedia content library featuring materials in the nature of course content, curriculum materials, 
digital media and learning tools in the fields of mathematics, science and engineering, humanities, social sciences, 
professions and languages; digital library services; providing test-preparation and academic courses of instruction at the 
primary, secondary, graduate, post-graduate levels.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable software for use in computerized learning management, knowledge 
management, individualized educational assessments, learning plans, educational content management; providing online 
non-downloadable software for accessing, aggregating, processing, tracking, communicating, analyzing, managing, 
measuring, reporting, storing, viewing, sharing, downloading data, information, metrics, statistics, and content regarding 
students, student performance, and educational materials; providing online non-downloadable software for accessing, 
customizing, adapting, delivering, aggregating, managing, administrating, uploading, downloading, editing, displaying, 
sharing, manipulating, publishing and facilitating educational content, curriculum materials, digital media and learning 
tools; providing online non-downloadable software and hosting a website featuring technology that enables users to 
access, post, display, blog, link, transmit, cache, receive, upload, download, stream, broadcast, display, format, transfer 
and share content in the nature of photos, videos, text, data, images, multimedia materials, electronic works, files, and 
documents all relating to education; creating an online community for users to participate in discussions, obtain 
feedback, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking; application service provider, namely, providing, 
hosting, managing, designing, developing, maintaining and integrating software for use in the fields of academic, 
corporate and vocational education and training.
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3235408    23/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270844]
JUNG, EUN JUNG
101 1st, 10, Jahamun-ro 35-gil, Jongno-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; make-up removing milk, gels, lotions and creams; hair care preparations; fragrances and perfumery; 
eye shadows; skin lotions; sun block cosmetics; shower and bath foam; body cleansers; tints for the hair; nail polish; lip 
balms; soaps for personal use; toothpaste and mouthwashes; cotton wool and cotton tip sticks for cosmetic purposes; 
adhesives for false eyelashes, hair and nails; essential oils; toiletries; cleaning and polishing preparations; laundry 
preparations; cosmetics for animals; cake flavorings (essential oils).

Cl.4;Candles and wicks for lighting; fuel; rosemary candles; vegetable wax; beeswax; candles containing insect 
repellent; perfumed candles; tallow candles; aromatherapy fragrance candles; aromatic candles; candles for night lights; 
candles; beeswax for use in the manufacture of candles; wicks for candles; nightlights (candles); wicks for candles for 
lighting; illuminating wax; ozocerite; christmas tree candles; tealights; tealight candles; paraffin; paraffin wax; scented 
candles; yellow beeswax; wood chips for smoking foods; lamp wicks; lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics.

Cl.30;Tea; tea-based beverages; coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals; polished cereals; chocolate 
products; honey; confectionery; bread; ice cream; sugar; rice cakes; gochujang [fermented hot pepper paste]; ketchup 
(sauce); spices; salt for food; edible ices; malt for human consumption; breakfast cereals; condiments; processed 
cereals; almond paste; rice.

Cl.35;Retail services for cosmetics; retail services for cosmetic utensils; business administration and management; 
office functions; advertising agencies; retail services for clothing; retail services for stationery; retail services for toys 
(playthings); retail services for processed grains; retail services for sporting articles (other than golf articles/climbing 
articles); retail services for bags/wallets; retail services for jewelry; retail services for footwear; retail services for 
accessories (not of precious metal); retail services for tea; retail services for bedding products; retail services for kitchen 
utensils; data retrieval services on the internet for others; import-export agencies; advertising and marketing 
consultancy; retail services for functional foods whose main ingredient is grain; retail services for soaps; retail services 
for interior pieces made by textile; online comprehensive shopping mall services.
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3238084    18/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271633]
Zhuji Shentong Machinery & Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Jinling Village, Ruanshi Town, Zhuji City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Elbows of metal for pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; pipe work of 
metal; water-pipe valves of metal; water-pipes of metal; ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning installations; 
building materials of metal; springs [metal hardware]; manifolds of metal for pipelines.

Cl.11;Refrigerating apparatus and machines; cooling installations and machines; heating apparatus, electric; water 
heaters; pipe joint for water heating equipment; three direction pipe joint for water heating equipment; regulating and 
safety accessories for water apparatus; heating installations [water].
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2015; Application No. : 013983903 ;European Union 

3240021    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272233]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Wittelsbacherplatz 2 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software, in particular for compiling, analysing and visualising data; computer hardware 
and software, in particular for process management, security management and condition monitoring of machines and 
electric installations, and production and automation methods; computer hardware and software, in particular for energy 
management; sensor; recording discs; control cabinets.

Cl.42;Technological advice and consultancy; technical monitoring, in particular monitoring and diagnosis relating to 
condition monitoring of installations and machines, and production and automation methods; remote control and 
technical regulation of machines and apparatus; development, creation and rental of software and computer programs; 
rental of internet and intranet servers; technical consultancy relating to ensuring quality of supply in electric energy 
supply networks; IT consultancy services.
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Priority claimed from 21/07/2014; Application No. : 86342976 ;United States of America 

3240043    14/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272301]
Tokyo Otaku Mode Inc.
Northwest Corporate Park 6, 3219 NW Guam Street, Portland, OR 97210 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring posters, tapestries, art prints, books, audio and video recordings, 
magazines, hand-held electronic games, keychains, cosmetics, housewares, umbrellas, smart phone cases, smart phone 
accessories, hand-held electronic games, cases for hand-held electronic game units, collectible toy figures, action 
figures, clothing, shoes, clothing accessories, eyewear and calendars; online retail store services featuring downloadable 
electronic books.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing news and information in the fields of costume role play, comic books, 
television shows, films and video games; entertainment information related to collectible toy figures, action figures and 
comic books.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for creating personal profiles featuring social networking 
information, creating customized web pages featuring user-defined information, audio, video, images, text and data, 
creating on-line virtual communities for registered users to organize groups and events, participate in discussions and 
engage in social networking, and uploading, posting, displaying, linking, sharing and providing electronic media and 
information via electronic, optical and wireless networks; providing news and information in the field of costume design 
via electronic, optical and wireless networks; graphic design services; clothing design services.

Cl.45;On-line social networking services.
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3240231    24/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271867]
Platinum Films Limited
Pinewood Studios, Pinewood Road, Iver Buckinghamshire SL0 0NH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps, namely, liquid bath soap, gel soap and bar soap; detergent soap, namely, liquid and powder, fabric 
softener; deodorant soap, skin soap; shampoo and shampoo conditioner; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, namely 
lipstick, lip gloss and non-medicated lip balm; mascara; face powder, face cream, skin lotion and skin gel; hair lotions; 
dentifrices; toothpaste; mouthwash; non-medicated toilet preparations; pre-shave and after-shave cream and lotions; 
deodorant and anti-perspirant preparations; body deodorant, cologne and perfume; cosmetic and toilet preparations for 
use in the bath; bath powder and perfumed body powder; bath oil, bath gel and non-medicated bath salts; baby oil, baby 
powder, baby gel and baby lotion; hand cream and lotion; skin cleanser and non-medicated body soaks; bubble bath; 
shower gel; body cream and lotion; cosmetics all for sale as part of a kit; cleansing, toning, moisturising and exfoliating 
preparations and substances; sachets for perfuming linen; makeup preparations; makeup all for sale as part of a kit; nail 
enamel; nail care and manicure kits; emollient preparations and substances; essential oils, massage oils and lotions all 
for sale as part of a kit; sunscreen preparations, namely creams and lotions; bath bags.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; jewellery boxes.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; athletics bags; beach bags; 
book bags; diaper bags; belt bags; boot bags; duffel bags; gym bags; baby backpacks; backpacks; leather bags; school 
bags; shoulder bags; shoe bags; shopping bags; towelling bags; tote bags; toilet bags; toiletry bags; suit carriers being 
travelling bags; waist bags; weekend bags; work bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and 
saddlery; purses; chain mesh purses, not of precious metal; coin purses; change purses; clutch purses; cosmetic 
purses; evening purses; leather purses; purses, not of precious metal; knapsacks; waist packs; wallets; parts and 
accessories for all of the aforementioned; trunks.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; photograph frames; photograph frames of metal, wood or paper; wall plaques 
made of plastic or wood; plastic key cards (not encoded); curtain holders not of textile material, curtain hooks, rails, 
rings, rods, rollers and tie-backs; blinds of textile; storage containers not of metal; trunks and chests; cabinets; chairs; 
desks and tables; dressing tables; easy chairs; beds; bedding (not including linen); bed fittings not of metal; bedsteads; 
furniture screens; clothes hooks and coat hangers; coat stands; garment covers; cushions; divans; mats [plastic]; 
mattresses; pillows; support pillows for use in baby car safety seats; support pillows for use in baby seating; sleeping 
bags; door fittings and door furniture; footstools; hat stands; display boards; bottle caps not of metal; bottle casings of 
wood; bottle racks; magazine racks; plate racks; mirror tiles; trays not of metal; containers of wood and of plastic; high 
chairs for babies; playpens for babies and walkers for infants; mobiles; cots; cradles and cribs; wind chimes; inflatable 
publicity objects; statuettes and figurines of wood, wax, plaster and of plastic; works of art of wood, wax, plaster and of 
plastic; flower stands.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; 
brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; electric and non-electric 
toothbrushes; small domestic utensils and containers (not of precious metals, or coated therewith); combs and sponges; 
brushes (other than paint brushes); brush-making materials; instruments and material for cleaning purposes; steel wool; 
unworked or semi-worked glass (excluding glass used in building); glassware, ceramic, porcelain and earthenware, not 
included in other classes; beverage glassware, namely, jugs, mugs and drinking glasses; demitasse sets consisting of 
cups and saucers; plastic coasters; cocktail shakers; thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; cork screws; 
corn cob holders; decanters; drinking flasks; sugar and creamer sets; infant cups; cookie jars; cutting boards; bottles, 
sold empty; jugs; bowls; plates; cups; mugs; plastic water bottles; bottle openers; lunch boxes; cookie cutters; pans; 
kettles; dishes; non-electric waffle irons; non-electric coffee pots not of precious metal; lunch boxes; lunch pails; plates 
not of precious metal; buckets; plastic buckets; ice pails buckets; champagne buckets; shower caddies, not of precious 
metal; tea caddies, not of precious metal; soap boxes; vacuum bottles; hair combs; cleaning combs; powder compacts 
sold empty; non-metal decorative boxes; dusting brushes; hair brushes; brushes for clothes; bathroom pails; cake 
molds; plastic coasters; coffee cups; coffee mugs; drinking glasses; napkin holders; towel holders; toothpicks; toothpick 
holders; paper cups; paper plates; non-metal piggy banks; plastic cups; salt shakers; pepper pots; shoe horns; window 
dusters; toothbrushes; toothbrush cases; wash basins; waste baskets; incense pots; serving trays not of precious metal; 
serving utensils, namely, pie servers, cake turners, spatulas, scrapers and cake servers; vases not of precious metal; 
cases for personal hygiene products; toilet cases; candlestick holders not of precious metal; statues and figurines made 
of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass and porcelain; gardening gloves; rubber household gloves; wash bags; drinking 
straws; parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned; kitchen linens, namely, barbecue mitts and oven mitts.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers; travel rugs; travelling rugs; lap 
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rugs; towels; bed linens, namely, blankets, quilts, canopies, bed pads, bedspreads, bed sheets, pillow cases, comforters, 
duvet covers, mattress covers, dust ruffles, crib bumpers, mosquito nets, pillow shams and bed spreads; cloth; fabric; 
table covers and table linen; place mats; napkins, serviettes and table runners; kitchen linens, namely, cloth doilies, cloth 
napkins, dish cloths, fabric table cloths, kitchen towels, fabric place mats, washing mitts, fabric table runners, pot 
holders; cloth coasters; curtains; draperies; curtain holders of cloth; banners; handkerchiefs of textile; bath linens, 
namely, bath towels and wash cloths; household linen; mats of linen; coverings of textile and of plastic for furniture; 
covers for toilet lids of fabric; covers for cushions; loose covers for furniture; textile wall hangings; shower curtains; 
cotton, polyester and/or nylon fabric; fabric of imitation animal skins; upholstery fabrics; lingerie fabric; handkerchiefs; 
golf towels.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Toys, plush toys, games and playthings; namely, action figures and accessories therefore; plush toys; balloons; 
bathtub toys; ride-on toys; gaming equipment for playing cards; toy vehicles; die cast toys; role play toys; radio 
controlled toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; hand-held 
computer games equipment which is self contained (not adapted for use with TV receivers); jigsaw and manipulative 
puzzles; face masks; board games; skateboards; ice skates; water squirting toys; balls, namely, playground balls, soccer 
balls, baseballs, basketballs; baseball gloves; surfboards; swim fins; water toys (other than swimming aids); toy pistols; 
toy bakeware and toy cookware; toy bank playsets.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams; 
eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; includes prepared meals and snacks whose main ingredients are 
proper to this class (e.g. soups and potato crisps), yoghurts, cheeses.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices;
ice; fruit sauces; includes prepared meals and snacks whose main ingredients are proper to this class, (e.g. pizzas, pies 
and pasta dishes).

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 02/03/2015; Application No. : 013788435 ;European Union 

3240256    19/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272425]
Koelnmesse GmbH
Messeplatz 1 50679 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Organisation of fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes, organisational and professional 
business exhibitor consultancy, marketing services, advertising, arranging of advertising services, arranging of 
advertising services; publication of printed matter for advertising purposes in electronic form, including on the internet.

Cl.41;Arranging of exhibitions and cultural exhibitions and for training purposes, arranging of conferences, 
congresses, seminars and conventions; publication of printed matter in electronic format, including on the internet (other 
than for advertising purposes); publication of periodicals and books in electronic form, including on the internet.
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Priority claimed from 07/10/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 006 934 ;Germany 

3240259    02/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271571]
Genius GmbH
Im Dachsstück 8 65549 Limburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand tools [hand operated], hand-operated household or kitchen utensils, included in this class; cutlery; forks and 
spoons; side arms; razors; stropping instruments; cutting implements; vegetable shredders; cheese slicers, non-electric; 
knives, non-electric; knife sharpeners, non electric; rasps.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-
making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in 
building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; pans; frying pans; dripping pans; pots; pot 
lids; non electric steaming apparatus for cooking; non electric pressure cookers, kitchen utensils; baking tins; cooking 
grates; griddles (cooking utensils); ceramics for household purpose; saucepans; insulated containers; non-electric frying 
pans; cookery molds; cooking utensils; cake moulds; earthenware saucepans; non-electric woks; non-electric cooking 
apparatus; cutting boards for the kitchen; dishware; covers for dishes; sifters (household utensils); cutting devices for 
household purposes; food cutting devices; graters (household utensils); graters (household articles), cookie cutters; 
hand operated noodle machines; hand operated machines for squeezing; rolling pins, domestic; pastry cutters; baskets 
for domestic use; bowls [basins]; cooking pot sets; grinders for domestic and kitchen purposes, non electric; mixers for 
kitchen and household purposes, non-electric; molds [kitchen utensils]; trays for domestic and kitchen purposes.
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Priority claimed from 13/02/2015; Application No. : UK00003094372 ;United Kingdom 

3241133    11/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271504]
ATG Airports Limited
Lowton Business Park, Newton Road, Lowton St Mary's Warrington WA3 2AP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Surveying, signalling and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; batteries for lighting apparatus and instruments; battery chargers for lighting apparatus 
and instruments; lighting control apparatus; light-emitting diodes (LED's); light-emitting diodes (LED) monitors; luminous 
sign boards; flashing safety lights; beacon lights (safety equipment); warning lights; luminous signs and signals; 
illuminated wind indicators; luminous air traffic control apparatus; luminous air traffic guidance apparatus; navigational 
aids and instruments; aircraft landing guidance apparatus; airfield ground lighting (AGL) control and monitoring systems; 
electronic control systems for use with aviation and airfield lighting apparatus and instruments; electrical control panels 
for use with aviation and airfield lighting apparatus and instruments; air traffic control apparatus; air traffic control and 
management systems; routing, guidance and surveillance control systems for use with aviation and airfield lighting 
apparatus and instruments; computer software for controlling and monitoring aviation and airfield lighting apparatus and 
instruments; electric and electronic cables and wires; electric and electronic connectors; parts and fittings of the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting; lighting installations; lighting transformers; light fittings and fixtures; light bulbs; light-
emitting diodes (LED) lighting apparatus; light-emitting diodes (LED) light bulbs; parts and fittings of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Civil engineering construction and construction consultancy; installation, repair and maintenance of lighting 
apparatus and instruments; installation, repair and maintenance of lighting installations and systems; installation, repair 
and maintenance of signs and signalling apparatus and instruments; installation, repair and maintenance of lighting 
control and monitoring apparatus and systems; installation, repair and maintenance of air traffic control and management 
systems; installation, repair and maintenance of navigational aids and instruments.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; providing training relating to aviation and airfield lighting design, operation, 
installation, repair and maintenance; providing training relating to aviation and airfield lighting control and monitoring 
systems; providing training relating to lighting installations and systems; providing training relating to signs and 
signalling apparatus and instruments; providing training relating to air traffic control and management systems; 
providing training relating to navigational aids and instruments; providing training relating to health and safety 
procedures.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto in respect of aviation and airfield 
lighting apparatus and installations, signs and signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management 
systems, and navigational aids and instruments; design of lighting apparatus, installations and systems, signs and 
signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management systems, and navigational aids and 
instruments; civil engineering services and consultancy relating to aviation and airfield lighting apparatus, installations 
and systems, signs and signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management systems, and 
navigational aids and instruments; surveying and inspection of aviation and airfield lighting apparatus, installations and 
systems, signs and signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management systems, and navigational 
aids and instruments; safety testing of aviation and airfield lighting apparatus, installations and systems, signs and 
signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management systems, and navigational aids and instruments.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2014; Application No. : 1301120 ;Benelux 

3241144    11/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271588]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile phones and any other handheld mobile digital electronic devices for the sending and receiving of telephone 
calls, electronic mail, and other digital data, for use as a digital format audio player, and for use as a handheld computer, 
personal digital assistant, electronic organizer, electronic notepad, and camera; prerecorded computer programs for 
personal information management, database management software, electronic mail and messaging software, paging 
software, database synchronization software, computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online 
databases, computer software and firmware, namely operating system programs, data synchronization programs, and 
application development computer software programs for personal and handheld computers; software for the redirection 
of messages, internet e-mail, and/or other data to one or more electronic handheld devices from a data store on or 
associated with personal computer or a server.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed matter, newspapers, periodicals, books, catalogues, brochures, folders, posters, 
diaries, newsletters, printed publications and magazines; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; writing material; 
pencils; pens; materials for packaging of plastic, paper or cardboard, not included in other classes; adhesives materials 
for stationery and household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (other than 
furniture); letter openers; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); printers' type; printing blocks; printing 
blocks; disposal paper wipes (tissues) for use on babies and infants; bibs and disposable bibs made of paper; table 
napkins of paper; plastic bags for packaging ice bags for microwave cooking; plastic oven cooking bags; handkerchiefs 
of paper; paper wipes with cellulose; banners of paper; parts of the aforesaid goods; paintings on silk.

Cl.35;Retail services regarding the goods mentioned in class 16; advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions.
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Priority claimed from 14/10/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 062 644.6/09 ;Germany 

3241160    13/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1272004]
Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft
Berliner Ring 2 38440 Wolfsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases, motor oil, industrial oil, oleine, oil-gas, paraffin, rape oil for industrial purposes, 
stearine, sunflower oil for industrial purposes; industrial grease; industrial wax; candles; lubricants, mazut, grease for 
belts, non-slipping preparations for belts, belting wax, lubricating grease, lubricating oil; dust removing preparations, 
dust absorption preparations; dust laying compositions; fuel including motor fuel, lighting fuel, gas for lighting; fuels 
including power fuels, carburants, benzene, petrol, benzol, fuel gas, firewood, fuel oil, methylated spirit, fuel with an 
alcoholic base, vaporized fuel mixtures, ethanol, diesel oil, gasoline, kerosene, mineral fuel, naphtha, non-chemical 
additives to motor-fuel, petroleum, raw or refined; petroleum ether, producer gas, coal naphtha, solidified gases, xylene, 
xylol; firelighters; electrical energy.

Cl.7;Plastic working machines, machines for production, repair and dismantling of land, air and water vehicles, for the 
chemical industry, for agriculture, for mining, for the textile industry, for the food industry, for the beverage industry, for 
the construction industry, for the packaging industry; machine tools; motors, other than for land vehicles; motors, 
electric, other than for land vehicles; motor parts for motors of all kind; parts for electric motors of all kind; diesel engine; 
glow plugs for diesel engines; gas engine; gasoline engine (not for land vehicles); hydraulic engines and motors; pumps; 
vehicle oil pump; lubricators [parts of machines]; clutches other than for land vehicles; machine transmissions, except 
for land vehicles; clutches, other than for land vehicles; parts of machine couplings and transmissions, included in this 
class; agricultural machines; shredders [machines] for industrial use; motorized lawn mowers; agricultural implements, 
other than hand-operated; wind turbines; automatic distribution machines; woodworking machines; papermaking 
machines; printing machines for use on sheet metal; friezing machines; sizing machines; tea making equipment; sausage 
machines; bottle washing machines; cigarette machines for industrial purposes; leather-working machines; rotary steam 
presses, portable, for fabrics; bicycle assembling machines; potters' wheels; engraving machines; cord making 
machines; enamel production machinery; pulp production machinery; adhesive tape dispensers machinery; briquette 
making machine; mixing machines; washing machines; disintegrators; superheaters; glass working machines; 
electromechanical machines for chemical industry; rinsing machines; puddling machines; oil refining machine agitators; 
jacks, power-operated jacks; metalworking machines; foundry machines; steam engines; thumbtack machines; fastener 
machines; electric screw drivers; spectacle lens processing equipment, other than hand-operated; air brushes for 
applying color; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; welding machines, electric; washing installations for vehicles; 
automobile maintenance equipment, other than hand-operated; soldering lamps.

Cl.9;Recorded content; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, 
enhancers and correctors; safety, security, protection and signaling devices; diving equipment; navigation, guidance, 
tracking, targeting and map making devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; scientific, nautical, 
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, electric weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving 
apparatus and instruments, included in this class; contact lenses, spectacles, spectacle cases, binoculars, magnifying 
glasses; sunglasses; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; vehicle breakdown warning lamps other than parts of 
vehicles; electric batteries and their parts, electric accumulators and their parts, fuel cells and their parts, solar batteries; 
electric batteries for vehicles; electric accumulators for vehicles; chargers for electric batteries; burglar alarms, fire 
alarms, smoke alarms, gas alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; scales; spirit levels; 
compasses [measuring instruments]; quantity indicators; rulers (measuring instruments), acid hydrometers; electronic 
control mechanisms and power and voltage supply units for vehicle headlights and their parts, control mechanisms and 
power and voltage supply units for vehicle lights and their parts, light-emitting diodes [LED], electronic power controllers; 
electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; voltage 
regulators for vehicles; speed indicators; revolution counters; measuring apparatus and instruments; life saving 
apparatus and equipment, namely life-saving rafts, fire escapes, safety nets, safety tarpaulins, life belts, life buoys, life 
jackets; fuses, electric relays; lasers not for medical purposes, laser pointers; remote controlling apparatus; aerials; 
navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; portable telephones; telephone apparatus; television apparatus; 
video telephones; radios; compasses, navigation systems, navigational instruments; telematic apparatus; telematic 
terminal apparatus; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and 
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controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission and/or reproduction of sound and images, magnetic, 
electronic and optical data carriers, phonograph records, compact discs [audio-video], DVDs and other digital recording 
apparatus, sound carriers, coin-operated juke boxes, compact discs (CD-ROMs), downloadable music files, audio 
headphones, loudspeakers and cabinets for loudspeakers, illuminated signs, compact disc players, DVD players, video 
telephones, phototelegraphy apparatus; projection apparatus, cameras [photography]; exposed films; cinematographic 
cameras, photocopiers, electronic translation apparatus (computer), pocket translators, electronic; encoded magnetic 
cards, integrated circuit cards (smart cards), encoded telephone cards; mechanisms for coin operated apparatus; 
automatic banking machines; cash registers, calculators; data processing apparatus, computers, electronic calendars 
and organizers; facsimile apparatus, monitors (computer hardware and computer programs), computer periphery devices, 
recorded computer programs, computer programs (downloadable software), especially collected data recorded on data 
carriers; pocket calculators; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable image files; crash test dummies; 
microscopes; electric cables; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; igniting apparatus, electric, for 
igniting at a distance; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; protective helmets; electric locks; electronic 
controls and control systems for machines, motors, internal combustion engines, electric motors, servo motors; parts 
and fittings of all aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; flues and installations for conveying exhaust gases; sun tanning appliances; sanitary installations, 
water supply and sanitation equipment; burners, boilers; lighting reflectors; food and beverage cooking, heating, cooling 
and treatment equipment; fireplaces; filters for industrial and household use; industrial treatment installations, namely 
gas cleaners and purifiers, industrial ovens and furnaces (not for food or beverages), chemical processing equipment, 
industrial installations for filtering liquids, installations for the collection of gases, installations for the collection of 
liquids, launders for trapping impurities in molten metal, biological reactors for clarifying industrial effluents, apparatus 
for dehydrating food waste; drying installations; refrigerating and freezing equipment; regulating and safety accessories 
for water and gas installations; nuclear installations; heating, ventilating and air conditioning and purification equipment 
(ambient), lighting apparatus and installations; lamps; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus for vehicles; lighting 
installations for air vehicles; lighting apparatus for vehicles; light bulbs for directional signals for vehicles; light-emitting 
diodes [LED] lighting apparatus for vehicles; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; anti-dazzle devices for 
automobiles [lamp fittings]; torches for lighting; arc lamps; electric coffee machines; electric fans for personal use; 
electric discharge tubes for lighting; bicycle lights; vehicle lights and their parts; vehicle reflectors and their parts; vehicle
headlights, and their parts; sockets for electric lights; friction lighters for igniting gas; lighters; light bulbs; electric light 
bulbs; incandescent burners; filaments for electric lamps; miners' lamps; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous 
fuels; electric heating apparatus; heating installations; heaters for vehicles; air conditioning installations; air conditioning 
apparatus; cooling installations and machines; refrigerators; air conditioners for vehicles; electric lamps; gas lamps; 
lamp glasses; lamp mantles; lamp globes; lamp chimneys; lamp shades; lampshade holders; luminous tubes for lighting; 
discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; light diffusers; air reheaters; filters for air conditioning; air filtering installations; 
filters [parts of household or industrial installations]; deodorising apparatus, not for personal use; defrosters for vehicles; 
ventilation [air-conditioning] installations for vehicles; heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles; air cooling 
apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; germicidal lamps for purifying air; spa baths [vessels]; air sterilisers; air
driers [dryers]; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; lamp reflectors; safety lamps; solar collectors 
[heating]; pocket torches, electric; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; water conduits installations; solar 
energy water heaters; radiators, electric; polymerisation included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 11/02/2015; Application No. : 672382 ;Switzerland 

3241190    10/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271685]
CURADEN AG
Amlehnstrasse 22, CH-6010 Kriens Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Care products, for non-medical use, for maintaining and improving daily dental hygiene, washing products, 
cleaning products, dentifrices; cleaning and polishing products used for dentures; products not for medical use for 
mouth washing and rinsing; cosmetics, particularly body care and beauty care products; soaps; perfumery products; 
essential oils, hair lotions.

Cl.5;Abrasive and polishing products used in dentistry and dental technology.

Cl.16;Instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); printed matter, particularly brochures and books; all the 
goods as defined relating to oral prophylaxis.

Cl.44;Health counseling, namely relating to oral prophylaxis.
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Priority claimed from 11/02/2015; Application No. : 672380 ;Switzerland 

3241191    10/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271686]
CURADEN AG
Amlehnstrasse 22, CH-6010 Kriens Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Care products, for non-medical use, for maintaining and improving daily dental hygiene, washing products, 
cleaning products, dentifrices; cleaning and polishing products used for dentures; products not for medical use for 
mouth washing and rinsing; cosmetics, particularly body care and beauty care products; soaps; perfumery products; 
essential oils, hair lotions.

Cl.5;Abrasive and polishing products used in dentistry and dental technology.

Cl.16;Instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); printed matter, particularly brochures and books; all the 
goods as defined relating to oral prophylaxis.

Cl.44;Health counseling, namely relating to oral prophylaxis.
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Priority claimed from 15/09/2014; Application No. : UK00003072705 ;United Kingdom 

3241195    07/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1272293]
The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University of Cambridge
The Old Schools Cambridge CB2 1TN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; audio-visual teaching apparatus; bags adapted for laptops; calculating 
machines; cds; cd-roms; compact disc players; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable text 
files; downloadable video files; downloadable exam papers; downloadable quizzes; downloadable assessment criteria; 
downloadable educational materials; downloadable periodical publications; downloadable journals; downloadable 
dictionaries; downloadable reference books; downloadable lecture notes; downloadable educational worksheets; 
downloadable slide presentations; downloadable flashcards; downloadable vocabulary lists; dvds; electronic 
publications, downloadable; electronic pocket translators; floppy disks; magnetic data media; magnetic tapes; magnetic 
disks; mouse pads; optical discs; optical data media; handheld electronic devices for teaching and learning; portable 
electronic devices for teaching and learning; handheld electronic devices for examination and assessment; portable 
electronic devices for examination and assessment; handheld electronic devices for reading; portable electronic devices 
for reading; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction 
apparatus; teaching apparatus; video cassettes; videotapes; electronic publications, downloadable; printed publications 
in electronically readable form; printed publications in optically recorded form; databases; podcasts; talking books; 
training manuals in the form of a computer program; educational software; computer programmes for interactive games 
or quizzes; computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; computer software in the field of 
electronic publishing; electronic whiteboards; video communications apparatus; computer software for the provision of 
training, education, examination and assessment; computer software for the provision of training, education, examination 
and assessment for operation over computer networks; computer software for the provision of training, education, 
examination and assessment for operation by remote computer access; magnetic, optical and other disks, magnetic tape 
and other media for electronically recording data or software carrying computer data or computer software for the 
provision of training, education, examination and assessment; downloadable publications; downloadable educational 
materials including exam papers, course materials and lecture notes; downloadable computer software; electronic notice 
boards; optical character readers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks; albums/scrapbooks; 
almanacs; announcement cards [stationery]; arithmetical tables; atlases; binding strips [bookbinding]; blackboards; 
blotters; bookbindings; bookends; booklets; bookmarkers; books; calendars; cards; charts; catalogues; charcoal pencils;
clipboards; clips for offices; staples for offices; bookbinding cloth; comic books; compasses for drawing; composing 
frames [printing]; copying paper [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; correcting fluids [office requisites]; correcting tapes 
[office requisites]; diagrams; document laminators for office use; document files [stationery]; document holders 
[stationery]; drawing materials; drawing pads; drawing pens; drawing sets; drawing pins; elastic bands for offices; 
envelopes [stationery]; files [office requisites]; flyers; folders for papers; folders [stationery]; printed forms; fountain 
pens; geographical maps; handwriting specimens for copying; histological sections for teaching purposes; index cards 
[stationery]; indexes; ledgers [books]; magazines [periodicals]; manuals; handbooks; marking pens; newsletters; 
newspapers; note books; numbers [type]; pads [stationery]; pamphlets; paper; paper sheets [stationery]; paper-clips; 
paperweights; pencil leads; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; pencils; pens [office requisites]; periodicals; 
pictures; postcards; posters; printed matter; printed publications; printing type; printing blocks; prospectuses; rubber 
erasers; school supplies [stationery]; song books; stationery; stickers; teaching materials [except apparatus]; terrestrial 
globes; writing instruments; writing pads; writing cases [sets]; writing materials; writing cases [stationery]; writing or 
drawing books; writing paper; exercise books; bibles; printed awards; printed certificates; periodical publications; 
journals; printed journal articles; reference books; dictionaries; directories; manuals; reports; magazines; periodicals; 
newspapers; newsletters; printed exam papers; printed lecture notes; printed worksheets; printed quizzes; printed 
crossword puzzles; printed educational assessment criteria; flashcards; printed vocabulary lists; paper, books, booklets, 
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documents, forms, brochures, cards, instructional and teaching materials in this class all relating to the training, testing, 
examination and assessment of candidates for educational achievement, and to the provision of training, testing, 
examination and assessment services, including computer assisted, computer mediated services and on-line services 
and to the provision of distance learning programmes; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; compilation and management of 
databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; retail and online retail services in relation to the 
sale of printed publications, downloadable publications, and publications stored on optical media or electronic media or 
magnetic media; retail and online retail services in relation to the provision of access to databases; retail and online retail 
services in relation to the provision of access to a website containing downloadable publications; retail and online retail 
services in relation to the provision of access to a website containing non-downloadable publications readable online; 
rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication media; advertising by mail order; publicity; 
publicity agencies; production of advertising films; business management of performing artists; business management of 
sports people; business management of writers; business management for freelance service providers; providing 
business information via a web site; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; 
online advertising; marketing; marketing research; marketing studies; organisation of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organisation of conferences for commercial or advertising purposes; public relations; publication 
of publicity texts; publicity material rental; radio advertising; sales promotion for others; rental of sales stands; search 
engine optimisation; sponsorship search; telemarketing services; television advertising; updating of advertising material; 
web site traffic optimisation; writing of publicity texts; direct marketing; marketing consultancy; promotional marketing; 
marketing assistance; marketing services; marketing management advice; marketing consultation services; preparation 
of marketing plans; analysis relating to marketing; provision of marketing information; production of sound recordings for
marketing purposes; production of video recordings for marketing purposes; arranging and conducting marketing 
promotional events for others; promotion, advertising and marketing of online websites; promotion services; promotional 
management of writers; developing promotional campaigns for business; distribution of advertising, marketing and 
promotional material; advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; provision of
advice and information relating to advertising, marketing and promotion via a website; provision of a database of printed, 
downloadable and non-downloadable publications via a website; information, advisory and consultancy services relating 
to the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; provision of access to databases; provision of access to computer databases; arrangement 
of access to databases on the internet; leasing of access time to databases; rental of access time to databases; provision 
of multiple-user access to an online database; provision of multiple user access to proprietary collections of information 
by means of [online databases]; interactive telecommunication services; providing Internet chatrooms; forums [chat 
rooms] for social networking; electronic bulletin board services; electronic message delivery services; providing an 
online interactive bulletin board; providing online forums; providing virtual facilities for real-time interaction among 
computer users; web messaging services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; academies [education]; arranging 
and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of 
congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting 
of symposiums; boarding schools; schools; club services [entertainment or education]; coaching [training]; 
correspondence courses; distance learning courses; education information; educational examination; electronic desktop 
publishing; game services provided on-line from a computer network; holiday camp services [education]; publishing 
consultancy services; advisory services relating to publishing; publishing services; electronic publishing services; 
providing electronic publications; publication of printed matter and printed publications; language interpreter services; 
lending libraries; mobile library services; organisation of competitions [education or entertainment]; organisation of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; physical education; practical training; production of radio and television 
programmes; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; 
publication of books; publication of reference books; publication of directories; publication of manuals; publication of 
reports; publication of magazines; publication of journals; publication of periodicals; publication of dictionaries; 
publication of exam papers; publication of lecture notes; publication of worksheets; publication of quizzes; publication of 
puzzles; publication of examination marking criteria; publication of pamphlets; publication of booklets; publication of 
flashcards; publication of vocabulary lists; publication of educational material; publication of electronic books online; 
publication of electronic journals online; publication of electronic reference books online; publication of directories 
online; publication of manuals online; publication of reports online; publication of magazines online; publication of 
periodicals online; publication of dictionaries online; publication of exam papers online; publication of lecture notes 
online; publication of educational worksheets online; publication of quizzes online; publication of puzzles online; 
publication of examination marking criteria online; publication of pamphlets online; publication of booklets online; 
publication of flashcards online; publication of vocabulary lists online; publication of educational material online; 
publishing; publishing of electronic publications; services of schools [education]; sport camp services; teaching 
services; educational services; instruction services; tuition; translation; vocational guidance [education or training 
advice]; vocational retraining; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; academic examination services; adult education 
services; analysing educational test scores and data for others; arrangement of training courses; arranging of festivals 
for educational purposes; bibliographic information; business educational services; business training; certification of 
education and training awards; computer assisted education services; computer assisted examination services; design of 
educational courses, examinations and qualifications; development of educational material; educational assessment 
services; educational examination services; educational research; provision of educational examination facilities; setting 
of educational standards; university education services; university services; provision of training, teaching, examination 
and assessment services including such services being provided via computer assisted and computer mediated means 
and via on-line means; provision of consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2015; Application No. : 013956552 ;European Union 

3241261    01/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271883]
General Logistics Systems Germany GmbH & Co. OHG
GLS Germany-Straße 1-7 36286 Neuenstein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Organisational and professional business consultancy, in particular for parcel services; none of the aforesaid 
services for the storage or transport of waste; database administration (office functions) in the field of transport and 
storage; drawing up all transit documents; all of the aforesaid services included in this class being exclusively for use in 
connection with transport and logistics.

Cl.36;Financial management of cash on delivery payments; customs brokerage.

Cl.39;Transport, courier services; letter, freight and express services; logistics in the transport sector; freight 
brokerage; loading and unloading of goods of all kinds, in particular packages, package type consignments, items of 
post, parcels, consignments with written communications and other messages, in particular letters, consignments of 
valuables, documents, pallets; transport of goods of all kinds, in particular packages, package type consignments, items 
of post, parcels, consignments with written communications and other messages, in particular letters, consignments of 
valuables, documents, pallets, by motor vehicle, lorry, including unit goods and mixed consignment transport, by 
mechanical vehicle, rail, ship, aeroplane, bicycle, non-motorised vehicle; collection, gathering, sorting, distribution, 
delivery and recovery of goods of all kinds, in particular packages, package type consignments, items of post, parcels, 
consignments with written communications and other messages, in particular letters, consignments of valuables, 
documents, pallets, by hand or using mechanical conveyor systems; providing transport information relating to electronic
consignment follow-up services involving electronic tracking and further logistical support services, including the 
systematic cross-linking of the flow of goods and information; transportation information; storage information; storage, 
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warehouse management, packaging services, mail order processing; organising of shipments, including processing of 
contracts in the transport sector, namely, transport of goods and products of all kinds (in particular parcels, parcel type 
consignments, post, packages, consignments with notifications in written form and other messages, in particular letters, 
consignments of valuables, documents, pallets), in accordance with predefined stipulations, distribution of goods and 
products of all kinds; organisation and handling of returned consignments (returns management); consultancy relating to 
freight forwarding and other logistics tasks; technical consultancy in the conducting of transactions, exclusively in the 
field of transport, storage and the external and internal management of goods for others; rental of storage containers; 
rental of warehouse; none of the aforesaid services for the storage or transport of waste.
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3241326    12/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272426]
Serstech AB
Scheelevägen 27 SE-223 70 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical solutions.

Cl.9;Computer programs; laboratory equipment; optical apparatus and instruments and parts and components thereto.

Cl.35;Marketing services.

Cl.38;Digital transmission- and sending services.

Cl.42;Development and integration in automation process systems relating to software, computer hardware, chemistry 
and physics including optics and laser technique.
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3242505    14/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272036]
Grill'd IP Pty Ltd
C/- Deloitte Private Pty Ltd, Level 9, 550 Bourke Street Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Foodstuffs and beverages in this class prepared for human consumption; burgers (meat patties); meat burgers 
(meat patties); vegetable burgers; meat, poultry, fish and game, including hamburger patties; meat extracts; sausages; 
meat products; chicken products; vegetable products; chicken nuggets; fried chicken; grilled meat; snack food products 
consisting primarily of meat and vegetables; processed meat based foods; croquettes; sandwich fillings consisting 
primarily of meat and vegetables; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables including potato chips; 
vegetable salads; fruit chips; fruit salads; pickles prepared from fruits and vegetables; potato and onion products 
included in this class; vegetable patties; eggs, milk and milk products including milk shakes and malted milks; preserves 
and pickles.

Cl.30;Foodstuffs and beverages in this class prepared for human consumption; hamburgers; steak sandwiches and 
sandwiches; preparations made from bread; sandwiches containing meat including steak and hamburgers; steaks and 
burgers contained in bread rolls; steaks and hamburgers (sandwich with filling); bread buns; hamburgers in buns; bread; 
biscuits; pastries; cakes; confectionery; prepared desserts (chocolate based); flavoured toppings for desserts; prepared 
desserts (confectionery); prepared desserts (pastries); salts included in this class, pepper, mustard, sauces, spices, 
vinegar, sauces (condiments); relishes.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to foods and beverages including sauces, relishes and toppings; the bringing together 
for the benefit of others, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in a food and beverage 
store; wholesale services; organisation and management of customer loyalty programmes; customer support services 
provided in relation to the sale of food and beverages and catering; data processing; database management; business 
management services in relation to franchising; business information, consultancy, advisory and assistance services 
relating to franchising; providing information, including by electronic means via a global computer network, about all of 
the aforesaid services; all of the foregoing relating to food and beverages and related products, restaurants, cafes and 
other outlets for the provision of food and beverages; business management services for events; public relations.

Cl.43;Preparation of food and beverages; services for providing food and beverages; services in this class relating to 
the operation of restaurants and other establishments or facilities engaged in providing food and beverages prepared for 
consumption; preparation and sale of take away foods; hospitality services; takeaway food and drink services; coffee 
shop services; cafe services; cafeteria services; Internet cafe services being the provision of food and drink; restaurant 
services; canteens; snack-bar services; bar services; catering services for hospitality; contract catering services; 
business catering services; mobile catering services; providing information, including by electronic means and via a 
global computer network, about all of the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 05/12/2014; Application No. : 013533691 ;European Union 

3243302    03/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271582]
Maurer Söhne GmbH & Co. KG
193, Frankfurter Ring, 80807 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Transportable buildings and fixed buildings of metal; steel buildings for dynamically stressed buildings, structures 
or bridges; metal expansion joints for bridging joints in or on buildings, including bridges or superstructures, in particular
expansion joints for bridging gaps in roads; structural bearings, in particular spherical bearings, slide bearings, 
elastomeric bearings, pot bearings; metal parts for cantilevering bridges, including cantilever parts or cantilever 
scaffolding; bridge cables as vibration dampers for buildings or building parts, including bridge cables; earthquake 
protection devices, in particular seismic isolators; seismic dissipaters or retention devices; supports and tracks of metal 
for fairground rides and transport systems; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.7;Vibration dampers for machines; machine coupling and transmission components; parts and accessories for the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.17;Semi-processed plastic goods, rubber or elastomers, in particular for use as sliding material and for damping or 
sealing structural bearings, earthquake protection devices, expansion joints; packing, stopping and insulating materials.

Cl.19;Stationary and transportable buildings, not of metal or masonry; non-metal expansion joints for bridging joints in, 
on or between buildings, including bridges or superstructures, of elastic material, in particular expansion joints for 
bridging gaps in roads; non-metal casting material for anchoring road joint constructions in bridges and superstructures; 
parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.28;Rail-bound fairground rides and vehicles therefor; stationary and transportable fairground rides, in particular for 
amusement parks, fairs and carnivals; roller coasters; ferris wheels; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.37;Repairs and maintenance in the field of construction; renovation of buildings, industrial installations, bridge 
structures, road structures and railway structures; all of the aforesaid services in this class being other than masonry.

Cl.42;Engineering services; technical planning, consultancy, organisation and performance monitoring during 
construction, repair, maintenance and renovation work; engineering (design); planning (design) of fairground rides, roller 
coasters and big wheels; engineering feasibility and concept studies in the construction sector; monitoring of operating 
states in dynamically stressed structures.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2015; Application No. : UK00003112895 ;United Kingdom 

3243304    31/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271901]
Paul Smith Group Holdings Limited
The Poplars, Lenton Lane Nottingham NG7 2PW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; colognes; shampoo; preparations for 
use for and after shaving, toilet preparations, skin care and hair care preparations, deodorants, anti-perspirants, bath and 
shower preparations; talcum powder; shoe cleaning preparations.

Cl.9;Spectacle frames, sunglasses frames, sunglasses, eyeglasses; pince-nez; cases (eyeglass-); mobile phone 
accessories; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain cameras and/or video cameras; mobile telephone covers; 
mobile telephone cases; mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitations of leather; mobile telephone covers made 
of cloth or textile materials; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain digital music and/or video players, hand held 
computers, personal digital assistants, electronic organizers and/or electronic notepads; bags adapted for carrying 
computers; bags adapted for carrying laptop computers and tablet computers; holders, straps, armbands, lanyards and 
clips for portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and 
reviewing text, data, audio, image and video files; mouse pads; headphones; stereo headphones; in-ear headphones; 
stereo speakers; audio speakers.

Cl.14;Jewellery, bracelets, necklaces, brooches, rings, earrings, watches, clocks, watch straps, watch bracelets, watch 
chains.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
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household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks; printed publications; calendars; albums; writing materials and writing implements, notebooks, note pads, 
diaries, address books, posters, loose-leaf binders, files, folders; pen and pencil sets, cases and stands; letter racks, 
paper knives, cards, paperweights; notebook holders; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery, luggage; rucksacks, bags, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, pouches, 
credit card holders, coin holders, key cases.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing, footwear, headgear; gloves, scarves, shawls, belts, braces, ties.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organisation, operation and 
supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; advertising services provided via the Internet; production of television and 
radio advertisements; accountancy; auctioneering; trade fairs; opinion polling; data processing; provision of business 
information; retail services connected with the sale of bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, 
cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, 
dentifrices, colognes, shampoo, preparations for use for and after shaving, toilet preparations, skin care and hair care 
preparations, deodorants, anti-perspirants, bath and shower preparations, talcum powder, shoe cleaning preparations, 
spectacle frames, sunglasses frames, sunglasses, eyeglasses, pince-nez, cases (eyeglass-), mobile phone accessories, 
bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain cameras and/or video cameras, mobile telephone covers, mobile telephone 
cases, mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitations of leather, mobile telephone covers made of cloth or textile 
materials, bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain digital music and/or video players, hand held computers, 
personal digital assistants, electronic organizers and/or electronic notepads, bags adapted for carrying computers, bags 
adapted for carrying laptop computers and tablet computers, holders, straps, armbands, lanyards and clips for portable 
and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, 
audio, image and video files, mouse pads, headphones, stereo headphones, in-ear headphones, stereo speakers, audio 
speakers, jewellery, bracelets, necklaces, brooches, rings, earrings, watches, clocks, watch straps, watch bracelets, 
watch chains, paper, cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery 
or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes), printers' type, 
printing blocks, printed publications, calendars, albums, writing materials and writing implements, notebooks, note pads, 
diaries, address books, posters, loose-leaf binders, files, folders, pen and pencil sets, cases and stands, letter racks, 
paper knives, cards, paperweights, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, leather and imitations of leather, animal 
skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, luggage, 
rucksacks, bags, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, pouches, credit card holders, chewing gum holders, notebook 
holders, coin holders, key cases, articles of clothing, footwear, headgear, gloves, scarves, shawls, belts, braces, ties.
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Priority claimed from 13/02/2015; Application No. : UK00003094368 ;United Kingdom 

3243305    11/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271913]
ATG Airports Limited
Lowton Business Park, Newton Road, Lowton St Mary's Warrington WA3 2AP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Surveying, signalling and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; batteries for lighting apparatus and instruments; battery chargers for lighting apparatus 
and instruments; lighting control apparatus; light-emitting diodes (LED's); light-emitting diodes (LED) monitors; luminous 
sign boards; flashing safety lights; beacon lights (safety equipment); warning lights; luminous signs and signals; 
illuminated wind indicators; luminous air traffic control apparatus; luminous air traffic guidance apparatus; navigational 
aids and instruments; aircraft landing guidance apparatus; airfield ground lighting (AGL) control and monitoring systems; 
electronic control systems for use with aviation and airfield lighting apparatus and instruments; electrical control panels 
for use with aviation and airfield lighting apparatus and instruments; air traffic control apparatus; air traffic control and 
management systems; routing, guidance and surveillance control systems for use with aviation and airfield lighting 
apparatus and instruments; computer software for controlling and monitoring aviation and airfield lighting apparatus and 
instruments; electric and electronic cables and wires; electric and electronic connectors; parts and fittings of the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting; lighting installations; lighting transformers; light fittings and fixtures; light bulbs; light-
emitting diodes (LED) lighting apparatus; light-emitting diodes (LED) light bulbs; parts and fittings of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Civil Engineering construction and construction consultancy; installation, repair and maintenance of lighting 
apparatus and instruments; installation, repair and maintenance of lighting installations and systems; installation, repair 
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and maintenance of signs and signalling apparatus and instruments; installation, repair and maintenance of lighting 
control and monitoring apparatus and systems; installation, repair and maintenance of air traffic control and management 
systems; installation, repair and maintenance of navigational aids and instruments.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; providing training relating to aviation and airfield lighting design, operation, 
installation, repair and maintenance; providing training relating to aviation and airfield lighting control and monitoring 
systems; providing training relating to lighting installations and systems; providing training relating to signs and 
signalling apparatus and instruments; providing training relating to air traffic control and management systems; 
providing training relating to navigational aids and instruments; providing training relating to health and safety 
procedures.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto in respect of aviation and airfield 
lighting apparatus and installations, signs and signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management 
systems, and navigational aids and instruments; design of lighting apparatus, installations and systems, signs and 
signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management systems, and navigational aids and 
instruments; civil engineering services and consultancy relating to aviation and airfield lighting apparatus, installations 
and systems, signs and signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management systems, and 
navigational aids and instruments; surveying and inspection of aviation and airfield lighting apparatus, installations and 
systems, signs and signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management systems, and navigational 
aids and instruments; safety testing of aviation and airfield lighting apparatus, installations and systems, signs and 
signalling apparatus and instruments, air traffic control and management systems, and navigational aids and instruments.
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Priority claimed from 12/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 007 955 ;Germany 

3243307    23/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271579]
Romaco Innojet GmbH
Daimlerstraße 7 79585 Steinen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Air flow container bottoms (parts of machines) for machines including fluidized bed apparatus for the 
pharmaceutical and food technology industry, especially for coating, granulating agglomerating and vortexing of 
pharmaceutical or chemical products and food.

Cl.11;Air flow container bottoms (parts of machines) for machines for drying of pharmaceutical and chemical products 
and food, for machines including fluidized bed apparatus for the pharmaceutical and food technology industry.
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Priority claimed from 20/11/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 071 840 ;Germany 

3243642    15/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272017]
AUMA Riester GmbH & Co. KG 
Aumastr. 1 79379 Müllheim DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic control apparatus for machines or engines; actuators (engines) with electronic 
control for control and regulation of operation of mobile equipment and mechanisms, including control and regulation of 
operation of valves, motorized blocking devices and similar mechanisms for use in pipelines and ducts; all of the 
aforesaid goods in particular for industries in the field of power plants and district heating power stations, water supply 
and sewage water, chemistry and petrochemistry, pharmacy, food, heating engineering, ventilation engineering and air 
conditioning, paper and cement, ship building and submarine industry as well as in generation of energy; parts and 
accessories for all aforementioned goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.9;Electric control apparatus for regulation and control of industrial apparatus and equipment; electronic assemblies, 
computer hardware and computer software for control and regulation of industrial processes; electric/electronic control 
apparatus and control equipment for control and regulation of the operation of mobile equipment and mechanical 
systems, including control and regulation of operation of valves, blocking devices and similar mechanisms for use in 
pipelines and ducts; analysers (not for medical purpose) for the measurement of physical characteristics and chemical 
compositions of solid, liquid, and gaseous components; all of the aforesaid goods for the use in industrial processes, 
particularly in the chemical, pharmaceutical, petrochemical industries and process engineering in the field of production 
of food, paper, and cement; analysers (not for medical purposes) for emissions monitoring, particularly for the excitation 
of actuators; parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods, as far as included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 15/12/2014; Application No. : 669098 ;Switzerland 

3243657    20/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1259777]
Ed. Geistlich Söhne AG
Bahnhofstrasse 40 CH-6110 Wolhusen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations and substances; sanitary products for medical use; hemostatic 
products; dressings, compresses; vulnerary sponges; tissue adhesives for medical purposes; filling and implant 
materials of natural origin for dental, maxillofacial and orthopedic surgery, especially for the regeneration of bone and 
soft tissue; adhesive plasters and dressings.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopedic articles; filling and implant 
materials of artificial origin for use in dental, maxillofacial and orthopedic surgery, in particular for the regeneration of 
bone and soft tissue; biocompatible collagen-material, in particular biocompatible collagen-membranes, biocompatible 
collagen-matrixes or biocompatible collagen-sponge for use in dental, maxillofacial and orthopedic surgery, especially for 
the regeneration of bone and soft tissue, or for use as a hemostatic agent in surgery, all the aforesaid goods included in 
this class; surgical collagen-implants included in this class; surgical collagen-sponges.

Cl.41;Organization of seminars, workshops, training and continuing education courses.
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3243720    26/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271652]
De Beers UK limited
C/O Group Legal 20 Carlton House Terrace London SW1Y 5AN GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewellery and imitation jewellery; precious and semi-precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in the field of precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or 
coated therewith, jewellery and imitation jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones, horological and chronometric 
instruments.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2015; Application No. : 2015-023089 ;Japan 

3243749    06/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272324]
Kabushiki Kaisha OSG Corporation (d.b.a. OSG Corporation Co., Ltd.)
26-3, Tenma 1-chome, Kita-Ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-0043 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments.

Cl.11;Water ionizers and their parts and fittings; filters for water ionizers; water purifiers for household purposes and 
their parts and fittings; water purifiers for industrial purposes and their parts and fittings; water purifying machines and 
their parts and fittings; filters for water purification apparatus; electric water purifiers for household purposes and their 
parts and fittings; filters for electric water purifiers for household purposes; water dispensers for household purposes 
and their parts and fittings; water dispensers for commercial use and their parts and fittings; water dispensers and their 
parts and fittings; household electrothermic appliances; water purifiers for medical purposes and their parts and fittings; 
filters for water purifiers for medical purposes; water ionizers for medical purposes and their parts and fittings; filters for 
water ionizers for medical purposes; water dispensers for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 24/03/2015; Application No. : 302015000009706 ;Italy 

3243808    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271729]
SACMI COOPERATIVA MECCANICI IMOLA SOCIETA' COOPERATIVA
Via Selice Provinciale, 17/A I-40026 IMOLA (Bologna) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial printing machines; printing machines; printing presses.

Cl.9;Printers; digital colour printers.
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Priority claimed from 20/02/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 012 843 ;Germany 

3244143    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271544]
Vollmer Werke Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Ehinger Straße 34 88400 Biberach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer operating programmes (stored), computer peripherals; computer programmes and computer 
software (stored); computer programmes (downloadable); data processing equipment; interfaces (devices or programmes 
for computers); control apparatus (electrical); material testing instruments and machines.

Cl.37;Assembly, installation, repair, cleaning and maintenance of machines; repair, cleaning and maintenance of 
machine parts; rental of machines of class 07, machine tools, wood working machines, tool reconditioning machines, in 
particular blade sharpening machines, saw tooth setting machines, planing knife grinding machines.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of training courses and seminars.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2015; Application No. : 013845268 ;European Union 

3244165    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272232]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Wittelsbacherplatz 2 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software, in particular for compiling, analysing and visualising data; computer hardware 
and software, in particular for process management, security management and condition monitoring of machines and 
electric installations, and production and automation methods; computer hardware and software, in particular for energy 
management; sensor; recording discs; control cabinets.

Cl.42;Technological advice and consultancy; technical monitoring, in particular monitoring and diagnosis relating to 
condition monitoring of installations and machines, and production and automation methods; remote control and 
technical regulation of machines and apparatus; development, creation and rental of software and computer programs; 
rental of internet and intranet servers; technical consultancy relating to ensuring quality of supply in electric energy 
supply networks; IT consultancy services.
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3244676    03/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1271566]
Ocelli LLC
500 George Washington Highway Smithfield RI 02917 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Online and in-store ordering services offering eyewear including, frames, glasses, lenses, sunglasses; kiosk 
where consumers test spectacles, order prescription or non-prescription lenses and frames.

Cl.44;Shopping mall kiosk for fitting of eyeglasses.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2015; Application No. : 677525 ;Switzerland 

3244696    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273074]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.
CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications for evaluation of food allergy risks in humans; application software for 
mobile telephones, mobile terminals or other applications for laptop and office computers.

Cl.16;Printed matter for evaluation of food allergy risks in humans; instructional or teaching material (except 
apparatus).
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Priority claimed from 18/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 100 799 ;Germany 

3244699    19/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273079]
MEVA Schalungs-Systeme GmbH
Industriestraß5 5 72221 Haiterbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Formwork for concreting of walls, slabs, beams, joists and other special formwork, the aforesaid goods mainly 
made of metal; clamps for connecting concrete formwork and other formwork accessories made of metal.

Cl.19;Formwork for concreting of walls, slabs, beams, joists and other special formwork, the aforesaid goods mainly 
not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2014; Application No. : UK000003080031 ;United Kingdom 

3244731    30/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272944]
The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University of Cambridge
The Old Schools Cambridge CB2 1TN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; audio-visual teaching apparatus; bags adapted for laptops; calculating 
machines; CDs; CD-ROMs; compact disc players; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable text 
files; downloadable video files; downloadable exam papers; downloadable quizzes; downloadable assessment criteria; 
downloadable books; downloadable educational materials; downloadable periodical publications; downloadable journals; 
downloadable dictionaries; downloadable reference books; downloadable lecture notes; downloadable educational 
worksheets; downloadable slide presentations; downloadable flashcards; downloadable vocabulary lists; DVDs; 
electronic publications, downloadable; electronic pocket translators; floppy disks; magnetic data media; magnetic tapes; 
magnetic disks; mouse pads; optical discs; optical data media; handheld electronic devices for teaching and learning; 
portable electronic devices for teaching and learning; handheld electronic devices for examination and assessment; 
portable electronic devices for examination and assessment; handheld electronic devices for reading; portable electronic 
devices for reading; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound 
reproduction apparatus; teaching apparatus; video cassettes; videotapes; electronic publications, downloadable; printed 
publications in electronically readable form; printed publications in optically recorded form; databases; podcasts; talking 
books; training manuals in the form of a computer program; educational software; computer programmes for interactive 
games or quizzes; computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; computer software in the 
field of electronic publishing; electronic whiteboards; video communications apparatus; computer software for the 
provision of training, education, examination and assessment; computer software for the provision of training, education, 
examination and assessment for operation over computer networks; computer software for the provision of training, 
education, examination and assessment for operation by remote computer access; magnetic, optical and other disks, 
magnetic tape and other media for electronically recording data or software carrying computer data or computer software 
for the provision of training, education, examination and assessment; downloadable publications; downloadable 
educational materials including exam papers, course materials and lecture notes; downloadable computer software; 
electronic notice boards; optical character readers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks; albums/scrapbooks; almanacs; announcement cards [stationery]; arithmetical tables; atlases; binding 
strips [bookbinding]; blackboards; blotters; bookbindings; bookends; booklets; bookmarkers; books; brochures; 
calendars; cards; charts; catalogues; charcoal pencils; clipboards; clips for offices; staples for offices; bookbinding 
cloth; comic books; compasses for drawing; composing frames [printing]; copying paper [stationery]; cords for 
bookbinding; correcting fluids [office requisites]; correcting tapes [office requisites]; diagrams; document laminators for 
office use; document files [stationery]; document holders [stationery]; drawing materials; drawing pads; drawing pens; 
drawing sets; drawing pins; elastic bands for offices; envelopes [stationery]; files [office requisites]; flyers; folders for 
papers; folders [stationery]; printed forms; fountain pens; geographical maps; handwriting specimens for copying; 
histological sections for teaching purposes; index cards [stationery]; indexes; ledgers [books]; magazines [periodicals]; 
manuals; handbooks; marking pens; newsletters; newspapers; note books; numbers [type]; pads [stationery]; pamphlets; 
paper; paper sheets [stationery]; paper-clips; paperweights; pencil leads; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; 
pencils; pens [office requisites]; periodicals; pictures; postcards; posters; printed matter; printed publications; printing 
type; printing blocks; prospectuses; rubber erasers; school supplies [stationery]; song books; stationery; stickers; 
teaching materials [except apparatus]; terrestrial globes; writing instruments; writing pads; writing cases [sets]; writing 
materials; writing cases [stationery]; writing or drawing books; writing paper; exercise books; bibles; printed awards; 
printed certificates; periodical publications; journals; printed journal articles; reference books; dictionaries; directories; 
manuals; reports; magazines; periodicals; newspapers; newsletters; printed exam papers; printed lecture notes; printed 
worksheets; printed quizzes; printed crossword puzzles; printed educational assessment criteria; flashcards; printed 
vocabulary lists; paper, books, booklets, documents, forms, brochures, cards, instructional and teaching materials all 
relating to the training, testing, examination and assessment of candidates for educational achievement, and to the 
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provision of training, testing, examination and assessment services, including computer assisted, computer mediated 
services and on-line services and to the provision of distance learning programmes; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; academies [education]; arranging 
and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of online colloquiums; arranging and conducting of workshops
[training]; arranging and conducting of online workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging 
and conducting of online congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of online 
conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of online seminars; arranging and 
conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of online symposiums boarding schools; schools; online schools; 
universities; online universities; club services [entertainment or education]; coaching [training]; correspondence 
courses; distance learning courses; education information; educational examination; electronic desktop publishing; 
game services provided on-line from a computer network; holiday camp services [education]; publishing consultancy 
services; advisory services relating to publishing; publishing services; electronic publishing services; providing 
electronic publications; publication of printed matter and printed publications; language interpreter services; lending 
libraries; mobile library services; organisation of competitions [education or entertainment]; organisation of exhibitions 
for cultural or educational purposes; physical education; practical training; production of radio and television 
programmes; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; publicationof texts, other than publicity texts; 
publication of books; publication of reference books; publication of directories; publication of manuals; publication of 
reports; publication of magazines; publication of journals; publication of periodicals; publication of dictionaries; 
publication of exam papers; publication of lecture notes; publication of worksheets; publication of quizzes; publication of 
puzzles; publication of examination marking criteria; publication of pamphlets; publication of booklets; publication of 
flashcards; publication of vocabulary lists; publication of educational material; publication of electronic books online; 
publication of electronic journals online; publication of electronic reference books online; publication of directories 
online; publication of manuals online; publication of reports online; publication of magazines online; publication of 
periodicals online; publication of dictionaries online; publication of exam papers online; publication of lecture notes 
online; publication of educational worksheets online; publication of quizzes online; publication of puzzles online; 
publication of examination marking criteria online; publication of pamphlets online; publication of booklets online; 
publication of flashcards online; publication of vocabulary lists online; publication of educational material online; 
publishing; publishing of electronic publications; services of schools [education]; sport camp services; teaching 
services; educational services; instruction services; tuition; translation; vocational guidance [education or training 
advice]; vocational retraining; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; academic examination services; adult education 
services; analysing educational test scores and data for others; arrangement of training courses; arranging of festivals 
for educational purposes; bibliographic information; business educational services; business training; certification of 
education and training awards; computer assisted education services; computer assisted examination services; design of 
educational courses, examinations and qualifications; development of educational material; educational assessment 
services; educational examination services; educational research; provision of educational examination facilities; setting 
of educational standards; university education services; university services; online university services; online school 
services; provision of training, teaching, examination and assessment services including such services being provided 
via computer assisted and computer mediated means and via on-line means; provision of distance learning programmes; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2014; Application No. : 1664220 ;Australia 

3244986    26/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272909]
Australian Bullion Company (NSW) Pty Ltd
8 Meeks Rd MARRICKVILLE NSW 2204 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; goods of precious metals and their alloys; gold bullion coins; gold coin; gold 
ingots; gold, unwrought or beaten; gold; gold alloys; findings; clasps for jewellery; solders of precious metals and their 
alloys; jewellery; mountings and settings for jewellery; precious stones.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services (by any means including via Internet website and/or global computer network) 
relating to precious metals and alloys thereof; wholesale and retailing services relating to precious stones and goods in 
precious metals and alloys thereof.

Cl.36;Bullion brokerage services; bullion exchange services; bullion dealership services; buying and selling of bullion; 
buying and selling of gold, silver, platinum and palladium coins and bars; gold, silver, platinum and palladium exchange 
services; market making services in bullion, gold, silver, platinum and palladium bars and coins; buying and selling of 
bullion; buying and selling of gold and silver; buying and selling of gold and silver coins and bars; gold and silver 
exchange services; financial securities custodianship; safety deposit services; safety deposit rental; safety deposit box 
and locker services; custodial services in respect of financial and investment assets; depositing securities, stocks and 
shares; securities custody services including securities safekeeping, dividend and interest collection and management.

Cl.40;Custom jewellery manufacturing services including casting, laser sintering, rapid prototype services, moulding 
services, refining, plating services, mould making, engraving and polishing services; bead and pearl stringing services; 
antique jewellery reproduction services.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2015; Application No. : 678654 ;Switzerland 

3245899    01/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273366]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.
CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software which can be downloaded via smartphones, mobile telephones, mobile terminals or other applications for 
laptop and office computers; computer game programs downloaded via the Internet [software]; application software for 
mobile telephones, namely software for posting reviews and recommendations on the goods and services of others.

Cl.29;Milk, cream, butter, cheese and dairy products; milk substitutes; milk beverages where milk is predominating; 
milk-based desserts and cream-based desserts; yogurts; soya milk (milk substitute); preserved soy beans for human 
consumption; edible oils and fats; coffee and/or tea whiteners (cream substitutes).

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee extracts, coffee-based beverages and preparations; iced coffee; artificial coffee, artificial coffee 
extracts, artificial coffee-based beverages and preparations; chicory (coffee substitute); tea, tea extracts, tea-based 
beverages and preparations; iced tea; malt-based preparations for human consumption; cocoa and cocoa-based 
beverages and preparations; chocolate, chocolate products, chocolate-based beverages and preparations; confectionery, 
sugar confectionery, candy; sugar; chewing gum not for medical use; natural sweeteners; bakery products, bread, yeast, 
pastries; biscuits, cakes, cookies, wafers, caramels, puddings; edible ices, water ices, sherbets, frozen confectionery, 
frozen cakes, ice creams, frozen yogurts, powders and binding agents (included in this class) for making edible ices 
and/or water ices and/or sherbets and/or frozen confectionery and/or frozen cakes and/or ice creams and/or frozen 
yogurts; breakfast cereals, muesli, corn flakes, cereal bars, ready-to-eat cereals; cereal preparations.

Cl.32;Still waters, aerated or carbonated waters, treated waters, spring waters, mineral waters, flavored waters; fruit-
flavored beverages and fruit-based beverages, fruit juices and vegetable juices, nectars, lemonades, soda water and other 
non-alcoholic beverages; syrups, extracts and essences and other preparations for making non-alcoholic beverages 
(excluding essential oils); whey beverages; soya-based beverages; non-alcoholic malt-based beverages; isotonic 
beverages.
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3245903    14/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273377]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for medical purposes.

Cl.42;Development, updating and integration of software for medical purposes.
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3245947    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272745]
Great Health Works, Inc.
4150 SW 28TH WAY FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33312 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietary supplement.

Cl.29;Processed seafood and seafood extracts.
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Priority claimed from 07/01/2015; Application No. : 1667823 ;Australia 

3246764    06/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272966]
Jennifer Cayzer
Po Box 113 South Grafton NSW 2460 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Body supports and braces; braces and supports for the legs; foot supports and pillows; therapeutic support 
devices; apparatus for therapeutic purposes, including apparatus for exercising the legs, apparatus for the prevention or 
amelioration of deep vein thrombosis and apparatus for prevention or amelioration of the pooling of blood in the legs; 
therapeutic device for the prevention and treatment of deep vein thrombosis.

Cl.12;Vehicle seats incorporating, including or comprising leg support devices or apparatus; vehicle components and 
vehicle seat components incorporating, including or comprising leg support devices or apparatus.

Cl.18;Travel bags; airline travel bags; travel bags made of plastic; travel goods, not included in other classes; travel 
bags, comprising leg and feet support devices; travel bags adapted to support the legs and feet; travel bags including 
padding to support the legs and feet.
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3246983    26/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260639]
Donut King Franchise Pty Ltd.
P.O. Box 1549 Southport QLD 4215 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI, IP ATTORNEYS
2106 EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS 2, FIRST FLOOR, B-36, SECTOR-132, EXPRESSWAY, NOIDA 201301, UTTAR PRADESH, 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Milk and milk products including milk shakes, thick shakes, and milk based smoothies and other milk beverages 
in this class.

Cl.30;Donuts, including iced donuts and cream donuts, pastries, hot and cold beverages in this class including tea and 
coffee, confectionary, ices and ice creams including soft serve ice cream, hot dogs and other prepared food stuffs in this 
class.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling of donuts and donut mix products including donuts and cream donuts, pastries, hot 
and cold beverages including tea, coffee and soft drinks, milk shakes and drinks, confectionery, ices and ice creams 
including soft serve ice creams, hot dogs and other prepared food stuffs.

Cl.43;Services rendered by restaurants, take-away food establishments and other establishments involved in the 
preparation and or sale of foodstuffs and or drinks, including donuts and donut mix products including iced donuts and 
cream donuts, pastries, hot and cold beverages including tea, coffee and soft drinks, milk shakes and drinks, 
confectionery, ices and ice creams including soft serve ice creams, hot dogs and other prepared food stuffs.
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3248348    18/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1273344]
SKYWORTH GROUP CO., LTD.
22-24/F, East Tower, Skyworth Semiconductor Design Building, 18 High-Tech Sout 4th Road, Nanshan District 518057 Shenzhen CN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Agricultural machines; net hauling machines [fishing]; woodworking machines; papermaking machines; diaper 
production machines; printing machines; machines for the textile industry; dyeing machines; food preparation machines, 
electromechanical; brewing machines; cigarette machines for industrial purposes; leather-working machines; sewing 
machines; machines for the bicycle industry; machines for the ceramics industry, including ceramics machines for 
building; computer aided carver; machines for battery industry; machines for processing of local special products and 
sundry goods; enamel manufacturing machines; lamp bulbs manufacturing machines; wrapping machines; honeycomb 
briquette manufacturing machines; kitchen machines, electric; washing machines; machines for pharmaceutical industry; 
vulcanisation apparatus; glass working machines; fertilizer equipments; electromechanical machines for chemical 
industry; rolling mills; oil refining machines; mixing machines; hoists; derricks; hammers [parts of machines]; moulding 
machines; fittings for engine boilers; internal combustion engines, excluding engines of automobiles, tractors, corn 
combine harvesters, motorcycles, chain saws, steamers; hydroelectric power generating equipment; clip manufacturing 
machines; button manufacturing machines; machines for manufacturing electric wires and cables; hand-held tools, other 
than hand-operated; equipment for electron industry; optics cold processing equipment and machines; gas separating 
equipment; painting machines; starters for motors and engines; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; 
mufflers for automobile engine; pumps [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; compressed air machines; compressors 
for refrigerators; hydraulic couplers; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; speed governors for machines, 
engines and motors; belts for machines; electric welding machines; washing apparatus; shoe polishers, electric; 
electroplating machines; condensing installations.

Cl.9;Computers; computer memories; monitors [computer hardware]; laptop computers; notebook computers; 
processors [central processing units]; USB flash drives; computer peripheral devices; computer keyboards; mouse 
[computer peripheral]; electronic pocket translators; computer software, recorded; electronic pens [visual display units]; 
computer game software; electronic publications, downloadable; wireless network cards; touch screens; personal digital 
assistants (PDA); time recording apparatus; cheque recording apparatus; ticket dispensers; electronic tags for goods; 
lottery machines; facsimile machines; weighing machines; measures; electronic notice boards; neon signs; portable 
telephones; transmitters of electronic signals; radar apparatus; navigational instruments; global positioning system 
[GPS] apparatus; network communication equipment; optical communication equipment; navigation apparatus for 
vehicles [on-board computers]; stored program control (SPC) telephone switching equipment; television apparatus; 
monitoring apparatus, electric; tape recorders; video recorders; camcorders; DVD players; headphones; electronic 
teaching and learning machines; portable media players; television cameras; electronic voice text machines; set top 
boxes; cameras [photography]; projection machines; projection machines for teaching purposes; surveying apparatus 
and instruments; aerometers; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires [tyres]; speed checking apparatus for 
vehicles; gasometers [measuring instruments]; kilometer recorders for vehicles; meters for internal combustion engines; 
logs [measuring instruments]; milage recorders for vehicles; hydrometers; audiovisual teaching apparatus; measuring 
devices, electric; probes for scientific purposes; optical apparatus and instruments; materials for electricity mains [wires, 
cables]; semi-conductors; integrated circuits; electronic chips; light-emitting diode (LED); stabilized voltage supply; low-
voltage power supply; fluorescent screens; video screens; remote controllers for household purpose; optical fibers 
[fibres] [light conducting filaments]; regulating apparatus, electric; electric installations for the remote control of 
industrial operations; lightning conductors [rods]; electrolysers; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial 
purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; alarms; spectacles [optics]; batteries, electric; animated 
cartoons; remote controlled car arresters, portable; clothing, electrically heated; reversing radars; car monitors; liquid 
crystal displays; apparatus to check franking.

Cl.11;Air conditioning installations; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; pressure cookers [autoclaves], 
electric; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; freezers; refrigerators; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and 
apparatus; fans [air-conditioning]; solar water heaters; bathroom heat lamp installations; disinfectant apparatus; drinking 
water dispensers; lamps; lighting apparatus and installations; cooking apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus for 
vehicles; germicidal lamps for purifying air; curling lamps; electric water heaters; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; 
refrigerating appliances and installations; air conditioning installations; air conditioning apparatus; electric hair driers; 
heating apparatus; soap bubble and foam generators for shows; hot water heating installations; ornamental fountains; 
sanitary apparatus and installations; water purification installations; disposable sterilization pouches; radiators, electric;
lighters; nuclear reactors.
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Priority claimed from 27/01/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 00204 ;Denmark 

3248381    16/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272711]
Brenntag Biosector A/S
Borupvang 5B DK-2750 Ballerup Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Adjuvants for use in experimental immunology; adjuvants for use in drug candidates.

Cl.5;Adjuvants for human applications for use in vaccines; vaccine adjuvants; adjuvants for medical purposes; 
veterinary preparations for use in vaccines; pharmaceutical preparations for use in immunology.
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3248382    03/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272759]
De Beers UK Limited
C/O Group Legal 20 Carlton House Terrace London SW1Y 5AN GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; badges of precious metal; ingots of precious metal; boxes of precious metal; 
ornaments of precious metal; jewellery and imitation jewellery; precious and semi-precious stones; horological and 
chronometric instruments including watches, pocket watches and clocks.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services, advertising and marketing services all in the field of precious metals and their 
alloys, badges of precious metal, ingots of precious metal, boxes of precious metal, ornaments of precious metal, 
jewellery and imitation jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments including 
watches, pocket watches and clocks.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 154168733 ;France 

3248397    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272604]
GENECTIVE
Rue Henri Mondor, Biopôle Clermont-Limagne F-63360 SAINT-BEAUZIRE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; soil fertilizers; preparations for regulation, 
growth of plants; seed preserving products; seed coating products; enzymes for use in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; micro-organisms for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; cell cultures for use in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry; plasmids for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; micro-organism cultures for use in agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry; expression and cloning vectors used in vitro and in vivo for use in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; vectors and their variations of recombinant DNA, all for use in vitro and in vivo for use in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry; DNA sequences for use in vitro and in vivo for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; genes used in 
vitro and in vivo for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; genes for improving resistance to drought of agricultural, 
horticultural and forestry seeds; genes for improving effectiveness of nitrogen used in agricultural, horticultural and 
forestry seeds; genes used in vitro and in vivo for improving seeds for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; genes 
for improving seeds for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; genes resistant to herbicides, insecticides, pesticides
and fungicides for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.5;Products for destroying vermin; pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, fungicides.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products (neither prepared nor processed); grains (seeds), namely 
vegetable seeds, legume seeds, cereal seeds, small grain and corn seeds, sunflower seeds, soya seeds, rape seeds, pea 
seeds, grass and forage seeds; plants and natural flowers, plant seedlings, grains (cereals); genes for seeds for 
vegetables, legumes, cereals, small grain, corn, sunflowers, soya, rape, peas, grass; genetically modified crops, namely 
genetically modified vegetable seeds, genetically modified seeds of legumes, genetically modified grain seeds, 
genetically modified corn and grain seeds, genetically modified sunflower seeds, genetically modified soybean seeds, 
genetically modified rape seeds, genetically modified pea seeds, genetically modified fodder seeds and genetically 
modified grass seeds; seeds genetically modified for resistance to herbicides, insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, for 
resistance to drought, for improving effectiveness of nitrogen treatments; genes for improving resistance to drought of 
agricultural, horticultural and forestry seeds; genes for improving effectiveness of nitrogen used in agricultural, 
horticultural and forestry seeds; genes used in vitro and in vivo for improving seeds for use in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry; genes for improving seeds for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; genes resistant to herbicides, 
insecticides, pesticides and fungicides for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and development related thereto in the fields of agri-
food, bio-materials and bio-molecules; industrial research and analysis services in the fields of agri-food, bio-materials 
and bio-molecules; biotechnology research, laboratory and scientific services; genetic engineering research, laboratory 
and scientific services; phytogenetic research, laboratory and scientific services; research, laboratory and scientific 
services for transgenic products applied to agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and seeds; laboratory analysis
services in biotechnology, genetic engineering, phytogenetics, transgenic products applied to agricultural, horticultural 
and forestry products and seeds; scientific services, namely organization and analysis of genetic identification data with 
a view to establishing a map related to the genome of agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and seeds; genetic 
testing in the field of agriculture, horticulture, forestry and seeds with a view to improving seeds and vegetable varieties; 
scientific information services relating to genes, genetic engineering, plant breeding, transgenics in the field of 
agriculture, horticulture, forestry and seeds.

Cl.44;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry services, namely advice on growing practices, advice concerning the 
treatment of soils and for environmental protection, advice on plant growing; parasite and pest extermination services in 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry; weed killing services; information and advice in the field of genetic engineering, 
phytogenetics, transgenic products applied to agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and seeds.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2014; Application No. : 201410774 ;Norway 

3248398    17/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1272645]
NutraQ AS
Postboks 3 Manglerud N-0612 Oslo Norway

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Extracts from plants, algae, yeast and marine organisms for use in the manufacture of cosmetic products.

Cl.3;Cosmetic preparations; skin care products, namely creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for face, hair, body 
and hands; eye gel; face serum; shampoo, conditioner; cosmetic preparations containing extracts from plants, algae, 
yeast and marine organisms.

Cl.5;Dietary supplements, dietary supplements containing vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, proteins, fatty acids, beta-
glucan, plant extracts, algae extracts, marine extracts; dietary supplements in tablet, capsule, powder or liquid shape; 
supplements for medical use; herbal medicines, plant-based medicines; meal replacement powders; meal replacement 
drinks; meal replacement bars; meal replacement products for weight loss and weight management; health food 
supplements consisting of nutrients from fruits and vegetables; health drinks adapted for medical purposes; dietetic 
foods; dietary supplements; extracts from medical plants; dietary supplements containing extracts from plants, algae, 
yeast and marine organisms.

Cl.29;Butter milk beverages; meal replacement soups, shakes; fruit based bars, snack bars, nutrition bars and protein 
bars; ready meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry and game, preserved, frozen, dried or cooked fruits, 
preserved, frozen, dried or cooked vegetables, milk and dairy products; meat, vegetables and seaweed extracts for soups;
prepared algae for nutrition for humans; foods based on marine organisms; dried algae; extracts from plants, algae and 
marine organisms for cooking.

Cl.30;Nutritional mixes based on carbohydrates for use as meal replacements; ready meals consisting primarily of 
pasta, rice and corn; muesli; extract from yeast for cooking; coffee, iced coffee; cereal based bars, snack bars, nutrition 
bars and protein bars.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; table water; essences for making beverages; non-alcoholic juices; vegetable juices; 
isotonic beverages; lemonade; mineral water; preparations for making beverages; smoothies; sport drinks; pastilles for 
effervescing beverages.
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Priority claimed from 17/08/2015; Application No. : 15/4203794 ;France 

3248441    31/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273370]
MOTUL
119 boulevard Félix Faure F-93300 AUBERVILLIERS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for cooling liquids, chemical products as ingredients for the composition of lubricants; 
chemical additives to motor fuel; chemicals for use in industry, science, photography, as well as agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fire-extinguishing compositions; 
tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives for 
use in industry; waterproofing products, antifreeze, scale removers (other than for household use).

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; oils, greases and lubricants for vehicle motors and engines; non-chemical 
additives to motor fuel; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions, for use in the maintenance of vehicle motors 
and engines and all machine motors and engines; fuels (including motor spirit) and lighting fuel; candles, wicks for 
lighting; compositions used as binding agents, agglomerating agents, fork oil.
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Priority claimed from 12/03/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 031 632 ;Germany 

3248462    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273254]
DHL International GmbH
Charles-de-Gaulle-Str 20 53113 Bonn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Customs brokerage; transport insurance brokerage; transit insurance underwriting.

Cl.39;Transport services, in particular transport of goods by motor vehicle, lorry, rail, ship and aeroplane; packaging 
and storage of goods; transport of goods, in particular packages, parcels, letters; transportation information; freight 
brokerage; transport brokerage; transportation logistics; courier services [messages or merchandise]; storage 
information; tracking and tracing services for letters and parcels; freight forwarding by land; freight forwarding by air; 
freight forwarding by sea.
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Priority claimed from 05/03/2015; Application No. : 013799821 ;European Union 

3248469    24/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272744]
ESM Energie- und Schwingungstechnik Mitsch GmbH
Auf der Rut 5 64668 Rimbach-Mitlechtern Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Components and systems for controlling, isolating and/or damping of vibrations in machines, with the exception of 
agricultural and mowing machines.

Cl.12;Components and systems for controlling, isolating and/or damping of vibrations in vehicles.

Cl.42;Vibration measurement and analysis in machines, vehicles and buildings; engineering design and testing of 
components and systems for controlling, isolating and/or damping of vibrations in machines, vehicles and buildings.
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3248629    18/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273417]
Kingsmen Creatives Ltd.
3 Changi South Lane Singapore 486118 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Consultancy relating to the design of promotional material.

Cl.37;Construction of exhibition stands; installation of stands for exhibitions; installation of temporary structures for 
business exhibitions; installation of temporary structures for trade exhibitions; interior fitting-out of offices 
[construction]; interior refurbishment of buildings; interior renovation of commercial premises; masonry; plastering; 
plumbing; painting or repair of signs; varnishing.

Cl.42;Architectural consultancy services; consultancy services relating to architecture; consultancy services relating 
to design; design consultancy; shop fitting design consultancy services; architectural design services relating to 
exhibitions; design of exhibition stands; design services for display systems for exhibitions; design services for 
exhibitions; design of graphics and of livery for corporate identity; design services relating to window graphics; design of 
three dimensional displays; design services for display systems for exhibition; design services for display systems for 
presentation purposes; design services for display systems for promotional purposes; advisory services relating to 
interior design; architectural design for interior decoration; commercial interior design; consultancy services relating to 
interior design; design services for building interiors; design services relating to interior decorating for offices; design 
services relating to shop interiors; design services relating to shop displays; interior decorating design; interior design 
services; interior design services for boutiques; interior design services for shops; interior design services for the retail 
industry; interior space planning services; space planning [design] of interiors; information services relating to the 
combination of colour, paints and furnishings for interior design; graphic art design; graphic art services; design of 
interior decor; graphic arts designing; construction drafting; industrial design; research and development (for others); 
design services relating to model making for exhibition purposes; computer-aided design of video graphics.
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3248633    17/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273461]
WAMGROUP S.P.A.
Strada Degli Schiocchi, 12 MODENA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sludge filters; sand filters; filtering machines; screening machines; filters and filtering screens as parts of 
machines; filtering machines, namely, sifters, rakes (screens) as machines and as machine parts; sludge treatment 
machines; screens as a part of machines; sifting installations; sifters as machines and as machine parts; separators 
(machines); screw separators; machines for separating solids from liquids; machines for separating solids from sludges; 
waste material removal machines; machine tools for removing waste material; electric washing machines for industrial 
purposes; pressing machines; screw compactors; machines for dehydrating sludge; waste compacting machines; screw 
separating/compacting machines and devices for sewage and liquids/solids; scrapers as part of machines; sludge 
scrapers (machines); machines for thickening; machines for thickening sludge; screw thickener; thickener for wastewater 
treatment; machines for crushing waste; shredders [machines] for industrial use; waste disposers; mixing machines; 
mixers; screw mixers; polyelectrolyte milk preparation systems; agitators for anaerobic digesters; pumps; sludge pumps; 
rotary lobe pump; rotary pumps; machines for processing sludge; machines for processing waste material.

Cl.11;Machines and installations for the mechanical purification of waste water; waste water treatment apparatus; filter 
installations; water filtering apparatus; filters being parts for filtering installation; biological contactor for treatment of 
water; biological reactors for clarifying water; sewage treatment plants; purification installations for sewage; water 
purifying apparatus and machine; apparatus, machines and installations for mechanical, chemical and/or biological water 
purification and water treatment; installations for biological waste water treatment; water purification, sedimentation and 
filtration apparatus for clarification, thickening and filtration of water, waste water and industrial water; system for 
biological waste water treatment; equipment for sewage system; machine for aerating liquids; machines for drying 
sludge; machines for drying waste.
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3248741    14/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272897]
Muyang Co., Ltd.
No. 1 Muyang Road, Hanjiang Economic Development Zone Yangzhou China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Unwrought or semi-wrought common metals; sheets and plates of metal; tubes of metal; chicken-houses of metal; 
pigsties of metal; transportable buildings of metal; steel buildings; stables of metal; buildings of metal; containers of 
metal for storage and transport.

Cl.8;Sharpening instruments; abrading instruments as hand instruments; hand-operated agricultural implements; hand-
operated garden tools; apparatus and instruments for skinning butcher's animals; harpoons for fishing; cutting tools as 
hand tools; hand-operated packers; graving tools as hand tools; hair clippers for animals as hand instruments.

Cl.9;Counters; weighing apparatus and instruments; optical glass; remote control apparatus; light conducting filaments 
as optical fibers; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; radiological apparatus for industrial 
purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; standard test sieves for quality control, namely for the 
measurement, analysis and grading of raw materials and finished goods of the feed, food, chemical, sugar producing, 
mining, paper producing and storage industries.

Cl.11;Drying apparatus and installations; gas scrubbing apparatus; drying apparatus for fodder and forage; forage 
drying apparatus; desiccating apparatus; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; air dryers; air cooling apparatus; 
drying apparatus; ventilation installations and apparatus.

Cl.35;Rental of publicity material; commercial information agencies; marketing studies; import-export agencies; 
personnel management consultancy; relocation services for enterprises; systemization of information in computer 
databases; accounting; rental of vending machines; retail or wholesale services concerning pharmaceutical, veterinary, 
and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.

Cl.37;Inspection in course of building construction and equipment installations; building construction supervision; 
warehouse construction and repair; building of commodity houses; mining extraction; upholstery repair; heating 
equipment installation and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; machinery installation, 
maintenance and repair; elevator installation and repair.

Cl.39;Freighting; packaging of goods; car transport; piloting; car rental; rental of warehouses; rental of diving suits; 
distribution of energy; parcel delivery; transport by pipeline.

Cl.41;Correspondence courses; educational services; practical training and demonstration; arranging and conducting 
of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of conferences; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; 
distribution of video cassettes; production of radio and television programs.
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Priority claimed from 04/02/2015; Application No. : 013710926 ;European Union 

3249442    30/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273803]
Inaverve Limited
c/o ZGRP Limited, Chartered Accountants, 158, Arthur Road Wimbledon, London SW19 8AQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Financial intermediary services; investment services; investment advisory and information services; investment 
identification services; fund management and investment management; financial services; financial services being 
financial analysis, financial management and capital investment services; financing services for companies; financial 
advisory services for companies; provision of finance for companies; financial, funding, fundraising and banking 
services; financial and monetary affairs; financial consultancy, advice and information; financing loans; security 
brokerage; valuation of diamonds, gemstones and other precious stones, jewellery and precious metals; venture capital 
funding services to emerging and start-up companies.

Cl.38;Provision of electronic communication links; electronic transmission of messages, data, information and 
documents; providing access to an interactive platform for the exchange of contact details; providing on-line electronic 
bulletin board services and chat rooms; providing on-line chat rooms for the transmission of messages among computer 
users; chat room services for social networking; forums for social networking; providing telecommunication facilities for 
the creation and updating of personal electronic web pages featuring user-provided content; providing access to 
computer databases and electronic databases and on-line databases.
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3249575    26/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1273648]
Eva Beale
29 Renz Road Mill Valley CA 94941 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Fragrance; skin lotions.

Cl.14;Jewelry.

Cl.24;Textile, fabric for home & commercial interiors; textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing.

Cl.25;Women clothing, namely shirts, skirts, dresses and blouses.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2015; Application No. : 1699413 ;Australia 

3249861    26/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1269088]
Donut King Franchise Pty Ltd
'HQ Robina', SE14 L1, 58 Riverwalk Ave ROBINA QLD Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Milk and milk products including milk shakes, thick shakes, and milk-based smoothies and other milk beverages 
in this class

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling of donuts and donut mix products including donuts and cream donuts, pastries, hot 
and cold beverages including tea, coffee and soft drinks, milk shakes and drinks, confectionery, ices and ice creams 
including soft serve ice creams, hot dogs and other prepared food stuffs.
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Priority claimed from 18/12/2014; Application No. : 013586541 ;European Union 

3250528    16/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274485]
voxeljet AG
Paul-Lenz-Str. 1 86316 Friedberg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for processing metal, wood, plastic and sand; additive manufacturing machines for manufacturing three-
dimensional moulds and cores for casting three-dimensional parts for industrial and commercial purposes; additive 
manufacturing machines for manufacturing three-dimensional objects using plastic, metal, glass or sand particulates for 
industrial and commercial purposes; additive manufacturing machines for manufacturing three-dimensional objects in the
field of industrial and commercial use; 3d printing machinery; multi-layer deposition machines for manufacturing three-
dimensional moulds and cores for casting three-dimensional parts; multi-layer deposition machines for manufacturing 
three-dimensional parts using plastic, metal, ceramic or ceramic-metal powder; machines for manufacturing three-
dimensional objects by building the objects through successive layering; computer printers, in particular 3d computer 
printers.

Cl.9;Printers for computers; data processing equipment and computers, in particular for computer-aided design; 
software, in particular computer-aided design software.

Cl.40;Three-dimensional printing manufacturing, for others, in connection with the manufacturing of three-dimensional 
moulds and cores for casting three-dimensional parts for industrial or commercial purposes; providing for others additive 
manufacturing services for the production of three-dimensional molds and cores for casting three-dimensional objects in 
the field of industrial and commercial use; additive manufacturing, for others, in relation to the manufacturing of three-
dimensional parts using plastic, metal, glass or sand particulates for industrial and commercial purposes; providing for 
others additive manufacturing services for the production of three-dimensional objects in the field of industrial and 
commercial use; manufacturing, for others, in particular manufacturing of dies for industrial and commercial use; 
finishing and metalworking for models, prototypes and small series production; consultancy in connection with the 
treatment of materials; custom manufacture of goods for others; custom manufacturing, in particular with sand moulds; 
custom manufacturing, namely, pattern making, in particular dies manufactured using 3d printing and made from plastic, 
metal, glass or sand.

Cl.42;Technological design services; research and services for manufacturing and processing sand moulds and metal 
moulds; design and development of computer hardware and computer software, in particular computer-aided design 
software; design and technical product and process development consultation services to others for the production of 
three-dimensional objects by additive manufacturing; development of prototypes; creating technical concepts; technical 
consultancy with regard to product and process development; engineering services; research and development of new 
products for others, in particular using sand moulds; research and development of new products for others, by utilizing 
pattern making techniques, in particular for dies manufactured using 3d printing and made from plastic, metal, glass or 
sand.
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3250546    25/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274486]
Joanne Kathleen Rowling 
Box 1, 44-46 Morningside Road Edinburgh EH10 4BF GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or 
animation, and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or 
animation; pre-recorded vinyl records, audio tapes, audio video tapes, audio video cassettes, audio video discs, and 
digital versatile discs featuring music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation; stereo headphones; batteries; 
cordless telephones; mobile telephones; parts and accessories for mobile telephones; mobile telephone covers; mobile 
telephone cases; mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitation of leather; mobile telephone covers made of cloth 
or textile materials; telephone and/or radio pagers; hand-held calculators; audio cassette and cd players; game software 
recorded on CD-ROMs; video and computer game programs; video game discs, cartridges and cassettes; digital music 
(downloadable) provided from the internet; digital music (downloadable) provided from mp3 internet web sites; mp3 
players; audio books in the nature of literary publications; downloadable electronic publications; electronic publications 
recorded on computer media; printed publications in electronic format; hand-held karaoke players, telephone and/or radio 
pagers; short motion picture film cassettes featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation to be used with 
hand-held viewers or projectors; video cassette recorders and players, compact disc players, digital audio tape recorders 
and players, electronic diaries; radios; mouse pads; eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefore; audio tapes for sale 
together with booklets; computer programs, namely, software linking digitised video and audio media to a global 
computer information network; video game cartridges and cassettes; and decorative magnets; global positioning 
systems; navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers); parts and fittings for all of the aforementioned goods; 
computer software for accessing movies, tv shows and videos; downloadable audio, video and audiovisual content 
provided via computer and communications networks featuring movies, tv shows and videos; computer software for 
collecting, organizing, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; downloadable digital 
audio files featuring news, voice and spoken word; software for text, image and sound transmission and display.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks; printed matter and paper goods, namely, books featuring characters from animated, action, adventure, 
comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children's books, magazines featuring characters from animated, action 
adventure, comedy and/or drama features, colouring books, children's activity books; booklets for sale together with 
audio tapes; printed literary publications; promotional publications; lithographic works of art; stationery, writing paper, 
envelopes, notebooks, diaries, note cards; greeting cards, trading cards; lithographs; pens, pencils, cases therefor, 
erasers, crayons, markers, coloured pencils, painting sets, chalk and chalkboards; decals, heat transfers; posters; 
mounted and/or unmounted photographs; book covers, book marks, calendars, gift wrapping paper; paper party 
decorations, namely, paper napkins, paper doilies, paper place mats, crepe paper, invitations, paper table cloths, paper 
cake decorations; printed transfers for embroidery or fabric appliqués; printed patterns for costumes, pyjamas, 
sweatshirts and t-shirts.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advertising and promotions 
provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and 
services; market surveys; analysis of advertising response and market research; the bringing together, for the benefit of 
others, of a variety of goods, namely common metals and their alloys, small items of metal hardware, metal key holders, 
metal key rings, metal key chains, metal key clips and metal money clips, identification bracelets made of metal and non-
precious metal bracelets, decorative metal boxes, jewellery boxes made of metal/non-precious metal, letter boxes made of 
metal, figurines of common metal, and decorative tin cans (made of non-precious metal), scientific, nautical, surveying, 
electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and 
teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data 
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processing equipment and computers, fire-extinguishing apparatus, motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, 
action, adventure and/or animation, and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, 
adventure and/or animation, pre-recorded vinyl records, audio tapes, audio-video tapes, audio video cassettes, audio 
video discs, and digital versatile discs featuring music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation, stereo 
headphones, batteries, cordless telephones, mobile telephones, parts and accessories for mobile telephones, mobile 
telephone covers, mobile telephone cases, mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitation of leather, mobile 
telephone covers made of cloth or textile materials, telephone and/or radio pagers, hand-held calculators, audio cassette 
and cd players, cd rom games, video and computer game programs, video game discs, cartridges and cassettes, digital 
music (downloadable) provided from the internet, digital music (downloadable) provided from mp3 internet web sites, 
mp3 players, hand-held karaoke players, telephone and/or radio pagers, short motion picture film cassettes featuring 
comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation to be used with hand-held viewers or projectors, video cassette 
recorders and players, compact disc players, digital audio tape recorders and players, electronic diaries, radios, mouse 
pads, eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefore, audio tapes sold together with booklets, computer programs, namely, 
software linking digitised video and audio media to a global computer information network, game equipment sold as a 
unit for playing a parlour-type computer game, video and computer game programs, video game cartridges and cassettes, 
and decorative magnets, swimming floats, kickboard flotation devices, swim boards, global positioning systems, 
navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers), parts and fittings for all of the aforementioned goods, precious 
metals and their alloys, jewellery, precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, clocks, alarm clocks, desk 
clocks, watches, alarm watches, sporting watches, jewellery, costume jewellery, bracelets, ankle bracelets, brooches, 
chains, charms, cuff-links, earrings, lapel pins, tie pins, tie clips, necklaces, ornamental pins, pendants, rings, key rings, 
belt buckles of precious metal for clothing, action figures (decorative) of precious metal, figurines of precious stones, 
figurines coated with precious metal, adhesive wall decorations of precious metal, amulets, cases for clocks, watches or 
jewels, cases and containers of precious metal, coins, musical instruments, paper, cardboard, printed matter, 
bookbinding material, photographs, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, 
typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic material 
for packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, printed matter and paper goods, namely, books featuring characters from 
animated, action, adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic books, children's books, magazines featuring 
characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama features, colouring books, children's activity books, 
booklets (all being sold together with audio tapes), stationery, writing paper, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, note cards, 
greeting cards, trading cards, lithographs, pens, pencils, cases therefor, erasers, crayons, markers, coloured pencils, 
painting sets, chalk and chalkboards, decals, heat transfers, posters, mounted and/or unmounted photographs, book 
covers, book marks, calendars, gift wrapping paper, paper party decorations, namely, paper napkins, paper doilies, paper 
place mats, crepe paper, invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations, printed transfers for embroidery or fabric 
appliqués, printed patterns for costumes, pyjamas, sweatshirts and t-shirts, leather and imitations of leather, animal 
skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, athletic 
bags, bath bags, beach bags, book bags, diaper bags, duffel bags, leather bags, school bags, shoe bags, shopping bags, 
tote bags, toiletry bags, suit carriers being travelling bags, waist bags, weekend bags, work bags, backpacks, knapsacks, 
fanny packs, waist packs, wallets, purses, chain mesh purses, not of precious metal, clutch purses, coin purses, cosmetic 
purses, evening purses, leather purses, purses, not of precious metal, parts and accessories for all of the 
aforementioned, furniture, office furniture, mirrors, picture frames, photograph frames, photograph frames of metal, wood 
or paper, wall plaques, key cards (not encoded), curtain holders, hooks, rails, rings, rods, rollers and tie-backs, bamboo, 
bamboo curtains and bamboo blinds, bead curtains, blinds, jewellery boxes, storage containers, trunks and chests, 
cabinets, chairs, desks and tables, dressing tables, easy chairs, beds and water beds, bedding (not including linen), bed 
fittings not of metal, bedsteads, furniture screens, clothes hooks and coat hangers, coat stands, garment covers, 
cushions, divans, mats, mattresses, pillows, support pillows for use in baby car safety seats, support pillows for use in 
baby seating, sleeping bags, door fittings and door furniture, drinking straws, flower stands, footstools, hat stands, 
display boards, bottle caps not of metal, bottle casings of wood, bottle racks, magazine racks, plate racks, mirror tiles, 
trays not of metal, containers of wood and of plastic, high chairs for babies, playpens for babies and walkers for infants, 
mobiles, cots, cradles and cribs, chimes, inflatable publicity objects, statuettes and figurines of wood, wax, plaster and of 
plastic, works of art of wood, wax, plaster and of plastic, parts and accessories for the foregoing, small domestic utensils 
and containers (not of precious metals, or coated therewith), combs and sponges, brushes (other than paint brushes), 
brush-making materials, instruments and material for cleaning purposes, steel wool, unworked or semi-worked glass 
(excluding glass used in building), glassware, ceramic, porcelain and earthenware, beverage glassware, cutting boards, 
bottles, sold empty, jugs, bowls, mugs, plastic water bottles, bottle openers, lunch boxes, cookie cutters, pans, kettles, 
dishes, non-electric waffle irons, non-electric coffee pots not of precious metal, plates not of precious metal, buckets, 
plastic buckets, ice pails buckets, champagne buckets, shower caddies, not of precious metal, tea caddies, not of 
precious metal, soap boxes, vacuum bottles, hair combs, cleaning combs, powder compacts sold empty, non-metal 
decorative boxes, dusting brushes, hair brushes, brushes for clothes, bathroom pails, cake moulds, plastic coasters, 
coffee cups, all purpose containers, drinking glasses, demitasse sets consisting of cups and saucers, plastic coasters, 
cocktail shakers, thermal insulated containers for food or beverages, cork screws, corn cob holders, decanters, drinking 
flasks, sugar and creamer sets, infant cups, cookie jars, napkin holders, towel holders, toothpicks, toothpick holders, 
paper cups, paper plates, non-metal piggy banks, plastic cups, salt shakers, pepper pots, shoe horns, window dusters, 
toothbrushes, toothbrush cases, wash basins, waste baskets, incense pots, baby bath tubs, bird cages, serving trays not 
of precious metal, serving utensils, namely, pie servers, cake turners, spatulas, scrapers and cake servers, vases not of 
precious metal, cases for personal hygiene products, toilet cases, candlestick holders not of precious metal, statues and 
figurines made of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass and porcelain, chopsticks, gardening gloves, rubber household 
gloves, parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned, textiles and textile goods, bed and table covers, rugs, 
travelling rugs, lap rugs, towels, bed linen, blankets, bedspreads, quilts, canopies, bed pads, bed sheets, pillow cases, 
comforters, duvet covers, mattress covers, crib bumpers, mosquito nets, pillow shams, sleeping bags (sheeting), cloth, 
fabric, table covers and table linen, place mats, napkins, serviettes and table runners, kitchen linens, namely, barbecue 
mitts, cloth doilies, cloth napkins, dish cloths, fabric table cloths, kitchen towels, fabric place mats, oven mitts, washing 
mitts, fabric table runners, pot holders, cloth coasters, curtains, draperies, curtain holders of cloth, banners, 
handkerchiefs, bath linen, bath towels and wash cloths, household linen, mats of linen, coverings of textile and of plastic 
for furniture, covers for toilet lids of fabric, covers for cushions, loose covers for furniture, textile wall hangings, shower 
curtains, cotton, polyester and/or nylon fabric, fabric of imitation animal skins, upholstery fabrics, lingerie fabric, golf 
towels, clothing, footwear, headgear, clothing for men, women and children, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging 
suits, trousers, jeans, pants, shorts, tank tops, rainwear, cloth bibs, skirts, blouses, dresses, suspenders, sweaters, 
jackets, coats, raincoats, snow suits, ties, robes, hats, caps, sun visors, belts, scarves, sleepwear, pyjamas, lingerie, 
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underwear, boots, shoes, sneakers, sandals, booties, slipper socks, swimwear and masquerade and halloween costumes, 
lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles, sewing thimbles, artificial flowers, 
buttons, badges for wear, not of precious metal, adhesive patches, articles and ornaments for the hair, hair bands, hair 
pins, barrettes, bows for the hair, decorative brooches (clothing accessories), sewing boxes, cosies for beverages or 
food, cushions for pins, decorative bows, ribbons and tapes, embroidery, haberdashery, shoe laces, carpets, rugs, mats 
and matting, floor coverings, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors, vinyl floor coverings, wall 
hangings (non-textile), tapestry (wall hangings), not of textile, wallpaper, vinyl and linoleum floor coverings, ceiling 
coverings, bath mats, door mats, reed mats, gymnasium mats, toys, games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting 
articles, toys and sporting goods, action figures and accessories therefor, plush toys, balloons, bathtub toys, ride-on 
toys, playing cards, equipment sold as a unit for playing card games, toy vehicles, dolls, flying discs, amusement 
apparatus for use in arcades, stand alone video output game machines, coin or counter operated arcade games, pinball 
game machines, electronic hand-held game units, game equipment sold as a unit for playing a board game, a card game, 
a manipulative game, a parlour game, a parlour-type computer game, an action type target game, jigsaw and manipulative 
puzzles, paper party favours, paper hats, paper face masks, masquerade and halloween masks, skateboards, ice skates, 
water squirting toys, balls, namely, playground balls, soccer balls, baseballs, basketballs, baseball gloves, surfboards, 
swimming floats for recreational use, kickboard flotation devices for recreational use, swim boards for recreational use, 
swim fins, toy zip guns, toy bake ware and toy cookware, toy banks, toy snow globes, clothing, footwear, headgear, t-
shirts, shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, jackets, pajamas, coats, swimwear, mufflers, gloves, scarves, neck ties, belts 
(clothing), socks, underwear, pants, jeans, shorts, skirts, underpants, robes, shoes and boots, beach shoes, boots, 
galoshes, half-boots, lace boots, sandals, sneaker, shoes, sports shoes, wooden shoes, high-heel shoes, masquerade 
costumes, play costumes, clothes for sports, boots for sports [other than horse-riding boots], hats, caps, berets, ear 
muffs, headbands, printed t-shirts, printed polo shirts, short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts, articles of clothing made of 
cut-pieced fleece, fleece pullovers, fleece hoodie jackets, fleece jackets, clothing for men, women and children, vests, 
overcoats, sport coats, raincoats, trenchcoats, leather and fabric coats, anoraks, parkas, blazers, wind resistant jackets, 
bed jackets, boleros, dusters, shawls, capes, cassocks, dresses, dress shirts, knit shirts, woven shirts, sweaters, 
cardigans, turtlenecks, denim jeans, sleepwear, robes, dress slacks and casual slacks, blouses, t-shirts, shorts, skirts, 
socks, hosiery, ties, suspenders, slippers, belts, neckwear, ascots, scarves, gloves, mittens, bodysuits, sun visors, parts 
and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, leather belts, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials 
for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), artificial turf, bath mats, carpet underlay, carpets for automobiles, 
door mats, floor coverings, gymnasium mats, linoleum, mats, mats of woven rope for ski slopes, non-slip mats, reed 
mats, rugs, textile wallpaper, vinyl floor coverings, wall hangings, not of textile, wallpaper, small domestic utensils and 
containers (not of precious metals, or coated therewith), combs and sponges, brushes (other than paint brushes), brush-
making materials, instruments and material for cleaning purposes, steel wool, unworked or semi-worked glass (excluding 
glass used in building), glassware, ceramic, porcelain and earthenware, not included in other classes, beverage 
glassware, cutting boards, bottles, sold empty, jugs, bowls, mugs, plastic water bottles, bottle openers, lunch boxes, 
cookie cutters, pans, kettles, dishes, non-electric waffle irons, non-electric coffee pots not of precious metal, plates not of 
precious metal, buckets, plastic buckets, ice pails buckets, champagne buckets, shower caddies, not of precious metal, 
tea caddies, not of precious metal, soap boxes, vacuum bottles, hair combs, cleaning combs, powder compacts sold 
empty, non-metal decorative boxes, dusting brushes, hair brushes, brushes for clothes, bathroom pails, cake molds, 
plastic coasters, coffee cups, all purpose containers, drinking glasses, demitasse sets consisting of cups and saucers, 
plastic coasters, cocktail shakers, thermal insulated containers for food or beverages, cork screws, corn cob holders, 
decanters, drinking flasks, sugar and creamer sets, infant cups, cookie jars, napkin holders, towel holders, toothpicks, 
toothpick holders, paper cups, paper plates, non-metal piggy banks, plastic cups, salt shakers, pepper pots, shoe horns, 
window dusters, toothbrushes, toothbrush cases, wash basins, waste baskets, incense pots, baby bath tubs, bird cages, 
serving trays not of precious metal, serving utensils, namely, pie servers, cake turners, spatulas, scrapers and cake 
servers, vases not of precious metal, cases for personal hygiene products, toilet cases, candlestick holders not of 
precious metal, statues and figurines made of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass and porcelain, chopsticks, gardening 
gloves, rubber household gloves, parts and accessories for all of the aforementioned, barbecue mitts, dish cloths, oven 
mitts, pot holders, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase the aforesaid goods from a general 
merchandise catalogue, by mail order, by means of telecommunications, by means of a general merchandise store, 
internet web site, a department store, a toy, gift and novelty retail store, a film and television merchandise retail store and 
and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services; literary agencies services in the nature of business management; 
advertising services for the literary industry; management of performing artists.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment services in the 
nature of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated television programmes; production of live-action comedy, drama 
and/or animated television programmes; entertainment services in the nature of live-action comedy, drama and/or 
animated motion picture theatrical films; production of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture 
theatrical films and theatrical performances both animated and live action; video and audio recording production and 
presentation; education and entertainment services provided via a global computer network; information relating to 
education and entertainment provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; electronic games services 
provided via a global computer network; providing on-line publications (non-downloadable); on-line publication of 
electronic books and journals (non-downloadable); publication and distribution of recordings; publication of printed 
media and recordings; publishing of books, e-books, audio books, music and illustrations; publication of sheet music; 
organising of entertainment and social events; booking of entertainment; entertainer services; club entertainment 
services; provision of dancing facilities; nightclub, discotheque, music hall, concert, dance hall, ballroom, cabaret 
services; circuses; provision of live entertainment; production of live entertainment; arranging of visual and musical 
entertainment; audio-visual display presentation services for entertainment purposes; organising of events, exhibitions 
and shows for entertainment purposes; production of audio entertainment; production of entertainment shows featuring 
dancers and singers; music competition services; organisation of balls; organisation of shows; providing karaoke 
services; organisation of entertainment services; training of performance artists; provision of entertainment services on 
cruise ships; video arcade services; providing amusement arcade services; amusement arcade machine rental services; 
theme park services; amusement park services with a theme of films; amusement park services with a theme of radio 
productions; amusement park services with a theme of television productions; education and training services relating to 
the establishment, operation, administration, management and conduct of amusement and theme parks; movie studios; 
recording studio services; television entertainment; cinema services; providing cinema and theatre facilities; booking 
agency services for cinema tickets; rental and leasing of movie projectors and accessories; rental of cinematographic and
motion picture films; distribution of cinematographic and motion picture films; editing of cinematographic and motion 
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picture films; showing of cinematographic and motion picture films; organisation of cinemas and theatres; education and 
training services relating to the establishment, operation, administration, management and conduct of cinemas and 
theatres; training services for cinema technicians; providing of sports facilities; providing of recreation facilities, services 
and amenities; leisure centre and boating lake services; provision of swimming facilities, services and amenities; tenpin 
bowling alley and bowling green services; providing of golf facilities; providing of tennis court facilities; health and 
fitness club services; providing of casino and gaming facilities; booking of seats for shows; organisation of quizzes, 
games and competitions; organisation of beauty competitions; organisation of sporting competitions; rental of diving 
equipment; rental of sports equipment; arranging, planning and conducting of conferences, seminars and exhibitions; 
information, advice and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services; literary agency services in the nature of 
publication of books.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer hardware and software consulting 
services; computer programming; support and consultation services for managing computer systems, databases and 
applications; graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the internet; information relating to computer hardware 
or software provided on-line from a global computer network or the internet; creating and maintaining web-sites; hosting 
the web-sites of others; computer software design for others and computer consultancy services; architectural services 
for the design of cinemas and theatres; information, advice and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; intellectual property licensing 
services; issue of licensing rights relating to films, television productions and video productions; management of 
intellectual property rights; legal advisory services provided to cinema operators.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2014; Application No. : 013529862 ;European Union 

3250908    02/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274470]
Sticky Sisters Limited
Avon House, Arden Road, Ealing London W13 8RP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES.
B-3, KESAVAN OARCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600 015. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; instructional and teaching materials; books, recipe books, recipe cards and 
cookery books; booklets; books; calendars; cardboard cake boxes; cardboard boxes; cards; book covers, book marks; 
magazines, newspapers, newsletters, periodicals, comics, pamphlets; manuals, catalogues; stationery; diaries; greeting 
cards; paper articles; cardboard articles; maps, charts, posters, paintings, drawings, photographs, prints, pictures; paper 
handkerchiefs; paper napkins, paper tablecloths, coasters made from cardboard or paper, paper place mats; paper and 
plastic bags; bags for microwave cooking; writing pads; note pads; paperweights; writing instruments; posters.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headgear.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; seafood and seafood products; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked 
fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); salad dressings; culinary herbs; spices; ice.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; business development and strategic planning 
services; marketing services; business advisory services relating to the establishment, operation, management and 
promotion of restaurants; organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; promotion services; 
retail services relating to food and drink items, books, aprons, cooking implements and knives, ceramics, bags, DVDs, 
kitchenware, ovenware and culinary ware; online retail services relating to food and drink items, books, aprons, cooking 
implements and knives, ceramics, bags, DVDs, kitchenware, ovenware and culinary ware; mail order retail services 
relating to food and drink items, books, aprons, cooking implements and knives, ceramics, bags, DVDs, kitchenware, 
ovenware and culinary ware; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.39;Transport, packaging, storage and delivery of food and drink; transport and delivery of food and drink ordered 
from an Internet website or by means of telecommunications.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; restaurant services; bar services; café services; catering; canteens; 
preparation of foodstuffs or meals for consumption on or off the premises; food and drink takeaway services; providing 
prepared meals; the provision of food ordering services through an online computer network; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 23/02/2015; Application No. : 013769997 ;European Union 

3250917    03/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274499]
Eisenmann SE
Tübinger Str. 81 71032 Böblingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, in particular for computers, cell phones, smartphones, portable media player and hand-held computers; 
software for production control, in particular for the production of foodstuffs and metal, plastic and composite material 
parts; software for manufacture management of bulk goods production and for process management of process 
engineering production; software for controlling machines, in particular for drilling, rolling, millworking, cutting, 
soldering, welding, gluing, edging, folding, heating, cooling, cleaning, deburring and joining of parts; software for 
controlling conveying technology installations, surface treatment installations, in particular painting installations and dip 
treatment installations, and furnace installations; software for controlling material flow, software for optimising 
production processes; analysis software, in particular for recording and evaluating statistics in production processes and 
for recording, evaluating and controlling product quality; electrical and electronic control apparatus; programmable 
control apparatus; instruction manuals in electronic format.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of technical installations; determining, registering and controlling the maintenance 
requirements of technical installations; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware for production control, 
in particular remote maintenance.

Cl.38;Providing of access to software for production control on computer networks; leasing access time to a computer 
database.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of training; preparation of training documents and manuals (handbooks); courses 
relating to the use of software for production control.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software, in particular for control and analysis software; 
servicing, care, adaptation, installation and monitoring of software, in particular control and analysis software; software 
customisation services; computer software technical support services, in particular telephone support; provision of on-
line support services for computer program users; documenting of software for production control; design, development, 
operation, maintenance and monitoring of software for production control, in particular remote maintenance; analysis of 
error and security messages provided by a software for production control and providing of suggestions to remedy these 
errors and security deficiencies.
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3250954    17/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274535]
LEE, JAE-WON
(Jugong 11 Danji Apt., Seonbu-dong) #1104-110, 111, Seonbugwangjangnam-ro, Danwon-gu Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; publicity; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; on-line advertising on 
a computer network; rental of advertising time on communication media; dissemination of advertising for others via the 
internet; commercial information agencies; commercial information and advice for consumers (consumer advice shop); 
providing of job information; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; administrative processing of 
purchase orders; news clipping services; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; commercial 
intermediary services in the field of bags; commercial intermediary services in the field of footwear; commercial 
intermediary services in the field of clothing; commercial intermediary services in the field of cosmetics; commercial 
intermediary services in the field of precious accessories; commercial intermediary services in the field of accessories 
(except of precious metal and jewelry); online comprehensive shopping mall services; design of advertising materials; 
advertising planning services.

Cl.38;Electronic bulletin board services; providing online forums; providing user access to a global computer network; 
providing internet chatrooms; transmission of greeting cards online; sending of electronic message; information about 
telecommunication; transmission of information via national and international networks; electronic mail; transmission of 
digital files; data communication; communications by computer terminals; wireless communication services; 
transmission and reception of database information via the telecommunication network; transmission of news; rental of 
equipment for telecommunications; telecommunication services provided internet portals.

Cl.42;Development of web sites; web site maintenance; creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting 
computer sites [web sites]; data conversion of computer programs and data, not physical conversion; rental of web 
servers; computer programming for electronic commerce; providing search engines for the internet; computer software 
development; design of products; dress design services; shop interior design; packaging design services; cosmetic 
research; weather forecasting; inspection of goods; evaluation of products.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000027521 ;Italy 

3251707    24/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274202]
HFP S.R.L.
Piazza XIII Martiri, 8 I-24065 LOVERE (BG) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Washers of metal; molds of metal.

Cl.17;Washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; rings of rubber for use as pipe connection seals; oil seals of rubber, 
gutta-percha, latex [rubber], asbestos; expansion joint fillers; joints gaskets; gaskets and insulation linings; rubber, gutta-
percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded 
form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal; rotating shaft oil 
seals; rubber industrial gaskets, caoutchouc, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica, goods made from these materials and 
not included in other classes; moulds of rubber; flexible hoses composed of plastics.

Cl.20;Flexible containers of plastics for the storage of liquids; portable boxes (containers) of plastic; plastic trays 
(containers) used in food packaging; packaging containers of plastic; non-metallic transparent food trays for commercial 
use; containers, not of metal (storage, transport); packaging containers of plastic; boxes made of plastic.
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Priority claimed from 01/09/2015; Application No. : 86744627 ;United States of America 

3253576    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275406]
Pacific Biosciences of California, Inc.
1380 Willow Road Menlo Park CA 94025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Reagents for use in biochemical analysis in scientific research.

Cl.5;Reagents for use in biochemical analysis for medical diagnostics.

Cl.9;Laboratory instruments for scientific research, namely, optical detectors for genetic sequencing and biochemical 
analysis; optical array chips.

Cl.10;Laboratory instruments for medical diagnostic purposes, namely, optical detectors for genetic sequencing and 
biochemical analysis.
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3254650    25/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276619]
SIRONA Dental Systems GmbH
Fabrikstr. 31 64625 Bensheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrical apparatus for the input, processing, transmission, storage and retrieval of data; ensembles consisting of 
combinations of the aforementioned apparatus; parts of the aforementioned apparatus; software.

Cl.10;Medical and electromedical apparatus; medical X-ray apparatus; ensembles consisting of combinations of the 
aforementioned apparatus; parts of the aforementioned apparatus.
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3255448    14/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275834]
Delos Living, LLC
22 Little West 12th Street, 4th Floor New York NY 10014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Mineral oxide coatings which sanitize indoor and outdoor surfaces.

Cl.5;Sanitizing preparations for commercial, industrial and institutional use comprised of a mineral oxide coating 
applied to indoor and outdoor surfaces.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2014; Application No. : AM 50642/2014 ;Austria 

3270384    08/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1256891A]
Red Bull AG
Poststrasse 3 CH-6341 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; walkie-talkies; portable and mobile telephones and parts, spare parts and equipment, in particular 
holders and sheaths; electric cables; electric plugs; electrical adaptors; batteries; accumulators; charging devices for 
accumulators for wireless mobile phones; subscriber identity module cards, also for use with portable and mobile 
phones; mobile phone face plates; ring tones (being downloadable ring tones); software for mobile phones (Apps); 
downloadable sound, music, image and video recordings; interactive games played on computers; photocopying 
apparatus and machines; magnetic data carriers; sound recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and other digital recording
media; video tapes; records; portable music players; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; 
calculating machines; data processing equipment; computers; computer programs and software; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus; automatic cash dispensing machines; ticket dispensers; automatic photographic booths; machine readable 
data carriers with programs installed; electronic publications (downloadable); computer programs [downloadable 
software]; computer game software; mouse pads; navigation apparatus for vehicles, protective clothing [body armour]; 
protective spectacles; protective masks; protective helmets, in particular for sports purposes; protective shields, 
including ear, body and face protective shields, spectacles; spectacle frames; spectacle cases and holders; sunglasses; 
goggles for sports; headphones; breathing apparatus for divers; special purpose containers (cases, sheaths, housings) 
for apparatus and instruments included in this class; light, marker, life-saving and signaling buoys; wind socks for 
indicating wind direction; electric batteries and accumulators; magnets; luminous signs; luminous advertising signs; 
encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; acoustic conduits; acoustic couplers; acoustic [sound] alarms; aerials; 
agendas (electronic); amplifiers; amplifying tubes; amplifying valves; answering machines; cabinets for loudspeakers; 
encoded magnetic cards; processors [central processing units], chips [integrated circuits], recorded computer operating 
programs; computer peripheral devices; computer programmes [programs], recorded; recorded computer software; 
optical and magnetic data media; data processing apparatus; electronic notice boards; hands free kits for phones; high-
frequency apparatus; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; integrated circuits; intercommunication apparatus; junction 
boxes [electricity]; junction sleeves for electric cables; laptop computers; loudspeakers; masts for wireless aerials; 
microprocessors; data processing equipment; navigational instruments; notebook computers; radio pagers; 
radiotelephony sets; range finders; receivers; satellite navigational apparatus; sound recording carriers; sound recording 
strips; sounding leads; sounding lines; telephone apparatus; telephone receivers; telephone transmitters; telephone 
wires; television apparatus; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; video game 
cartridges; video telephones; wire connectors [electricity]; wires, electric; computer mouse; photographic racks and rigs; 
remote control apparatus; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; video screens; stereoscopes; stereoscopic 
apparatus.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion for others; arranging of advertising events and providing of advertising space; 
distribution of goods for advertising purposes; layout services for advertising purposes; on-line advertising on a 
computer network; rental of advertising time on communication media; news clipping services; business organization 
consultancy; business management; business administration; office functions; organization of trade fairs and exhibitions 
for commercial or advertising purposes; rental of vending machines; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; compilation of statistics; 
sponsorship search; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; administrative 
processing of purchase orders; updating of advertising material; dissemination of advertising matter; arranging 
newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; business 
management of performing artists; business information, commercial information agencies; compilation of information 
into computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases; public relations; publication and writing 
of publicity texts; radio advertising; production of radio and television commercials; rental of advertising space; 
television advertising; television commercials; outdoor advertising; demonstration of goods; presentation of goods on 
communication media for retail purposes; sales promotion for others; commercial information and advice for consumers; 
opinion polling.
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Cl.38;Telecommunications; transmission of radio and television programs; information about telecommunication; 
message sending; communication by telephone and cellular telephone; computer aided transmission of messages and 
images; electronic mail; providing Internet chatrooms; communication by computer terminals; communications by fiber 
[fibre] optic networks; radio and television broadcasting; cellular telephone communication; electronic bulletin board 
services [telecommunications services]; wireless mobile phone services, providing telecommunications connections to a 
global computer network; telecommunications routing and junction services; teleconferencing services; providing user 
access to global computer networks; providing access to databases; voice mail services; rental of access time to global 
computer networks; news agencies; paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; 
rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; satellite transmission; telephone services; wire service; 
providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services.

Cl.41;Education; teaching; tuition; academies [education]; recreational parks and amusement parks; providing of 
training, including practical training [demonstration], entertainment; cinema presentations; club services [entertainment 
or education]; entertainer services; entertainment information; presentation of live performances; movie theatre 
presentations; music-halls; musical performances; radio, music, cinema and television entertainment; circuses; sporting 
and cultural activities; organization and staging of sports competitions; night clubs and discotheque services; 
organization of fairs and exhibitions for cultural, sporting or educational purposes; rental of videotapes and cassettes, 
CD-ROMs and DVDs, cine-films and motion pictures; rental of movie projectors and accessories; providing cinema and 
movie theatre facilities; providing museum facilities; rental of radio and television sets; rental of video cassette recorders; 
rental of audio equipment; rental of camcorders; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; 
rental of show or stage scenery; rental of video cameras; scriptwriting services; rental of games equipment and sound 
recordings; cinema, movie and video film production, other than advertising films; videotaping; film editing services and 
microfilming; publication and editing of digital imaging; bookmobile services; publication of books, texts (other than 
publicity texts), electronic books and journals on-line; electronic desktop publishing; providing on-line electronic 
publications, not downloadable; news reporters services; photographic reporting; production of radio and television 
programs and shows; providing sports facilities; publication and writing of texts, other than publicity texts; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network; providing karaoke services; music composition and production 
services; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; animal training; health club services [health and fitness 
training]; library services; operating lotteries; language interpreter services; arranging and conducting of seminars, 
conferences, symposiums, workshops, congresses, competitions and concerts; recreation information; party planning 
(entertainment); dubbing, gambling; photography, radio entertainment; recording studio and television studio services; 
rental of sports grounds and stadium facilities; subtitling.
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3566461    10/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1345657]
NEW HOPE GROUP CO., LTD.
Sector 4, Renmin South Road, Wuhou District, Chengdu City Sichuan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising services; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; business management 
assistance; providing business information via a web site; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; marketing; sales promotion for others; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; personnel management consultancy; administrative processing of purchase orders.

Cl.36;Insurance brokerage; capital investment; financing services; antique appraisal; real estate agency services; 
rental of farms; surety services; charitable fund raising; factoring; lending against security.
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3612269    09/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359525]
InfoArmor, Inc.
7001 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 2020 Scottsdale AZ 85253 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) for combating cyber threats that target a company's network infrastructure, 
featuring risk intelligence, security intelligence, electronic crime intelligence, vulnerability intelligence, compromised 
credentials intelligence, and compromised credentials and dark-web forum posts that enable subscribers to mitigate risks 
and deliver preemptive intelligence to help thwart cyberattacks.

Cl.45;Investigation services in the field of computer security, namely, comprehensive network and investigative 
services providing cyber-threat intelligence; providing client-specific and industry-specific investigations comprising 
penetration testing, vulnerability assessment, threat attack tactics monitoring, and targeted attribution reports on bad 
actors.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2016; Application No. : 87277188 ;United States of America 

3612278    14/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358970]
Cognizant Technology Solutions U.S. Corporation
500 Frank W. Burr Boulevard Teaneck NJ 07666 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management and marketing consulting services; venture incubation and launch services, namely, new 
business venture development and formation consulting services; business development services, namely, providing 
start-up support for businesses of others; technology incubation services, namely, business consultation services in the 
area of technology transfer, technology development, technology commercialization planning and strategic marketing of 
technology; organizing business networking events in the field of growing emerging technology companies, business 
growth, business management and business development.

Cl.36;Incubation services, namely, providing financing and funding to freelancers, emerging and start-up companies, 
entrepreneurs, existing businesses and other companies.

Cl.41;Providing education programs in the field of business to freelancers, emerging and start-up companies, 
entrepreneurs, existing businesses and other companies; providing coaching and mentoring services and programs in 
the field of business growth, business management and business development; educational services, namely, conducting
classes, programs, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the field of growing emerging technology companies, 
business growth, business management and business development.
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3612572    22/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359657]
Buta Ioan-Bogdan
26 Colinei Street, building A1, apartment U16 400520 Cluj-Napoca Romania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Printing fonts that can be downloaded provided by means of electronic transmission; musical sound recordings; 
music tapes; downloadable music files; compact discs featuring music; musical video recordings; series of musical 
sound recordings; prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; musical recordings in the form of discs; downloadable 
musical sound recordings; digital music [downloadable[ provided from the internet; digital music [downloadable] 
provided from mp3 internet web sites; digital music [downloadable] provided from a computer database or the internet; 
recorded content].

Cl.16;Printed matter; advertising posters; printed paper signs; photographs; printed periodicals in the field of tourism; 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes).

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices; aerated juices; beverages consisting principally of fruit juices; 
beer; mineral water [beverages]; still water.

Cl.35;Advertising, radio advertising, television advertising, online advertising, promotion services for music producers 
and artists, vocal and instrumental interprets, disc jockeys; advertising services relating to the travel industries; 
distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; bill-posting; loyalty, incentive and bonus program 
services; wholesale services relating to jewelry; wholesale services relating to clothing; wholesale services in relation to 
toiletries; wholesale services in relation to umbrellas; wholesale services in relation to luggage; wholesale services in 
relation to bags; wholesale services in relation to headgear; wholesale services in relation to beer; wholesale services in 
relation to tobacco; wholesale services in relation to footwear; wholesale services in relation to toys; wholesale services 
in relation to desserts; wholesale services in relation to seafood; wholesale services in relation to games; wholesale 
services in relation to coffee; wholesale services in relation to sorbets; wholesale services in relation to chocolate; 
wholesale services in relation to foodstuffs; wholesale services in relation to cocoa; wholesale services in relation to 
teas; wholesale services in relation to stationery supplies; wholesale services in relation to art materials; wholesale 
services in relation to fragrancing preparations; wholesale services in relation to printed matter; wholesale services in 
relation to festive decorations; wholesale services in relation to sporting equipment; wholesale services in relation to 
sporting articles; wholesale services in relation to wall coverings; wholesale services in relation to floor coverings; 
wholesale services in relation to baked goods; wholesale services in relation to dairy products; wholesale services in 
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relation to frozen yogurts; wholesale services in relation to ice creams; wholesale services in relation to computer 
software; wholesale services in relation to works of art; wholesale services in relation to non-alcoholic beverages; 
wholesale services in relation to audio-visual equipment; charitable services, namely, coordination of the procurement 
and distribution of gift-in-kind product donations from manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and government agencies to 
organizations providing free products to needy people; on-line wholesale and retail store services connected with the sale
of downloadable sound, music, image, video and game files; wholesale services in relation to alcoholic beverages (except 
beer); wholesale services in relation to beauty implements for humans; wholesale services in relation to hygienic 
implements for humans; wholesale services in relation to articles for use with tobacco; wholesale services in relation to 
preparations for making alcoholic beverages; public relations, advertising and marketing services for the tourism and 
convention industry, namely, organizing and hosting site inspections and familiarization tours for wholesalers, tour 
operators, travel agents, meeting and incentive travel planners and travel media; retail services relating to clothing; on-
line retail department store services connected with the sale of jewellery, clothing, toiletries, umbrellas, luggage, bags, 
headgear, beer, tobacco, footwear, toys, desserts, seafood, games, coffees, sorbets, chocolate, foodstuffs, cocoa, teas, 
stationery supplies, art materials, fragrancing preparations, printed matters, festive decorations, sporting equipment, 
sporting articles, wall coverings, floor coverings, baked goods, dairy products, frozen yogurts, ice creams, computer 
software, works of art, non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual equipment, downloadable sound, music, image, video and 
game files, alcoholic beverages, beauty implements for humans, hygienic implements for human, articles for use with 
tobacco, preparation for making alcoholic beverages, cupcakes, apparel, phone cases, headphones, external batteries, 
USB chargers, wireless chargers, USB bracelets, selfie kits, portable speakers, mouse pads, laptop and tablet covers, 
hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel bags, beach towels, beach balls, sunglasses, caps, beach slippers, CDs, 
glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, auto sunshades, auto fresheners, flags, pens, agendas, notebooks, 
colouring books, badges, lanyards, bracelets, watches, pendants, card cases, wallets, bags, cups, lighters, clocks, picture 
frames, flowers, candies, drugs, sporting goods, books, food, musical instruments, time instruments, recorded content, 
non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual equipment, downloadable music files, downloadable electronic publications, 
downloadable electronic books, downloadable ring tones, ice cream, clothing accessories, downloadable pre-recorded 
music and video, downloadable magazines, ring tones, music, sound, image, video and game files, applications, 
downloadable sound, image, video and game files, sex aids, wearable computers, mobile phones, sun tanning appliances, 
hearing protection devices, information technology equipment, doughnuts for consumption on and off the premises, 
clothes, stationary and hat; retail cupcake shops; retail delicatessen services; retail apparel stores; retail shops 
connected with the sale of phone cases, headphones, external batteries, USB chargers, wireless chargers, USB bracelets, 
selfie kits, portable speakers, mouse pads, laptop and tablet covers, hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel 
bags, beach towels, beach balls, sunglasses, caps, beach slippers, CDs, glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, 
raincoats, auto sunshades, auto fresheners, flags, pens, agendas, notebooks, colouring books, badges, lanyards, 
bracelets, watches, pendants, card cases, wallets, bags, cups, lighters, clocks, picture frames; retail jewelry stores; retail 
convenience stores connected with the sale of jewellery, clothing, toiletries, umbrellas, luggage, bags, headgear, beer, 
tobacco, footwear, toys, desserts, seafood, games, coffees, sorbets, chocolate, foodstuffs, cocoa, teas, stationery 
supplies, art materials, fragrancing preparations, printed matters, festive decorations, sporting equipment, sporting 
articles, wall coverings, floor coverings, baked goods, dairy products, frozen yogurts, ice creams, computer software, 
works of art, non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual equipment, downloadable sound, music, image, video and game files, 
alcoholic beverages, beauty implements for humans, hygienic implements for human, articles for use with tobacco, 
preparation for making alcoholic beverages, cupcakes, apparel, phone cases, headphones, external batteries, USB 
chargers, wireless chargers, USB bracelets, selfie kits, portable speakers, mouse pads, laptop and tablet covers, 
hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel bags, beach towels, beach balls, sunglasses, caps, beach slippers, CDs, 
glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, auto sunshades, auto fresheners, flags, pens, agendas, notebooks, 
time instruments, recorded content, non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual equipment, downloadable music files, 
downloadable electronic publications, downloadable electronic books, downloadable ring tones, ice cream, clothing 
accessories, downloadable pre-recorded music and video, downloadable magazines, ring tones, music, sound, image, 
video and game files, applications, downloadable sound, image, video and game files, sex aids, wearable computers, 
mobile phones, sun tanning appliances, hearing protection devices, information technology equipment, doughnuts for 
consumption on and off the premises, clothes, stationary and hat; retail florist shops; retail clothing boutiques; retail 
clothing stores; retail candy stores; retail drug stores; retail department store services connected with the sale of 
jewellery, clothing, toiletries, umbrellas, luggage, bags, headgear, beer, tobacco, footwear, toys, desserts, seafood, 
games, coffees, sorbets, chocolate, foodstuffs, cocoa, teas, stationery supplies, art materials, fragrancing preparations, 
printed matters, festive decorations, sporting equipment, sporting articles, wall coverings, floor coverings, baked goods, 
dairy products, frozen yogurts, ice creams, computer software, works of art, non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual 
equipment, downloadable sound, music, image, video and game files, alcoholic beverages, beauty implements for 
humans, hygienic implements for human, articles for use with tobacco, preparation for making alcoholic beverages, 
cupcakes, apparel, phone cases, headphones, external batteries, USB chargers, wireless chargers, USB bracelets, selfie 
kits, portable speakers, mouse pads, laptop and tablet covers, hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel bags, 
beach towels, beach balls, sunglasses, caps, beach slippers, CDs, glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, 
auto sunshades, auto fresheners, flags, pens, agendas, notebooks, colouring books, badges, lanyards, bracelets, 
watches, pendants, card cases, wallets, bags, cups, lighters, clocks, picture frames, flowers, candies, drugs, sporting 
goods, books, food, musical instruments, time instruments, recorded content, non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual 
equipment, downloadable music files, downloadable electronic publications, downloadable electronic books, 
downloadable ring tones, ice cream, clothing accessories, downloadable pre-recorded music and video, downloadable 
magazines, ring tones, music, sound, image, video and game files, applications, downloadable sound, image, video and 
game files, sex aids, wearable computers, mobile phones, sun tanning appliances, hearing protection devices, 
information technology equipment, doughnuts for consumption on and off the premises, clothes, stationary and hat; retail
department stores connected with the sale of jewellery, clothing, toiletries, umbrellas, luggage, bags, headgear, beer, 
tobacco, footwear, toys, desserts, seafood, games, coffees, sorbets, chocolate, foodstuffs, cocoa, teas, stationery 
supplies, art materials, fragrancing preparations, printed matters, festive decorations, sporting equipment, sporting 
articles, wall coverings, floor coverings, baked goods, dairy products, frozen yogurts, ice creams, computer software, 
works of art, non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual equipment, downloadable sound, music, image, video and game files, 
alcoholic beverages, beauty implements for humans, hygienic implements for human, articles for use with tobacco, 
preparation for making alcoholic beverages, cupcakes, apparel, phone cases, headphones, external batteries, USB 
chargers, wireless chargers, USB bracelets, selfie kits, portable speakers, mouse pads, laptop and tablet covers, 
hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel bags, beach towels, beach balls, sunglasses, caps, beach slippers, CDs, 
glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, auto sunshades, auto fresheners, flags, pens, agendas, notebooks, 
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colouring books, badges, lanyards, bracelets, watches, pendants, card cases, wallets, bags, cups, lighters, clocks, picture 
frames, flowers, candies, drugs, sporting goods, books, food, musical instruments, time instruments, recorded content, 
non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual equipment, downloadable music files, downloadable electronic publications, 
downloadable electronic books, downloadable ring tones, ice cream, clothing accessories, downloadable pre-recorded 
music and video, downloadable magazines, ring tones, music, sound, image, video and game files, applications, 
downloadable sound, image, video and game files, sex aids, wearable computers, mobile phones, sun tanning appliances, 
hearing protection devices, information technology equipment, doughnuts for consumption on and off the premises, 
clothes, stationary and hat; retail drug store services; retail sporting goods stores; retail book store services; retail 
services relating to food; retail services connected with stationery; on-line retail shops connected with the sale of phone 
cases, headphones, external batteries, USB chargers, wireless chargers, USB bracelets, selfie kits, portable speakers, 
mouse pads, laptop and tablet covers, hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel bags, beach towels, beach balls, 
sunglasses, caps, beach slippers, CDs, glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, auto sunshades, auto 
fresheners, flags, pens, agendas, notebooks, colouring books, badges, lanyards, bracelets, watches, pendants, card 
cases, wallets, bags, cups, lighters, clocks, picture frames; retail music and record stores; retail services relating to 
jewelry; retail services in relation to teas; retail services in relation to headgear; retail services in relation to cocoa; retail 
services in relation to footwear; retail services in relation to beer; retail services in relation to tobacco; retail services in 
relation to bags; retail services in relation to umbrellas; retail services in relation to toiletries; retail services in relation to 
clothing; retail services in relation to coffee; retail services in relation to sorbets; retail services in relation to chocolate; 
retail services in relation to foodstuffs; retail services in relation to desserts; retail services in relation to seafood; retail 
services in relation to games; retail services in relation to toys; retail services in relation to musical instruments; retail 
services in relation to time instruments; retail services in relation to art materials; retail services in relation to recorded 
content; retail services in relation to sporting equipment; retail services in relation to festive decorations; retail services 
in relation to floor coverings; retail services in relation to wall coverings; retail services in relation to ice creams; retail 
services in relation to baked goods; retail services in relation to sporting articles; retail services in relation to dairy 
products; online retail store services relating to clothing; retail services via catalogues related to foodstuffs; retail 
services via catalogues related to beer; mail order retail services related to beer; mail order retail services related to 
foodstuffs; retail services in relation to non-alcoholic beverages; retail services in relation to works of art; retail services 
in relation to audio-visual equipment; online retail store services in relation to clothing; retail services in relation to 
downloadable music files; retail services in relation to downloadable electronic publications; on-line retail store services 
connected with the sale of downloadable electronic books; on-line retail store services connected with the sale of 
downloadable ring tones; retail store services located in hotels connected with the sale of phone cases, headphones, 
external batteries, USB chargers, wireless chargers, USB bracelets, selfie kits, portable speakers, mouse pads, laptop and 
tablet covers, hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel bags, beach towels, beach balls, sunglasses, caps, beach 
slippers, CDs, glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, auto sunshades, auto fresheners, flags, pens, 
agendas, notebooks, colouring books, badges, lanyards, bracelets, watches, pendants, card cases, wallets, bags, cups, 
lighters, clocks, picture frames; presentation of goods on communications media, for retail purposes; communication 
media (presentation of goods on TV, radio, magazines), for retail purposes; retail services in relation to alcoholic 
beverages (except beer); retail services in relation to preparations for making beverages; retail services in relation to 
beauty implements for humans; retail services in relation to hygienic implements for humans; retail services via 
catalogues related to non-alcoholic drinks; mail order retail services related to non-alcoholic beverages; retail services 
via global computer networks related to beer; retail services via global computer networks related to foodstuffs; retail 
services in relation to articles for use with tobacco; retail services in relation to preparations for making alcoholic 
beverages; online retail store services relating to cosmetic and beauty products; retail services via catalogues related to 
alcoholic beverages (except beer); mail order retail services related to alcoholic beverages (except beer); retail store 
services connected with the sale of ice cream for consumption off the premises; retail services connected with the sale of 
clothing and clothing accessories; on-line retail store services connected with the sale of downloadable pre-recorded 
music and video; retail services via global computer networks related to alcoholic beverages (except beer); on-line retail 
store services connected with the sale of downloadable magazines, books, ring tones, music, sound, image, video and 
game files, applications; on-line wholesale and retail store services connected with the sale of downloadable sound, 
music, image, video and game files; retail store services connected with the sale of green and eco-friendly products in the 
nature of stationery supplies; promotional services, namely, conducting launch parties to introduce a new book, author, 
book publisher or retailer; on-line wholesale and retail store services connected with the sale of clothing, jewelry, phone 
cases, headphones, external batteries, USB chargers, wireless chargers, USB bracelets, selfie kits, portable speakers, 
mouse pads, laptop and tablet covers, hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel bags, beach towels, beach balls, 
sunglasses, caps, beach slippers, CDs, glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, auto sunshades, auto 
fresheners, flags, pens, agendas, notebooks, colouring books, badges, lanyards, bracelets, watches, pendants, card 
cases, wallets, bags, cups, lighters, clocks, picture frames, toys, time instruments, gift cards, stationery supplies; retail 
services in relation to sex aids; retail services in relation to stationery supplies; retail services in relation to frozen 
yogurts; retail services in relation to wearable computers; retail services in relation to mobile phones; retail services in 
relation to computer software; retail services in relation to sun tanning appliances; retail services in relation to hearing 
protection devices; retail services in relation to information technology equipment; computerised point-of-sale data 
collection services for retailers; retail store service connected with the sale of doughnuts for consumption on and off the 
premises; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of telecommunications, electric and utility services 
(telecommunications service activation, vending stand services connected with the sale of phone cases, headphones, 
external batteries, usb chargers, wireless chargers, usb bracelets, selfie kits, portable speakers, mouse pads, laptop and 
tablet covers, hammocks, cushions, pillows, backpacks, travel bags, beach towels, beach balls, sunglasses, caps, beach 
slippers, cds, glass holders, trinkets, magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, auto sunshades, auto fresheners, flags, pens, 
agendas, notebooks, colouring books, badges, lanyards, bracelets, watches, pendants, card cases, wallets, bags, cups, 
lighters, clocks, picture frames, clothes, jewelry, stationary, stationery supplies, toys, bags, hats, footwear), enabling 
customers to conveniently compare and purchase those services; on-line retail store services connected with the sale of 
the following consumer goods of others, jewellery, clothing, toiletries, umbrellas, luggage, bags, headgear, beer, tobacco, 
footwear, toys, desserts, seafood, games, coffees, sorbets, chocolate, foodstuffs, cocoa, teas, stationery supplies, art 
materials, fragrancing preparations, printed matters, festive decorations, sporting equipment, sporting articles, wall 
coverings, floor coverings, baked goods, dairy products, frozen yogurts, ice creams, computer software, works of art, 
non-alcoholic beverages, audio-visual equipment, downloadable sound, music, image, video and game files, alcoholic 
beverages, beauty implements for humans, hygienic implements for human, articles for use with tobacco, preparation for 
making alcoholic beverages, cupcakes, apparel, phone cases, headphones, external batteries, usb chargers, wireless 
chargers, usb bracelets, selfie kits, portable speakers, mouse pads, laptop and tablet covers, hammocks, cushions, 
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pillows, backpacks, travel bags, beach towels, beach balls, sunglasses, caps, beach slippers, cds, glass holders, trinkets, 
magnets, umbrellas, raincoats, auto sunshades, auto fresheners, flags, pens, agendas, notebooks, colouring books, 
badges, lanyards, bracelets, watches, pendants, card cases, wallets, bags, cups, lighters, clocks, picture frames, flowers, 
candies, drugs, sporting goods, books, food, musical instruments, time instruments, recorded content, non-alcoholic 
beverages, audio-visual equipment, downloadable music files, downloadable electronic publications, downloadable 
electronic books, downloadable ring tones, ice cream, clothing accessories, downloadable pre-recorded music and video, 
downloadable magazines, ring tones, music, sound, image, video and game files, applications, downloadable sound, 
image, video and game files, sex aids, wearable computers, mobile phones, sun tanning appliances, hearing protection 
devices, information technology equipment, doughnuts for consumption on and off the premises, clothes, stationary and 
hat; music-related merchandising services through internet website portal; providing consumer information on various 
publications via a website and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of online retailers selling 
the publications by means of hyperlinks; promoting the goods and services of others by means of operating an on-line 
shopping mall with links to the retail web sites of others; promoting the goods and services of others by providing a 
website featuring coupons, rebates, price-comparison information, product reviews, links to the retail websites of others, 
and discount information; providing information about and making referrals in the field of consumer products and 
services for retail services concerning products, services, events, activities, attractions and facilities in particular 
geographic locations; charitable services, namely, coordination of the procurement and distribution of food donations 
from manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and government agencies to organizations providing free food to needy 
people.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, radio and television program broadcasting (programs and radio and television); music 
broadcasting; delivery of digital music by telecommunications; providing access to digital music web sites on the 
internet.

Cl.39;Airline ticket reservation services; reservation services for airline travel.

Cl.41;Organization of shows [impresario services]; arranging and presenting of live performances; booking of seats for 
shows; rental of sceneries for shows, entertainment and cultural activities; club services [entertainment or education]; 
audio production; production of music shows; rental of audio tapes bearing recorded music; production of musical 
videos; production of musical recordings; music publishing and music recording services; music recording studio 
services; live musical concerts; organisation of live musical performances; presentation of musical concerts; 
organisation of musical competitions; music festival services; live music performances; musical events (arranging of); 
publication of posters and reporting.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.

Cl.43;Contract food services; pubs; restaurants and coffee bars, snack-bars; provision of food and drink.
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3613010    02/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359624]
Fujian Kuncai Material Technology Co., Ltd.
Chengtou, Yuanhong Investment Zone, Fuzhou City 350300 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; enamel-staining chemicals; textile-brightening chemicals; 
chemicals for the manufacture of pigments; glass-staining chemicals; chemical products for use as auxiliaries for dyeing; 
leather-renovating chemicals.

Cl.2;Silver emulsions [pigments]; pigments; auramine; silvering powders; food colorants; colorants; paints; mordants 
for leather; dyes; cochineal carmine.

Cl.37;Painting, interior and exterior; painting services.
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3613033    02/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359625]
Fujian Kuncai Material Technology Co., Ltd.
Chengtou, Yuanhong Investment Zone, Fuzhou City 350300 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Leather-renovating chemicals; chemicals for the manufacture of pigments; enamel-staining chemicals; chemical 
products for use as auxiliaries for dyeing; color-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; glass-staining chemicals; 
textile-brightening chemicals.

Cl.35;Outdoor advertising; publicity; marketing; import-export agencies; sales promotion for others.

Cl.37;Painting, interior and exterior; painting services.
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Priority claimed from 19/08/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 107 558 ;Germany 

3613049    17/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359644]
GfK SE
Nordwestring 101 90419 NÜRNBERG Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic databases [software] in the fields of market research, media research, advertising research, business 
research, retail marketing and sales information, consumer purchase and behaviour research, media audience 
measurement, media ratings and business and brand consulting, all in downloadable form or recorded on computer 
media; computer programs used to manage and analyze and prepare reports containing the aforesaid information, all in 
downloadable form or recorded on computer media for computer as well as computer software programs, database 
management programs and the respective user's manuals to create, access, view, review, manipulate, categorize, analyze,
format, and prepare and print reports from data and information in all the aforesaid databases, all in downloadable form or
recorded on computer media.

Cl.16;Printed publications; printed publications in the form of reports and presentations as well as in form of 
publications in the fields of market research, media research, advertising research, business research, retail marketing 
and sales information, consumer purchase and behaviour research, media audience measurement, media ratings as well 
as business and brand consulting.

Cl.35;Market research services; media research services; advertising research services; business research services, 
namely survey of market research data as well as statistical analysis of data files for market research and advertising 
[data-mining purposes]; providing marketing information services for retailers; consumer purchase and behaviour 
research services in the context of market and sales research; media audience measurement [market research]; market 
analysis for media rating services; business consulting services; brand consultancy in the context of image consultancy 
for companies; analysis and evaluation of data obtained by conducting business research surveys, polling, opinion 
studies, studies, analysis and evaluations, and on line survey panels for market and opinion research; conducting market 
studies on population and product trends and preparing and providing reports based thereon; arranging of commercial 
and business contacts by planning and conducting business meetings; organization and conducting business meetings 
for business and advertising purposes on the topics market research, media research, advertising research, business 
research, retail marketing and sales information, consumer purchase and behaviour research, media audience 
measurement, media ratings and business and brand consulting.

Cl.42;Application service provider [ASP], namely providing software for use on public or private networks with regard 
to the areas of market research, media research, advertising research, business research, retail marketing and sales 
information, consumer purchase and behaviour research, media audience measurement, media ratings and business and 
brand consulting; rental of database software for creating, accessing, updating, downloading, viewing and processing.
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3613154    24/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359323]
Johan Dedeckel
Kouter 1 bus 3 B-9000 Gent

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertisement services; business management; business administration; providing promotional and advertising 
services; all the above services also provided via remote communication networks, including the internet; advertising 
business websites; compilation of advertisements for use in web pages on the internet; promotion, advertising and 
marketing of online websites; promotion services provided via on-line websites and computer networks; search engine 
optimization; marketing services through search engines; optimization of search engines for sales promotion.

Cl.36;Providing financial information and consultancy to individuals and businesses, including online; insurance, 
financial and monetary affairs, finance, pension and credit services and consultancy relating to the aforementioned 
services; professional consultation in financial matters; the aforesaid services also provide via remote communication 
networks, including the internet; financial, monetary and banking transactions and operations in the nature of financial 
operations and activities related to current accounts, savings accounts, fixed term accounts and passbook; information 
on banking and financial operations; asset management and advice relating thereto; provision of financial services for the 
benefit of the customers; financial transactions via computer, text messaging and encrypted messaging via computer on 
financial transactions; providing financial information in the nature of financial data, estimates, research and reports via a 
database, providing information on preliminary financial studies.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; telecommunications, 
namely electronic transmission of data, messages and information; telecommunication of information (including web 
pages); sending messages through a website; providing access to content, web sites and portals; forwarding all kinds of 
messages to internet addresses [web messaging]; services in the field of internal and external corporate 
communications.

Cl.41;Providing training, educational and instructional information to increase the financial knowledge and confidence 
of consumers in taking financial decisions that they take an active role in financial markets and to come to informed 
financial decisions; organizing seminars, meetings, courses, conferences, workshops, lectures, seminars, presentations 
and lectures for training, educational and instructional purposes; educational services for the transfer of knowledge, 
skills or abilities; publishing, publishing and dissemination of educational, instructional and teaching materials in the 
nature of books, magazines, brochures, leaflets, newsletters, press releases, newsletters and other printed matter of 
information and education to increase the financial knowledge and confidence of consumers when making financial 
decisions; advice and information regarding the aforesaid services, including provided via electronic networks such as 
the internet; education; education; sporting and cultural activities; text editing (other than publicity), including publication 
of books, textbooks, magazines, leaflets, newspapers and reports (including in electronic form or online access) in the 
field of financial affairs, monetary affairs, banking and insurance; organizing cultural, educational or sports activities; 
vocational guidance (consultancy in the field of education or training); arranging and conducting of training courses, 
seminars, symposia, conferences, congresses and courses, including in the field of financial, banking, monetary matters 
and insurance; arranging and conducting of exhibitions for educational, recreational or cultural purposes; organization of 
recreational, educational, sporting and cultural events; information on financial education.
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Priority claimed from 09/09/2016; Application No. : 015809379 ;European Union 

3614676    18/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360314]
Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft
Werkstrasse 2 A-4860 Lenzing Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Crepe paper; filtering materials of paper; filter paper; paper filters for coffee makers; printed packaging materials 
of paper; containers of paper for packaging purposes; bags made of paper for packaging; decorative paper bows for 
wrapping; decorative wrapping paper; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; sheets of 
reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; paper gift tags; gift wrap paper; cardboard packaging; plastic film for packaging; paper 
impregnated with oil for wrapping purposes; cartons of cardboard for packaging; plastic materials for packaging; paper 
for wrapping and packaging; paper sacks; bags made of paper for packaging; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for 
foodstuff packaging; bows for decorating packaging; bags made of paper for packaging; bags and articles for packaging, 
wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; industrial packaging containers of paper; containers of card for 
packaging; packaging containers of regenerated cellulose; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; 
films for wrapping foodstuffs; packing cardboard; cartons of cardboard for packaging; fiberboard boxes; plastic materials 
for packaging (not included in other classes); wrapping materials made of paper; packaging materials made of cardboard; 
packaging materials made of recycled paper; packaging material made of starches; packaging materials; wrapping paper; 
cartons of cardboard for packaging; cartons of cardboard for packaging; bags made of paper for packaging; viscose 
sheets for wrapping; paper identification tags; writing tablets; notebooks; labels of paper; pencil boxes; cases for 
stationery; ball pens; small blackboards; adhesive packaging tapes; printed matter; stickers [stationery]; stickers 
[decalcomanias]; printed advertising boards of paper; printed advertising boards of cardboard; pamphlets; flags of paper; 
printed brochures; printed calendars; printed promotional material; adhesive wall decorations of paper; annuals [printed 
publications]; calendars; paper banners; posters; postcards; prospectuses; christmas cards; promotional publications; 
promotional publications; signboards of paper or cardboard; advertisement boards of card; advertisement boards of 
card; book covers; crepe paper for domestic use; paper for use in the manufacture of wallpaper; tissue paper for use as 
material of stencil paper (ganpishi); paper for use in the manufacture of tea bags; tissues of paper for removing make-up; 
coarse tissue [for toiletry use]; filters (paper coffee -); paper wipes; facial tissues of paper; absorbent sheets of paper or 
plastic for foodstuff packaging; paper tissues; tissue paper; hygienic paper; paper tissues for cosmetic use; cellulose 
wipes; periodicals; legal pads; adhesive pads [stationery].

Cl.24;Flocked fabrics; fabrics being textile piece goods for use in tapestry; tick [linen]; knitted elastic fabrics for ladies 
underwear; knitted elastic fabrics for bodices; knitted elastic fabrics for sportswear; knitted elastic fabrics for gymnastic 
dresses; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture of articles of clothing; fibre fabrics for the manufacture of the exterior 
coverings of furniture; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture of linings of shoes; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture 
of linings of bags; felt; felt for use by papermakers; felt cloth; flame retardant fabrics [other than asbestos]; flannel 
[fabric]; towelling [textile]; linings [textile]; inlay materials of non-woven fabrics; chemical fiber fabrics; fabrics for textile 
use; knit lace fabrics; knitted fabric; gummed waterproof cloth; towelling [textile]; linens; jersey [fabric]; jersey [fabric]; 
fabrics of carbon fibre, other than for insulation; fabrics [textile piece goods] made of carbon fibre; fabrics made from 
artificial fibres [other than for insulation]; upholstery fabrics; furnishing fabrics in the piece; furnishing fabrics in the 
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piece; woven furnishing fabrics; non-woven felts; silk fabrics for furniture; semi-synthetic fiber fabrics; fabrics of 
chemically produced fibres, other than for insulation; fabrics of organic fibres, other than for insulation; regenerated fiber 
yarn fabrics; fabrics made from artificial fibres [other than for insulation]; fabrics for use in making jerseys; knitted fabric; 
knitted fabrics of cotton yarn; knitted fabrics of chemical-fiber yarn; knitted fabrics of wool yarn; fabrics made of mixed 
synthetic and natural fibres, other than for insulation; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of beds; textile fabrics for 
making into linens; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of bedding; textile fabrics for making into blankets; textile 
fabrics for use in the manufacture of furniture; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of sheets; textile fabrics for use in
the manufacture of towels; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of pillowcases; textile piece goods for making 
bedding covers; textile piece goods for making-up into towels; cloth; tissues being textile piece goods; velours for 
furniture; non-woven fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics for use as 
interlinings; non-woven fabrics of natural fibres; non-woven fabrics of synthetic fibres; non-woven fabrics in the form of 
sheeting for use in manufacture; woven fabrics for furniture; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; nightdress 
cases of textile; printers' blankets of textile; disposable cloths; linings [textile]; linen lining fabric for shoes; wall fabrics; 
fabrics for textile use; household textile articles made from non-woven materials; linens; nightdress cases of textile; ticks 
[mattress covers]; coverings for furniture; mosquito nets; non-woven textile articles; dust sheets; textile tissues; textiles 
made of flannel; non-woven textile articles; interlinings made of non-woven fabrics; coverings for furniture; furniture 
coverings (unfitted); loose covers made of textile materials for furniture; furniture coverings of textile; dust sheets; loose 
covers made of textile materials for furniture; draperies [thick drop curtains]; curtains; markers [labels] of cloth for textile 
fabrics; wall fabrics; wall hangings of textile; bed linen; bed linen; towelling [textile]; towels of textile; kitchen and table 
linens; towels of textile; hand towels of textile; bed linen and table linen; tea cloths; dish towels for drying; towelling 
[textile]; hand towels of textile; place mats, not of paper; textile smallwares [table linen]; table covers; table cloths (not of 
paper); tablemats, not of paper; table covers of non-woven textile fabrics; textile napkins; table linen, not of paper; napery 
of textile; table linen; washing gloves; bed linen; receiving blankets; bed linen and table linen; bed coverings; duvet 
covers; comforters; bed blankets made of cotton; bed blankets made of man-made fibres; bed covers of paper; silk bed 
blankets; woolen blankets; duvet covers; bed sheets; bed skirts; bed throws; fabric bed valances; bed linen made of non-
woven textile material; infants' bed linen; covers for eiderdown and duvets; comforters; blankets for household pets; 
quilts; blankets for outdoor use; disposable bedding of textile; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; terry towels; sleeping bags 
[sheeting]; waterproof bed clothes; cot blankets; cot sheets; children's blankets; shams; lap rugs; contoured mattress 
covers; pillowcases; ticks (mattress and pillow coverings); mattress covers; mattress covers; quilts filled with down; 
duvets; travelling rugs [lap robes]; sleeping bag liners; silk blankets; contour sheets; quilted mattress protectors 
[bedding]; quilts of textile; quilts of textile; quilts filled with feathers; quilts filled with half down; quilts filled with stuffing 
materials; quilts filled with synthetic stuffing materials; quilt covers; textile covers for duvets; textile goods for use as 
bedding; bed sheets; bed throws; valanced bed sheets; bed skirts; woolen blankets; bath linen; hand towels of textile; 
bath towels; bath linen, except clothing; disposable wash cloths; towelling coverlets; face cloths of towelling; turkish 
towel; turkish towel; bath sheets; bath sheets; towelling [textile] adapted for use in dispensers; hand towels; towelling 
[textile]; hand towels of textile; children's towels; towelling [textile]; household linen, including face towels; make-up 
removal cloths [textile], other than impregnated with cosmetics; make-up removal cloths [textile], other than impregnated 
with toilet preparations; cloths of non-woven textile material for washing the body [other than for medical use]; bath mitts;
mitts made of non-woven fabric for washing the body; wash cloths; cloths for washing the body [other than for medical 
use]; filtering materials of textile; bath sheets; cloths of woven textile material for washing the body (other than for 
medical use); flame resistant fabrics; furnishing fabrics; quilts; baby bunting.

Cl.25;Headgear; swimming caps; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; baseball caps; berets; bobble hats; millinery; shower caps; 
fascinator hats; fedoras; fezzes; bucket caps; golf caps; yashmaks; bonnets [headwear]; tams; hats; frames (hat -) 
[skeletons]; skull caps; waterpolo caps; hoods [clothing]; small hats; knot caps; chefs' hats; sports headgear [other than 
helmets]; children's headwear; head scarves; head scarves; head scarves; yashmaghs; miters [hats]; fashion hats; caps 
[headwear]; cap peaks; sun visors [headwear]; nightcaps; hats (paper -) [clothing]; paper hats for wear by chefs; paper 
hats for wear by nurses; party hats [clothing]; fur muffs; fur hats; head scarves; rain hats; knitted caps; flat caps; garrison
caps; sedge hats (suge-gasa); sleep masks; veils [clothing]; wimples; tam o'shanters; tennis sweatbands; ski hats; sun 
hats; sports caps and hats; sports caps; headbands [clothing]; head sweatbands; beach hats; knitted caps; balaclavas; 
thermal headgear; toques [hats]; head scarves; woolly hats; top hats; clothing; evening wear; evening coats; detachable 
neckpieces for kimonos (haneri); detachable collars; underarm gussets [parts of clothing]; aikido suits; albs; american 
football bibs; parkas; suits; evening suits; women's suits; bowties; dress pants; jumper suits; blouses; work clothes; 
coveralls; blouses; sleeveless jerseys; mantles; arm warmers [clothing]; gowns for doctors [uniforms]; warm-up pants; 
clothing made of fur; driving gloves; layettes [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; baby bodysuits; baby doll pyjamas; babies' 
pants [clothing]; plastic baby bibs; baby tops; babies' pants [clothing]; baby bottoms; layettes [clothing]; pram suits; 
swimming costumes; bathing costumes for women; bathing suits for men; fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; swim
wear for gentlemen and ladies; bathing drawers; swimming costumes; swimming costumes; bathrobes; bathing drawers; 
swimming trunks; bathwraps; robes; ballet suits; ball gowns; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; bandeaux [clothing]; baseball 
uniforms; baselayer bottoms; baselayer tops; crop tops; printed T-shirts; leg warmers; cashmere clothing; clothing of 
imitations of leather; woolen clothing; motorists' clothing; baby clothes; bridesmaids wear; figure skating clothing; 
christening robes; clothing for wear in judo practices; children's wear; infant wear; girls' clothing; motorcyclists' clothing 
of leather; leather clothing; linen clothing; paper clothing; plush clothing; silk clothing; clothing for martial arts; clothing 
for horse-riding [other than riding hats]; articles of clothing for theatrical use; clothing for fishermen; boys' clothing; 
clothing for wear in wrestling games; maternity clothing; lounge pants; bermuda shorts; bed jackets; bed socks; maillots; 
maillots; blazers; blousons; boas [necklets]; leotards; body stockings; teddies [undergarments]; boleros; bolo ties; 
bomber jackets; boxer shorts; wedding dresses; burnouses; brassieres; bustiers; pea coats; capes; pedal pushers; car 
coats; cargo pants; chaps (clothing); chasubles; chemisettes; cheongsams (chinese gowns); albs; choir robes; evening 
wear; corduroy trousers; coverups; ladies' clothing; lingerie; gowns; women's outerclothing; knickers; ladies' underwear; 
ladies' underwear; down jackets; down vests; denim jeans; topcoats; donkey jackets; three piece suits [clothing]; duffel 
coats; pocket squares; one-piece suits; jumper suits; one-piece playsuits; disposable underwear; skating outfits; athletic 
tights; woollen tights; pleated skirts for formal kimonos (hakama); masquerade costumes; women's ceremonial dresses; 
moisture-wicking sports bras; moisture-wicking sports shirts; moisture-wicking sports pants; fishing shirts; fishing 
vests; fleeces; fleece vests; bowties; flying suits; formal evening wear; formalwear; foulards [clothing articles]; morning 
coats; leisure suits; casual shirts; slacks; casualwear; tap pants; barber smocks; robes; replica football kits; football 
jerseys; soccer bibs; footmuffs, not electrically heated; gabardines [clothing]; goloshes; gaiters; morning coats; padded 
pants for athletic use; padded shirts for athletic use; padded shorts for athletic use; knitwear [clothing]; knitted gloves; 
knit jackets; knitted underwear; guernseys; woven clothing; woven shirts; gilets; polo shirts; golf trousers; golf pants, 
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shirts and skirts; golf skirts; unitards; clothing for gymnastics; ankle socks; halloween costumes; neckbands; neckwear; 
scarves; neck tubes; wrist warmers; gloves [clothing]; gloves for cyclists; gloves with conductive fingertips that may be 
worn while using handheld electronic touch screen devices; gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur; hand 
warmers [clothing]; loungewear; aloha shirts; button-front aloha shirts; shirt yokes; shirts; shirts for suits; collared shirts;
open-necked shirts; button down shirts; nighties; slips [undergarments]; shirt-jacs; shirt fronts; men's suits; menswear; 
outerclothing for men; men's socks; men's underwear; waistcoats; wedding dresses; lumber jackets; hooded pullovers; 
knickers; trousers; trousers of leather; trousers for children; trousers for children; nurse pants; sweatpants; snowboard 
trousers; pantsuits; culotte skirts; knee-high stockings; braces for clothing [suspenders]; suspender belts for men; 
girdles; girdles; jackets [clothing]; jackets being sports clothing; polar fleece jackets; fishermen's jackets; sleeved 
jackets; sleeveless jackets; snowboard jackets; rainproof jackets; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; 
jacket liners; hunting pants; hunting jackets; hunting vests; hunting shirts; kimonos; denims [clothing]; denim jeans; 
denim jackets; jumpers; jodhpurs; shell suits; jogging sets [clothing]; sweatpants; jogging tops; sweatpants; heavy 
jackets; stuff jackets [clothing]; judo suits; caftans; bodices [lingerie]; martial arts uniforms; combative sports uniforms; 
hooded sweatshirts; karate suits; cashmere scarves; kendo outfits; khakis; kilts; kilts; kimonos; gowns; pinafores; 
gowns; nurse dresses; linings (ready-made -) [parts of clothing]; pockets for clothing; leisurewear; bloomers; walking 
breeches; trouser socks; knee warmers [clothing]; short sets [clothing]; ready-to-wear clothing; basic upper garment of 
korean traditional clothes [jeogori]; korean traditional women's waistcoats [baeja]; korean topcoats [durumagi]; body 
warmers; corselets; camisoles; corsets; corsets; corsets; costumes; skirt suits; costumes for use in children's dress up 
play; costumes for use in role-playing games; shoulder wraps; detachable collars; collars for dresses; neckties; ascots; 
crinolines; cummerbunds; short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; short-sleeve shirts; short-sleeve shirts; short trousers; 
sweatpants; short petticoats; short overcoat for kimono (haori); cowls [clothing]; laboratory coats; long sleeve pullovers; 
long sleeved vests; long jackets; japanese sleeping robes (nemaki); full-length kimonos (nagagi); long johns; bibs, not of 
paper; bib overalls for hunting; running suits; running vests; leather suits; leather clothing; leather jackets; leather 
jackets; casual trousers; leggings [trousers]; sweat-absorbent underwear; light-reflecting jackets; lingerie; liveries; 
bathing suit cover-ups; outerclothing for girls; maniples; athletic uniforms; cuffs; coats; pelisses; cotton coats; coats of 
denim; coats for women; coats for men; mantillas; sleep masks; eye masks; sailor suits; corselets; foundation garments; 
miniskirts; monokinis; robes; lounging robes; motorcycle riding suits; motorcycle gloves; motorcycle jackets; muffs 
[clothing]; muumuus; nighties; nighties; nighties; nightwear; wet suits; negligees; pop socks; women's outerclothing; 
outerclothing; dress shirts; uppers of woven rattan for japanese style sandals; chemise tops; cycling tops; hooded tops; 
halter tops; earbands; ear muffs [clothing]; combinations [clothing]; coveralls; coveralls; nurse overalls; overshirts; 
beach wraps; parkas; pelerines; furs [clothing]; pelisses; fur coats and jackets; fur muffs; fur cloaks; petticoats; petti-
pants; polo shirts; pirate pants; plastic aprons; pantaloons; polo shirts; polo knit tops; turtleneck sweaters; polo 
sweaters; ponchos; sweaters; crew neck sweaters; mock turtleneck sweaters; v-neck sweaters; slipovers [clothing]; 
bloomers; pyjamas; pajama bottoms; cyclists' clothing; cycling shorts; ramie shirts; rash guards; head scarves; rainproof 
clothing; rainwear; waterproof trousers; mackintoshes; rain ponchos; riding gloves; jodhpurs; riding jackets; skirts; 
turtlenecks; roll necks [clothing]; turtleneck shirts; turtleneck sweaters; rugby tops; rugby shorts; rugby tops; bush 
jackets; saris; sarongs; sheepskin jackets; sheepskin coats; neck scarfs [mufflers]; mufflers [clothing]; shawls [from 
tricot only]; shawls and headscarves; shawls and stoles; sashes for wear; sash bands for kimono (obi); referees 
uniforms; nightwear; sleep masks; nighties; tube tops; veils [clothing]; cravats; knickers; snow suits; snow suits; snow 
pants; shoulder scarves; shoulder wraps [clothing]; school uniforms; aprons [clothing]; paper aprons; maternity bands; 
maternity smocks; sweat-absorbent socks; sweat-absorbent stockings; sweatbands; sweat bands for the wrist; 
headbands [clothing]; dress shields; anti-perspirant socks; head sweatbands; uniforms for nurses; swimming trunks; silk 
ties; silk scarves; adhesive bras; shampoo capes; shell jackets; shift dresses; mock turtleneck shirts; shirts and slips; 
shortalls; shorts; fleece shorts; boy shorts [underwear]; snow suits; ski suits for competition; ski gloves; ski trousers; ski 
jackets; clothing for skiing; ski balaclavas; sliding shorts; briefs; cummerbunds; dinner jackets; dinner suits; snow 
boarding suits; snowboard gloves; japanese style socks (tabi); socks and stockings; sock suspenders; bralettes; 
sundresses; sunsuits; playsuits [clothing]; camiknickers; gym suits; sports clothing [other than golf gloves]; sportswear; 
sports bras; casual shirts; sports shirts with short sleeves; sports pants; sports jackets; sports socks; singlets; sports 
jerseys and breeches for sports; gym suits; athletics vests; dust coats; quilted jackets [clothing]; quilted vests; cloth 
bibs; cloth bibs for adult diners; tightening-up strings for kimonos (datejime); rompers; snap crotch shirts for infants and 
toddlers; beachwear; beach robes; stretch pants; knitwear [clothing]; knit shirts; cardigans; thongs; garters; stockings; 
sweat-absorbent stockings; heelpieces for stockings; pantie-girdles; tights; maillots [hosiery]; footless tights; hosiery; 
footless socks; surfwear; jockstraps [underwear]; sweaters; tracksuit bottoms; sweat jackets; sweat shirts; sweat shorts; 
taekwondo suits; waist cinchers; tank tops; dance clothing; dance costumes; tabards; camouflage gloves; camouflage 
shirts; camouflage pants; camouflage jackets; camouflage vests; trews; tennis wear; tennis shirts; tennis dresses; tennis 
pullovers; tennis skirts; tennis shorts; tennis socks; fabric belts [clothing]; thobes; theatrical costumes; thermal socks; 
thermal underwear; togas; tops [clothing]; folk costumes; japanese traditional clothing; bra straps; bib tights; pinafore 
dresses; strapless bras; tank tops; clothing for gymnastics; sweatpants; sweat shorts; tracksuit tops; trench coats; bib 
shorts; triathlon clothing; knitwear [clothing]; singlets; dry suits; tee-shirts; kerchiefs [clothing]; neckerchiefs; head 
scarves; tunics; turbans; clothing for gymnastics; gym shorts; tutus; twin sets; korean outer jackets worn over basic 
garment [magoja]; nappy pants [clothing]; topcoats; over-trousers; neck scarves; cloaks; shawls; maternity clothing; 
maternity sleepwear; maternity lingerie; uniforms; uniforms for commercial use; uniforms for nurses; referees uniforms; 
union suits; underwear; babies' undergarments; sweat-absorbent underwear; vest tops; undershirts for kimonos (juban); 
undershirts for kimonos (koshimaki); bottoms [clothing]; pants; chemises; petticoats; bustles for obi-knots (obiage-shin); 
tracksuit bottoms; underwear; garments for protecting clothing; suit coats; volleyball jerseys; thermally insulated 
clothing; warm-up jackets; warm-up tops; weatherproof clothing; waterproof suits for motorcyclists; waterproof capes; 
waterproof outerclothing; water socks; waterproof trousers; rainproof jackets; oilskins [clothing]; wetsuits for water-
skiing; chefs' whites; white coats for hospital use; caftans; sweat shirts; reversible jackets; waistcoats; leather 
waistcoats; cagoules; weatherproof clothing; sailing wet weather clothing; puttees and gaiters; wrap belts for kimonos 
(datemaki); beach wraps; beach wraps; swaddling clothes; salopettes; windproof clothing; wind suits; wind pants; 
windshirts; wind vests; winter gloves; winter coats; hosiery; weather resistant outer clothing; woollen socks; yoga pants; 
yoga shirts; zoot suits; gussets [parts of clothing]; gussets for bathing suits [parts of clothing]; gussets for footlets [parts 
of clothing]; gussets for leotards [parts of clothing]; gussets for stockings [parts of clothing]; gussets for tights [parts of 
clothing]; gussets for underwear [parts of clothing]; footwear; heels; heelpieces for footwear; bootees (woollen baby 
shoes); bath slippers; footwear for women; insoles for footwear; espadrilles; heel inserts; flat shoes; embossed heels of 
rubber or of plastic materials; embossed soles of rubber or of plastic materials; non-slipping devices for footwear; 
slippers; slipper socks; stiffeners for shoes; inner socks for footwear; running shoes; infants' footwear; leather slippers; 
leather shoes; canvas shoes; deck shoes; uppers for japanese style sandals; slippers; pumps [footwear]; welts for 
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footwear; rain boots; riding shoes; riding shoes; shoe straps; rugby boots; mules; slip-on shoes; shoes; athletic shoes; 
leisure shoes; shoes for foot volleyball; shoes with hook and pile fastening tapes; high-heeled shoes; mountaineering 
shoes; shoe inserts for non-orthopedic purposes; shoe uppers; footwear soles; shoe covers, other than for medical 
purposes; footwear uppers; snowboard shoes; shoe soles; slipper soles; soles for japanese style sandals; espadrilles; 
dance shoes; ballroom dancing shoes; tennis shoes; training shoes; tips for footwear; waterproof boots for fishing; aqua 
shoes; winter boots; yoga shoes; zori; tongues for shoes and boots; intermediate soles; pyjamas [from tricot only]; 
ladies' underwear; braces for clothing [suspenders]; underwear; wetsuit gloves.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; bill-posting; banner advertising; merchandising; public 
relations services; online advertising; telemarketing services; sales promotion for others; advertising; display services 
for merchandise; preparation and presentation of audio visual displays for advertising purposes; arranging of displays for
commercial purposes; organisation and conducting of product presentations; arranging of demonstrations for 
advertising purposes; presentation of goods and services; sales demonstration [for others]; demonstration of goods and 
services by electronic means, also for the benefit of the so-called teleshopping and homeshopping services; 
demonstration of goods for promotional purposes; arranging of demonstrations for advertising purposes; demonstration 
of goods; arranging and conducting of trade show and exhibition services; arranging of exhibitions for business 
purposes; arranging of exhibitions for advertising purposes; exhibitions (conducting -) for business purposes; 
exhibitions (conducting -) for business purposes; exhibitions (conducting -) for advertising purposes; organisation of 
exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes; shows (conducting business -); fashion show 
exhibitions for commercial purposes; arranging of displays for commercial purposes; organisation of events for 
commercial and advertising purposes; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional 
and advertising purposes; arranging of demonstrations for advertising purposes; planning and conducting of trade fairs, 
exhibitions and presentations for economic or advertising purposes; arranging of exhibitions for advertising purposes; 
rental of advertising space on-line; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; distribution of 
promotional matter; distribution of advertisements and commercial announcements; dissemination of advertising matter; 
distribution of advertising material; dissemination of advertising and promotional materials; dissemination of advertising, 
marketing and publicity materials; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination of advertising for others; 
dissemination of advertising for others via the internet; distribution and dissemination of advertising materials [leaflets, 
prospectuses, printed material, samples]; handbill distribution; handbill distribution; handbill distribution; distribution of 
samples for publicity purposes; distribution of prospectuses and samples; handbill distribution; distribution of products 
for advertising purposes; sample distribution; distribution of advertising announcements; distribution and dissemination 
of advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, printed material, samples]; handbill distribution; handbill distribution; 
distribution of promotional matter; arranging the distribution of advertising literature in response to telephone enquiries; 
arranging of presentations for business purposes; office functions; business management; supply chain management 
services; arranging of presentations for business purposes; business administration; marketing studies; rental of 
advertising space.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Breast shields; incontinence bed pads; medical drapes of non-woven textile materials; haemostats; surgical 
mesh; medical furniture and bedding, equipment for moving patients; blankets for medical purposes; incontinence sheets 
for use with babies; incontinence sheets for use with infants; cushions for medical purposes; pillows for orthopedic use; 
pillows for therapeutic use; pillows (soporific -) filled with down; sheets [drapes] for medical use; incontinence mattress 
protectors; incontinence sheets; medical clothing; disposable protective gloves for medical purposes; gloves for medical 
purposes; gloves for use in hospitals; medical compression stockings; surgical mesh comprised primarily of artificial 
materials; knee supports for medical use.

Cl.20;Beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions; bedding for cots [other than bed linen]; bedding for cots [other 
than bed linen]; replacement seat covers [fitted] for furniture; textile covers [shaped] for furniture; inflatable pillows; bath 
pillows; bedding, except linen; children's beds made of cloth in the form of a bag; futon mattresses [other than childbirth 
mattresses]; head supporting pillows; maternity pillows; mattress toppers; mattresses; mattresses; mattresses [other 
than child birth mattresses]; nap mats [cushions or mattresses]; neck-supporting pillows; nursing pillows; pet cushions; 
pillows; scented pillows; sleeping mats for camping [mattresses]; soft furnishings [cushions]; stuffed pillows; support 
pillows for use in baby car safety seats; support pillows for use in baby seating; animal housing and beds; beds for pets; 
pet cushions; pet houses; advertising display boards; advertisement display boards of plastic [non-luminous].

Cl.21;Anti-static cloths for household use; dusters; eyeglass cleaning cloths; towel rings; chopstick cases; applicators 
for applying eye make-up; cases adapted for cosmetic utensils; toilet cases; applicators for cosmetics; oven mitts; 
cleaning rags; cleaning rags; cleaning rags.

Cl.22;Raw textile fibers and substitutes; liber; raw cotton; treated wool; chemical fibers for textile use; fibres being 
partly prepared synthetic materials for textile use; fibres being raw synthetic materials for textile use; silk flock; yarn 
fibers; twisted cords [sash]; raw fibrous textile; scoured wool; semi-synthetic fibers [for textile use]; true hemp fiber 
[raw]; rabbit hair; jute; jute fiber [raw]; combed wool; kashmir hair; linters; raw fibrous textile materials treated with flame 
retardants; mohair; natural fibers; polyester stuffing fibers; polyester filaments for use in the manufacture of fabrics, 
textiles, yarns; polyester plastic netting for packaging goods; vitreous silica fibers for textile use; raffia fibers; ramie fibre; 
raw textile fibers; raw fibres of plastics for textile use; linen (raw -) [flax]; raw silk; raw wool; silk waste; shorn wool; silk 
fibers; silk polyester monofilaments for use in the manufacture of fabrics, textiles, yarns; carded wool; synthetic fibers for 
textile use; synthetic fibers for textile use; synthetic textile filaments; textile filaments; textile fibers; non-woven textile 
fibres; fibres for making up into carpets; fibres for making up into carpet tiles; viscose silica fibres; raw or treated wool; 
wool flock; bags and sacks for packaging, storage and transport; liners for use in bulk containers; bags and sacks for 
packaging, storage and transport; nets; plant hangers of rope; slings and bands, not of metal, for loading; strips for tying-
up vines; wrapping or binding bands, not of metal; hammocks; storage bags for holding a body prior to cremation; mesh 
bags for washing lingerie; mesh bags for storage; packaging bags [sacks] of textile for bulk transportation; packaging 
bags [sacks] of textile for bulk storage; sacks; sacks made of textile materials; sacks for transporting waste; sacks for the 
transport of materials; sacks for the storage of materials in bulk; sacks and bags (not included in other classes); sacks for
the storage of materials; bags [sacks] for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; non-textile bags for the 
transportation of materials in bulk; non-textile bags for the bulk storage of animal foodstuffs; non-textile bags for the bulk 
storage of materials; shoe bags for storage; sail bags; textile wine gift bags; protection pouches made of fabric for 
storing purses when not in use; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, 
for packaging; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; packaging nets for transporting fruits and vegetables; 
bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; textile bags for merchandise packaging [envelopes, pouches]; 
tarpaulins, awnings, tents, and unfitted coverings; tents for use in angling; tents for camping; vehicle covers, not fitted; 
unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; tarpaulins; tents; tents [awnings] for vehicles; tents [awnings] for 
caravans; tents made of textile materials; tents for mountaineering or camping; sails; material for making sails; ropes and 
strings; binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding; strings; 
twine made of polypropylene; twine made of sisal; non-metallic twines; strings for tying purposes; packaging string; 
macrame rope; yarns for use in tyre cord construction; cordage; ropes and synthetic ropes; rope for use in toys for pets; 
synthetic ropes; cordage; ropes, not of metal; baling twine; packing rope; nets; elastic netting for meat products; hemp 
nettings; netting [not of metal or asbestos]; nets for windbreak purposes; chemical fiber nettings; rockfall prevention nets 
of textile; commercial fishing nets; commercial nets; nets for use with floating structures; twine for nets; net pens for fish 
farming; nets for shading; silk netting; fitted nets; padding and stuffing materials; down feathers; feathers for stuffing 
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upholstery; wadding for filtering; fillings of synthetic fibres; fillings for upholstered pillows; fillings of synthetic foam; 
fillings for duvets; fillings for pillows; fillings for quilts; wood shavings; kapok; loose feathers; materials for padding; 
padding materials, other than of rubber or plastic for pillows; padding materials, other than of rubber or plastic for 
sleeping bags; padding materials made of fibrous material; padding materials made of fibrous material; padding made of 
non woven fabrics; padding materials, other than of rubber or plastic for beds; polyester batting; sawdust; sisal; sisal 
fibers; industrial packaging containers of textile; fleece for the upholstery industry; wadding for padding and stuffing 
upholstery; wadding fibres; wool (upholstery -) [stuffing]; padding and stuffing materials (except of paper, cardboard, 
rubber or plastics); fillings for upholstered pillows; spun polyester fibre for textile use.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads; angora yarn; spools of thread; spools of yarn; spun cotton; cotton yarn; chenille yarn; 
chenille yarn; douppioni silk yarn; elastic thread; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; elastic strips of synthetic fibres 
for textile use; threads made of spun cotton; thread for textile use; textile filaments [threads]; flocked fibers; yarn; yarns 
made of angora for textile use; waste cotton yarn; polyester pre-oriented yarns; yarns made of carbon fibres for textile 
use; yarn of synthetic or mixed fibres for use in textiles; wild silk yarn; knitting yarns; yarns for domestic use; yarns for 
textile applications; inorganic fiber base mixed thread and yarn; cotton base mixed thread and yarn; chemical fiber base 
mixed thread and yarn; chemical-fiber threads and yarns for textile use; degreased waste threads and yarns; hemp base 
mixed thread and yarn; regenerated fiber thread and yarn [for textile use]; silk base mixed thread and yarn; synthetic fiber 
thread and yarn; wool base mixed thread and yarn; yarns and threads for textile use; yarns for sale in kit form; twisted 
cotton thread and yarn; twisted threads and yarns; twisted hemp thread and yarn; twisted silk thread and yarn; twisted 
wool thread and yarn; yarns (combed -) made of natural fibres; twisted mixed thread and yarn; worsted yarn; spun silk 
yarn; spun silk yarn; semi-synthetic fiber thread and yarn [chemically treated natural fiber yarn]; hand knitting wools; true 
hemp thread and yarn; true hemp thread and yarn; heat-stable yarns and threads; jute thread and yarn; camel hair yarn; 
carded threads in flax for textile use; carded yarns of hemp for textile use; carded threads in natural fibres for textile use; 
carded threads in natural fibres for textile use; yarns (carded -) made of wool; carded threads in wool for textile use; 
cashmere yarns; ceramic fibre yarns for textile use; coir thread and yarn; rayon thread and yarn; linen thread and yarn; 
linen thread and yarn; metal fiber thread for textile use; sewing thread for textile use; sewing thread and yarn; natural 
yarns; non-metallic yarns for textile use; silica threads; ramie thread and yarn; raw silk yarn; spun silk; silk yarn; 
embroidery thread and yarn; knitting yarns; knitting yarns made of acrylic materials; knitting yarns made of nylon; 
knitting yarns made of wool; polyester textured yarns; yarns made of synthetic material for textile use; synthetic threads; 
carpet yarns; textile yarns; textile yarns made of man-made fibres; textile yarns made of natural fibres; covered rubber 
thread and yarn [for textile use]; mixed spun threads and yarns; waxed thread; waxed yarn; weaving fibres for industrial 
use; spun thread and yarn; worsted; wool yarn; wool yarn.

Cl.24;Flocked fabrics; fabrics being textile piece goods for use in tapestry; tick [linen]; knitted elastic fabrics for ladies 
underwear; knitted elastic fabrics for bodices; knitted elastic fabrics for sportswear; knitted elastic fabrics for gymnastic 
dresses; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture of articles of clothing; fibre fabrics for the manufacture of the exterior 
coverings of furniture; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture of linings of shoes; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture 
of linings of bags; felt; felt for use by papermakers; felt cloth; flame retardant fabrics [other than asbestos]; flannel 
[fabric]; towelling [textile]; linings [textile]; inlay materials of non-woven fabrics; chemical fiber fabrics; fabrics for textile 
use; knit lace fabrics; knitted fabric; gummed waterproof cloth; towelling [textile]; linens; jersey [fabric]; jersey [fabric]; 
fabrics of carbon fibre, other than for insulation; fabrics [textile piece goods] made of carbon fibre; fabrics made from 
artificial fibres [other than for insulation]; upholstery fabrics; furnishing fabrics; upholstery fabrics; furnishing fabrics in 
the piece; furnishing fabrics in the piece; woven furnishing fabrics; non-woven felts; silk fabrics for furniture; semi-
synthetic fiber fabrics; fabrics of chemically produced fibres, other than for insulation; fabrics of organic fibres, other 
than for insulation; regenerated fiber yarn fabrics; fabrics made from artificial fibres [other than for insulation]; fabrics for 
use in making jerseys; knitted fabric; knitted fabrics of cotton yarn; knitted fabrics of chemical-fiber yarn; knitted fabrics 
of wool yarn; fabrics made of mixed synthetic and natural fibres, other than for insulation; textile fabrics for use in the 
manufacture of beds; textile fabrics for making into linens; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of bedding; textile 
fabrics for making into blankets; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of furniture; textile fabrics for use in the 
manufacture of sheets; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of towels; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of 
pillowcases; textile piece goods for making bedding covers; textile piece goods for making-up into towels; cloth; tissues 
being textile piece goods; velours for furniture; non-woven fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; 
non-woven textile fabrics for use as interlinings; non-woven fabrics of natural fibres; non-woven fabrics of synthetic 
fibres; non-woven fabrics in the form of sheeting for use in manufacture; woven fabrics for furniture; textile goods, and 
substitutes for textile goods; nightdress cases of textile; printers' blankets of textile; disposable cloths; linings [textile]; 
linen lining fabric for shoes; wall fabrics; fabrics for textile use; household textile articles made from non-woven 
materials; linens; nightdress cases of textile; ticks [mattress covers]; coverings for furniture; mosquito nets; non-woven 
textile articles; dust sheets; textile tissues; textiles made of flannel; non-woven textile articles; interlinings made of non-
woven fabrics; coverings for furniture; furniture coverings (unfitted); loose covers made of textile materials for furniture; 
furniture coverings of textile; dust sheets; loose covers made of textile materials for furniture; draperies [thick drop 
curtains]; curtains; markers [labels] of cloth for textile fabrics; wall fabrics; wall hangings of textile; bed linen; bed linen; 
towelling [textile]; towels of textile; kitchen and table linens; towels of textile; hand towels of textile; bed linen and table 
linen; tea cloths; dish towels for drying; towelling [textile]; hand towels of textile; place mats, not of paper; textile 
smallwares [table linen]; table covers; table cloths (not of paper); tablemats, not of paper; table covers of non-woven 
textile fabrics; textile napkins; table linen, not of paper; napery of textile; table linen; washing gloves; bed linen; receiving 
blankets; bed linen and table linen; bed coverings; duvet covers; comforters; bed blankets made of cotton; bed blankets 
made of man-made fibres; bed covers of paper; silk bed blankets; woolen blankets; duvet covers; bed sheets; bed skirts; 
bed throws; fabric bed valances; bed linen made of non-woven textile material; infants' bed linen; covers for eiderdown 
and duvets; comforters; blankets for household pets; quilts; blankets for outdoor use; disposable bedding of textile; 
eiderdowns [down coverlets]; terry towels; futon quilts; sleeping bags [sheeting]; waterproof bed clothes; cot blankets; 
cot sheets; children's blankets; shams; lap rugs; contoured mattress covers; pillowcases; ticks (mattress and pillow 
coverings); mattress covers; mattress covers; quilts filled with down; duvets; travelling rugs [lap robes]; sleeping bag 
liners; silk blankets; contour sheets; quilted mattress protectors [bedding]; quilts of textile; quilts of textile; quilts filled 
with feathers; quilts filled with half down; quilts filled with stuffing materials; quilts filled with synthetic stuffing materials; 
quilts; quilt covers; textile covers for duvets; textile goods for use as bedding; bed sheets; bed throws; valanced bed 
sheets; bed skirts; woolen blankets; bath linen; hand towels of textile; bath sheets; bath towels; bath linen, except 
clothing; disposable wash cloths; towelling coverlets; face cloths of towelling; turkish towel; turkish towel; bath sheets; 
bath sheets; towelling [textile] adapted for use in dispensers; hand towels; towelling [textile]; hand towels of textile; 
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children's towels; towelling [textile]; household linen, including face towels; make-up removal cloths [textile], other than 
impregnated with cosmetics; make-up removal cloths [textile], other than impregnated with toilet preparations; cloths of 
woven textile material for washing the body (other than for medical use); cloths of non-woven textile material for washing 
the body [other than for medical use]; bath mitts; mitts made of non-woven fabric for washing the body; wash cloths; 
cloths for washing the body [other than for medical use]; filtering materials of textile; flame resistant fabrics.

Cl.25;Headgear; swimming caps; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; baseball caps; berets; bobble hats; millinery; shower caps; 
fascinator hats; fedoras; fezzes; bucket caps; golf caps; yashmaks; bonnets [headwear]; tams; hats; frames (hat -) 
[skeletons]; skull caps; waterpolo caps; hoods [clothing]; small hats; knot caps; chefs' hats; sports headgear [other than 
helmets]; children's headwear; head scarves; head scarves; head scarves; yashmaghs; miters [hats]; fashion hats; caps 
[headwear]; cap peaks; sun visors [headwear]; nightcaps; hats (paper -) [clothing]; paper hats for wear by chefs; paper 
hats for wear by nurses; party hats [clothing]; fur muffs; fur hats; head scarves; rain hats; knitted caps; flat caps; garrison
caps; sedge hats (suge-gasa); sleep masks; veils [clothing]; wimples; tam-o'-shanters; tennis sweatbands; ski hats; sun 
hats; sports caps and hats; sports caps; headbands [clothing]; head sweatbands; beach hats; knitted caps; balaclavas; 
thermal headgear; toques [hats]; head scarves; woolly hats; top hats; clothing; evening wear; evening coats; detachable 
neckpieces for kimonos (haneri); detachable collars; underarm gussets [parts of clothing]; aikido suits; albs; american 
football bibs; parkas; suits; evening suits; women's suits; bowties; dress pants; jumper suits; blouses; work clothes; 
coveralls; blouses; sleeveless jerseys; mantles; arm warmers [clothing]; gowns for doctors [uniforms]; warm-up pants; 
clothing made of fur; driving gloves; layettes [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; baby bodysuits; baby doll pyjamas; babies' 
pants [clothing]; plastic baby bibs; baby tops; baby bunting [clothing]; babies' pants [clothing]; baby bottoms; layettes 
[clothing]; pram suits; swimming costumes; bathing costumes for women; bathing suits for men; fitted swimming 
costumes with bra cups; swim wear for gentlemen and ladies; bathing drawers; swimming costumes; swimming 
costumes; bathrobes; bathing drawers; swimming trunks; bathwraps; robes; ballet suits; ball gowns; bandanas 
[neckerchiefs]; bandeaux [clothing]; baseball uniforms; baselayer bottoms; baselayer tops; crop tops; printed t-shirts; leg 
warmers; cashmere clothing; clothing of imitations of leather; woolen clothing; motorists' clothing; baby clothes; 
bridesmaids wear; figure skating clothing; christening robes; clothing for wear in judo practices; children's wear; infant 
wear; girls' clothing; motorcyclists' clothing of leather; leather clothing; linen clothing; paper clothing; plush clothing; silk
clothing; clothing for martial arts; clothing for horse-riding [other than riding hats]; articles of clothing for theatrical use; 
clothing for fishermen; boys' clothing; clothing for wear in wrestling games; maternity clothing; lounge pants; bermuda 
shorts; bed jackets; bed socks; maillots; blazers; blousons; boas [necklets]; leotards; body stockings; teddies 
[undergarments]; boleros; bolo ties; bomber jackets; boxer shorts; wedding dresses; burnouses; brassieres; bustiers; 
pea coats; capes; pedal pushers; car coats; cargo pants; chaps (clothing); chasubles; chemisettes; cheongsams (chinese 
gowns); albs; choir robes; evening wear; corduroy trousers; coverups; ladies' clothing; lingerie; gowns; women's 
outerclothing; knickers; ladies' underwear; ladies' underwear; down jackets; down vests; denim jeans; topcoats; donkey 
jackets; three piece suits [clothing]; duffel coats; pocket squares; one-piece suits; jumper suits; one-piece playsuits; 
disposable underwear; skating outfits; athletic tights; woollen tights; pleated skirts for formal kimonos (hakama); 
masquerade costumes; women's ceremonial dresses; moisture-wicking sports bras; moisture-wicking sports shirts; 
moisture-wicking sports pants; fishing shirts; fishing vests; fleeces; fleece vests; bowties; flying suits; formal evening 
wear; formalwear; foulards [clothing articles]; morning coats; leisure suits; casual shirts; slacks; casualwear; tap pants; 
barber smocks; robes; replica football kits; football jerseys; soccer bibs; footmuffs, not electrically heated; gabardines 
[clothing]; goloshes; gaiters; morning coats; padded pants for athletic use; padded shirts for athletic use; padded shorts 
for athletic use; knitwear [clothing]; knitted gloves; knit jackets; knitted underwear; guernseys; woven clothing; woven 
shirts; gilets; polo shirts; golf trousers; golf pants, shirts and skirts; golf skirts; unitards; clothing for gymnastics; ankle 
socks; halloween costumes; neckbands; neckwear; scarves; neck tubes; wrist warmers; gloves [clothing]; gloves for 
cyclists; gloves with conductive fingertips that may be worn while using handheld electronic touch screen devices; 
gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur; handwarmers [clothing]; loungewear; aloha shirts; button-front aloha 
shirts; shirt yokes; shirts; shirts for suits; collared shirts; open-necked shirts; button down shirts; nighties; slips 
[undergarments]; shirt-jacs; shirt fronts; men's suits; menswear; outerclothing for men; men's socks; men's underwear; 
waistcoats; wedding dresses; lumber jackets; hooded pullovers; knickers; trousers; trousers of leather; trousers for 
children; trousers for children; nurse pants; sweatpants; snowboard trousers; pantsuits; culotte skirts; knee-high 
stockings; braces for clothing [suspenders]; suspender belts for men; girdles; girdles; jackets [clothing]; jackets being 
sports clothing; polar fleece jackets; fishermen's jackets; sleeved jackets; sleeveless jackets; snowboard jackets; 
rainproof jackets; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; jacket liners; hunting pants; hunting jackets; 
hunting vests; hunting shirts; kimonos; denims [clothing]; denim jeans; denim jackets; jumpers; jodhpurs; shell suits; 
jogging sets [clothing]; sweatpants; jogging tops; sweatpants; heavy jackets; stuff jackets [clothing]; judo suits; caftans; 
bodices [lingerie]; martial arts uniforms; combative sports uniforms; hooded sweatshirts; karate suits; cashmere scarves; 
kendo outfits; khakis; kilts; kilts; kimonos; gowns; pinafores; gowns; nurse dresses; linings (ready-made -) [parts of 
clothing]; pockets for clothing; leisurewear; bloomers; walking breeches; trouser socks; knee warmers [clothing]; short 
sets [clothing]; ready-to-wear clothing; basic upper garment of Korean traditional clothes [jeogori]; korean traditional 
women's waistcoats [baeja]; korean topcoats [durumagi]; body warmers; corselets; camisoles; corsets; corsets; corsets; 
costumes; skirt suits; costumes for use in children's dress up play; costumes for use in role-playing games; shoulder 
wraps; detachable collars; collars for dresses; neckties; ascots; crinolines; cummerbunds; short-sleeved or long-sleeved 
t-shirts; short-sleeve shirts; short-sleeve shirts; short trousers; sweatpants; short petticoats; short overcoat for kimono 
(haori); cowls [clothing]; laboratory coats; long sleeve pullovers; long sleeved vests; long jackets; japanese sleeping 
robes (nemaki); full-length kimonos (nagagi); long johns; bibs, not of paper; bib overalls for hunting; running suits; 
running vests; leather suits; leather clothing; leather jackets; leather jackets; casual trousers; leggings [trousers]; 
underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; light-reflecting jackets; lingerie; liveries; bathing suit cover-ups; outerclothing 
for girls; maniples; athletic uniforms; cuffs; coats; pelisses; cotton coats; coats of denim; coats for women; coats for 
men; mantillas; sleep masks; eye masks; sailor suits; corselets; foundation garments; miniskirts; monokinis; robes; 
lounging robes; motorcycle riding suits; motorcycle gloves; motorcycle jackets; muffs [clothing]; muumuus; nighties; 
nighties; nighties; nightwear; wet suits; negligees; pop socks; women's outerclothing; outerclothing; dress shirts; uppers 
of woven rattan for japanese style sandals; chemise tops; cycling tops; hooded tops; halter tops; earbands; ear muffs 
[clothing]; combinations [clothing]; coveralls; coveralls; nurse overalls; overshirts; beach wraps; parkas; pelerines; furs 
[clothing]; pelisses; fur coats and jackets; fur muffs; fur cloaks; petticoats; petti-pants; polo shirts; pirate pants; plastic 
aprons; pantaloons; polo shirts; polo knit tops; turtleneck sweaters; polo sweaters; ponchos; sweaters; crew neck 
sweaters; mock turtleneck sweaters; v-neck sweaters; slipovers [clothing]; bloomers; pyjamas; pajama bottoms; cyclists' 
clothing; cycling shorts; ramie shirts; rash guards; head scarves; rainproof clothing; rainwear; waterproof trousers; 
mackintoshes; rain ponchos; riding gloves; jodhpurs; riding jackets; skirts; turtlenecks; roll necks [clothing]; turtleneck 
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shirts; turtleneck sweaters; rugby tops; rugby shorts; rugby tops; bush jackets; saris; sarongs; sheepskin jackets; 
sheepskin coats; neck scarfs [mufflers]; mufflers [clothing]; shawls [from tricot only]; shawls and headscarves; shawls 
and stoles; sashes for wear; sash bands for kimono (obi); referees uniforms; nightwear; sleep masks; nighties; tube tops; 
veils [clothing]; cravats; knickers; snow suits; snow suits; snow pants; shoulder scarves; shoulder wraps [clothing]; 
school uniforms; aprons [clothing]; paper aprons; maternity bands; maternity smocks; sweat-absorbent socks; sweat-
absorbent stockings; sweatbands; sweat bands for the wrist; headbands [clothing]; dress shields; anti-perspirant socks; 
head sweatbands; uniforms for nurses; swimming trunks; silk ties; silk scarves; adhesive bras; shampoo capes; shell 
jackets; shift dresses; mock turtleneck shirts; shirts and slips; shortalls; shorts; fleece shorts; boy shorts [underwear]; 
snow suits; ski suits for competition; ski gloves; ski trousers; ski jackets; clothing for skiing; ski balaclavas; sliding 
shorts; briefs; cummerbunds; dinner jackets; dinner suits; snow boarding suits; snowboard gloves; japanese style socks 
(tabi); socks and stockings; sock suspenders; bralettes; sundresses; sunsuits; playsuits [clothing]; camiknickers; gym 
suits; sports clothing [other than golf gloves]; sportswear; sports bras; casual shirts; sports shirts with short sleeves; 
sports pants; sports jackets; sports socks; singlets; sports jerseys and breeches for sports; gym suits; athletics vests; 
dust coats; quilted jackets [clothing]; quilted vests; cloth bibs; cloth bibs for adult diners; tightening-up strings for 
kimonos (datejime); rompers; snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; beachwear; beach robes; stretch pants; 
knitwear [clothing]; knit shirts; cardigans; thongs; garters; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; heelpieces for 
stockings; pantie-girdles; tights; maillots [hosiery]; footless tights; hosiery; footless socks; surfwear; jockstraps 
[underwear]; sweaters; tracksuit bottoms; sweat jackets; sweat shirts; sweat shorts; taekwondo suits; waist cinchers; 
tank tops; dance clothing; dance costumes; tabards; camouflage gloves; camouflage shirts; camouflage pants; 
camouflage jackets; camouflage vests; trews; tennis wear; tennis shirts; tennis dresses; tennis pullovers; tennis skirts; 
tennis shorts; tennis socks; fabric belts [clothing]; thobes; theatrical costumes; thermal socks; thermal underwear; togas;
tops [clothing]; folk costumes; japanese traditional clothing; bra straps; bib tights; pinafore dresses; strapless bras; tank 
tops; clothing for gymnastics; sweatpants; sweat shorts; tracksuit tops; trench coats; bib shorts; triathlon clothing; 
knitwear [clothing]; singlets; dry suits; tee-shirts; kerchiefs [clothing]; neckerchiefs; head scarves; tunics; turbans; 
clothing for gymnastics; gym shorts; tutus; twin sets; korean outer jackets worn over basic garment [magoja]; nappy 
pants [clothing]; topcoats; over-trousers; neck scarves; cloaks; shawls; maternity clothing; maternity sleepwear; 
maternity lingerie; uniforms; uniforms for commercial use; uniforms for nurses; referees uniforms; union suits; 
underwear; babies' undergarments; sweat-absorbent underwear; vest tops; undershirts for kimonos (juban); undershirts 
for kimonos (koshimaki); bottoms [clothing]; pants; chemises; petticoats; bustles for obi-knots (obiage-shin); tracksuit 
bottoms; underwear; garments for protecting clothing; suit coats; volleyball jerseys; thermally insulated clothing; warm-
up jackets; warm-up tops; weatherproof clothing; waterproof suits for motorcyclists; waterproof capes; waterproof 
outerclothing; water socks; waterproof trousers; rainproof jackets; oilskins [clothing]; wetsuits for water-skiing; chefs' 
whites; white coats for hospital use; caftans; sweat shirts; reversible jackets; waistcoats; leather waistcoats; cagoules; 
weatherproof clothing; sailing wet weather clothing; puttees and gaiters; wrap belts for kimonos (datemaki); beach wraps; 
beach wraps; swaddling clothes; salopettes; windproof clothing; wind suits; wind pants; windshirts; wind vests; winter 
gloves; winter coats; hosiery; weather resistant outer clothing; woollen socks; yoga pants; yoga shirts; zoot suits; 
gussets [parts of clothing]; gussets for bathing suits [parts of clothing]; gussets for footlets [parts of clothing]; gussets 
for leotards [parts of clothing]; gussets for stockings [parts of clothing]; gussets for tights [parts of clothing]; gussets for 
underwear [parts of clothing]; footwear; heels; heelpieces for footwear; bootees (woollen baby shoes); bath slippers; 
footwear for women; insoles for footwear; espadrilles; heel inserts; flat shoes; embossed heels of rubber or of plastic 
materials; embossed soles of rubber or of plastic materials; non-slipping devices for footwear; slippers; slipper socks; 
stiffeners for shoes; inner socks for footwear; running shoes; infants' footwear; leather slippers; leather shoes; canvas 
shoes; deck shoes; uppers for japanese style sandals; slippers; pumps [footwear]; welts for footwear; rain boots; riding 
shoes; riding shoes; shoe straps; rugby boots; mules; slip-on shoes; shoes; athletic shoes; leisure shoes; shoes for foot 
volleyball; shoes with hook and pile fastening tapes; high-heeled shoes; mountaineering shoes; shoe inserts for non-
orthopedic purposes; shoe uppers; footwear soles; shoe covers, other than for medical purposes; footwear uppers; 
snowboard shoes; shoe soles; slipper soles; soles for japanese style sandals; espadrilles; dance shoes; ballroom 
dancing shoes; tennis shoes; training shoes; tips for footwear; waterproof boots for fishing; aqua shoes; winter boots; 
yoga shoes; zori; tongues for shoes and boots; ladies' underwear; wetsuit gloves; pyjamas [from tricot only]; 
intermediate soles.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs and mats; bath mats; textile bath mats; bath mats; bath mats; vehicles mats and carpets; rugs 
(floor -); door mats; runners [mats]; oriental non-woven rugs (mosen); carpet tile backing; carpet backing; carpeting; 
carpet tiles; primary carpet backing; textile bath mats; carpets [textile]; wallpaper; wall paper of vinyl; wall coverings of 
paper; carpets.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; bill-posting; banner advertising; merchandising; public 
relations services; online advertising; telemarketing services; sales promotion for others; advertising; display services 
for merchandise; preparation and presentation of audio visual displays for advertising purposes; organisation and 
conducting of product presentations; presentation of goods and services; sales demonstration [for others]; 
demonstration of goods and services by electronic means, also for the benefit of the so-called teleshopping and home 
shopping services; demonstration of goods for promotional purposes; arranging of demonstrations for advertising 
purposes; demonstration of goods; arranging and conducting of trade show exhibitions; arranging of exhibitions for 
business purposes; arranging of exhibitions for advertising purposes; exhibitions (conducting -) for business purposes; 
exhibitions (conducting -) for business purposes; exhibitions (conducting -) for advertising purposes; organisation of 
exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes; shows (conducting business -); fashion show 
exhibitions for commercial purposes; arranging of displays for commercial purposes; organisation of events for 
commercial and advertising purposes; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional 
and advertising purposes; arranging of demonstrations for advertising purposes; planning and conducting of trade fairs, 
exhibitions and presentations for economic or advertising purposes; arranging of exhibitions for advertising purposes; 
rental of advertising space on-line; rental of advertising space; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional 
material; distribution of promotional matter; distribution of advertisements and commercial announcements; 
dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of advertising material; dissemination of advertising and promotional 
materials; dissemination of advertising, marketing and publicity materials; dissemination of advertisements; 
dissemination of advertising for others; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet; distribution and 
dissemination of advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, printed material, samples]; handbill distribution; handbill 
distribution; handbill distribution; distribution of samples for publicity purposes; distribution of prospectuses and 
samples; handbill distribution; distribution of products for advertising purposes; sample distribution; distribution of 
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advertising announcements; distribution and dissemination of advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, printed 
material, samples]; handbill distribution; handbill distribution; distribution of promotional matter; arranging the 
distribution of advertising literature in response to telephone enquiries; arranging of presentations for business 
purposes; office functions; business management; supply chain management services; arranging of presentations for 
business purposes; arranging of presentations for business purposes; business administration; marketing studies; 
compilation of scientific information; collection of information relating to hydrology.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; advisory services relating to scientific research; computer aided scientific 
analysis services; computer aided scientific research services; scientific testing services; preparation of scientific 
reports; provision of information relating to scientific research; provision of scientific information; advisory services 
relating to science; scientific services and design relating thereto; scientific services and research relating thereto; 
scientific research relating to cosmetics; scientific research for medical purposes; scientific research and analysis; 
laboratory (scientific -) services; scientific and industrial research; scientific investigations for medical purposes; 
consultancy services relating to product engineering; engineering services for others; engineering consultancy services; 
engineering testing; preparation of engineering reports; engineering consultancy services; engineering research; 
engineering consultancy relating to testing; technical engineering; conducting of scientific studies; scientific analysis; 
information services relating to the safety testing of chemicals used in horticulture; information services relating to the 
safety testing of chemicals used in agriculture; scientific research relating to chemistry; scientific research relating to 
ecology; engineering testing; scientific testing services; textile testing; quality testing of products for certification 
purposes; certification [quality control]; providing information in the field of product development; product research and 
development; design of carpets; designing of packaging and wrapping materials; design of curtains.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Animal skins; leather for furniture; leather for settees, tables, chairs and armchairs; dyed leather; imitation leather
for furniture; imitation leather for settees, tables, chairs and armchairs; imitation leather; imitation leather for furniture; 
imitation leather for settees, tables, chairs and armchairs; leather sold in bulk; leather for furniture; leather for settees, 
tables, chairs and armchairs; leather covers for furniture, settees, tables, chairs and armchairs; bags; handbags; 
suitcases; backpacks; wallets; handbags; briefcase-type portfolios; document cases made out of leather and imitation 
leather; handbags; trunks [luggage]; rawhides; leather products included in this class; leather and leather products 
included in this class; imitation leather products included in this class; parasols; parasols; umbrellas; canes (walking 
sticks); harness and saddlery.

Cl.24;Fabrics; fabrics, upholstery fabrics; non-woven fabrics for upholstery, upholstery fabrics; fabrics for household 
use; household textile articles; fabrics for furniture, settees, chairs and armchairs, stretch fabrics; adhesive fabrics to be 
applied by heat; fabrics of imitation animal skins; wool fabrics; bed blankets; traveling rugs [lap robes]; tablecloths; 
textile products included in this class; wall hangings, flags, napkins and sheets of fabric; pillowcases.

Cl.42;Architectural services; interior design; services provided by architects; design services; interior design services; 
textile design services; interior design services; furniture design services; design services for houses and apartments; 
design services for furniture, settees, armchairs, chairs and tables; consulting in the field of design; technical and 
scientific design service; technical design and design services for furniture, accessories, clothing, textiles, machines, 
civilian and industrial manufactured products in general; services in the field of science and technology; research and 
development services; industrial research and analysis services; design and development of computers, computer 
programs, software and applications.
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Priority claimed from 05/08/2016; Application No. : 87128520 ;United States of America 

3614937    30/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360791]
About, Inc.
1500 Broadway New York NY 10036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobile applications for obtaining information, expert content and articles in the fields of finance and 
financial services.

Cl.41;Publication of blogs and non-downloadable publications in the nature of articles and columns in the fields of 
finance and financial services via a website; providing on-line publications in the nature of articles, columns and blogs in 
the fields of finance and financial services.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data on a global computer network; computer 
services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining information, expert content and articles in the fields of finance 
and financial services on a global computer network; developing customized web pages and other data feed formats 
featuring user-defined information in the fields of finance and financial services; providing customized on-line web pages 
and data feeds featuring user-defined information, which includes blog posts, new media content, other on-line content, 
and on-line web links to other websites; providing customized on-line web pages featuring user-defined information, 
which includes search engines and on-line web links to other web sites.
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3614989    16/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360650]
The Hummingbird Bakery Ltd
First Floor, 20 Brewer Street London W1F 0SJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; office requisites (except 
furniture); printed matter; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; instructional and 
teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); books; cookbooks; 
recipe books; address books; notebooks; paper bags; greaseproof paper; menus; adhesive stickers; printed stickers; 
stickers; packaging boxes, bags, containers and materials of paper, card, cardboard or plastic, including for use with food
and drink items; cards; greeting cards; gift cards; notelets; partworks, being items of a printed matter in the form of 
publications, typically magazines, that publish on a regular basis over a period of time, to build into a set; magazines 
published over time to make a completed set; cake cases of paper and cardboard; food cases of paper and cardboard; 
paper bunting; bunting included in this class; place cards; stencils; stencils for food; serviettes; paper serviettes; paper 
cake decorations; cake decorations included in this class.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, flavoured teas, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from 
cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); spices; ice; bakery goods; preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery; cakes; 
pastries; pies; cupcakes; biscuits; brownies; cookies; bakery desserts; bread; bread rolls; buns; chocolate; chocolate-
based drinks; hot chocolate; confectionery; ice-cream; frozen yoghurt; ice cream desserts; ice desserts; prepared 
desserts [chocolate based]; prepared desserts [confectionery]; prepared desserts [pastries]; sprinkles for food and 
cakes, being dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations; toppings for food 
and cakes, being dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations; cake 
sparkles, being dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations; cake mixes, 
including chilled cake mixes; icing; prepared icing; baked goods; baked goods in the nature of buns, cake bars, flapjacks; 
sauces.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; business consultancy services 
relating to franchising; services of a franchisor and services rendered by a franchisor, namely, assistance in the running 
or management of commercial enterprises; business advisory services relating to franchising, particularly a franchisor in 
the field/area of bakery products, retailing of bakery products, and catering services, and the provision thereof; services 
of a franchisor and/or rendered by a franchisor, namely, conveying commercial know-how to franchisees (franchising), 
the administration of the business affairs of franchises, advisory services relating to publicity for franchisees, business 
advice and the provision of business advice and information by a franchisor to franchisees relating to franchising, 
business consultation services to franchisees and business consultancy by a franchisor to franchisees relating to 
franchising, business consultancy services relating to franchising, business assistance provided by a franchisor to 
franchisees relating to franchising and to the establishment and operation of franchises, provision of business assistance 
provided by a franchisor to franchisees in the establishment of franchises; provision of business assistance provided by 
a franchisor to franchisees in the operation of franchises; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
food colourings, colouring agents, preparations for colouring food, candles and wicks for lighting, candles, cake 
decoration candles, electric mixers, electric blenders, electric beaters, electric mixers, blenders and/or beaters, for use in 
the kitchen and/or in cookery, electric knives, electric kitchen knives, hand tools and implements (hand-operated), cutlery, 
knives, spatulas, cutlery made of melamine, piping sets, icing sets, disposable tableware of plastic, disposable cutlery of 
plastic, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, weighing scales, weighing scales for the kitchen, electric 
weighing scales, instruments for weighing, timers, kitchen timers, electronic timers, thermometers, thermometers for 
cooking, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooling, refrigerating, cooking utensils, electric cooking 
utensils, baking ovens, cupcake makers, bread makers, home bread makers, paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, printed matter, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, books, cookbooks, recipe books, address 
books, notebooks, paper bags, greaseproof paper, menus, adhesive stickers, printed stickers, stickers, packaging boxes, 
bags, containers and materials of paper, card, cardboard or plastic for use with food and drink items, cards, greeting 
cards, gift cards, notelets, partworks, magazines published over time to make a completed set, printworks, cake cases, 
food cases, paper bunting, bunting, place cards, stencils, stencils for food, serviettes, paper serviettes, paper cake 
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decorations, cake decorations, book stands, plastic cake decorations, household or kitchen utensils and containers, 
glassware, porcelain and earthenware, bakeware, cookware, tableware, baking accessories, chinaware, ceramics, cake 
stands, cardboard cake stands, non-electric mixers for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, non-electric blenders for use 
in the kitchen and/or in cookery, non-electric beaters for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, pie holders, cake baking 
set, cake cases, piping sets, icing sets, flour dredgers, kitchen textiles, oven gloves, food cutters, biscuit cutters, storage 
tins, food storage tins, cake storage tins, spatulas, paper plates, cups, paper cups, plastic cups, plastic tableware, 
dispensers for serviettes, picnicware, picnicware of melamine, textiles and textile goods, table covers, towels, kitchen 
textiles, tea towels, bunting, cloth bunting, fabric bunting, serviettes of textile, clothing, footwear, headgear, aprons, 
cooking aprons, hats, chefs' hats, coffee, tea, flavoured teas, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and 
preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, 
mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, bakery products, bakery goods, preparations made from cereals, 
bread, pastry and confectionery, cakes, pastries, pies, cupcakes, biscuits, brownies, cookies, desserts, bakery desserts, 
bread, bread rolls, buns, chocolate, chocolate-based drinks, hot chocolate, confectionery, ice-cream, frozen yoghurt, ice 
cream desserts, ice desserts, prepared desserts [chocolate based], prepared desserts [confectionery], prepared desserts 
[pastries], cake toppers, sprinkles for food and cakes, being dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and 
other edible cake decorations, toppings for food and cakes, being dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, 
and other edible cake decorations cake sparkles, being dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other 
edible cake decorations, cake mixes, chilled cake mixes, icing, prepared icing, baked goods, baked goods in the nature of 
buns, cake bars, flapjacks and sauces, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; retail 
services connected with food colourings, colouring agents, preparations for colouring food, candles and wicks for 
lighting, candles, cake decoration candles, electric mixers, electric blenders, electric beaters, electric mixers, blenders 
and/or beaters, for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, electric knives, electric kitchen knives, hand tools and 
implements (hand-operated), cutlery, knives, spatulas, cutlery made of melamine, piping sets, icing sets, disposable 
tableware of plastic, disposable cutlery of plastic, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, weighing scales, 
weighing scales for the kitchen, electric weighing scales, instruments for weighing, timers, kitchen timers, electronic 
timers, thermometers, thermometers for cooking, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooling, refrigerating, 
cooking utensils, electric cooking utensils, baking ovens, cupcake makers, bread makers, home bread makers, paper, 
cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, books, 
cookbooks, recipe books, address books, notebooks, paper bags, greaseproof paper, menus, adhesive stickers, printed 
stickers, stickers, packaging boxes, bags, containers and materials of paper, card, cardboard or plastic for use with food 
and drink items, cards, greeting cards, gift cards, notelets, partworks, magazines published over time to make a 
completed set, printworks, cake cases, food cases, paper bunting, bunting, place cards, stencils, stencils for food, 
serviettes, paper serviettes, paper cake decorations, cake decorations, book stands, plastic cake decorations, household 
or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, bakeware, cookware, tableware, baking 
accessories, chinaware, ceramics, cake stands, cardboard cake stands, non-electric mixers for use in the kitchen and/or 
in cookery, non-electric blenders for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, non-electric beaters for use in the kitchen 
and/or in cookery, pie holders, cake baking set, cake cases, piping sets, icing sets, flour dredgers, kitchen textiles, oven 
gloves, food cutters, biscuit cutters, storage tins, food storage tins, cake storage tins, spatulas, paper plates, cups, paper 
cups, plastic cups, plastic tableware, dispensers for serviettes, picnicware, picnicware of melamine, textiles and textile 
goods, table covers, towels, kitchen textiles, tea towels, bunting, cloth bunting, fabric bunting, serviettes of textile, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, aprons, cooking aprons, hats, chefs' hats, coffee, tea, flavoured teas, cocoa, sugar, rice, 
tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, 
treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, bakery products, bakery goods, 
preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, cakes, pastries, pies, cupcakes, biscuits, brownies, 
cookies, desserts, bakery desserts, bread, bread rolls, buns, chocolate, chocolate-based drinks, hot chocolate, 
confectionery, ice-cream, frozen yoghurt, ice cream desserts, ice desserts, prepared desserts [chocolate based], prepared 
desserts [confectionery], prepared desserts [pastries], cake toppers, sprinkles for food and cakes, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, toppings for food and cakes, being 
dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations cake sparkles, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, cake mixes, chilled cake mixes, icing, 
prepared icing, baked goods, baked goods in the nature of buns, cake bars, flapjacks and sauces; retail services 
connected with the sale of food colourings, colouring agents, preparations for colouring food, candles and wicks for 
lighting, candles, cake decoration candles, electric mixers, electric blenders, electric beaters, electric mixers, blenders 
and/or beaters, for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, electric knives, electric kitchen knives, hand tools and 
implements (hand-operated), cutlery, knives, spatulas, cutlery made of melamine, piping sets, icing sets, disposable 
tableware of plastic, disposable cutlery of plastic, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, weighing scales, 
weighing scales for the kitchen, electric weighing scales, instruments for weighing, timers, kitchen timers, electronic 
timers, thermometers, thermometers for cooking, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooling, refrigerating, 
cooking utensils, electric cooking utensils, baking ovens, cupcake makers, bread makers, home bread makers, paper, 
cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, books, 
cookbooks, recipe books, address books, notebooks, paper bags, greaseproof paper, menus, adhesive stickers, printed 
stickers, stickers, packaging boxes, bags, containers and materials of paper, card, cardboard or plastic for use with food 
and drink items, cards, greeting cards, gift cards, notelets, partworks, magazines published over time to make a 
completed set, printworks, cake cases, food cases, paper bunting, bunting, place cards, stencils, stencils for food, 
serviettes, paper serviettes, paper cake decorations, cake decorations, book stands, plastic cake decorations, household 
or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, bakeware, cookware, tableware, baking 
accessories, chinaware, ceramics, cake stands cardboard cake stands, non-electric mixers for use in the kitchen and/or in 
cookery, non-electric blenders for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, non-electric beaters for use in the kitchen and/or 
in cookery, pie holders, cake baking set, cake cases, piping sets, icing sets, flour dredgers, kitchen textiles, oven gloves, 
food cutters, biscuit cutters, storage tins, food storage tins, cake storage tins, spatulas, paper plates, cups, paper cups, 
plastic cups, plastic tableware, dispensers for serviettes, picnicware, picnicware of melamine, textiles and textile goods, 
table covers, towels, kitchen textiles, tea towels, bunting, cloth bunting, fabric bunting, serviettes of textile, clothing, 
footwear, headgear, aprons, cooking aprons, hats, chefs' hats, coffee, tea, flavoured teas, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, 
sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, 
yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, bakery products, bakery goods, 
preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, cakes, pastries, pies, cupcakes, biscuits, brownies, 
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cookies, desserts, bakery desserts, bread, bread rolls, buns, chocolate, chocolate-based drinks, hot chocolate, 
confectionery, ice-cream, frozen yoghurt, ice cream desserts, ice desserts, prepared desserts [chocolate based], prepared 
desserts [confectionery], prepared desserts [pastries], cake toppers, sprinkles for food and cakes, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, toppings for food and cakes, being 
dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations cake sparkles, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, cake mixes, chilled cake mixes, icing, 
prepared icing, baked goods, baked goods in the nature of buns, cake bars, flapjacks and sauces; mail order retail 
services connected with food colourings, colouring agents, preparations for colouring food, candles and wicks for 
lighting, candles, cake decoration candles, electric mixers, electric blenders, electric beaters, electric mixers, blenders 
and/or beaters, for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, electric knives, electric kitchen knives, hand tools and 
implements (hand-operated), cutlery, knives, spatulas, cutlery made of melamine, piping sets, icing sets, disposable 
tableware of plastic, disposable cutlery of plastic, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, weighing scales, 
weighing scales for the kitchen, electric weighing scales, instruments for weighing, timers, kitchen timers, electronic 
timers, thermometers, thermometers for cooking, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooling, refrigerating, 
cooking utensils, electric cooking utensils, baking ovens, cupcake makers, bread makers, home bread makers, paper, 
cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, books, 
cookbooks, recipe books, address books, notebooks, paper bags, greaseproof paper, menus, adhesive stickers, printed 
stickers, stickers, packaging boxes, bags, containers and materials of paper, card, cardboard or plastic for use with food 
and drink items, cards, greeting cards, gift cards, notelets, partworks, magazines published over time to make a 
completed set, printworks, cake cases, food cases, paper bunting, bunting, place cards, stencils, stencils for food, 
serviettes, paper serviettes, paper cake decorations, cake decorations, book stands, plastic cake decorations, household 
or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, bakeware, cookware, tableware, baking 
accessories, chinaware, ceramics, cake stands, cardboard cake stands, non-electric mixers for use in the kitchen and/or 
in cookery, non-electric blenders for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, non-electric beaters for use in the kitchen 
and/or in cookery, pie holders, cake baking set, cake cases, piping sets, icing sets, flour dredgers, kitchen textiles, oven 
gloves, food cutters, biscuit cutters, storage tins, food storage tins, cake storage tins, spatulas, paper plates, cups, paper 
cups, plastic cups, plastic tableware, dispensers for serviettes, picnicware, picnicware of melamine, textiles and textile 
goods, table covers, towels, kitchen textiles, tea towels, bunting, cloth bunting, fabric bunting, serviettes of textile, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, aprons, cooking aprons, hats, chefs' hats, coffee, tea, flavoured teas, cocoa, sugar, rice, 
tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, 
treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, bakery products, bakery goods, 
preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, cakes, pastries, pies, cupcakes, biscuits, brownies, 
cookies, desserts, bakery desserts, bread, bread rolls, buns, chocolate, chocolate-based drinks, hot chocolate, 
confectionery, ice-cream, frozen yoghurt, ice cream desserts, ice desserts, prepared desserts [chocolate based], prepared 
desserts [confectionery], prepared desserts [pastries], cake toppers, sprinkles for food and cakes, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, toppings for food and cakes, being 
dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations cake sparkles, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, cake mixes, chilled cake mixes, icing, 
prepared icing, baked goods, baked goods in the nature of buns, cake bars, flapjacks and sauces; electronic retail 
services connected with food colourings, colouring agents, preparations for colouring food, candles and wicks for 
lighting, candles, cake decoration candles, electric mixers, electric blenders, electric beaters, electric mixers, blenders 
and/or beaters, for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, electric knives, electric kitchen knives, hand tools and 
implements (hand-operated), cutlery, knives, spatulas, cutlery made of melamine, piping sets, icing sets, disposable 
tableware of plastic, disposable cutlery of plastic, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, weighing scales, 
weighing scales for the kitchen, electric weighing scales, instruments for weighing, timers, kitchen timers, electronic 
timers, thermometers, thermometers for cooking, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooling, refrigerating, 
cooking utensils, electric cooking utensils, baking ovens, cupcake makers, bread makers, home bread makers, paper, 
cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, books, 
cookbooks, recipe books, address books, notebooks, paper bags, greaseproof paper, menus, adhesive stickers, printed 
stickers, stickers, packaging boxes, bags, containers and materials of paper, card, cardboard or plastic for use with food 
and drink items, cards, greeting cards, gift cards, notelets, partworks, magazines published over time to make a 
completed set, printworks, cake cases, food cases, paper bunting, bunting, place cards, stencils, stencils for food, 
serviettes, paper serviettes, paper cake decorations, cake decorations, book stands, plastic cake decorations, household 
or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, bakeware, cookware, tableware, baking 
accessories, chinaware, ceramics, cake stands, cardboard cake stands, non-electric mixers for use in the kitchen and/or 
in cookery, non-electric blenders for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, non-electric beaters for use in the kitchen 
and/or in cookery, pie holders, cake baking set, cake cases, piping sets, icing sets, flour dredgers, kitchen textiles, oven 
gloves, food cutters, biscuit cutters, storage tins, food storage tins, cake storage tins, spatulas, paper plates, cups, paper 
cups, plastic cups, plastic tableware, dispensers for serviettes, picnicware, picnicware of melamine, textiles and textile 
goods, table covers, towels, kitchen textiles, tea towels, bunting, cloth bunting, fabric bunting, serviettes of textile, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, aprons, cooking aprons, hats, chefs' hats, coffee, tea, flavoured teas, cocoa, sugar, rice, 
tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, 
treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, bakery products, bakery goods, 
preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, cakes, pastries, pies, cupcakes, biscuits, brownies, 
cookies, desserts, bakery desserts, bread, bread rolls, buns, chocolate, chocolate-based drinks, hot chocolate, 
confectionery, ice-cream, frozen yoghurt, ice cream desserts, ice desserts, prepared desserts [chocolate based], prepared 
desserts [confectionery], prepared desserts [pastries], cake toppers, sprinkles for food and cakes, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, toppings for food and cakes, being 
dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations cake sparkles, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, cake mixes, chilled cake mixes, icing, 
prepared icing, baked goods, baked goods in the nature of buns, cake bars, flapjacks and sauces; the bringing together, 
for the benefit of others, of a variety of food colourings, colouring agents, preparations for colouring food, candles and 
wicks for lighting, candles, cake decoration candles, electric mixers, electric blenders, electric beaters, electric mixers, 
blenders and/or beaters, for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, electric knives, electric kitchen knives, hand tools and 
implements (hand-operated), cutlery, knives, spatulas, cutlery made of melamine, piping sets, icing sets, disposable 
tableware of plastic, disposable cutlery of plastic, weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, weighing scales, 
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weighing scales for the kitchen, electric weighing scales, instruments for weighing, timers, kitchen timers, electronic 
timers, thermometers, thermometers for cooking, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooling, refrigerating, 
cooking utensils, electric cooking utensils, baking ovens, cupcake makers, bread makers, home bread makers, paper, 
cardboard and goods made from these materials, printed matter, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, books, 
cookbooks, recipe books, address books, notebooks, paper bags, greaseproof paper, menus, adhesive stickers, printed 
stickers, stickers, packaging boxes, bags, containers and materials of paper, card, cardboard or plastic for use with food 
and drink items, cards, greeting cards, gift cards, notelets, partworks, magazines published over time to make a 
completed set, printworks, cake cases, food cases, paper bunting, bunting, place cards, stencils, stencils for food, 
serviettes, paper serviettes, paper cake decorations, cake decorations, book stands, plastic cake decorations, household 
or kitchen utensils and containers, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, bakeware, cookware, tableware, baking 
accessories, chinaware, ceramics, cake stands, cardboard cake stands, non-electric mixers for use in the kitchen and/or 
in cookery, non-electric blenders for use in the kitchen and/or in cookery, non-electric beaters for use in the kitchen 
and/or in cookery, pie holders, cake baking set, cake cases, piping sets, icing sets, flour dredgers, kitchen textiles, oven 
gloves, food cutters, biscuit cutters, storage tins, food storage tins, cake storage tins, spatulas, paper plates, cups, paper 
cups, plastic cups, plastic tableware, dispensers for serviettes, picnicware, picnicware of melamine, textiles and textile 
goods, table covers, towels, kitchen textiles, tea towels, bunting, cloth bunting, fabric bunting, serviettes of textile, 
clothing, footwear, headgear, aprons, cooking aprons, hats, chefs' hats, coffee, tea, flavoured teas, cocoa, sugar, rice, 
tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices, honey, 
treacle, yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice, bakery products, bakery goods, 
preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, cakes, pastries, pies, cupcakes, biscuits, brownies, 
cookies, desserts, bakery desserts, bread, bread rolls, buns, chocolate, chocolate-based drinks, hot chocolate, 
confectionery, ice-cream, frozen yoghurt, ice cream desserts, ice desserts, prepared desserts [chocolate based], prepared 
desserts [confectionery], prepared desserts [pastries], cake toppers, sprinkles for food and cakes, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, toppings for food and cakes, being 
dessert toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations cake sparkles, being dessert 
toppings, sugar strands/shapes, candy pieces, and other edible cake decorations, cake mixes, chilled cake mixes, icing, 
prepared icing, baked goods, baked goods in the nature of buns, cake bars, flapjacks and sauces, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods from an internet website specialising in the same, or by mail order, or by 
means of telecommunications; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of bakery products and 
beverages, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; retail bakery services in the nature of the 
sale of bakery products and beverages; retail services connected with the sale of bakery products and beverages; 
consultancy, advisory, and information services for or in relation to any or all of the aforesaid services in this class.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; catering services; restaurant services; self-
service restaurants; cafeteria services; cafes; self-service cafeterias; bar services; snack-bar services; consultancy 
services relating to baking techniques; providing food and drink in bakery shop; consultancy, advisory and information 
services for or in relation to any or all of the aforesaid services in this class.
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Priority claimed from 12/05/2017; Application No. : 016709933 ;European Union 

3615112    08/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361046]
LAVOLAILLE
102 avenue des Champs Elysées F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;After-shave lotions; balms other than for medical purposes; bath salts not for medical purposes; bath preparations, 
not medicated; beauty masks; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; cosmetics; cosmetic kits; cosmetic 
dyes; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cotton 
sticks for cosmetic purposes; dentifrices; personal deodorants; deodorant soap; depilatory preparations; dry shampoos; 
eau de cologne; essential oils; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; hair lotions; hair dyes; hair spray; hair conditioners; 
henna for cosmetic purposes; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; incense; lip glosses; lipsticks; lipstick cases; 
lotions for cosmetic purposes; make-up; make-up preparations; make-up powder; make-up removing preparations; 
mascara; massage gels other than for medical purposes; mouthwashes not for medical purposes; mustache wax; nail 
varnish; nail care preparations; nail art stickers; nail varnish removers; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and 
scents; perfumery; perfumes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; scented water; shampoos; shaving soap; shaving 
preparations; soap; sun-tanning preparations (cosmetics); sunscreen preparations; tissues impregnated with cosmetic 
lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; toilet water; varnish-removing preparations.

Cl.14;Bracelets (jewelry); boxes of precious metal; brooches (jewelry); chains (jewelry); clasps for jewelry; clocks; 
coins; cuff links; earrings; figurines (statuettes) of precious metal; hat jewelry; jewelry charms; jewelry; jewelry boxes; 
jewelry rolls; metal key chains; charms for key chains; medals; necklaces (jewelry); pearls (jewelry); pins (jewelry); 
presentation boxes for jewelry; presentation boxes for watches; semi-precious stones; rings [jewelry]; ornaments (shoe -) 
of precious metal; shoe ornaments of precious metal; stopwatches; tie clips; tie pins; watch bands; watch chains; 
watches; wristwatches.

Cl.20;Armchairs; baskets not of metal; bedding except linen; beds; benches (furniture); bookcases; bottle racks; 
chairs; chests of drawers; cradles; coatstands; console tables; counters (tables); cupboards; cushions; deck chairs; 
desks; display stands; divans; doors for furniture; filing cabinets; furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture 
shelves; jewelry organizer displays; library shelves; lockers; magazine racks; meat safes; mirror tiles; mirrors (looking 
glasses); moses baskets; office furniture; plate racks; seats; shelving units; sideboards; screens (furniture); showcases 
(furniture); sofas; tables; table tops; tables of metal; tea trolleys; trays not of metal; wardrobes; writing desks.

Cl.25;Boots; boxer shorts; brassieres; caps (headwear); coats; combinations (clothing); corsets [underclothing]; 
dresses; footwear; furs (clothing); half-boots; hats; headbands (clothing); headgear for wear; jackets (clothing); jerseys 
(clothing); panties; leggings (trousers); neckties; parkas; pyjamas; sashes for wear; scarves; shirts; shoes; short-sleeve 
shirts; skirts; socks; sport shoes; stockings; suits; sweaters; bodies (underclothing); tee-shirts; ties; tights; trousers; 
underpants; underwear; waterproof clothing; all the aforesaid goods not of leather or imitation of leather.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2016; Application No. : 4323404 ;France 

3615326    08/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360915]
Parfums Christian Dior
33 Avenue Hoche F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery especially perfumes, toilet water, eau-de-cologne; make-up products; cosmetic products, cosmetic 
products for face and body care; deodorants for personal use; perfumed body, bath and shower gels, milks; soaps.

Cl.4;Candles, perfumed candles.
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Priority claimed from 11/07/2016; Application No. : UK00003173991 ;United Kingdom 

3615802    11/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360565]
Markit Group Limited
4th Floor, Ropemaker Place, 25 Ropemaker Street London EC2Y 9LY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer software for use in 
database management and compiling, monitoring, and updating information and data; downloadable computer software 
for use in database management and compiling, monitoring, and updating information and data; downloadable electronic 
newsletters in the fields of environmental compliance, energy, natural resources, supply chain management, product 
design, defense, security, public safety, economic forecasting and analysis, aerospace, automotive, agriculture, 
construction, consumer goods, retail markets, electronics, telecommunications, finance and banking, financial 
management, government affairs, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, mining, utilities, shipping, transportation, chemicals, and 
commodities; computer software and applications for use in processing financial and banking information and data; 
computer software (including software downloadable from the Internet) and mobile applications; electronic publications; 
computer hardware and firmware; data processing equipment; computer programming apparatus; application 
programming apparatus; checking [supervision] apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; calculating machines; data processing 
equipment and computers; and computer software development tools; computer hardware for database management; 
apparatus for searching electronic information from a global computer network or the Internet; parts and fittings for all 
the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed materials in the fields of environmental compliance, energy, natural resources, supply chain 
management, product design, defense, security, public safety, economic forecasting and analysis, aerospace, 
automotive, agriculture, construction, consumer goods, retail markets, electronics, telecommunications, finance and 
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banking, financial management, government affairs, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, mining, utilities, shipping, 
transportation, chemicals, and commodities.

Cl.35;Business consulting and information services; business advisory services, consultancy and information; 
business research; market research and business analyses; market research studies; business investigations; 
commercial information; economic forecasting; business statistical information services; database management services 
for business; data collection, compilation, handling, management; data processing and verification; data retrieval; 
dissemination of business and commercial information; dissemination of data relating to business; information, 
consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services; software subscription services.

Cl.36;Collection, collation, pooling and processing of financial information and data; financial information and 
computerized financial data services; information and data relating to credit pricing, to credit market pricing, to financial 
instrument price discrepancy, to price discrepancy, to individual and sector credit curve construction, to credit curves; 
information and data relating to financial instrument prices, to price comparisons of financial instruments, to collateral 
valuation; information and data for use in relation to risk management and trading, to credit risk management and trading, 
to price comparison of financial instruments and to credit risk models; financial information and data relating to 
regulatory and economic capital modelling and management; financial and banking information and data services; 
providing information and analysis regarding financial markets, fiscal assessments and stock exchange quotations; 
providing financial information via the Internet in the field of syndicated loans; providing financial information in the field 
of syndicated loans and trading of syndicated loans from an on-line computer database; all the aforesaid services 
provided from a global computer network on the Internet; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to the 
aforesaid services; financial and banking services; real estate affairs; facilitating, processing and completing transactions 
for and trades of syndicated loans.

Cl.38;Communication of information by electronic means; providing user access to a global computer network; 
provision of access to electronic messaging systems; communication facilities for the interchange of data by electronic 
means; provision of electronic data exchange and file transfer services; electronic transmission of data, images and 
messages; providing access time to computer data files (i.e. on the Internet) and other computerized sources of 
information; leasing access to computer databases; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting business conferences; online publication of electronic newsletters in the fields of 
environmental compliance, energy, natural resources, supply chain management, product design, defense, security, 
public safety, economic forecasting and analysis, aerospace, automotive, agriculture, construction, consumer goods, 
retail markets, electronics, telecommunications, finance and banking, financial management, government affairs, 
healthcare, pharmaceuticals, mining, utilities, shipping, transportation, chemicals, and commodities; arranging and 
conducting business seminars in the fields of environmental compliance, energy, natural resources, supply chain 
management, product design, defense, security, public safety, economic forecasting and analysis, aerospace, 
automotive, agriculture, construction, consumer goods, retail markets, electronics, telecommunications, finance and 
banking, financial management, government affairs, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, mining, utilities, shipping, 
transportation, chemicals, and commodities; publication of printed matter, namely, reports, newsletters, and books; 
publishing of electronic publications and books; news reporting services in the field of financial and banking news; news 
reporting services; editing and final editing of texts for websites and online publications, other than publicity texts; 
information, consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web site for use in database 
management and compiling, monitoring, and updating information and data in the fields of environmental compliance, 
energy, natural resources, supply chain management, product design, defense, security, public safety, economic 
forecasting and analysis, aerospace, automotive, agriculture, construction, consumer goods, retail markets, electronics, 
telecommunications, finance and banking, financial management, government affairs, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, 
mining, utilities, shipping, transportation, chemicals, and commodities; consultations and research in the fields of 
environmental compliance, energy, natural resources, supply chain management, product design, defense, security, 
public safety, economic forecasting and analysis, aerospace, automotive, agriculture, construction, consumer goods, 
retail markets, electronics, telecommunications, finance and banking, financial management, government affairs, 
healthcare, pharmaceuticals, mining, utilities, shipping, transportation, chemicals, and commodities; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in database management and compiling, monitoring, and updating 
information and data in the fields of environmental compliance, energy, natural resources, supply chain management, 
product design, defense, security, public safety, economic forecasting and analysis, aerospace, automotive, agriculture, 
construction, consumer goods, retail markets, electronics, telecommunications, finance and banking, financial 
management, government affairs, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, mining, utilities, shipping, transportation, chemicals, and 
commodities; consultancy regarding automation of business and financial systems; computer programming; web 
hosting; designing Internet sites, as well as parts of Internet sites; designing financial Internet applications; graphic 
design, also in connection with Internet sites; computer automation services in connection with the provision of on-line 
information; technical consultancy in the field of digital media; technical consultancy in the field of technical 
presentation; updating, maintaining, managing and further developing of computer programs and websites; computer 
programming; computer rental; computer software design; updating of computer software; rental of computer software; 
technical data analysis; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 16/06/2016; Application No. : 87074177 ;United States of America 

3620943    13/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361398]
Cognizant Technology Solutions U.S. Corporation
500 Frank W. Burr Boulevard Teaneck NJ 07666 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Providing a website featuring a blog in the field of information technology (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.42;Technical consulting services in the fields of cloud computing solutions, and evaluation and implementation of 
Internet technology and services; information technology consulting services featuring the enterprise integration of 
social, interactive, mobility, content management, portal, analytics and Internet security tools; product development and 
engineering services for others.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2016; Application No. : 4311280 ;France 

3620987    07/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361574]
QUIPMENT, Société par actions simplifiée
132 Rue André Bisiaux, F-54320 MAXEVILLE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments.

Cl.35;Inventory management services; retail and wholesale services in relation to medical and laboratory apparatus 
and instruments; retail and wholesale services in relation to medical and laboratory accessories and equipment; 
compilation and systemization of data into computer databases for others; processing administrative data on behalf of 
others.

Cl.39;Transportation and storage of laboratory and medical apparatus, instruments and equipment; logistics services 
relating to the transportation of medical and laboratory apparatus, instruments, and equipment; information relating to 
storage of laboratory and medical apparatus, instruments and equipment; location and tracing by means of the electronic 
tracking of laboratory and medical apparatus, instruments and equipment during the transportation or storage thereof; 
shipping services [transportation of goods] of laboratory and medical apparatus, instruments and equipment.

Cl.41;Training in the use of medical equipment; training in computer and Internet tools for the management and 
operation of medical equipment.

Cl.44;Rental of medical machines, apparatus and instruments; provision of information relating to the rental of medical 
apparatus; rental of medical equipment for clinical trials; remote medical assistance; rental of centrifuges for medical 
purposes, apparatus for ECG monitoring, infusion apparatus, microscopes, diagnostic ultrasound systems, oximeters, 
multi-parameter monitors in the field of health, defibrillators, freezers for medical purposes; rental of laboratory 
equipment for medical use; providing information relating to the rental of equipment for medical laboratory use.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2016; Application No. : 22326421 ;China 

3621343    01/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362449]
CHINA CENTRAL TELEVISION
No.11, Fuxing Road Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer software for processing 
image, graphics and word; computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photos; computer software 
for music composition; compact disc; animated cartoons.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; posters; books; periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; newsletters; 
newspapers; picture poster; photographs [printed].

Cl.35;Advertising; television advertising; production of advertising films; publication of publicity texts; advertising 
design; promotion movie series for others; market investigations based on computer database; consultancy and advisory 
services for business strategy; business management planning; business management of performing artists; word 
processing.

Cl.36;Capital investment; lease-purchase financing; investment of funds; rental of real estate; real estate agency 
services; real estate management; rental of offices [real estate]; apartment house management; rental of apartments; 
commercial housing sales.

Cl.38;Pay-per-view television programmes broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; news 
agency services; internet broadcasting services; message sending; providing online forums; providing access to 
databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global 
computer networks; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Production of radio and television programmes; television entertainment; production of shows; news reporters 
services; writing of texts; photographic reporting; production of music; entertainer services; performance for live comedy 
programmes; entertainment information; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of books; providing 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publish video tape; organization of competitions [education or 
entertainment]; organization of shows [impresario services]; instruction services.

Cl.42;Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer software design; maintenance of 
computer software; installation of computer software; providing search engines for the internet; information technology 
[IT] consultancy; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of new products for others; 
telecommunications technology consultancy; dress designing; construction planning and design for entertainment 
venue.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2016; Application No. : 22326750 ;China 

3621344    01/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362448]
CHINA CENTRAL TELEVISION
No.11, Fuxing Road Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer software for processing 
image, graphics and word; computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photos; computer software 
for music composition; compact disc; animated cartoons.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; posters; books; periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; newsletters; 
newspapers; picture poster; photographs [printed].

Cl.35;Advertising; television advertising; production of advertising films; publication of publicity texts; advertising 
design; promotion movie series for others; market investigations based on computer database; consultancy and advisory 
services for business strategy; business management planning; business management of performing artists; word 
processing.

Cl.36;Capital investment; lease-purchase financing; investment of funds; rental of real estate; real estate agency 
services; real estate management; rental of offices [real estate]; apartment house management; rental of apartments; 
commercial housing sales.

Cl.38;Pay-per-view television programmes broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; news 
agency services; internet broadcasting services; message sending; providing online forums; providing access to 
databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global 
computer networks; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Production of radio and television programmes; television entertainment; production of shows; news reporters 
services; writing of texts; photographic reporting; production of music; entertainer services; performance for live comedy 
programmes; entertainment information; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of books; providing 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publish video tape; organization of competitions [education or 
entertainment]; organization of shows [impresario services]; instruction services.

Cl.42;Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer software design; maintenance of 
computer software; installation of computer software; providing search engines for the internet; information technology 
[IT] consultancy; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of new products for others; 
telecommunications technology consultancy; dress designing; construction planning and design for entertainment 
venue.
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Priority claimed from 20/04/2017; Application No. : 1352446 ;Benelux 

3621366    02/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361213]
LUVANIS S.A.
4, rue Dicks L-1417 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); paper and cardboard; stationery; diaries (planners); notebooks; notebooks; 
writing paper; engravings; business cards; stamping and writing instruments; packaging, wrapping and storage bags and 
articles of paper, cardboard or plastic.

Cl.18;Trunks; luggage; suitcases; bags; handbags; wallets; purses (coin purses); card holders; leather and imitations 
of leather; moleskin (imitation leather).
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 007 723 ;Germany 

3621377    14/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1362030]
Evonik Degussa GmbH
Rellinghauser Straße 1-11 45128 Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; amino 
acids, peptides and proteins for industrial purposes; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations, 
and natural elements (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); 
filtering media of chemical and non-chemical substances included in the class; chemical preparations and materials for 
film, photography and printing; salts for industrial purposes; starches for use in manufacturing and industry; detergents 
for use in manufacture and industry; puttiesx, and fillers and pastes for use in industry; unprocessed artificial resins, 
unprocessed plastics; unprocessed and synthetic resins; fertilisers, and chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; medical and veterinary preparations and articles; chemical 
preparations for medical, pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes; amino acids, peptides and proteins for medical and 
veterinary purposes; steroids; biological preparations for medical and veterinary purposes; ferments for pharmaceutical 
purposes; yeast or starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; enzymes and enzyme preparations for medical and 
veterinary purposes; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary purposes; bacteriological preparations for medical 
and veterinary purposes; cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; nutritive substances for 
microorganisms; bouillons for bacteriological cultures; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; sanitary preparations 
and articles; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; dietetic preparations and dietary 
supplements; nutritional supplements for humans; dietary supplements for animals; fodder additives for medical 
purposes (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); fodder 
additives for medical purposes in form of amino acids, peptides and proteins and mixtures thereof (terms considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); dietetic preparations and nutritional 
supplements; dietetic substances for medical purposes; disinfectants; dental preparations and articles; preparations for 
destroying vermin; pest control preparations and articles; fungicides; herbicides.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products as well as products for aquaculture; live animals, organisms for 
breeding; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; bedding and litter for animals; animal feed preparations; nutrients 
[foodstuffs] for fish and aquacultures; yeast for animal consumption.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2016; Application No. : 22324085 ;China 

3621378    01/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362107]
CHINA CENTRAL TELEVISION
No.11, Fuxing Road Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer software for processing 
image, graphics and word; computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photos; computer software 
for music composition; compact disc; animated cartoons.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; posters; books; periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; newsletters; 
newspapers; picture poster; photographs [printed].

Cl.35;Advertising; television advertising; production of advertising films; publication of publicity texts; advertising 
design; promotion movie series for others; market investigations based on computer database; consultancy and advisory 
services for business strategy; business management planning; business management of performing artists; word 
processing.

Cl.36;Capital investment; lease-purchase financing; investment of funds; rental of real estate; real estate agency 
services; real estate management; rental of offices [real estate]; apartment house management; rental of apartments; 
commercial housing sales.

Cl.38;Pay-per-view television programmes broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; news 
agency services; internet broadcasting services; message sending; providing online forums; providing access to 
databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global 
computer networks; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Production of radio and television programmes; television entertainment; production of shows; news reporters 
services; writing of texts; photographic reporting; production of music; entertainer services; performance for live comedy 
programmes; entertainment information; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of books; providing 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publish video tape; organization of competitions [education or 
entertainment]; organization of shows [impresario services]; instruction services.

Cl.42;Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer software design; maintenance of 
computer software; installation of computer software; providing search engines for the internet; information technology 
[IT] consultancy; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of new products for others; 
telecommunications technology consultancy; dress designing; construction planning and design for entertainment 
venue.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2016; Application No. : 22326964 ;China 

3621392    01/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362447]
CHINA CENTRAL TELEVISION
No.11, Fuxing Road Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer software for processing 
image, graphics and word; computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photos; computer software 
for music composition; compact disc; animated cartoons.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; posters; books; periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; newsletters; 
newspapers; picture poster; photographs [printed].

Cl.35;Advertising; television advertising; production of advertising films; publication of publicity texts; advertising 
design; promotion movie series for others; market investigations based on computer database; consultancy and advisory 
services for business strategy; business management planning; business management of performing artists; word 
processing.

Cl.36;Capital investment; lease-purchase financing; investment of funds; rental of real estate; real estate agency 
services; real estate management; rental of offices [real estate]; apartment house management; rental of apartments; 
commercial housing sales.

Cl.38;Pay-per-view television programmes broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; news 
agency services; internet broadcasting services; message sending; providing online forums; providing access to 
databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global 
computer networks; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Production of radio and television programmes; television entertainment; production of shows; news reporters 
services; writing of texts; photographic reporting; production of music; entertainer services; performance for live comedy 
programmes; entertainment information; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of books; providing 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publish video tape; organization of competitions [education or 
entertainment]; organization of shows [impresario services]; instruction services.

Cl.42;Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer software design; maintenance of 
computer software; installation of computer software; providing search engines for the internet; information technology 
[IT] consultancy; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of new products for others; 
telecommunications technology consultancy; dress designing; construction planning and design for entertainment 
venue.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2016; Application No. : 22327532 ;China 

3621397    01/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362446]
CHINA CENTRAL TELEVISION
No.11, Fuxing Road Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer software for processing 
image, graphics and word; computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photos; computer software 
for music composition; compact disc; animated cartoons.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; posters; books; periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; newsletters; 
newspapers; picture poster; photographs [printed].

Cl.35;Advertising; television advertising; production of advertising films; publication of publicity texts; advertising 
design; promotion movie series for others; market investigations based on computer database; consultancy and advisory 
services for business strategy; business management planning; business management of performing artists; word 
processing.

Cl.36;Capital investment; lease-purchase financing; investment of funds; rental of real estate; real estate agency 
services; real estate management; rental of offices [real estate]; apartment house management; rental of apartments; 
commercial housing sales.

Cl.38;Pay-per-view television programmes broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; news 
agency services; internet broadcasting services; message sending; providing online forums; providing access to 
databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global 
computer networks; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Production of radio and television programmes; television entertainment; production of shows; news reporters 
services; writing of texts; photographic reporting; production of music; entertainer services; performance for live comedy 
programmes; entertainment information; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of books; providing 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publish video tape; organization of competitions [education or 
entertainment]; organization of shows [impresario services]; instruction services.

Cl.42;Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer software design; maintenance of 
computer software; installation of computer software; providing search engines for the internet; information technology 
[IT] consultancy; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of new products for others; 
telecommunications technology consultancy; dress designing; construction planning and design for entertainment 
venue.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2016; Application No. : 22322150 ;China 

3621400    01/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362450]
CHINA CENTRAL TELEVISION
No.11, Fuxing Road Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs for editing images, sound and video; computer software for processing 
image, graphics and word; computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photos; computer software 
for music composition; compact disc; animated cartoons.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; posters; books; periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; newsletters; 
newspapers; picture poster; photographs [printed].

Cl.35;Advertising; television advertising; production of advertising films; publication of publicity texts; advertising 
design; promotion movie series for others; market investigations based on computer database; consultancy and advisory 
services for business strategy; business management planning; business management of performing artists; word 
processing.

Cl.36;Capital investment; lease-purchase financing; investment of funds; rental of real estate; real estate agency 
services; real estate management; rental of offices [real estate]; apartment house management; rental of apartments; 
commercial housing sales.

Cl.38;Pay-per-view television programmes broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; news 
agency services; internet broadcasting services; message sending; providing online forums; providing access to 
databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global 
computer networks; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Production of radio and television programmes; television entertainment; production of shows; news reporters 
services; writing of texts; photographic reporting; production of music; entertainer services; performance for live comedy 
programmes; entertainment information; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of books; providing 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publish video tape; organization of competitions [education or 
entertainment]; organization of shows [impresario services]; instruction services.

Cl.42;Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer software design; maintenance of 
computer software; installation of computer software; providing search engines for the internet; information technology 
[IT] consultancy; design and development of multimedia products; research and development of new products for others; 
telecommunications technology consultancy; dress designing; construction planning and design for entertainment 
venue.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2016; Application No. : 302016000014456 ;Italy 

3621402    29/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1362149]
ENEL S.p.A.
Viale Regina Margherita, 137 I-00198 Roma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels and illuminants; fossil fuels; gaseous fuel; liquid fuels; mineral fuel; lighting fuel; fuels for heating purposes; 
manufactured solid fuels; electrical energy; electrical energy from wind power; electrical energy from solar power; 
electrical energy from non-renewable sources; electrical energy from renewable sources; fuel gas; fuel oil.

Cl.7;Electric alternators for machines; electronic starters for engines; steam boilers [parts of machines]; steam engine 
boilers; electrical generator stations; compressors for air conditioning apparatus; refrigerant compressors for cooling 
installations; refrigerant compressors for heating installations; generators of electricity; portable electric power 
generators; electric generators; electric generators using solar cells; mobile electric power generators; generators for 
wind turbines; machines and installations for waste treatment, exploitation, processing and recycling; emergency power 
generators; installations for the production of electrical energy; hydroelectric installations for the production of electricity 
(hydroelectric plant); electric garbage disposal machines; machines for generating electricity; electric motors; engines for 
the generation of electricity; shovels, mechanical; electric pumps; hydraulic pumps; gas turbines not for land vehicles; 
wind turbines; hydraulic turbines; turbines for power generation.

Cl.9;Electric storage batteries; electric batteries for vehicles; electrical adapters; power adapters; housings for electrical
apparatus; electric power analyzers; apparatus for analysing gases; voltage testers; electric control apparatus; electric 
power controllers; boiler control instruments; electricity storage apparatus; electricity measuring instruments; thermal 
energy measuring apparatus; remote monitoring apparatus; safety monitoring apparatus [electric]; fiber optic 
telecommunications apparatus; open-wire transmission apparatus; photovoltaic apparatus and installations for 
generating solar electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for 
transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating 
electricity; data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical); electrical remote control apparatus; 
regulating apparatus, electric; measuring devices, electric; monitoring apparatus, electric; photovoltaic apparatus for 
converting solar radiation to electrical energy; computer apparatus for remote meter reading; electricity mains apparatus; 
remote entry point control apparatus; fuel consumption measuring apparatus; chargers for electric batteries; gas 
detecting apparatus; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; computer networking and data communications 
equipment; meter testing apparatus; communications equipment; control installations (electric -); computer software 
applications, downloadable; electric batteries; batteries for electric vehicles; rechargeable batteries; solar batteries; 
electrical power distribution blocks; electric battery chargers; solar battery chargers; encoded loyalty cards; smart cards; 
branch boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; switchboxes [electricity]; fiber optic cables; audio cable; 
coaxial cables; electric cables and wires; ethernet cables; optical cables; communications cables; telecommunications 
cables; calibrated photovoltaic reference cells; electric cells; solar cells for electricity generation; photovoltaic cells; 
electrical circuits; electric couplings; collectors, electric; solar energy collectors for electricity generation; electric and 
electronic components; electric condensers; ducts [electricity]; electric conductors; meters; water meters; gasometers; 
heating meters; frequency meters; electronic meters; converters, electric; electric switch plates; electric diodes; 
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multifunctional remote controls; electric current control devices; electrical controllers; igniting apparatus, electric, for 
igniting at a distance; power distributors [electrical]; electrical distributors; nonlinear optical fibers; polarization-
maintaining optical fibers; light conducting filaments [optical fibers [fibres]]; electric wires; fuses; electrical splices; 
electrical switch assemblies; sheaths for optical fiber cable; switchgear [electric]; electricity measuring instruments; 
electric loss indicators; armatures [electricity]; inductors [electricity]; photovoltaic installations for generating electricity 
[photovoltaic power plants]; electric circuit closers; photovoltaic inverters; inverters [electricity]; voltage regulators; 
limiters [electricity]; instruction manuals in electronic format; voltmeters; photovoltaic solar modules; computer software 
packages; switch panels [electric]; control panels [electricity]; control panels for electricity connection; solar panels for 
the production of electricity; electrical sockets; electrical power extension cords; downloadable electronic publications in 
the nature of magazines; contact boards (electric -); electrical control boards; connection boards [electric]; electric 
control panels; distribution boards [electricity]; electric reactors; voltage regulators for electric power; resistances, 
electric; ballasts for electrical lighting fittings; fiber optic receptors; combustion gas detectors; voltage detectors; 
detectors for electric meters; distance sensors; gas sensors; electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; software; 
application software for mobile phones; computer software for use in remote meter monitoring; software for tablet 
computers; electrical plugs; voltage stabilizers; terminals [electricity]; electric thermostats; electric timers; electric 
voltage transformers; optical transmitters for use with fiber optic cables; thermionic valves; electric power controller 
units; electric power units; electric valves [thermionic]; solar wafers; light-emitting diodes [LED].

Cl.11;Electrical lighting fixtures; regulating and safety accessories for water and gas installations; heat accumulators; 
lighting apparatus for vehicles; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; cooling appliances and 
installations; electric heating apparatus; air conditioning installations; burners, boilers and heaters; boilers; gas boilers; 
boilers, other than parts of machines; domestic boilers; electric boilers; industrial boilers; electric candles; window-
mounting air-conditioners [for industrial purposes]; air conditioning apparatus; electric heating apparatus; fuel 
economisers; evaporators for air conditioners; air filters for air conditioning units; filters for air conditioning; waste 
disposal furnaces; fans [air-conditioning]; electric lighting installations; hot water heating installations; solar energy 
powered heating installations; heating installations; nuclear installations; waste disposal incinerators; chandeliers; solar 
powered lamps; light bulbs; electric light bulbs; LED light bulbs; electric lamps; solar thermal collectors [heating]; heat 
pumps; heat pumps for energy processing; sockets for electric lights; radiators, electric; nuclear reactors; heaters for 
baths; water heaters; stoves [heating apparatus]; solar powered torches; pocket searchlights; discharge tubes, electric, 
for lighting; lamp chimneys; valves for air conditioners; electric fans; aeolian ventilating fans for industrial use; fans for 
air conditioning apparatus.

Cl.35;Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; cost price analysis; business 
management assistance; industrial management consultation including cost/yield analyses; business management; 
providing business information via a web site; business information; commercial information and advice for consumers 
[consumer advice shop]; clerical services; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; negotiation 
and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; arranging of contracts, for others, for the providing of 
services; bidding quotation; business administration; assistance and consultancy services in the field of business 
management of companies in the energy sector; business consulting; advisory services for business management; 
commercial intermediation services; systemization of information into computer databases.

Cl.37;Application of sheathing to electric cables; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; construction of 
power plants; construction of wind power plants; construction of nuclear power plants; construction of structures for the 
storage of natural gas; construction of structures for the transportation of natural gas; construction of structures for the 
production of natural gas; construction of nuclear reactors; extraction of gas; extraction of oil; providing information 
relating to the repair or maintenance of power generators; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of 
consumer electrical appliances; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of nuclear power plants; installation of reactive power 
compensation apparatus; installation of boilers; installation of cables for internet access; installation of photovoltaic cells 
and modules; installation of gas and water pipelines; installation of electrical energy generators; installation of hardware 
and cables for internet access; installation of electric light and power systems; installation of solar heating systems; 
installation of power units; installation of solar powered systems; installation of pipe systems for conducting of gases; 
installation and maintenance of photovoltaic installations; installation and maintenance of solar thermal installations; 
pipeline construction and maintenance; electric appliance installation and repair; air conditioning apparatus installation 
and repair; plumbing and gas and water installation; maintenance of consumer electric appliances; maintenance of power 
generating apparatus and installations; maintenance of telecommunications apparatus; maintenance and repair of data 
communications networks; maintenance and repair of communications systems; maintenance and repair of instruments; 
maintenance and repair of gas turbines; maintenance, servicing and repair of power generating apparatus and 
installations; maintenance, repair and reconditioning of photovoltaic apparatus and installations; laying of cables; laying 
of land cables; laying of sea cables; laying and burial of cable; renovation of electrical wiring; renovation, repair and 
maintenance of electrical wiring; repair of power generating apparatus and installations; repair of electrical equipment 
and electrotechnical installations; repair of gas supply systems; repair of energy production plants and machines; repair 
of industrial waste treatment machines; repair of telecommunication machines and apparatus; emergency servicing of 
apparatus for supplying electricity; emergency servicing of gas supply apparatus; maintenance and repair of air 
conditioning apparatus; maintenance and repair of wind power plants; maintenance and repair of electricity generators; 
maintenance and repair of energy generating installations; maintenance and repair of gas and electricity installations; 
maintenance and repair of telecommunications networks, apparatus, and instruments; maintenance and repair of electric 
vehicles; repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; repair or maintenance of consumer electric appliances; 
repair or maintenance of boilers; repair or maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of gas water heaters; repair of power 
lines; electrical wiring services; advisory services relating to the installation of power plants; submarine cable jointing 
services; electrical installation services; recharging services for electric vehicles; repair services for electric generators 
and wind turbines; natural gas refuelling service for motor vehicles; waste removal [cleaning]; dismantling of power lines.

Cl.39;Storage of electricity; transmission of oil or gas through pipelines; storage of gaseous fuels; electricity 
distribution via cables; distribution of energy for heating and cooling buildings; gas supplying [distribution]; electricity 
supply and distribution; providing information relating to the distribution of electricity; gas storage; leasing the use of 
power lines to third parties for the transmission of electricity; garbage storage and transport services, waste collection 
and transport services; consultancy services relating to the distribution of electricity; gas storage services; distribution of
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gas; information and advisory services in relation to the distribution of energy; automobile vehicle renting services; 
clearance [removal and transportation] of waste; storage of energy and fuels; storage of liquefied natural gas on ships; 
supply of electricity; tariff information and advisory services; rental of refrigerating apparatus.

Cl.40;Consultancy relating to the recycling of waste and trash; consultancy relating to the destruction of waste and 
trash; consultancy relating to the incineration of waste and trash; destruction of trash; filtration of gases; providing 
information relating to the recycling of waste; electricity generating; incineration of gases; leasing of electricity 
generators; leasing of energy generating equipment; rental of air conditioning apparatus; rental of power-generating 
equipment; rental of batteries; rental of boilers; rental of current generators; rental of electrical energy generators; rental 
of electricity generators; rental of heating installations; rental of electrical transformers; generation of electricity from 
wind energy; energy production; production of electrical power from renewable sources; production of hydroelectric 
power; production of energy by power plants; production of energy by nuclear power plants; generation of gas and 
electricity; purification of gases; refining of gas; recovery of hydrocarbons from gas; recycling of insulating gases from 
refrigerators; recycling and waste treatment; gas compression services; consultancy services relating to the generation 
of electrical power; refining of gas; gas processing services, including the processing of natural gas and the production 
of liquefied natural gas; gas well treatment.
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Priority claimed from 06/09/2016; Application No. : 302016026083.8/01 ;Germany 

3621409    24/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362480]
Allnex IP Sarl
76, Grand-Rue L-1660 LUXEMBOURG

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed synthetic resins; unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fire-extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning materials; adhesives (adhesive materials) 
for use in industry; chemical additives for use in the manufacture of lacquers; unsaturated polyester resins for use in the 
production of lacquers and shaped objects; emulsifiers for resins; hardening agents for resins; unprocessed 
thermoplastic resins; resins which can be hardened by ultraviolet rays; chemical additives for resins; unprocessed 
radiation-hardened synthetic resins; chemical compounds for manufacture of artificial resins; filling materials made of 
synthetic resin (industrial chemicals).

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; dyestuffs; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metal foil for painters, decorators, printers and artists; water lacquers; enameled lacquers; coating pastes 
(paints); binders for varnishes; synthetic resin paints; resinous coatings (paints); resins (coatings) for coating purposes; 
resins (coatings) for pigmentation.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2016; Application No. : 016087091 ;European Union 

3621412    06/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362102]
NAPA OY
Tammasaarenkatu 3 FI-00180 HELSINKI Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software and software systems; software and applications for mobile devices; recorded computer software; 
downloadable software; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in relation to computer software.

Cl.37;Providing information and consultation in the field of shipbuilding.

Cl.39;Providing information and consultation in the field of ship loading and transporting by sea.

Cl.41;Provision of instruction relating to computer programming; provision of instruction relating to data processing; 
training services relating to computer systems; training courses relating to computer software; training in the operation 
of computer programs; training services relating to computer-aided design; training services relating to computer-aided 
testing; training services concerned with the use of computer software; training services relating to computer-aided 
engineering design; organisation of seminars and conferences; conducting courses, seminars and workshops; providing 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; hosting services and software as a service and 
rental of software; graphic design; design of graphical user interfaces, design of computer software, computer systems 
and solutions for ship design and ship operation; technical testing of computer systems; technical analysis in the field of 
ship design and ship operation; advice and consultancy in the field of ship design; technical advice and consultancy in 
the field of ship operation; technical advice and consultancy in the field of ship building and fleet management; technical 
advice relating to safety; provision of technical consultancy to the shipping industry.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software; licensing of intellectual property; security consultancy; assessment of security 
risks; providing information and consultation relating to aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2017; Application No. : 87328683 ;United States of America 

3621425    13/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361451]
Veabor LLC
160 Greentree Drive, Suite 101 Dover DE 19904 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software and mobile applications for making reservations and bookings for transportation, travel, 
hotels, resorts, restaurants, temporary accommodations, and lodging.

Cl.39;Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; transportation reservation 
services; airline, car rental, travel tour, and cruise ship reservation services; providing travel information via a website; 
booking of travel tickets.
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Priority claimed from 16/11/2016; Application No. : UK00003197032 ;United Kingdom 

3621470    28/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361621]
Intertek Group Plc
33 Cavendish Square LONDON W1G 0PS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business services; commercial management services; business administration; commercial administration; 
business inquiries; commercial inquiries; business investigations, commercial investigations; business research; 
commercial research; business information analysis; commercial information analysis; compilation of business 
information and/or data; compilation of commercial information and/or data; business risk management services; supply 
chain management services; compilation of information onto computer databases including information relating to 
product characteristics, safety statistics, injuries, environmental, metocean, geophysical, geotechnical and geohazard 
data and information; provision of business information, commercial information, advice and/or statistics; compilation 
and/or analysis of business statistics; compilation and/or analysis of commercial statistics; compilation and/or analysis 
of product safety statistics; business data analysis services provided by compilation and/or use of statistical models for 
analyzing business information, commercial information and/or safety information; business data analysis services 
provided by compilation and/or use of algorithms for analysing business information, commercial information and/or 
safety information; compilation of import and/or export shipment information; analysis of import and/or export shipment 
information; provision of business and/or commercial reports; provision of financial and/or insurance statistics; 
computerized data verification services; benchmarking services for business management purposes; benchmarking of 
business practices; evaluation of business organization practices in the nature of provision of benchmarking and 
reference information relating to performance, environmental, social welfare, ethical or safety standards for business 
purposes; management of product recalls; business project management services; provision of subscription services to 
computer servers, databases, websites and software resources; any of the aforesaid services provided online from a 
computer database, information network and/or the Internet; compilation of financial information; compilation of 
insurance information; advisory and/or consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Financial services; financial inquiries, financial investigations; insurance services; maritime insurance services in
the nature of marine and cargo risk and liability services; insurance inquiries, insurance investigations; analysis of 
financial information; analysis of insurance information; financial risk management advisory and consultancy services; 
financial analysis of taxation information; advisory services relating to declaration, calculation and/or collection of 
revenue; advisory services relating to declaration, calculation and/or collection or import duty and/or customs revenue; 
analysis of financial and/or insurance information relating to shipment of goods; provision of financial and/or insurance 
reports; financial analysis services related to analysing financial information and/or insurance information by compilation 
and/or use of statistical models; financial analysis services related to analysing financial information and/or insurance 
information by compilation and/or use of algorithms; any of the aforesaid services provided online from a computer 
database, information network and/or the Internet; advisory and/or consultancy services relating to the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair services in respect of oil and gas structures, marine structures, civil structures and 
buildings; maintenance and repair services in respect of oil and gas structures, marine structures, civil structures and 
buildings provided via rope access for working at high elevation; cleaning and painting services; advisory and/or 
consulting services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Providing access to computer servers, databases, websites, content, software resources and portals; leasing or 
renting or providing subscription-based access to content, and portals; advisory and/or consulting services relating to 
the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Training services; training advisory and consultancy services relating to obtaining regulatory or governmental 
qualifications; any of the aforesaid services provided online from a computer database, information network and/or the 
Internet; advisory and/or consulting services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Technical testing services; quality testing services; scientific testing services; environmental testing services; 
technical inspection services; quality inspection services; environmental inspection services; certification services, 
namely the testing, analysis and evaluation of goods and services of others for the purposes of certification; technical 
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evaluation services; quality evaluation services; scientific evaluation services; evaluation of product design or 
development; evaluation services related to application of industrial standards; quantity and quality verification services; 
verification of technical data; industrial analysis services; technical analysis services; scientific analysis services; 
engineering analysis services; technical validation services for product development purposes; validation services, 
namely reviewing and verifying third party quality assertions; non-destructive testing services; technical or scientific 
testing, inspection, certification, evaluation, verification or analysis of goods including materials, consumer products, 
building products, building materials, reinforced concrete structures, engineering components, marine structures, marine 
components, piping, plumbing products, plumbing materials, vehicles, engines, vehicle components, livestock, poultry, 
foods, beverages, medical equipment, medical products, pharmaceuticals; technological, scientific and industrial analysis
and research services, namely testing, inspection, certification, evaluation, verification or analysis services for 
commodities including natural resources, agricultural products and energy commodities; environmental testing, 
inspection, certification, evaluation, verification and analysis; electronic, electrical, physical, chemical, metallurgical, 
mechanical, ultrasonic, radiographic and optical testing, inspection, certification, verification, evaluation and analysis 
services relating to the application of industrial or commercial standards; testing, inspection, certification, verification, 
evaluation and analysis services all for compliance with regulatory, quality, quantity, consistency, performance, ethical or 
safety standards; laser scanning services for mapping and surveying purposes; laser scanning services for the 
production of 3D models of buildings, facilities, industrial plant and ships; quality and safety control testing and 
assessment services; auditing of quality control capability; calibration services; scientific and technological services; 
scientific laboratory services; medical research laboratory services; blood testing services for scientific or industrial 
research purposes; body fluid testing services for scientific or industrial research purposes; forensic science services for 
investigation purposes; industrial analysis services; industrial and scientific research services; medical and 
pharmacological research services; corrosion testing services; technical services for corrosion modelling and 
monitoring; mechanical integrity services; pipeline integrity services; integrity monitoring services; stress testing of 
materials and products; conducting clinical trials and field trials; development of medical products; process and 
formulation development of pharmaceutical, microbiological, medical and veterinary preparations; design and 
development of medical devices; research relating to plant breeding; scientific study protocol development; technological 
or engineering project management services; environmental monitoring and hazard assessments; design services; safety 
design services; premises layout design services; surveying services; engineering services; preparing engineering 
analyses and reports; geological and geotechnical services; testing, inspection, evaluation, verification and analysis of 
business systems, management systems, quality management systems, environmental management systems, 
manufacturing systems, methods and processes, including supply chain management all for compliance with regulatory, 
quality, quantity, consistency, performance, ethical or safety standards; provision of benchmarking and reference 
information relating to performance, environmental, engineering, social welfare or ethical safety or quality standards; 
provision of benchmarking and technical reference information relating to metocean, geophysical, geotechnical or 
geohazard data and information; any of the aforesaid services provided online from a computer database, information 
network and/or the Internet; computer services in the nature of Software as a Service (SaaS), namely hosting computer 
software and software-utilising services for access by, or use by, others; computer services in the nature of Software as a 
Service (SaaS), namely the online (from websites or via the Internet) provision of software resources for use by others; 
leasing of computer software; computer software consultancy, research, advisory, planning and information services; 
computer software design, writing, development, customization, installation, testing, updating, repair and maintenance 
services; information and advisory services relating to computer software and the use and application thereof; product 
benchmarking; advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Litigation support services; expert witness services; document verification services being verification of 
identification labelling and certificates required for trade; security and safety risk assessment services; process safety 
and process hazards analysis related to workplace safety or product design and development; provision of safety 
information and advice; provision of security information and advice; provision of legal information and legal advice 
relating to laws and regulations in the field of quality, safety and performance; legal advice and consultancy relating to 
obtaining regulatory or governmental approvals; auditing of supply chain security practices; inspection of workplaces for 
occupational health and safety purposes; project management services, namely, consultancy services relating to health 
and safety; provision of benchmarking and reference information relating to workplace safety standards or supply chain 
safety standards; container scanning for security purposes; cargo scanning services for security purposes; any of the 
aforesaid services provided online from a computer database, information network and/or the Internet; advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 11/08/2016; Application No. : 1337605 ;Benelux 

3621471    05/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361623]
Getronics Global Services B.V.
Claude Debussylaan 48 B Amsterdam NL-1082 MD

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing equipment, computers; information technology and audiovisual equipment; communications 
equipment; computer networking and data communications equipment; software; application software; application 
software for cloud computing services; computer operating systems; mobile applications; computer software 
applications; data protection backup units; data storage devices.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; computer communication and internet access; access to content, websites and 
portals; provision and rental of telecommunications facilities and equipment; electronic data transfer; technical 
consultancy regarding telecommunications (services), telecommunications apparatus and peripheral devices; data 
communications; wireless communications; provision of information in the field of telecommunications; computer 
communications services; leasing access time to computer databases.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; it services, amongst which information technology 
programming services and information technology consultancy services; software development, programming and 
implementation; computer hardware development and consultancy relating thereto; hosting services and software as a 
service and rental of software; rental of computer hardware and facilities; it consultancy, advisory and information 
services; it security, amongst which information technology programming services and information technology 
consultancy services in the field of security, protection and restoration of software and hardware; data duplication and 
conversion services, data coding services; computer analysis and diagnostics; research, development and 
implementation of computers and systems; computer project management services; data mining; digital watermarking; 
online computer services; technological services relating to computers; computer network services; updating of memory 
banks of computer systems (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – rule 13.2.b) of the Common 
Regulations); data migration services; updating websites for others; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 
it project management; software maintenance and updating; consultancy relating to the design of computer hardware; 
consultancy relating to the design, installation, integration management and maintenance of computer software and local 
and wide area computer networks and global computer networks; design and maintenance of websites and portals and 
consultancy relating thereto; services of ict specialists, computerization, amongst which design, development and 
implementation of computer software and consultancy in the field of office and workplace automation; advice and 
consultancy in relation to computer networking applications; cloud computing; consulting in the field of cloud computing 
networks and applications; providing virtual computer environments through cloud computing; computer and data 
security services and consultancy related thereto; consultancy and information services relating to information 
technology architecture and infrastructure; electronic data storage; helpdesk services for office-computerisation and 
network management.
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Priority claimed from 22/07/2016; Application No. : 015677784 ;European Union 

3621481    28/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361615]
Linde Aktiengesellschaft
Klosterhofstr. 1 80331 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuel gases and gaseous fuels, including liquefied or dissolved, in particular acetylene, hydrocarbon gases, 
propane/butane liquefied gases, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG); fuels and lighting fuels and gases; biofuels and biogas.

Cl.5;Gases and gas mixtures for medical and therapeutic purposes, gaseous medicines, gases for anaesthetic and pain-
relieving purposes for human beings and animals, gases and gas mixtures for healing purposes, for improving the mental 
state and for wellbeing; medical aerosols and aerosol components for human use; disinfectants; fabrics for destroying 
harmful organisms, vermin and insects, fungicides, herbicides, in particular gaseous media or media used with gas for 
protecting crops or stored foodstuffs.

Cl.7;Machines and apparatus for gas separation; apparatus for gas concentration; pumps, liquefied gas pumps, 
compressor units, pressure generating apparatus; vacuum pumps, vacuum or low-pressure generating apparatus; 
electric welding and cutting apparatus, autogenous welding and cutting apparatus, the aforesaid for manual use, burners, 
burner heads and nozzles, and electrodes and transformers therefor; machines and machine tools operating using 
compressed or process gas, and fittings in connection therewith, namely machines for the metal, electronics, chemical, 
food and plastics industries, for the manufacturing and automotive industries, and parts therefor, in particular gas-related 
construction parts and components; machines for processing, crushing and separating metal parts, plastic parts and 
rubber parts; accessories for gas technological machines and machine components (included in this class), in particular 
gas regulating, shut-off, pressure reducing, pressure monitoring devices or valves and combinations thereof for industrial
purposes; expansion machines; condensers (in particular for air), regenerators (in particular for solvents); mechanical 
generators of energy on the basis of excess pressure or waste heat; electric arc or laser-based welding and cutting 
machines, and parts therefor, in particular gas-related components; welding and cutting electrodes, nozzles and other 
consumables for welding and cutting; regeneration installations for energy and materials, composting apparatus; 
dispensing or drawing machines for beverages; mechanical apparatus for the separation of air, mechanical 
apparatus/machines for the production, separation, purification and re-gasification of industrial and natural gases; 
mechanical apparatus for exhaust gas purification, waste separation and waste treatment, included in this class, waste 
separation installations, gas injectors, fermentation installations.

Cl.9;Breathing apparatus, life-saving apparatus and life-saving kits comprising life-saving apparatus with accessories; 
measuring apparatus and pressure regulators for gas cylinders, in particular including for respiratory gas cylinders; valve 
and regulating heads for gas cylinders; safety and protective equipment for the workplace, in particular protective 
clothing, protective helmets, protective masks, solderers' helmets, protective and safety goggles, clothing for protection 
against accidents, irradiation and fire, protective gloves; apparatus and instruments for gas detection and for tracing 
gases in installations or spaces; apparatus for remotely reading measurement values; apparatus for logging and 
evaluating measurement values; fire retarding and extinguishing apparatus; equipment and apparatus for the checking 
(supervision) and regulation of gas and liquid gas quantities, mainly comprising control consoles, display instruments, 
flow meters, flow switches, sensors and, where necessary, alarm sounders, in particular for industrial applications.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam and gas generating, refrigerating, ventilating, and fumigating; gas supply, gas 
procurement, and gas preparation equipment and gas supply installations; gas purifiers, gas generators and apparatus 
for the manufacturing of process gas/gases; apparatus for liquefaction and/or separation of gases and gas mixtures, in 
particular air and hydrocarbon gases by thermodynamic measures and/or cooling; gas withdrawal devices, gas regulating 
apparatus and safety apparatus for preparing an available gas stock for use, mainly consisting of a combination of 
measuring, switching and adjustment components; regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus and gas pipes, in 
particular shut-off valves, non-return valves, security valves of all kinds; burners and burner systems; industrial furnaces 
and heating chambers; thermal reactors for gas conversions; refrigerating and freezing apparatus, in particular for for use 
in industry, freezing tunnel for the food industry; deep-cold keeping and cryogenic technology apparatus, cryostats, 
liquefiers for technological or scientific gases; gas separators, gas scrubbers, adsorbers and adsorber installations, 
membrane gas separators; distillation apparatus and columns, gas condensers; heat exchangers, fluid/gas heaters and 
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coolers; filters, sieves for gases and liquids; waste water purification apparatus and fish water treatment installations, 
water treatment and processing apparatus; fittings, taps, withdrawal valves and pressure reducers suitable for gas, in 
particular specially adapted shut-off and withdrawal closing extraction valves of metal for special gas containers; taps, 
valves and fittings of metal combined as a functional unit for producing controlled gas flows or gas pressures; cutter 
heads and cutter nozzles for cutting burners, gas distributors and injectors for distributing or injecting gases into media 
and in volumes of any kind; regulating and controlling apparatus for the distribution and procurement of gases or liquid 
gases for use; flap stop valves for process gas flows and process gas flow distributors; heat, steam and gas generating 
apparatus, refrigerating and freezing equipment, and thermochemical reactors.

Cl.35;Retailing in sales outlets and department stores in the fields of household, garden and recreational crafts, DIY 
articles and requisites, and retailing relating to medical equipment and apparatus and medical aids for the home sector, in 
particular for the respiratory sector, and services in connection therewith, excluding exchange services, delivery and 
rental services; retailing, sale and sales promotion of goods and services through mail order catalogues or through 
electronic offers via the internet in the fields of household, garden and recreational crafts, DIY articles and requisites, and 
relating to medical equipment and apparatus and medical aids for the home sector; retailing relating to industrial 
application gases, equipment for storing and dispensing industrial gases, welding and cutting equipment, heating 
equipment; retailing relating to tools, crafted consumables and protective clothing; procurement services for others, 
namely purchasing of goods and services for others in the fields of industrial gases and medical gases; administrative 
management of the storage, warehousing and onward supply of industrial gases or medical gases; computerised data 
processing for the administration of gases; commercial information regarding the stock levels and the traceability of 
cylinders containing industrial gases and medical gases, namely administrative management for tracking of gas cylinder 
deliveries and routes and the on-site use of gas cylinders.

Cl.37;Installation or assembly, repair and servicing of gas technology, petrochemical, pharmaceutical, medical and 
environmental technology installations and apparatus, gas supply installations for industry and health care, industrial 
refrigerating and freezing equipment, cryogenic apparatus and installations; construction management for the 
construction of industrial and institutional large-scale apparatus and installations for chemistry and petrochemistry, the 
production industry, science, environmental technology and medical technology; maintenance and repair of chemical 
reactors, gas separators, gas generators, apparatus for conveying gas, cryogenic apparatus, apparatus for processing 
and preserving foodstuffs, gas testing instruments; installation and maintenance of welding and cutting equipment; 
installation and maintenance of heat treatment units; maintenance, servicing and repair of fuel cells and their 
components; maintenance and servicing of gas networks and parts thereof for supplying gases in industry or medical 
gases in hospitals; maintenance, servicing and sterilisation of medical equipment and apparatus; servicing, repair and 
installation of apparatus and instruments for measuring, calibration, checking, analysis and benchmarking purposes.

Cl.41;Providing of training, instruction and tuition for specialist personnel or private individuals in the field of the 
application of medical gases; providing of training, instruction and tuition for specialist personnel regarding the handling 
of cryogenic media and liquid gases; providing of training, tuition and instruction for individuals in the fields of gas 
application, gas supply technology and gas safety technology; welding courses and welding training courses, and 
courses regarding specific industrial gas application technologies and regarding the operation of gas, chemical and low-
temperature installations; publication of information and instructional materials in various areas of gas application, and 
publication of gas equipment catalogues; providing of training, tuition and instruction for specialist personnel or private 
individuals regarding medical apparatus, in particular apparatus for administering medical gases and equipment in 
connection therewith.

Cl.44;Medical and care services in the institutional and home sector; services in the field of patient care and nursing 
care in the home sector, medical assistance or services provided by other specialist medical personnel or care staff, in 
particular support for the application of medical gases in the home, for performing treatments in the home sector, and 
care services, including involving consultancy, support and monitoring in connection therewith; medical assistance or 
services provided by other specialist medical personnel, in particular services for the application of medical gases, in 
particular respiratory gases, or for performing treatments with medicines in gas form; conducting of medical and 
respiratory assistance treatments and applications in the home sector; conducting of medical and respiratory assistance 
treatments and applications in hospitals or facilities subordinate to hospitals; medical equipment rental; telemetric 
monitoring of patients.
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3621488    03/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362194]
Drustvo za proizvodstvo, trgovija i uslugi DEVOLLI CORPORATION DOOEL Skopje
ul. Ljubljanska br. 5 1000 Skopje The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Milk and milk products; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes.

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee substitute, vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes, coffee-based beverages, coffee 
beverages with milk, cocoa, cocoa-based products, cocoa-based beverages, cocoa beverages with milk, chocolate, 
beverages with a chocolate base; chocolate beverages with milk; cereal product, cereal (cereal-based snack food), ready-
to-eat cereals, popcorn; pastries, ice cream; ice; semolina; cakes, cookies, cream pudding; ice, natural or artificial, ice for 
refreshment, frozen cookies, frozen desserts; muesli; fruit jellies; confectionery; puddings; frozen yoghurt.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
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3621495    16/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1362178]
MASCHINENFABRIK REINHAUSEN GMBH
Falkensteinstraße 8 93059 Regensburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drives and motors, not for land vehicles; drives and motors for machines; electric motors; indexing drives; speed-
change gears; housings for machines, drives and motors; motor housings; control mechanisms for machines, drives and 
motors; motor drives for switching devices, tap changers, on-load tap changers and off-circuit tap changers; wind 
turbines, wind parks; generators (electrical); components and assemblies for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Technical and electrical installations, equipment and devices for power current engineering, weak current 
engineering, high voltage engineering and extra-high voltage engineering; power supply systems, electricity grids; solar 
modules, photovoltaic installations; transformers (electrical), generator transformers, distribution transformers, power 
transformers, regulating transformers, phase-shifting transformers, rectifier transformers; power converters, rectifiers, 
power inverters, frequency changers, dc-to-dc converters; electrical installations, equipment and devices for high-voltage 
direct-current transmission; high-voltage direct-current converter stations, three-phase current switchgear, direct current 
switchgear; coils (electrical), capacitors; accumulators; switching devices, tap changers, on-load tap changers, off-circuit 
tap changers; switch cabinets (electricity), switch boxes (electricity), control panels (electricity), terminal boxes, 
distribution boxes (electricity), junction boxes (electricity); sensors; computers, computer hardware, computer software; 
bus interfaces; interfaces for computers; communication interface units; apparatus and software for transmission of 
communication; measuring equipment, controlling equipment, monitoring equipment; installations, equipment and 
computer software for conducting, distributing, switching, converting, storing, influencing and controlling of electricity; 
installations, equipment and computer software for influencing, operating, controlling, monitoring and checking of drives, 
motors, wind turbines, wind parks, generators (electrical), technical, chemical and electrical installations, equipment and 
devices, power supply systems, electricity grids, solar modules, photovoltaic installations, transformers (electrical), 
power converters; installations, equipment and computer software for influencing, operating, controlling, monitoring and 
checking of electrical installations, equipment and devices for high-voltage direct-current transmission, of high-voltage 
direct-current converter stations, three-phase current switchgear, direct current switchgear, coils (electrical), capacitors, 
accumulators, switching devices, tap changers, sensors, measuring equipment, controlling equipment, monitoring 
equipment; installations, equipment and computer software for influencing, operating, controlling, monitoring and 
checking of installations, equipment and devices for grounding and discharging, and of faraday arrangements, voltage 
sources, electric and electronic filters; installations, equipment and computer software for ensuring and improving of the 
power quality of public, private and industrial power supply systems and electricity grids; installations, equipment and 
computer software for power factor correction by means of coils (electrical) and/or capacitors, and for uninterruptible 
power supply; computer hardware and computer software for evaluating and visualising of data, information and signals; 
computer hardware and computer software for controlling of industrial processes; transient recorders, oscilloscopes, 
peak voltage measuring devices, data loggers, arc suppression coils, electrodes for high voltage equipment; installations, 
equipment and devices for grounding and discharging; faraday arrangements, voltage sources, high-voltage sources, 
extra-high-voltage sources, test bay equipment; electric and electronic filters, passive and active filters, line filters, 
harmonic filters, power factor correction filters; laboratories arranged in mobile containers, laboratory furniture, mobile 
and portable laboratories; laboratory devices and laboratory instruments (non-medical); technical, electrical, mechanical, 
scientific, biological, chemical and physical installations, equipment, devices, instruments and furniture for laboratory 
use and for stationary, mobile and portable laboratories; components and assemblies for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.17;Dielectrics (insulators), isolators and insulating materials for electrical installations and equipment; insulating 
materials and insulating compositions for electrical engineering.

Cl.37;Assembly, installation, checking, maintenance and repair of drives, motors, technical, chemical and electrical 
installations, equipment and devices, power supply systems, electricity grids, transformers (electrical), power converters; 
assembly, installation, checking, maintenance and repair of electrical installations, equipment and devices for high-
voltage direct-current transmission, of high-voltage direct-current converter stations, three-phase current switchgear, 
direct current switchgear, coils (electrical), capacitors, accumulators, switching devices, tap changers, sensors, computer 
hardware, laboratories, measuring equipment, control equipment, monitoring equipment; assembly, installation, 
checking, maintenance and repair of installations, equipment and devices for grounding and discharging, of faraday 
arrangements, voltage sources, electric and electronic filters, and of insulating arrangements for electrical installations 
and equipment.

Cl.42;Laboratory research and testing services, analytical and scientific laboratory services; conducting of laboratory 
analysis and laboratory testing; technical planning of drives, motors, technical, chemical and electrical installations, 
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equipment and devices, industrial production lines, machine parks and production processes, power supply systems, 
electricity grids, transformers (electrical), power converters; planning of electrical installations, equipment and devices 
for high-voltage direct-current transmission, of high-voltage direct-current converter stations, three-phase current 
switchgear, direct current switchgear, coils (electrical), capacitors, accumulators, switching devices, tap changers, 
sensors, computer hardware, computer software, laboratories, measuring equipment, control equipment, monitoring 
equipment; planning of installations, equipment and devices for grounding and discharging, of faraday arrangements, 
voltage sources, electric and electronic filters, and of insulating arrangements for electrical installations and equipment; 
design, creating, installation, commissioning, updating and maintenance of computer software; consultancy in the design 
and development of computer hardware and computer software; electronic storage, backup of data and IT services in the 
nature of protection and recovery of computer data; updating, maintenance of software for data bases; engineering 
services namely, capture, collecting, compilation, systemising, evaluation, testing, representation and visualisation of 
data, information and signals in the technical field; research services, development services, engineering services; 
research services, development services, engineering services, technological consultancy, quality control, technical 
project planning, technical surveying, technical analysis, calibration, technical specifying, technical optimizing and 
qualification in connection with drives, motors, wind turbines, wind parks, generators (electrical), technical, chemical and 
electrical installations, equipment and devices, industrial production lines, machine parks and production processes; 
research services, development services, engineering services, technological consultancy, quality control, technical 
project planning, technical surveying, technical analysis, calibration, technical specifying, technical optimizing and 
qualification in connection with power supply systems, electricity grids, solar modules, photovoltaic installations, 
transformers (electrical), power converters; research services, development services, engineering services, technological 
consultancy, quality control, technical project planning, technical surveying, technical analysis, calibration, technical 
specifying, technical optimizing and qualification in connection with electrical installations, equipment and devices for 
high-voltage direct-current transmission, and with high-voltage direct-current converter stations, three-phase current 
switchgear, direct current switchgear; research services, development services, engineering services, technological 
consultancy, quality control, technical project planning, technical surveying, technical analysis, calibration, technical 
specifying, technical optimizing and qualification in connection with coils (electrical), capacitors, accumulators, switching 
devices, tap changers, sensors, computer hardware, computer software, laboratories, measuring equipment, control 
equipment, monitoring equipment; research services, development services, engineering services, technological 
consultancy, quality control, technical project planning, technical surveying, technical analysis, calibration, technical 
specifying, technical optimizing and qualification in connection with installations, equipment and devices for grounding 
and discharging, with faraday arrangements, voltage sources, electric and electronic filters, and with insulating 
arrangements for electrical installations and equipment.
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3621530    06/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362218]
Outfit7 Limited
5th Floor, 52-54 Gracechurch Street London EC3V 0EH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software development tools; laptop carrying cases; cell phone cases; cases for telephones; computer 
game software; computer games entertainment software; decorative magnets; memory devices; computer memory 
devices; data storage media; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable computer game 
programs; downloadable video game programs; earphones; eyewear cases; eyewear; headphones; interactive multimedia 
computer game programs; interactive multimedia computer programs; mouse pads; speech recognition apparatus; virtual
reality software; virtual reality game software; helmet communications systems; headsets; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; animated cartoons; animated cartoons in the form of cinematographic films; computer
programmes; downloadable multimedia content; data storage devices; animated films; video tapes.

Cl.28;Action figure toys; arcade games; arcade video game machines; articles of clothing for toys; balloons; balls for 
games; bath toys; battery operated action toys; board games; sleds (recreational equipment); bubble making wand and 
solution sets; card games; Christmas tree ornaments; dolls; plush toys; gaming machines for gambling; controllers for 
game consoles; ice skates; infant toys; inflatable toys; in-line roller skates; video game machines; kite reels; kites; 
mechanical toys; musical toys; parlor games; paper party favours; party games; pinball machines; hand-held pinball 
games; plush toys; protective padding for sports; puppets; roller skates; toys made of rubber; sailboards; sandbox toys; 
skateboards; skating boots with skates attached; action skill games; skis; snowboards; squeeze toys; stand-alone video 
game machines; surf boards; swings; card games; dice games; talking dolls; talking toys; toy masks; toy snow globes; 
toy vehicles; water toys; wind-up toys; stand-alone video game machines; electronic toys; plastic toys; jigsaw puzzles; 
magic tricks; electric action toys; body boards; boxing gloves; marbles for games; portable games with liquid crystal 
displays; rackets; ski bindings.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to computer hardware; retail services in relation to chocolate; retail services in relation 
to sorbets; retail services in relation to coffee; retail services in relation to lubricants; retail services in relation to threads; 
retail services in relation to vehicles; retail services in relation to toys; retail services in relation to games; retail services 
in relation to furniture; retail services in relation to desserts; retail services in relation to confectionery; retail services in 
relation to furnishings; retail services in relation to fuels; retail services in relation to tableware; retail services in relation 
to foodstuffs; retail services in relation to horticulture equipment; retail services in relation to cleaning articles; retail 
services in relation to musical instruments; retail services in relation to printed matter; retail services in relation to 
sanitation equipment; retail services connected with stationery; retail services relating to food; retail services in relation 
to headgear; retail services in relation to fabrics; retail services in relation to cocoa; retail services in relation to jewellery; 
retail services in relation to footwear; retail services in relation to lighting; retail services in relation to luggage; retail 
services in relation to bags; retail services in relation to umbrellas; retail services in relation to toiletries; retail services in 
relation to clothing; retail services in relation to cookware; retail services in relation to metal hardware; retail services in 
relation to educational supplies; retail services in relation to art materials; retail services in relation to recorded content; 
retail services in relation to sporting equipment; retail services in relation to festive decorations; retail services in relation 
to wall coverings; retail services in relation to sewing articles; retail services in relation to baked goods; retail services in 
relation to dairy products; management of a retail enterprise for others; retail services in relation to cleaning 
preparations; retail services in relation to ice creams; retail services in relation to food cooking equipment; retail services 
in relation to non-alcoholic beverages; retail services in relation to information technology equipment; retail services in 
relation to audio-visual equipment; retail services in relation to works of art; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; wholesale services in relation to computer hardware; wholesale services in relation to 
chocolate; wholesale services in relation to sorbets; wholesale services in relation to coffee; wholesale services in 
relation to lubricants; wholesale services in relation to threads; wholesale services in relation to vehicles; wholesale 
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services in relation to toys; wholesale services in relation to games; wholesale services in relation to furniture; wholesale 
services in relation to desserts; wholesale services in relation to confectionery; wholesale services in relation to 
furnishings; wholesale services in relation to fuels; wholesale services in relation to tableware; wholesale services in 
relation to foodstuffs; wholesale services in relation to horticulture equipment; wholesale services in relation to cleaning 
articles; wholesale services in relation to printed matter; wholesale services in relation to sanitation equipment; wholesale
services in relation to stationery supplies; wholesale services in relation to headgear; wholesale services in relation to 
fabrics; wholesale services in relation to cocoa; wholesale services in relation to jewellery; wholesale services in relation 
to footwear; wholesale services in relation to lighting; wholesale services in relation to luggage; wholesale services in 
relation to bags; wholesale services in relation to umbrellas; wholesale services in relation to toiletries; wholesale 
services in relation to clothing; wholesale services in relation to cookware; wholesale services in relation to metal 
hardware; wholesale services in relation to educational supplies; wholesale services in relation to art materials; wholesale
services in relation to sporting equipment; wholesale services in relation to festive decorations; wholesale services in 
relation to wall coverings; wholesale services in relation to sewing articles; wholesale services in relation to baked goods;
wholesale services in relation to dairy products; wholesale services in relation to cleaning preparations; wholesale 
services in relation to ice creams; wholesale services in relation to food cooking equipment; wholesale services in 
relation to non-alcoholic beverages; wholesale services in relation to information technology equipment; wholesale 
services in relation to audio-visual equipment; wholesale services in relation to works of art; advertising; marketing; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts; sales promotion (for 
others); advertising agencies; business management of performing artists; import-export agencies; compilation of 
information into computer databases; direct mail advertising; business management of hotels; marketing services; 
outdoor advertising; personnel recruitment; publicity agencies; radio advertising; television advertising; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses); rental of advertising time on communication media; office machines and equipment rental; rental of vending 
machines; production of television commercials; rental of advertising space.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; amusement park and theme park services; animation production services; film 
production; organising competitions; live comedy shows; live music performances; live show production services; 
entertainment in the nature of theater productions; live entertainment; providing entertainment information via a website; 
electronic publishing; music publishing; magazine publishing; book publishing; newspaper publishing; on-line gaming 
services; organisation of tournaments; audio production; production of radio and television programs; production of 
sound recordings; production of motion pictures; rental of motion pictures; providing on-line computer games; rental of 
sound recordings; video production services; video recording services; production of TV shows; production of animated 
cartoons; production of a continuous series of animated adventure shows; providing on-line computer games; 
entertainment provided by telephone; film distribution.
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3621531    16/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361234]
Kiwa N.V.
Sir Winston Churchill-laan 273 NL-2288 EA RIJSWIJK (Z.H.)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Professional business consulting.

Cl.41;Courses and training sessions; organizing webinars; publishing and publication of books, magazines and other 
printed matter; providing electronic publications (not downloadable).

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of technology; material research; services of laboratories; preparation of expert reports 
by engineers or technicians; electronic data storage; preparation of inspection regulations for quality control purposes; 
preparation and testing of standards, certification criteria and assessment guidelines for quality control purposes; 
performing technical inspection (testing) activities; measuring of products, services and systems against certification 
criteria for quality control purposes; monitoring the quality of the products and services of third parties as well as 
providing certificates to the third party; preparation and issuance of quality certificates; comparative study of goods and 
services for quality control purposes; certification (quality control) services based on established design rules 
(standards) and on supervision of compliance.
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[International Registration No. : 1361418]
Thomas International Limited
First Floor, 18 Oxford Road Marlow, Buckinghamshire SL7 2NL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Books, pamphlets, leaflets and brochures; charts; protective covers for books; stationery; office requisites (other 
than apparatus); printed matter; paper tests and computer printouts for eliciting information that identifies an individual's 
potentialities to facilitate motivation and stimulation at the work place and as an aid in recruitment, selection, training, 
development, counselling and career planning or reassessment of personnel; computer program manuals for computer 
software used in human resources appraisals; brochures, booklets and forms, all relating to human resources and human 
relations services of benefit to employers and employees with a view to improving the performance and effectiveness of 
personnel and management in their jobs; brochures, booklets and forms, all relating to human resources appraisals, 
consultancy, development, management, performance testing and efficiency expert services for business and personnel 
management; brochures, booklets and forms, all relating to vocational guidance, personality, ability, aptitude and 
character assessment, personnel redeployment, psychological testing, motivation, stimulation and assistance services; 
brochures, booklets and forms, all relating to education and instruction services and the arranging and conducting of 
seminars, tutorials, lessons, lectures, seminars, meetings and conferences; paper tests and computer printouts; 
computer programme manuals for computer software.

Cl.35;Business and management advice and assistance services; business appraisals; advertising, marketing and 
promotion services; commercial and industrial management assistance; consultancy and advice services, all performed 
in relation to personnel; data processing services; compilation of directories; compilation of databases; business 
appraisals, enquiries, and investigations; psychometric testing services; business efficiency consulting services; human 
resource services; personnel services; recruitment services; employment and recruitment agencies; personnel 
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management; applicant tracking services; psychological testing and assessment services for individuals and groups; 
personality, intelligence, aptitude, capability, performance and character assessment; testing of individuals to determine 
training and employment skills; career advancement services involving the testing and evaluation of a person's 
capabilities with a view to motivating and stimulating the person in his or her work; career planning; assessment of 
personality, intelligence, attitude, capability, performance and character of individuals; human resources and human 
relations services of benefit to employers and employees with for the purpose of improving the performance and 
effectiveness of personnel and management in their employment and jobs; testing of individuals to determine training 
and employment skills; human resources appraisals, consultancy, development, management and efficiency expert 
services for business and personnel management; information, advice and assistance relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.41;Education, teaching and training; educational and instruction services; personnel training and tuition services; 
arranging and conducting seminars; conferences, exhibitions, meetings, congresses and symposia; publication of books, 
magazines and leaflets; production of films, videos, and radio and television programmes; provision of the aforesaid 
services via the Internet; vocational guidance.
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[International Registration No. : 1361236]
Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft
Werkstr. 2 A-4860 Lenzing Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Raw textile fibers and substitutes; liber; raw cotton; treated wool; chemical fibers for textile use; fibres being 
partly prepared synthetic materials for textile use; fibres being raw synthetic materials for textile use; silk flock; yarn 
fibers; twisted cords [sash]; raw fibrous textile; scoured wool; semi-synthetic fibers [for textile use]; true hemp fiber 
[raw]; rabbit hair; jute; jute fiber [raw]; combed wool; kashmir hair; linters; raw fibrous textile materials treated with flame 
retardants; mohair; natural fibers; polyester stuffing fibers; polyester filament; polyester plastic netting for packaging 
goods; vitreous silica fibers for textile use; raffia fibers; ramie fibre; raw textile fibers; raw fibres of plastics for textile use; 
linen (raw -) [flax]; raw silk; raw wool; silk waste; shorn wool; silk fibers; silk polyester monofilaments for textile use; 
carded wool; synthetic fibers for textile use; synthetic fibers for textile use; synthetic textile filaments; textile filaments; 
textile fibers; non-woven textile fibres; fibres for making up into carpets; fibres for making up into carpet tiles; viscose 
silica fibres; raw or treated wool; wool flock; bags and sacks for packaging, storage and transport; liners for use in bulk 
containers; bags and sacks for packaging, storage and transport; nets; plant hangers of rope; slings and bands; strips for 
tying-up vines; wrapping or binding bands, not of metal; hammocks; storage bags for holding a body prior to cremation; 
mesh bags for washing lingerie; mesh bags for storage; packaging bags [sacks] of textile for bulk transportation; 
packaging bags [sacks] of textile for bulk storage; sacks; sacks made of textile materials; sacks for transporting waste; 
sacks for the transport of materials; sacks for the storage of materials in bulk; sacks and bags (not included in other 
classes); sacks for the storage of materials; bags [sacks] for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; non-textile 
bags for the transportation of materials in bulk; non-textile bags for the bulk storage of animal foodstuffs; non-textile bags
for the bulk storage of materials; shoe bags for storage; sail cloth; textile wine gift bags; protection pouches made of 
fabric for storing purses when not in use; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; bags [envelopes, pouches] 
of textile, for packaging; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; packaging nets for transporting fruits and 
vegetables; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; textile bags for merchandise packaging [envelopes, 
pouches]; tarpaulins, awnings, tents, and unfitted coverings; tents for use in angling; tents for camping; vehicle covers, 
not fitted; unfitted covers for boats and marine vehicles; tarpaulins; tents; tents [awnings] for vehicles; tents [awnings] 
for caravans; tents made of textile materials; tents for mountaineering or camping; sails; material for making sails; ropes 
and strings; binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding; strings; 
twine made of polypropylene; twine made of sisal; non-metallic twines; strings for tying purposes; packaging string; 
macrame rope; yarns for use in tyre cord construction; cordage; ropes and synthetic ropes; rope for use in toys for pets; 
synthetic ropes; cordage; ropes, not of metal; baling twine; packing rope; nets; elastic netting for meat products; hemp 
nettings; netting [not of metal or asbestos]; nets for windbreak purposes; chemical fiber nettings; rockfall prevention nets 
of textile; commercial fishing nets; commercial nets; nets for use with floating structures; twine for nets; net pens for fish 
farming; nets for shading; silk netting; fitted nets; padding and stuffing materials; down feathers; feathers for stuffing 
upholstery; wadding for filtering; fillings of synthetic fibres; fillings for upholstered pillows; fillings of synthetic foam; 
fillings for duvets; fillings for pillows; fillings for quilts; wood shavings; kapok; loose feathers; padding and stuffing 
materials (except of paper, cardboard, rubber or plastics); materials for padding; padding materials, other than of rubber 
or plastic for pillows; padding materials, other than of rubber or plastic for sleeping bags; padding materials made of 
fibrous material; padding materials made of fibrous material; padding made of non woven fabrics; padding materials, 
other than of rubber or plastic for beds; polyester batting; sawdust; sisal; sisal fibers; industrial packaging containers of 
textile; fleece for the upholstery industry; wadding for padding and stuffing upholstery; wadding fibres; wool (upholstery -
) [stuffing]; stuffing, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; spun polyester fibre for textile use.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads; angora yarn; spools of thread; spools of yarn; spun cotton; cotton yarn; cotton yarn; chenille 
yarn; chenille yarn; douppioni silk yarn; elastic thread; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; elastic strips of synthetic 
fibres for textile use; threads made of spun cotton; thread for textile use; textile filaments [threads]; flocked fibers; yarn; 
yarns made of angora for textile use; waste cotton yarn; polyester pre-oriented yarns; yarns made of carbon fibres for 
textile use; yarn of synthetic or mixed fibres for use in textiles; wild silk yarn; knitting yarns; yarns for domestic use; 
yarns for textile applications; inorganic fiber base mixed thread and yarn; cotton base mixed thread and yarn; chemical 
fiber base mixed thread and yarn; chemical-fiber threads and yarns for textile use; degreased waste threads and yarns; 
hemp base mixed thread and yarn; regenerated fiber thread and yarn [for textile use]; silk base mixed thread and yarn; 
synthetic fiber thread and yarn; wool base mixed thread and yarn; yarns and threads for textile use; yarns for sale in kit 
form; twisted cotton thread and yarn; twisted threads and yarns; twisted hemp thread and yarn; twisted silk thread and 
yarn; twisted wool thread and yarn; yarns (combed -) made of natural fibres; twisted mixed thread and yarn; worsted yarn; 
spun silk yarn; semi-synthetic fiber thread and yarn [chemically treated natural fiber yarn]; hand knitting wools; true hemp
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thread and yarn; heat-stable yarns and threads; jute thread and yarn; camel hair yarn; carded threads in flax for textile 
use; carded yarns of hemp for textile use; carded threads in natural fibres for textile use; yarns (carded -) made of wool; 
carded threads in wool for textile use; carded threads in wool for textile use; cashmere yarns; ceramic fibre yarns for 
textile use; coir thread and yarn; rayon thread and yarn; linen thread and yarn; linen thread and yarn; metal fiber thread 
for textile use; sewing thread for textile use; sewing thread and yarn; natural yarns; non-metallic yarns for textile use; 
silica threads; ramie thread and yarn; raw silk yarn; spun silk; silk yarn; embroidery thread and yarn; knitting yarns; 
knitting yarns made of acrylic materials; knitting yarns made of nylon; knitting yarns made of wool; polyester textured 
yarns; yarns made of synthetic material for textile use; synthetic threads; carpet yarns; textile yarns; textile yarns made of 
man-made fibres; textile yarns made of natural fibres; covered rubber thread and yarn [for textile use]; mixed spun 
threads and yarns; waxed thread; waxed yarn; weaving fibres for industrial use; spun thread and yarn; worsted; wool 
yarn; wool yarn.

Cl.24;Flocked fabrics; fabrics being textile piece goods for use in tapestry; tick [linen]; knitted elastic fabrics for ladies 
underwear; knitted elastic fabrics for bodices; knitted elastic fabrics for sportswear; knitted elastic fabrics for gymnastic 
dresses; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture of articles of clothing; fibre fabrics for the manufacture of the exterior 
coverings of furniture; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture of linings of shoes; fibre fabrics for use in the manufacture 
of linings of bags; felt; felt for use by papermakers; felt cloth; flame retardant fabrics [other than asbestos]; flannel 
[fabric]; towelling [textile]; linings [textile]; inlay materials of non-woven fabrics; chemical fiber fabrics; fabrics for textile 
use; knit lace fabrics; knitted fabric; gummed waterproof cloth; towelling [textile]; linens; jersey [fabric]; jersey [fabric]; 
fabrics of carbon fibre, other than for insulation; fabrics [textile piece goods] made of carbon fibre; fabrics made from 
artificial fibres [other than for insulation]; upholstery fabrics; furnishing fabrics in the piece; furnishing fabrics in the 
piece; woven furnishing fabrics; non-woven felts; silk fabrics for furniture; semi-synthetic fiber fabrics; fabrics of 
chemically produced fibres, other than for insulation; fabrics of organic fibres, other than for insulation; regenerated fiber 
yarn fabrics; fabrics made from artificial fibres [other than for insulation]; fabrics for use in making jerseys; knitted fabric; 
knitted fabrics of cotton yarn; knitted fabrics of chemical-fiber yarn; knitted fabrics of wool yarn; fabrics made of mixed 
synthetic and natural fibres, other than for insulation; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of beds; textile fabrics for 
making into linens; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of bedding; textile fabrics for making into blankets; textile 
fabrics for use in the manufacture of furniture; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of sheets; textile fabrics for use in
the manufacture of towels; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of pillowcases; textile piece goods for making 
bedding covers; textile piece goods for making-up into towels; cloth; tissues being textile piece goods; velours for 
furniture; non-woven fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics; non-woven textile fabrics for use as 
interlinings; non-woven fabrics of natural fibres; non-woven fabrics of synthetic fibres; non-woven fabrics in the form of 
sheeting for use in manufacture; woven fabrics for furniture; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; nightdress 
cases of textile; printers' blankets of textile; disposable cloths; linings [textile]; linen lining fabric for shoes; wall fabrics; 
fabrics for textile use; household textile articles made from non-woven materials; linens; nightdress cases of textile; ticks 
[mattress covers]; coverings for furniture; mosquito nets; non-woven textile articles; dust sheets; textile tissues; textiles 
made of flannel; non-woven textile articles; interlinings made of non-woven fabrics; coverings for furniture; furniture 
coverings (unfitted); loose covers made of textile materials for furniture; furniture coverings of textile; dust sheets; loose 
covers made of textile materials for furniture; draperies [thick drop curtains]; curtains; markers [labels] of cloth for textile 
fabrics; wall fabrics; wall hangings of textile; bed linen; bed linen; towelling [textile]; towels of textile; kitchen and table 
linens; towels of textile; hand towels of textile; bed linen and table linen; tea cloths; dish towels for drying; towelling 
[textile]; hand towels of textile; place mats, not of paper; textile smallwares [table linen]; table covers; table cloths (not of 
paper); tablemats, not of paper; table covers of non-woven textile fabrics; textile napkins; table linen, not of paper; napery 
of textile; table linen; washing gloves; bed linen; receiving blankets; bed linen and table linen; bed covers; duvet covers; 
comforters; bed blankets made of cotton; bed blankets made of man-made fibres; bed covers of paper; silk bed blankets; 
woolen blankets; duvet covers; bed sheets; bed skirts; bed throws; fabric bed valances; bed linen made of non-woven 
textile material; infants' bed linen; covers for eiderdown and duvets; comforters; blankets for household pets; quilts; 
blankets for outdoor use; disposable bedding of textile; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; terry linen; sleeping bags 
[sheeting]; waterproof bed clothes; cot blankets; cot sheets; children's blankets; shams; lap rugs; contoured mattress 
covers; pillowcases; ticks (mattress and pillow coverings); mattress covers; mattress covers; quilts filled with down; 
duvets; travelling rugs [lap robes]; sleeping bag liners; silk blankets; contour sheets; quilt bedding mats; textile quilts; 
quilts of textile; quilts filled with feathers; quilts filled with half down; quilts filled with stuffing materials; quilts filled with 
synthetic stuffing materials; quilt covers; textile covers for duvets; textile goods for use as bedding; bed sheets; bed 
throws; valanced bed sheets; bed skirts; woolen blankets; bath linen; hand towels of textile; bath towels; bath linen, 
except clothing; disposable wash cloths; towelling coverlets; face cloths of towelling; turkish towel; turkish towel; bath 
sheets; bath sheets; towelling [textile] adapted for use in dispensers; hand towels; towelling [textile]; hand towels of 
textile; children's towels; towelling [textile]; household linen, including face towels; make-up removal cloths [textile], 
other than impregnated with cosmetics; make-up removal cloths [textile], other than impregnated with toilet preparations; 
cloths of non-woven textile material for washing the body [other than for medical use]; bath mitts; mitts made of non-
woven fabric for washing the body; wash cloths; cloths for washing the body [other than for medical use]; filtering 
materials of textile; bath sheets; cloths of woven textile material for washing the body (other than for medical use); flame 
resistant fabrics; furnishing fabrics; quilts.

Cl.25;Headgear; swimming caps; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; baseball caps; berets; bobble hats; millinery; shower caps; 
fascinator hats; fedoras; fezzes; bucket caps; golf caps; yashmaks; bonnets [headwear]; tams; hats; frames (hat -) 
[skeletons]; skull caps; waterpolo caps; hoods [clothing]; small hats; knot caps; chefs' hats; sports headgear [other than 
helmets]; children's headwear; head scarves; head scarves; head scarves; yashmaghs; miters [hats]; fashion hats; caps 
[headwear]; cap peaks; sun visors [headwear]; nightcaps; hats (paper -) [clothing]; paper hats for wear by chefs; paper 
hats for wear by nurses; party hats [clothing]; fur muffs; fur hats; head scarves; rain hats; knitted caps; flat caps; garrison
caps; sedge hats (suge-gasa); sleep masks; veils [clothing]; wimples; tam o'shanters; tennis sweatbands; ski hats; sun 
hats; sports caps and hats; sports caps; headbands [clothing]; head sweatbands; beach hats; knitted caps; balaclavas; 
thermal headgear; toques [hats]; head scarves; woolly hats; top hats; clothing; evening wear; evening coats; detachable 
neckpieces for kimonos (haneri); detachable collars; underarm gussets [parts of clothing]; aikido suits; albs; american 
football bibs; parkas; suits; evening suits; women's suits; bowties; dress pants; jumper suits; blouses; work clothes; 
coveralls; blouses; sleeveless jerseys; mantles; arm warmers [clothing]; gowns for doctors; warm-up pants; clothing 
made of fur; driving gloves; layettes [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; baby bodysuits; baby doll pyjamas; babies' pants 
[clothing]; plastic baby bibs; baby tops; baby bunting [clothing]; babies' pants [clothing]; baby bottoms; layettes 
[clothing]; pram suits; swimming costumes; bathing costumes for women; bathing suits for men; fitted swimming 
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costumes with bra cups; swim wear for gentlemen and ladies; bathing drawers; swimming costumes; swimming 
costumes; bathrobes; bathing drawers; swimming trunks; wraps [clothing]; robes; ballet suits; ball gowns; bandanas 
[neckerchiefs]; bandeaux [clothing]; baseball uniforms; baselayer bottoms; baselayer tops; crop tops; printed t-shirts; leg 
warmers; cashmere clothing; clothing of imitations of leather; woolen clothing; motorists' clothing; baby clothes; 
bridesmaids wear; figure skating clothing; christening robes; clothing for wear in judo practices; children's wear; infant 
wear; girls' clothing; motorcyclists' clothing of leather; leather clothing; linen clothing; paper clothing; plush clothing; silk
clothing; clothing for martial arts; clothing for horse-riding [other than riding hats]; articles of clothing for theatrical use; 
clothing for fishermen; boys' clothing; clothing for wear in wrestling games; maternity clothing; lounge pants; bermuda 
shorts; bed jackets; bed socks; maillots; maillots; blazers; blousons; boas [necklets]; leotards; body stockings; teddies 
[undergarments]; boleros; bolo ties; bomber jackets; boxer shorts; wedding dresses; burnouses; brassieres; bustiers; 
pea coats; capes; pedal pushers; car coats; cargo pants; chaps (clothing); chasubles; chemisettes; cheongsams (chinese 
gowns); albs; choir robes; evening wear; corduroy trousers; coverups; ladies' clothing; lingerie; gowns; womens' 
outerclothing; knickers; ladies' underwear; ladies' underwear; down jackets; down vests; denim jeans; topcoats; donkey 
jackets; three piece suits [clothing]; duffel coats; pocket squares; one-piece suits; jumper suits; one-piece playsuits; 
disposable underwear; skating outfits; athletic tights; woollen tights; pleated skirts for formal kimonos (hakama); 
masquerade costumes; women's ceremonial dresses; moisture-wicking sports bras; moisture-wicking sports shirts; 
moisture-wicking sports pants; fishing shirts; fishing vests; fleeces; fleece vests; bowties; flying suits; formal evening 
wear; formalwear; foulards [clothing articles]; morning coats; leisure suits; casual shirts; slacks; casualwear; tap pants; 
barber smocks; robes; replica football kits; football jerseys; soccer bibs; footmuffs, not electrically heated; gabardines 
[clothing]; goloshes; gaiters; morning coats; padded pants for athletic use; padded shirts for athletic use; padded shorts 
for athletic use; knitwear [clothing]; knitted gloves; knit jackets; knitted underwear; guernseys; woven clothing; woven 
shirts; gilets; polo shirts; golf trousers; golf pants, shirts and skirts; golf skirts; unitards; clothing for gymnastics; ankle 
socks; halloween costumes; neckbands; neckwear; scarves; neck tubes; wrist warmers; gloves [clothing]; gloves for 
cyclists; gloves with conductive fingertips that may be worn while using handheld electronic touch screen devices; 
gloves including those made of skin, hide or fur; handwarmers [clothing]; loungewear; aloha shirts; button-front aloha 
shirts; shirt yokes; shirts; shirts for suits; collared shirts; open-necked shirts; button down shirts; nighties; slips 
[undergarments]; shirt-jacs; shirt fronts; men's suits; menswear; outerclothing for men; men's socks; men's underwear; 
waistcoats; wedding dresses; lumberjackets; hooded pullovers; knickers; trousers; trousers of leather; trousers for 
children; trousers for children; nurse pants; sweatpants; snowboard trousers; pantsuits; culotte skirts; knee-high 
stockings; braces for clothing [suspenders]; suspender belts for men; girdles; girdles; jackets [clothing]; jackets being 
sports clothing; polar fleece jackets; fishermen's jackets; sleeved jackets; sleeveless jackets; snowboard jackets; 
rainproof jackets; men's and women's jackets, coats, trousers, vests; jacket liners; hunting pants; hunting jackets; 
hunting vests; hunting shirts; kimonos; denims [clothing]; denim jeans; denim jackets; jumpers; jodhpurs; shell suits; 
jogging sets [clothing]; sweatpants; jogging tops; sweatpants; heavy jackets; stuff jackets [clothing]; judo suits; caftans; 
bodices [lingerie]; martial arts uniforms; combative sports uniforms; hooded sweatshirts; karate suits; cashmere scarves; 
kendo outfits; khakis; kilts; kilts; kimonos; gowns; pinafores; gowns; nurse dresses; linings (ready-made -) [parts of 
clothing]; pockets for clothing; leisurewear; bloomers; walking breeches; trouser socks; knee warmers [clothing]; short 
sets [clothing]; ready-to-wear clothing; basic upper garment of korean traditional clothes [jeogori]; korean traditional 
women's waistcoats [baeja]; korean topcoats [durumagi]; body warmers; corselets; camisoles; corsets; corsets; corsets; 
costumes; skirt suits; costumes for use in children's dress up play; costumes for use in role-playing games; shoulder 
wraps; detachable collars; collars for dresses; neckties; ascots; crinolines; cummerbunds; short-sleeved or long-sleeved 
t-shirts; short-sleeve shirts; short-sleeve shirts; short trousers; sweatpants; short petticoats; short overcoat for kimono 
(haori); cowls [clothing]; laboratory coats; long sleeve pullovers; long sleeved vests; long jackets; japanese sleeping 
robes (nemaki); full-length kimonos (nagagi); long johns; bibs, not of paper; bib overalls for hunting; running suits; 
running vests; leather suits; leather clothing; leather jackets; leather jackets; casual trousers; leggings [trousers]; sweat-
absorbent underwear; light-reflecting jackets; lingerie; liveries; bathing suit cover-ups; outerclothing for girls; maniples; 
athletic uniforms; cuffs; coats; pelisses; cotton coats; coats of denim; coats for women; coats for men; mantillas; sleep 
masks; eye masks; sailor suits; corselets; foundation garments; miniskirts; monokinis; robes; lounging robes; 
motorcycle riding suits; motorcycle gloves; motorcycle jackets; muffs [clothing]; muumuus; nighties; nighties; nighties; 
nightwear; wet suits; negligees; pop socks; womens' outerclothing; outerclothing; dress shirts; uppers of woven rattan 
for japanese style sandals; chemise tops; cycling tops; hooded tops; halter tops; earbands; ear muffs [clothing]; 
combinations [clothing]; coveralls; coveralls; nurse overalls; overshirts; beach wraps; parkas; pelerines; furs [clothing]; 
pelisses; fur coats and jackets; fur muffs; fur cloaks; petticoats; petti-pants; polo shirts; pirate pants; plastic aprons; 
pantaloons; polo shirts; polo knit tops; turtleneck sweaters; polo sweaters; ponchos; sweaters; crew neck sweaters; 
mock turtleneck sweaters; v-neck sweaters; slipovers [clothing]; bloomers; pyjamas; pajama bottoms; cyclists' clothing; 
cycling shorts; ramie shirts; rash guards; head scarves; rainproof clothing; rainwear; waterproof trousers; mackintoshes; 
rain ponchos; riding gloves; jodhpurs; riding jackets; skirts; turtlenecks; roll necks [clothing]; turtleneck shirts; 
turtleneck sweaters; rugby tops; rugby shorts; rugby tops; bushjackets; saris; sarongs; sheepskin jackets; sheepskin 
coats; neck scarfs [mufflers]; mufflers [clothing]; shawls [from tricot only]; shawls and headscarves; shawls and stoles; 
sashes for wear; sash bands for kimono (obi); referees uniforms; nightwear; sleep masks; nighties; tube tops; veils 
[clothing]; cravats; knickers; snow suits; snow suits; snow pants; shoulder scarves; shoulder wraps [clothing]; school 
uniforms; aprons [clothing]; paper aprons; maternity bands; maternity smocks; sweat-absorbent socks; sweat-absorbent 
stockings; sweatbands; sweat bands for the wrist; headbands [clothing]; dress shields; anti-perspirant socks; head 
sweatbands; uniforms for nurses; swimming trunks; silk ties; silk scarves; adhesive bras; shampoo capes; shell jackets; 
shift dresses; mock turtleneck shirts; shirts and slips; shortalls; shorts; fleece shorts; boy shorts [underwear]; snow 
suits; ski suits for competition; ski gloves; ski trousers; ski jackets; clothing for skiing; ski balaclavas; sliding shorts; 
briefs; cummerbunds; dinner jackets; dinner suits; snow boarding suits; snowboard gloves; japanese style socks (tabi); 
socks and stockings; sock suspenders; bralettes; sundresses; sunsuits; playsuits [clothing]; camiknickers; gym suits; 
sports clothing [other than golf gloves]; sportswear; sports bras; casual shirts; sports shirts with short sleeves; sports 
pants; sports jackets; sports socks; singlets; sports jerseys and breeches for sports; gym suits; athletics vests; dust 
coats; quilted jackets [clothing]; quilted vests; cloth bibs; cloth bibs for adult diners; tightening-up strings for kimonos 
(datejime); rompers; snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; beachwear; beach robes; stretch pants; knitwear 
[clothing]; knit shirts; cardigans; thongs; garters; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; heelpieces for stockings; 
pantie-girdles; tights; maillots [hosiery]; footless tights; hosiery; footless socks; surfwear; jockstraps [underwear]; 
sweaters; tracksuit bottoms; sweat jackets; sweat shirts; sweat shorts; taekwondo suits; waist cinchers; tank tops; dance 
clothing; dance costumes; tabards; camouflage gloves; camouflage shirts; camouflage pants; camouflage jackets; 
camouflage vests; trews; tennis wear; tennis shirts; tennis dresses; tennis pullovers; tennis skirts; tennis shorts; tennis 
socks; fabric belts [clothing]; thobes; theatrical costumes; thermal socks; thermal underwear; togas; tops [clothing]; folk 
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costumes; japanese traditional clothing; bra straps; bib tights; pinafore dresses; strapless bras; tank tops; clothing for 
gymnastics; sweatpants; sweat shorts; tracksuit tops; trench coats; bib shorts; triathlon clothing; knitwear [clothing]; 
singlets; dry suits; tee-shirts; kerchiefs [clothing]; neckerchiefs; head scarves; tunics; turbans; clothing for gymnastics; 
gym shorts; tutus; twin sets; korean outer jackets worn over basic garment [magoja]; nappy pants [clothing]; topcoats; 
over-trousers; neck scarves; cloaks; shawls; maternity clothing; maternity sleepwear; maternity lingerie; uniforms; 
uniforms for commercial use; uniforms for nurses; referees uniforms; union suits; underwear; babies' undergarments; 
sweat-absorbent underwear; vest tops; undershirts for kimonos (juban); undershirts for kimonos (koshimaki); bottoms 
[clothing]; pants; chemises; petticoats; bustles for obi-knots (obiage-shin); tracksuit bottoms; underwear; garments for 
protecting clothing; suit coats; volleyball jerseys; thermally insulated clothing; warm-up jackets; warm-up tops; 
weatherproof clothing; waterproof suits for motorcyclists; waterproof capes; waterproof outerclothing; water socks; 
waterproof trousers; rainproof jackets; oilskins [clothing]; wetsuits for water-skiing; chefs' whites; white coats for 
hospital use; caftans; sweat shirts; reversible jackets; waistcoats; leather waistcoats; cagoules; weatherproof clothing; 
sailing wet weather clothing; puttees and gaiters; wrap belts for kimonos (datemaki); beach wraps; beach wraps; 
swaddling clothes; salopettes; windproof clothing; wind suits; wind pants; windshirts; wind vests; winter gloves; winter 
coats; hosiery; weather resistant outer clothing; woollen socks; yoga pants; yoga shirts; zoot suits; gussets [parts of 
clothing]; gussets for bathing suits [parts of clothing]; gussets for footlets [parts of clothing]; gussets for leotards [parts 
of clothing]; gussets for stockings [parts of clothing]; gussets for tights [parts of clothing]; gussets for underwear [parts 
of clothing]; footwear; heels; heelpieces for footwear; bootees (woollen baby shoes); bath slippers; footwear for women; 
insoles for footwear; espadrilles; heel inserts; flat shoes; embossed heels of rubber or of plastic materials; embossed 
soles of rubber or of plastic materials; non-slipping devices for footwear; slippers; slipper socks; stiffeners for shoes; 
inner socks for footwear; running shoes; infants' footwear; leather slippers; leather shoes; canvas shoes; deck shoes; 
uppers for japanese style sandals; slippers; pumps [footwear]; welts for footwear; rain boots; riding shoes; riding shoes; 
shoe straps; rugby boots; mules; slip-on shoes; shoes; athletic shoes; leisure shoes; shoes for foot volleyball; shoes 
with hook and pile fastening tapes; high-heeled shoes; mountaineering shoes; shoe inserts for non-orthopedic purposes; 
shoe uppers; footwear soles; shoe covers, other than for medical purposes; footwear uppers; snowboard shoes; shoe 
soles; slipper soles; soles for japanese style sandals; espadrilles; dance shoes; ballroom dancing shoes; tennis shoes; 
training shoes; tips for footwear; waterproof boots for fishing; aqua shoes; winter boots; yoga shoes; zori; tongues for 
shoes and boots; intermediate soles; pyjamas [from tricot only]; ladies' underwear; braces for clothing [suspenders]; 
underwear; wetsuit gloves.
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2017; Application No. : 4358655 ;France 

3621547    10/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361225]
ÏD GROUP
162 boulevard de Fourmies F-59100 ROUBAIX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Outerwear and underwear for men, women and children; clothing of leather and imitation leather; clothing of fur; 
sportswear (other than for diving); blousons; gabardines (clothing); raincoats; coats; mantillas; mittens; overcoats; 
trench coats; parkas; pelerines; pelisses; saris; stuff jackets; suits; masquerade costumes; jackets; overalls; aprons 
(clothing); coveralls (clothing) and slips (underwear); cross-over tops; cardigans; pullovers; sweaters; knitwear 
(clothing); tank tops; vests; Skirts; petticoats; trousers; dresses; shirts; short-sleeve shirts; blouses; tee-shirts; 
Sweatshirts; shorts; Bermuda shorts; top coats; ready-made clothing; paper clothing; muffs; pajamas; dressing gowns 
(robes); dressing gowns; briefs, including bathing trunks; bathing suits and beachwear; jerseys, including swimsuits; 
underwear [lingerie]; leotards; bustiers; underwear; briefs; panties; underpants; brassieres; corsets; stocking 
suspenders; socks; stockings; tights; bandanas; scarves; shawls; neck warmers; sashes for wear; fur stoles; gloves 
(clothing); belts (clothing); suspenders; neckties; bow ties; pocket squares; neck scarfs (mufflers); romper suits, crop 
tops, layettes; bibs (not of paper); shoes; footwear, including beach footwear; footwear for sports; boots; half-boots; 
clogs (wooden shoes); esparto shoes or sandals; sandals; slippers; bedroom slippers; headgear; hats; half veils; caps; 
visors (headwear); berets; caps, including bathing caps; headbands (clothing); turbans.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; accessories for dolls; toy animals; 
amusement and game apparatus for use with an external display screen or monitor; portable games with liquid crystal 
displays; fencing weapons; table football games; swings; balls for games; play balloons; dolls' feeding bottles; marbles 
for games; billiard balls; building blocks (toys); bodyboards; play balls; playing cards; puzzles; kites; dolls' rooms; 
rocking horses (toys); targets; game controllers; controls for games; confetti; game consoles; skipping ropes; novelties 
for parties; checkerboards; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; dice (games); 
discuses for sports; flying disks (toys); chessboards; practical jokes (novelties); figurines (toys); nets (sports articles); 
darts; gloves (accessories for games); swimming jackets; cups for dice; appliances for gymnastics; rattles; counters 
[discs] for games; ring games; building games; parlor games; board games; chess games; checkers [games]; dominos; 
apparatus for games; automatic amusement machines (coin-operated machines); toys for pets; stuffed toys; ball-pitching 
machines; dolls' beds; dolls' houses; toy models; puppets; masks (toys); archery implements; mobiles (toys); scale 
model vehicles; scale model kits (toys); teddy bears; quoits; roller skates; ice skates; plush toys; pools (play articles); 
pistols (toys); air pistols (toys); sailboards; skateboards; surfboards; dolls; elbow guards (sports articles); knee guards 
(sports articles); shin guards (sports articles); punching bags; jigsaw puzzles; skittles (games); rackets; protective 
padding (parts of sportswear); bags specifically adapted for sports equipment; skis; snowboards; tables for table tennis; 
billiard tables; mats for games; children's multiple activity tables (play articles); clay pigeon traps; slides (games); 
spinning tops (toys); scooters (toys); vehicles (toys); radio-controlled vehicles (toys); dolls' clothes; shuttlecocks.
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Priority claimed from 23/03/2017; Application No. : 87382953 ;United States of America 

3621577    31/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361948]
BitSight Technologies, Inc.
125 Cambridgepark Drive, Suite 104 Cambridge MA 02140 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use in cybersecurity measuring and risk scoring; computer software for use in determining 
the business relationship of organizations to each other.

Cl.35;Cybersecurity risk rating services for business purposes; cybersecurity risk management services for business 
purposes.

Cl.42;Providing non-downloadable software for risk management and analysis in the field of business risk assessment.
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3621632    20/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361871]
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY GAZPROM NEFT
Galenarya Ul, 5, Lit A RU-190000 St-Petersburg Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motor buses; motor coaches; motor homes; cars; sports 
cars; concrete mixing vehicles; refrigerated vehicles; caravans; shock absorbers for automobiles; suspension shock 
absorbers for vehicles; space vehicles; aircraft; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; air cushion vehicles; 
hot air balloons; luggage carriers for vehicles; ski carriers for cars; bumpers for automobiles; vehicle bumpers; tires for 
vehicle wheels; barges; brake shoes for vehicles; tailboard lifts [parts of land vehicles]; buffers for railway rolling stock; 
dining cars [carriages]; waggons; tilt trucks; carriages [railways]; sleeping cars; dining cars; refrigerated wagons [railroad
vehicles]; transmission shafts for land vehicles; bicycles; valves for vehicle tires [tyres]; automobile hoods; stroller 
hoods; hoods for vehicles; oars; sculls; screws [propellers] for ships; hydroplanes; seaplanes; flanges for railway wheel 
tires [tyres]; trucks; horns for vehicles; treads for vehicles [tractor type]; doors for vehicles; bicycle motors; engines for 
land vehicles; jet engines for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; screw-propellers; screw-propellers for 
boats; dirigible balloons [airships]; brake discs for vehicles; telpher railways [cable cars]; dredgers [boats]; trolleys; 
adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes; rearview mirrors; portholes; cars for cable transport installations; 
inner tubes for pneumatic tires [tyres]; hoods for vehicle engines; crankcases for land vehicle components, other than for 
engines; boats; caissons [vehicles]; bicycle wheels; vehicle wheels; mine cart wheels; casters for trolleys [vehicles] 
[carts (Am.)]; brake pads for automobiles; hub caps; strollers; side cars; brake linings for vehicles; ships; baskets 
adapted for bicycles; gear boxes for land vehicles; ships' hulls; fenders for ships; bands for wheel hubs; ejector seats for 
aircraft; wheelchairs; caps for vehicle petrol [gas] tanks; boat hooks; automobile bodies; tipping bodies for lorries 
[trucks]; bodies for vehicles; treads for retreading tires [tyres]; locomotives; masts for boats; sprinkling trucks; 
propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; mopeds; motorcycles; freewheels for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; 
repair outfits for inner tubes; air pumps [vehicle accessories]; pumps for bicycle tires; upholstery for vehicles; rims for 
bicycle wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; windows for vehicles; omnibuses; axles for vehicles; headlight wipers; 
parachutes; ferry boats; bicycle pedals; gearing for land vehicles; carts; head-rests for vehicle seats; vehicle running 
boards; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; ski lifts; chairlifts; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]; sleeping berths 
for vehicles; pontoons; torque converters for land vehicles; cigar lighters for automobiles; anti-glare devices for vehicles; 
anti-theft devices for vehicles; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires [tyres]; balance 
weights for vehicle wheels; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; bicycle frames; spars for ships; reduction gears for 
land vehicles; safety belts for vehicle seats; security harness for vehicle seats; vehicle suspension springs; steering 
wheels for vehicles; rudders; bicycle handlebars; bicycle cranks; aeroplanes; amphibious airplanes; sleighs [vehicles]; 
kick sledges; brake segments for vehicles; bicycle saddles; luggage nets for vehicles; dress guards for bicycles; anti-
theft alarms for vehicles; reversing alarms for vehicles; safety seats for children, for vehicles; vehicle seats; hydraulic 
circuits for vehicles; push scooters [vehicles]; snowmobiles; rolling stock for railways; rolling stock for funicular 
railways; spokes for bicycle wheels; vehicle wheel spokes; spoilers for vehicles; air vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by 
land, air, water or rail; ambulances; water vehicles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; electric vehicles; tricycles; 
delivery tricycles; inclined ways for boats; windscreens; windshield wipers; motorcycle kickstands; hubs for bicycle 
wheels; hubs for vehicle wheels; saddlebags adapted for bicycles; railway couplings; trailer hitches for vehicles; 
couplings for land vehicles; wheelbarrows; handling carts; two-wheeled trolleys; shopping trolleys [carts (Am.)]; hose 
carts; bogies for railway cars; casting carriages; tilting-carts; lifting cars [lift cars]; cleaning trolleys; bicycle brakes; 
brakes for vehicles; torsion bars for vehicles; tractors; tramcars; transmissions, for land vehicles; military vehicles for 
transport; aerial conveyors; trailers [vehicles]; funnels for ships; funnels for locomotives; cleats [nautical]; turbines for 
land vehicles; direction indicators for bicycles; direction signals for vehicles; rowlocks; disengaging gear for boats; 
steering gears for ships; cable transport apparatus and installations; spoke clips for wheels; tipping apparatus, parts of 
trucks and waggons; funiculars; vans [vehicles]; automobile chains; bicycle chains; driving chains for land vehicles; anti-
skid chains; transmission chains for land vehicles; stroller covers; spare wheel covers; covers for vehicle steering 
wheels; saddle covers for bicycles or motorcycles; seat covers for vehicles; vehicle covers [shaped]; automobile chassis; 
vehicle chassis; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; axle journals; gears for 
bicycles; tubeless tires for bicycles; bicycle tyres; automobile tires [tyres]; tires for land vehicles; pneumatic tires; spikes 
for tires; davits for boats; launches; timbers [frames] for ships; mudguards; bicycle mudguards; motors, electric, for land 
vehicles; yachts; undercarriages for vehicles.

Cl.16;Printed matter; stationery; artists' materials; typewriters and office requisites [except furniture]; instructional and 
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teaching material [except apparatus]; printing blocks; fountain pens; aquarelles; albums; almanacs; document laminators 
for office use; mimeograph apparatus and machines; atlases; posters; paper bows; table linen of paper; tickets; forms, 
printed; announcement cards [stationery]; note books; pads [stationery]; drawing pads; loose-leaf binders; wristbands for
the retention of writing instruments; pamphlets; booklets; paper sheets [stationery]; waxed paper; paper for recording 
machines; paper for radiograms; electrocardiograph paper; wood pulp paper; carbon paper; copying paper [stationery]; 
parchment paper; writing paper; luminous paper; Xuan paper for Chinese painting and calligraphy; toilet paper; wrapping 
paper; filter paper; blotters; newsletters; rollers for typewriters; house painters' rollers; composing sticks; modelling wax, 
not for dental purposes; signboards of paper or cardboard; sewing patterns; newspapers; electrotypes; hectographs; 
modelling clay; terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engravings; slate pencils; pencil leads; document holders [stationery]; 
pencil holders; chalk holders; holders for checkbooks [cheque books]; holders for stamps [seals]; diagrams; engraving 
plates; writing slates; blackboards; galley racks [printing]; drawing boards; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; 
duplicators; punches [office requisites]; cream containers of paper; magazines [periodicals]; money clips; tags for index 
cards; pen clips; bookmarkers; etching needles; tracing needles for drawing purposes; periodicals; printed publications; 
paper shredders for office use; graphic representations; credit card imprinters, non-electric; graining combs; drawing 
instruments; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; tracing patterns; gums [adhesives] for stationery or household 
purposes; lithographic stones; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; pencils; pencil lead holders; charcoal pencils; pictures; 
transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; wood pulp board [stationery]; hat boxes of 
cardboard; files [office requisites]; cards; index cards [stationery]; geographical maps; paper tapes and cards for the 
recordal of computer programmes; trading cards other than for games; perforated cards for Jacquard looms; catalogues; 
spools for inking ribbons; covers of paper for flower pots; paintbrushes; painters' brushes; writing brushes; typewriter 
keys; glue for stationery or household purposes; gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes; starch paste 
[adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; books; manifolds [stationery]; comic books; drawing pins; cigar bands; 
envelopes [stationery]; cases for stamps [seals]; boxes of cardboard or paper; paint boxes [articles for use in school]; 
correcting fluids [office requisites]; stencils [stationery]; French curves; paper ribbons; typewriter ribbons; gummed tape 
[stationery]; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; correcting tapes [office requisites]; inking ribbons; 
inking ribbons for computer printers; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive tapes for 
stationery or household purposes; drawing rulers; square rulers; absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff 
packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; viscose sheets for wrapping; sheets of 
reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; steel letters; type [numerals and 
letters]; lithographs; paint trays; architects' models; postage stamps; plastics for modelling; graphic prints; modelling 
materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; adhesives [glues] for 
stationery or household purposes; bookbinding material; packaging material made of starches; filtering materials [paper]; 
addressing machines; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; bookbinding apparatus and machines [office 
equipment]; typewriters, electric or non-electric; folders [stationery]; franking machines for office use; chalk for 
lithography; writing chalk; tailors' chalk; marking chalk; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; 
garbage bags of paper or of plastics; painters' easels; hand-rests for painters; writing cases [stationery]; printing sets, 
portable [office requisites]; bibs of paper; stickers [stationery]; finger-stalls [office requisites]; cords for bookbinding; 
paper knives [cutters] [office requisites]; numbering apparatus; bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; sealing wafers; 
covers [stationery]; passport holders; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; embroidery designs [patterns]; 
handwriting specimens for copying; oleographs; musical greeting cards; greeting cards; postcards; etchings; conical 
paper bags; bags for microwave cooking; palettes for painters; ink sticks; pantographs [drawing instruments]; folders for 
papers; papier mâché; pastels [crayons]; modelling paste; pen cases; bookbindings; pen wipers; office perforators; pens 
[office requisites]; nibs of gold; nibs; steel pens; drawing pens; song books; seals [stamps]; sealing stamps; clipboards; 
address plates for addressing machines; handkerchiefs of paper; plastic film for wrapping; letter trays; trays for sorting 
and counting money; coasters of paper; bookends; stamp stands; mats for beer glasses; stands for pens and pencils; 
photograph stands; inking pads; stamp pads; binding strips [bookbinding]; towels of paper; inking sheets for document 
reproducing machines; inking sheets for duplicators; bookbinding cloth; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; printers' 
blankets, not of textile; portraits; paperweights; writing cases [sets]; inkstands; writing materials; writing instruments; 
drawing materials; school supplies [stationery]; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; hand labelling appliances; 
lithographic works of art; prospectuses; printed timetables; ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; indexes; rubber erasers; 
elastic bands for offices; drawing T-squares; graphic reproductions; penholders; marking pens [stationery]; tissues of 
paper for removing make-up; face towels of paper; table napkins of paper; place mats of paper; tablemats of paper; 
tablecloths of paper; paper clasps; document files [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for offices; paper-clips; staples for 
offices; erasing products; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; histological sections for 
teaching purposes; steatite [tailor's chalk]; writing board erasers; composing frames [printing]; sealing wax; arithmetical 
tables; placards of paper or cardboard; writing or drawing books; fabrics for bookbinding; pencil sharpeners, electric or 
non-electric; transparencies [stationery]; stencil plates; cardboard tubes; Indian inks; moisteners [office requisites]; 
moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]; drawing squares; chart pointers, non-electronic; bottle wrappers of 
cardboard or paper; envelope sealing machines, for offices; sealing machines for offices; vignetting apparatus; apparatus 
for mounting photographs; stapling presses [office requisites]; manuals [handbooks]; figurines [statuettes] of papier 
mâché; paper coffee filters; flags of paper; silver paper; molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; photo-engravings; 
photographs [printed]; stencil cases; canvas for painting; compasses for drawing; numbers [type]; watercolor 
[watercolour] saucers for artists; correcting ink [heliography]; ink; inkwells; blueprints; rosaries; stencils; erasing 
shields; balls for ball-point pens; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; printing type; address stamps; stamps [seals]; 
shields [paper seals]; prints [engravings]; labels, not of textile; paper and cardboard; plastic materials for packaging; 
flyers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; wimples; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; berets;
overalls; boas [necklets]; teddies [undergarments]; ski boots; boots for sports; breeches for wear; trousers; football 
boots; brassieres; detachable collars; collars [clothing]; shirt yokes; veils [clothing]; gabardines [clothing]; galoshes; 
neckties; ascots; leggings [leg warmers]; gaiters; boot uppers; corselets; jerseys [clothing]; vests; sports jerseys; 
hosiery; heels; hoods [clothing]; hat frames [skeletons]; pockets for clothing; neck scarfs [mufflers]; visors [headwear]; 
cap peaks; tights; slips [undergarments]; combinations [clothing]; wet suits for water-skiing; bodices [lingerie]; corsets 
[underclothing]; suits; bathing suits; masquerade costumes; beach clothes; jackets [clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; 
fishing vests; leggings [trousers]; liveries; camisoles; cuffs; short-sleeve shirts; mantillas; coats; sleep masks; furs 
[clothing]; mittens; miters [hats]; muffs [clothing]; footmuffs, not electrically heated; heelpieces for footwear; bibs, not of 
paper; fur stoles; ear muffs [clothing]; socks; beach shoes; sports shoes; paper clothing; outerclothing; ready-made 
clothing; motorists' clothing; cyclists' clothing; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of 
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leather; uniforms; fittings of metal for footwear; maniples; overcoats; parkas; pelerines; gloves [clothing]; ski gloves; 
pajamas (Am.); bathing trunks; shirt fronts; scarfs; pocket squares; dresses; headbands [clothing]; garters; sock 
suspenders; stocking suspenders; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; dress shields; soles for footwear; braces for 
clothing [suspenders]; lace boots; ponchos; girdles; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; non-
slipping devices for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; welts for footwear; chasubles; shirts; wooden shoes; sandals; 
bath sandals; boots; sarongs; jumper dresses; saris; sweaters; footwear uppers; inner soles; bath slippers; togas; 
knitwear [clothing]; underpants; gymnastic shoes; slippers; shoes; skull caps; turbans; aprons [clothing]; tee-shirts; 
dressing gowns; bath robes; top hats; tips for footwear; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; shawls; caps [headwear]; 
paper hats [clothing]; shower caps; bathing caps; sashes for wear; studs for football boots; hats; trouser straps; 
pelisses; esparto shoes or sandals; skirts; petticoats; skorts.
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3621636    27/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361889]
Joint Stock Company «Air and Space Defence Corporation «Almaz - Antey»
Verejskaya street, 41, RU-121471 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, optical, measuring, signaling, checking [supervision], life-saving and 
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic
data carriers; recording discs; data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.13;Firearms; ammunition; projectiles [weapons]; explosives; fireworks.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; rigid pipes, not of metal [building]; asphalt; bitumen; tar; buildings, 
transportable, not of metal.

Cl.37;Building.

Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2016; Application No. : 016019739 ;European Union 

3621666    12/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361672]
Fenix Outdoor Development and CSR AG
Industriestrasse 6 CH-6300 ZUG Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; bags for campers; bags for climbers; sport bags; belt pouches; belt frames for 
carrying children; leather purses; backpacks; satchels; shopping bags; leather shoulder belts; straps (leather -); valises; 
holdalls; trunks [luggage]; traveling trunks; travelling sets (leatherware); toiletry cases sold empty; umbrella covers; 
umbrellas; walking sticks; handbags; purses and pocket wallets.

Cl.20;Air cushions, not for medical purposes; air mattresses, not for medical purposes; pillows; bedding, except linen; 
mattresses; tent pegs, not of metal.

Cl.22;Bags [sacks] for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; tents; tent floors, namely groundsheets for tents; 
bags made of textile for the storage of tents; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; cordage; ropes for 
mountaineering; nets; tarpaulins; groundsheets.

Cl.24;Sleeping bags; sleeping bags for camping; storage bags specifically adapted for sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear, in particular mountaineering shoes and ski boots; headgear; caps; knee-high stockings; 
gloves [clothing]; hats; hosiery; jackets [clothing]; lace boots; leather clothing; clothing of imitations of leather; topcoats; 
pants; parkas; ponchos; scarves; shirts; socks; footwear soles; athletics shoes; sweaters; tee-shirts; trousers; 
underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; rainwear; shorts; combinations [clothing]; overalls; waterproof clothing; 
mackintoshes.
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Priority claimed from 05/09/2016; Application No. : 015814478 ;European Union 

3621670    03/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361655]
nextzett GmbH
Zellerstraße 10 73271 Holzmaden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry; preservatives for washing and cleaning preparations; antifreeze agent; antifreeze for 
windscreen washing installations and radiators; anti-fogging preparations; water-displacing preparations (chemicals), 
discharge-drying preparations (chemicals); battery electrolytes; chemical additives for motor fuels and oil; starting 
fluids/sprays for motors and engines; deicers; door lock deicers; defoamers; all of the aforesaid goods for vehicle 
cleaning, care, maintenance and servicing and none of the aforesaid goods being intended for household use.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; spray primers; spray lacquers; colourants; mordants; preservatives against rust; 
preservatives for preventing corrosion; undercoating and undersealing preparation for vehicle chassis; cavity sealing and 
conservation preparations; preparation for preserving lacquer; preparations for preserving lacquer, in liquid and paste 
form; all of the aforesaid goods for vehicle cleaning, care and maintenance/servicing and none of the aforesaid goods 
being intended for household use.

Cl.3;Cleaning preparations for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; shampoos, 
car shampoos; concentrated cleaning preparations; washing preparations for car washing installations, for steam-jet and 
high-pressure cleaning apparatus; dirt and water repellent preparations (water repelling preparations); windscreen 
cleaning preparations for windscreen washing installations; cleaning preparations and preservatives for motors and 
engines; chrome cleaning and chrome care preparations; lacquer cleaning and care preparations; lacquer cleaning 
preparations, in paste and liquid form; rust removing preparations; tyre cleaning and care preparations; wheel rim 
cleaning and care preparations; plastic cleaning and care preparations; rubber cleaning and care preparations; cleaning 
and care preparations for interior fittings; cleaning and care preparations for textiles and leather; cleaning and care 
preparations fir upholstery in a foam form; stain removing preparation; silicon removers; degreasing preparations; pre-
cleaning preparations; brake cleaning preparations; abrasive pastes; lacquer polish; cleaning agents for hands; 
detergents for tiles; cleaning putty; clay bars; protective car wax; tar removers; wax remover; all of the aforesaid goods 
for vehicle cleaning, care and maintenance/servicing and none of the aforesaid goods being intended for household use; 
wax removers; tar removers.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; spray oils, spray 
greases; all of the aforesaid goods for vehicle cleaning, care and maintenance/servicing and none of the aforesaid goods 
being intended for household use; protective wax.

Cl.7;Spraying apparatus (machines); pressure spraying devices; pumps for liquids; barrel pumps; all of the aforesaid 
goods for vehicle cleaning, care and maintenance/servicing and none of the aforesaid goods being intended for 
household use.

Cl.21;Dispenser for vehicle cleaning, care and maintenance/servicing preparations; all of the aforesaid goods for 
vehicle cleaning, care and maintenance/servicing and none of the aforesaid goods being intended for household use.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2017; Application No. : 2017-029681 ;Japan 

3621742    19/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1361728]
SHINKO DENSHI CO., LTD.
3-9-11 Yushima, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 113-0034 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Densimeters; logs [measuring instruments]; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; precision balances;
quantity indicators; scales; weighing apparatus and instruments; weighing machines; weights.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; apparatus for use in medical analysis; diagnostic apparatus for medical 
purposes; obstetric apparatus; testing apparatus for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 14/03/2013; Application No. : 511529 ;Portugal 
3621799    28/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1183114]
CTR - CONSULTORIA TÉCNICA E REPRESENTAÇOES, LDA.
Loteamento Industrial Da Murteira, Lotes 23/24 P-2135-301 Samora Correia Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Cedar wood for use as an insect repellent; fly destroying preparations; insect repellent in the nature of a lamp oil; 
insect repellent in candle form; insect repellent incense; insect repellents; insecticides; mosquito repellents for 
application to the skin; anti-moth preparations; anti-fly preparations.

Cl.21;Electric devices for attracting and killing insects; insect traps.
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Priority claimed from 16/01/2017; Application No. : 2017-002879 ;Japan 

3621893    05/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362227]
Thanks Ai Global Pte. Ltd.
20 Collyer Quay, 23-01 Singapore 049319 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; toiletry preparations; soap products; dentifrices; perfumery; breath fresheners.

Cl.5;Dietary supplements.

Cl.32;Waters [beverages]; soft drinks; fruit juices; vegetable juices [beverages]; whey beverages.
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Priority claimed from 29/06/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 018 658 ;Germany 

3621914    29/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1362028]
FC Augsburg 1907 GmbH & Co KGaA
Donauwörther Str. 170 86154 Augsburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable digital photos; computer games programmes downloaded via the internet [software]; computer 
game software for use with online interactive games; games software; electronic game software for mobile phones; 
virtual reality game software; films, recorded; electronic publications recorded on computer media; prerecorded video 
compact discs; downloadable image files; e-books; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of magazines; downloadable electronic greeting cards for sending by regular mail; 
downloadable graphics for mobile phones; downloadable podcasts; downloadable printable planners and organizers; 
downloadable video recordings; prerecorded music compact discs; prerecorded DVDs featuring games; multimedia 
recordings; instruction manuals in electronic format; training manuals in the form of a computer program; audio visual 
recordings; video recordings; video films; prerecorded fitness DVDs; pre-recorded exercise DVDs; pre-recorded compact 
discs; digital recordings; DVDs; DVD cases; printed cards [encoded]; encoded cards; encoded membership cards; 
encoded reward cards; pre-recorded compact discs featuring games; video compact discs; scientific research and 
laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; recorded content; scientific apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; information technology and audiovisual equipment; compact discs; 
digital recording media; software and applications for mobile devices; downloadable applications for use with mobile 
devices; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; electronic indicator panels; electronic notice boards; spectacles 
[optics]; spectacle straps; spectacle frames; eyeglass case; sunglasses; cell phones; cases adapted for mobile phones; 
flip covers for mobile phones; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; screen savers; downloadable wallpapers for 
computers and phones; cell phone covers; covers for smartphones; mouse pads; USB flash drives; encoded 
identification bracelets, magnetic; electronic tickets; tickets in the form of magnetic cards.

Cl.25;Football jerseys; football shoes; soccer bibs; replica football kits; studs for football boots; shawls [from tricot 
only]; clothing; headgear; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; baseball caps; visors [headwear]; bobble hats; hats; caps with 
visors; sports headgear [other than helmets]; peaked headwear; earbands; snoods [scarves]; headbands [clothing]; 
sports caps; knitted caps; sports pants; sports jackets; boots for sports; footwear for track and field athletics; boots for 
sports; sports socks; casual shirts; sports jerseys; gym suits; sports caps and hats; flip-flops; printed t-shirts; bath 
sandals; short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; jackets [clothing]; jackets being sports clothing; trousers; pants (am.); 
short trousers; stockings; socks; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; bibs, not of paper; bodies [clothing]; baby bodysuits; hoods 
[clothing]; footwear.

Cl.28;Soccer balls; soccer goals; football gloves; reduced sized footballs; soccer ball knee pads; soccer ball goal nets; 
shin guards for soccer; miniature replica football kits; ball inflators; balls for games; sportballs; goal posts; reduced sized 
goal posts; toys, games, playthings and novelties; sporting articles and equipment; cases adapted for sporting articles; 
inflatable balls for sports; ball holders; leg weights for exercising; leg guards for athletic use; chest expanders 
[exercisers]; body training apparatus [exercise]; wrist weights for exercise; ankle and wrist weights for exercise; gloves 
made specifically for use in playing sports; sports equipment; sports games; sports training apparatus; gymnastic and 
sporting articles; golf balls; board games; electronic board games; trading cards [card game]; game boards for trading 
card games; parlor games; playing cards; play balloons; games; toys; indoor football tables; toy sporting apparatus; toy 
figures; toy trumpets; toy animals; table football tables; video game apparatus; electronic games.

Cl.38;Cellular telephone services; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included in this 
class; telecommunication services; communications by cellular phones; providing access to databases; providing access 
to search engines and portals for accessing data and information via global networks; providing access to computer 
networks; transmission of sound or visual recordings over networks; information transmission services via digital 
networks; message collection and transmission services; electronic transmission of news; providing Internet chatrooms 
and Internet forums; transmission of multimedia content via the Internet; broadcasting of audiovisual and multimedia 
content via the Internet; broadcasting services; transmission of radio and television programs; streaming audio and video 
material on the Internet.

Cl.41;Soccer instruction; soccer camps; organisation of soccer games; organisation of football competitions; 
production of films on aspects of football associations; services for the organisation of football events; entertainment in 
the nature of football games; football camp services; provision of sporting club facilities; fan club in the nature of 
entertainment; fan clubs [entertainment]; electronic games services provided from a computer database or by means of 
the Internet; sports training; education, entertainment and sports; sports coaching; educational services relating to 
sports; physical education services; entertainment services relating to sport; providing sports facilities; provision of 
information relating to sports; sporting activities; computer assisted physical education services; organising of sporting 
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activities and of sporting competitions; sporting services; training of sports players; sports club services; sport camp 
services; organisation of sports competitions; physical education facilities (provision of -); rental of sports grounds; 
rental of stadium facilities; training of sports teachers; timing of sports events; entertainment provided during intervals of 
sporting events; instruction courses relating to sporting activities; providing sports training facilities; sporting and 
cultural activities; organisation of tournaments; production of sporting events for television; conducting of live sports 
events; providing facilities for sports recreation; entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; sports tuition, coaching 
and instruction; officiating at sports contests; provision of sporting results; ticket reservation and booking services for 
sporting events; production of sporting events for radio; educational and training services relating to sport; sports and 
fitness; provision of online entertainment; provision of online computer games; providing online electronic publications, 
not downloadable; online ticket agency services for entertainment purposes; publication of multimedia material online; 
booking of seats for shows and booking of theatre tickets; publication of printed matter; electronic text publishing 
services; box office services; booking tickets for cultural and sporting activities; ticket reservation and booking services 
for entertainment, sporting and cultural events.

Cl.45;Legal administration of licences; licensing industrial property rights; licensing of trademarks; legal advice 
relating to franchising; exploitation of industrial property rights and copyright by licensing; legal services relating to the 
exploitation of transmission rights; licensing of rights to films, television and video productions; licensing of rights 
relating to audio productions; licensing of rights relating to the use of photographs; legal advice and representation; legal 
services relating to the management, control and granting of licence rights; licensing of computer games; granting of 
licences to others for the use of industrial property rights and copyright; management and exploitation of copyright and 
industrial property rights by licensing for others; mediation; exploitation of film, television and other ancillary copyright in 
the field of merchandising; legal service; legal services relating to the exploitation of copyright for printed matter; 
licensing of printed matter.
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3621924    28/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1361992]
Intel Corporation
2200 Mission College Boulevard Santa Clara CA 95052 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;On-board diagnostic apparatus for vehicles on land, rail, air, or water; computers and computing systems for 
autonomous-driving, driver-assisted, connected vehicles, unmanned aerial devices, and drones; computing platforms 
featuring infotainment systems, interactive displays, control systems, and control devices, warning systems, 
connectivity, onboard computers, and gps for vehicles, connected vehicles, autonomous, and driverless vehicles; multi-
camera systems and video screens for vehicles; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting, map-making, video-recording, 
temperature controlling, and communication network devices for vehicles; computer software applications for digital 
virtual agents, predictive systems, machine learning, cognitive process automation, natural language processing, pattern 
recognition, character recognition, visual computing applications, knowledge virtualisation, robotics, drones, and 
unmanned vehicles; computer hardware for drones, connected, autonomous, and unmanned vehicles; computing 
devices, apparatus, platforms, software and user interfaces that transfer data to other computing devices, apparatus, 
platforms, software and user interfaces through computer and electronic communication networks; electronic charging 
devices; electric battery system and computer software for monitoring, optimizing and regulating the storage, 
transmission and discharge of energy to and from electric battery systems; equipment for use in the storage, supply, 
transmission, and stabilization of electricity supplied by or to an electric power grid or other source of electric power 
generation; data processing equipment; software development kit (sdk) for vehicles; computer hardware development kit 
and platforms consisting of computer interface boards, integrated circuits, microprocessors, computer cables, power 
supply, power adaptors, user interface components, circuit boards, computer chips, computer screens and 
microcontrollers for creating, building, and customizing autonomous cars and unmanned vehicles; computer applications 
for automatic vehicle driving control; recorded computer software for safe vehicle driving; computer applications for 
automatic vehicle driving control, autonomous control, navigation, assisted driving of vehicles, and self-driving of 
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vehicles; operating systems for autonomous cars; electronic monitoring apparatus and software; computer memory 
devices; computer storage devices.

Cl.12;Autonomous, or automatically guided unmanned aerial vehicles (uavs), aircraft, helicopters, quad copters, 
drones, automobiles, yachts, and other vehicles that transport people, packages, and freight; driverless vehicles; 
connected vehicles; remote controlled vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, rail, air, or water and parts, fittings, 
and testing apparatus for all of the aforesaid goods; drones.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2017; Application No. : 1009369 ;Benelux 

3621973    05/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362290]
NUTRI-AD INTERNATIONAL, naamloze vennootschap
Hoogveld 93 B-9200 DENDERMONDE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for the preservation of food for animals.

Cl.5;Veterinary products; pharmaceutical additives for animal feedstuffs; additives and dietary supplements for animal 
feed (non-veterinary use); medicated animal feed.

Cl.31;Food for animals.
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2016; Application No. : 1338494 ;Benelux 

3622023    17/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362051]
SPIRID Creation B.V.
Saturnusstraat 60 Den Haag NL-2516 AH

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumes, colognes, toilet water, fragrances for personal use, essential oils; soaps; cosmetics; make-up products 
namely, lipsticks, lip glosses, mascaras, eye shadows, eyeliners, blushes, pressed powders, loose powders, foundations; 
nail care products namely, nail polish and nail polish remover; toiletries; non-medicated skin care products namely 
cosmetic creams and lotions for skin care, moisturizing creams, facial masks and skin firming creams and lotions; 
cosmetic preparations for baths and showers namely, bath oil, bath salts, bath beads and bath crystals, talcum powders, 
hair lotions, shampoos; dentifrices; antiperspirants, deodorants for personal use; shaving articles namely, shaving 
soaps, shaving gel and shaving cream, after-shave, after-shave lotions and gels; shoe polish and creams; hair dyes; 
cleaning preparations; cosmetics for animals; cleaning kits (comprised of cleaning preparations); cleaning and polishing 
preparations for leather and precious metal; pads impregnated with a detergent for cleaning.

Cl.9;Security, monitoring and alarm installations; alarm surveillance apparatus and electric and electronic alarm 
apparatus, systems and installations for protection against theft; electronic keys; remote controls; electronic or electric 
security equipment for stored valuables; protective cases and cardholders to safely store high-tech rfid (radio frequency 
identification) or nfc (near field communication) cards such as the public transportation pass, credit cards and admission 
tickets; parts for the aforesaid goods, not included in other classes; security articles, such as protective clothing, 
headgear, footwear, gloves, belts, masks, filters, goggles, visors; mobile telephones and holders therefor made of leather, 
other natural materials or plastic, and either with or without an electronic security device or alarm system; reading 
glasses and sunglasses and cases for these glasses; apps for the management of credit cards, passwords, personal data 
and information.

Cl.14;Jewellery; watches, horological and chronometric instruments; key rings, key chains and key holders of precious 
metals; the aforesaid goods either with or without an alarm system for personal use; key holders made of leather, other 
natural materials or plastic, and either with or without an electronic security device or alarm system.

Cl.16;Passport covers and passport cases; moneybands; copyholders; letter files; office stationery; pens; penholders; 
paper bags and sacks.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols, canes and 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; bags, rucksacks, cases, purses and wallets, the aforesaid articles made of 
leather, other natural materials or plastic, and either with or without an electronic security device or alarm system; key 
cases made of leather, other natural materials or plastic, and either with or without an electronic security device or alarm 
system.

Cl.21;Perfume holders (bottles) and perfume sprayers; cleaning brushes; cleaning pads.

Cl.35;Wholesale services and retail services, and import and export of products mentioned in classes 3, 9, 14, 16, 18 
and 21; aforementioned services also via the internet.
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Priority claimed from 30/09/2016; Application No. : 1340258 ;Benelux 

3622516    17/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362049]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Service tool kits, namely : equipment for purging air from X-ray and CT-systems and CT and X-ray tubes; 
equipment for measuring and checking contamination and flow rate of oil in CT and X-ray tubes and X-ray and CT 
systems.

Cl.9;X-ray tubes; CT tubes; vacuum contractors; vacuum relays; high voltage high vacuum rectifiers; silicon diode 
rectifiers.

Cl.10;X-ray tubes; CT tubes; vacuum contractors; vacuum relays; high voltage high vacuum rectifiers; silicon diode 
rectifiers; all aforesaid products intended for use in the medical and healthcare field.

Cl.42;Rental of X-ray tubes, CT tubes, vacuum contacts, vacuum relays, high voltage high vacuum rectifiers and silicon 
diode rectifiers for laboratory and research use.

Cl.44;Rental of X-ray tubes, CT tubes, vacuum contacts, vacuum relays, high voltage high vacuum rectifiers and silicon 
diode rectifiers, for use in the medical and healthcare field.
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Priority claimed from 28/10/2016; Application No. : 1805955 ;Australia 

3622699    11/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362240]
Anna Gill
Randwick PO Box 2083 Clovelly West NSW 2031 Australia
Inschool Teaching Australia Pty Limited
PO BOX 2083 Clovelly West NSW 2031 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; computer hardware for use in computer-assisted software engineering; computer hardware 
publications in electronic form; computer programs for analysing computer hardware; computer games programs; 
computer games programs downloaded via the internet (software); computer games programs recorded on tapes 
(software); computer programs for computer games; computer programs for playing games; games software; programs 
for use with computer games; recorded software and programmes for use with electronic games of all kinds; computer 
games entertainment software; computer programs for video games; memories and memory extensions for use with 
electronic games of all kinds.

Cl.16;Computer hardware publications (printed matter); computer hardware reference manuals; computer hardware 
users guide; instruction manuals relating to computer hardware; booklets relating to games; rule books for playing 
games; rules of play for games; scorecards being printed matter for use with games.

Cl.25;Apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear).

Cl.28;Apparatus for electronic games; apparatus for games; apparatus for games adapted for use with an external 
display screen or monitor; apparatus for playing games involving words; apparatus for use in playing games; apparatus 
for use with board games; articles for use in card games involving words; articles for use in playing board games; board 
games; card games; computer games apparatus; computer games apparatus adapted for use with an external display 
screen or monitor; electronic educational teaching games; electronic educational teaching games for children; electronic 
games incorporating their own visual display facilities; electronic games machines; games; games adapted for use with 
an external display screen or monitor; games for adults; games for children; games in the form of quizzes.

Cl.41;Arranging of games; electronic games provided by means of the internet (non-downloadable); organisation of 
games; provision of games by means of a computer based system; rental of apparatus for the playing of games.

Cl.42;Advisory services relating to computer hardware; computer support services (computer hardware, software and 
peripherals advisory and information services); consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; 
design and development of computer hardware (for others); design of computer hardware; information technology (IT) 
services (computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical consultancy); providing information, 
including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software; rental of computer hardware; design
of games.
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Priority claimed from 29/09/2016; Application No. : 4303252 ;France 

3626578    30/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362922]
LABORATOIRES EXPANSCIENCE
10 avenue de l'Arche F-92419 Courbevoie Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic products and preparations for skin care, namely, skin lotions and creams; cosmetic creams, towelettes 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions, cosmetic kits, namely creams and lotions for the skin, body, face and hair, cosmetic 
creams and lotions; lotions for cosmetic use, beauty masks, make-up removing products, dermatological soaps, 
cleansing milk for toilet use, almond milk for cosmetic use, oils for cosmetic use, almond oil for cosmetic use, sun care 
products, namely, suntan lotions, suntan creams, sunscreens; astringents for cosmetic use, cosmetic bath products and 
preparations (non-medicated); cotton sticks for cosmetic use, skin whitening creams, essential oils, cosmetics, hair 
lotions, dentifrices; cleansing water, water for cosmetic use, cleansing solutions for cosmetic use, products and 
preparations for cleansing the skin, soaps, perfumery; perfumery and hygiene products for cosmetic use, in particular, a 
lotion and a cream for skin care; shampoos, cosmetic products and preparations for scalp care; eau-de-Cologne, skin 
care spray for cosmetic use, non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, soaps, creams, moisturizing sticks, cream 
soaps for the body, cream soaps for the hands, cosmetic lotions, cleansing milks for toilet use, skin toners, skin 
moisturizers, body emulsions, shower gels, cosmetic powders, suntan creams for cosmetic use, sunscreen cosmetic 
lotions, bubble bath; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, liquid skin cleanser, detangling shampoo, hair and body 
wash solution, extra moisturizing soaps, body cream soap, creams and milks for the skin, skin protection not for medical 
use; face milks and creams, body milks and creams, milks and creams for buttocks, non-medical protective sticks for the 
skin, namely creams, lotions, milks, sprays and oils containing sunscreen; body creams, moisturizing creams, vitamin 
skin creams, scented shower products, namely, gel; cosmetic sun protection creams and milks, moisturizing anti-
mosquito milk for cosmetic use, perfumed soap, cream soaps, soapless dermatological bars, soapless dermatological 
washing gels, hand creams; cosmetic products and preparations for pregnant women and new mothers, namely, skin, 
body, face and hair lotions and creams, cosmetic creams and lotions; breast care cosmetic products and preparations for 
pregnant women and new mothers, namely, skin and body lotions and creams, cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic 
products and preparations to relieve swollen legs for pregnant women and new mothers, namely, skin and body lotions 
and creams, cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic products and preparations against pregnancy blemishes, namely 
skin, face and body lotions and creams, cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic products and preparations for dry skin 
caused by pregnancy, namely skin, body and face lotions and creams, cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic products 
and preparations against pregnancy blemishes, namely skin, face and body lotions and creams, cosmetic creams and 
lotions; cosmetic products and preparations to prevent stretch marks for pregnant women and new mothers, namely, 
skin, body and face lotions and creams, cosmetic creams and lotions; cosmetic products and preparations for slimming 
purposes for new mothers, cosmetic products and preparations for firming the body for new mothers, non-medicated 
toiletry products and preparations for babies; alcohol-free water for baby toiletries; non-medicated products for baby skin 
care, namely, shampoos, sunblock creams, moisturizing face creams and soaps, moisturizing body creams and soaps; 
thick tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions for diaper changing, shampoos for infants, baby shampoos, baby bubble 
bath, toiletries for babies, cosmetic preparations for baby baths, cosmetic preparations for protecting babies, vitamin-
enriched creams for diaper changing.

Cl.5;Medicated soaps, disinfectant soaps.
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Priority claimed from 13/02/2017; Application No. : 51867/2017 ;Switzerland 

3627290    21/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1363135]
Consitex S.A.
Via Ligornetto 13 CH-6855 Stabio Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Filtering materials [textiles]; textile products and substitutes for textile products; fabrics; household linen; loose 
covers for furniture; curtains; non-woven textile articles; patterned textile materials intended for embroidery; textiles 
made of flannel; textiles made of linen; household textile articles made of non-woven materials; textiles made of synthetic 
materials; towels [of textile] for kitchen use; draped decorative fabrics; flags and pennants of textile; brocade flags; 
pennants of felt; nylon flags; flags made of plastic materials; fabric for flags and banners; banners of plastic materials; 
textile make-up towel; interfacings; reinforcing fabric for non-woven textiles; fustian; valances; handkerchiefs of textile; 
handkerchiefs of textile; banners of textile materials; linings [textile]; hat linings; linen lining fabric for shoes; fitted toilet 
lid covers of fabric; plastic pennants; flags made of textile or plastic materials; disposable cloths; flexible valances; 
upholstery fabrics; printers' blankets of textile; waterproof textile products; textile goods for making headscarves and 
lithams; textile household articles; insect protection nets; fabric covers for toilet seats; cloths for removing make-up; 
flags of textile or plastic materials; banners made of textile or plastic materials; fabric banners; flags of textile; Japanese 
ceremonial cloth [fukusa] for packaging; Japanese cloth [furoshiki] for packaging of all kinds; textile materials; soft 
furnishings; lining fabrics for footwear articles; velvety fabric; cloths for drying glasses; cloths of textile for drying; 
shrouds; prayer fabrics; tapestries of textile; ticks [mattress covers]; dust sheets; sponge fabrics [piecework textile 
articles]; terry cloth for textile use; textiles and textile substitutes; leather cloth; rolls of fabric; upholstery fabric; textile 
materials for furniture; textiles for interior decoration; fabrics for textile use; traced cloths for embroidery; coated textiles; 
frieze [cloth]; mosquito nets; bath linen; bed linen and blankets; kitchen linen and table linen; glass cloths; bath sheets; 
towels of textile; terry cloth [textile] designed to be used for distributors; textile towels for infants; towels of textile for 
babies; textile towels for the beach; bath towels; golf towels; beach towels; face towels of textile; Japanese cotton towels 
[tenugui]; towels of textile materials with American football team logos; textile towels sold in batches; hand towels of 
textile; children's towels; fabrics for cleaning and drying the face; terry towels for the face; hand towels; terry towels; 
hooded bath towels; bathroom linen other than clothing; household linen, including face towels; bed covers made of terry 
cloth; fabric cosmetic wipes not impregnated with cosmetics; sanitary flannel; washing mitts; washing mitts made of non-
woven fabrics; face washing mitts; disposable cloths for toilet purposes; make-up removing wipes [textile] excluding 
those impregnated with toiletry products; terry cloth [textile]; non-woven cloths of textile for washing the body not for 
medical use; woven cloths of textile for washing the body not for medical use; cloths intended for washing the body other 
than for medical use; quilts made of terry cloth; duvet covers; textile products for bedding; bed canopies; valance; fabric 
valance; bed and table linen; bed linen made of non-woven textile materials; bed linen for babies; terry linen; valance 
linen; bed blankets; bed covers of paper; bed blankets made of cotton; bed blankets made of synthetic fibers; silk bed 
blankets; lap robes; tartan lap robes; Scottish fabrics for traveling (tartan); woolen blankets; silk blankets; covers for 
household pets; children's blankets; children's bed blankets; blankets for outdoor use; blankets for babies; bed covers 
with frills; covers for bed warmers; throws of textile materials; elastic mattress covers; textile quilt covers; disposable 
paper bed linen; disposable textile bed linen; paper pillowcases; pillowcases; mattress covers; pillow shams; covers for 
eiderdowns and duvets; sheets; fitted sheets; bed skirts; plastic bed sheets [not intended for incontinence]; bed sheets of 
paper; cot sheets; sleeping bag liners; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; quilts filled with padding materials; goose down 
quilts; quilts filled with synthetic padding materials; feather quilts; down quilts; eiderdowns [quilts]; bedspreads for 
children's beds; sleeping bag sheets; patchwork bed quilt; mattress and pillow covers; crib canopies; bed covers; half 
down quilts; knitted bed covers; comforters of textile materials; quilts for futons; small textile articles [table linen]; 
kitchen rags; fabrics flags for use as place markers; kitchen linen; table linen; household linen of textile; towels [textile 
materials]; place mats made of textile materials; place mats not of paper; place mats of textile; fabric table toppers; table 
cloths; damask table cloths; table cloths made of non-woven textile materials; table linen not of paper; plastic table 
covers; cleaning cloths; coasters [table linen]; coasters of textile; lace table mats, not of paper; fabric table runners; 
tablecloths, not of paper; table runners in textile materials; dish towels for drying; dish towels for drying; bar cloths; 
oilcloths for use as tablecloths; tablecloths not of paper; tablecloths of textile; disposable tablecloths made of textile; 
place mats of textile materials; table mats of linen; table napkins of textile; toilet lid covers [made of fabric or fabric 
substitutes]; fitted toilet seat covers; textile covers for furniture; loose fabric covers for furniture; protective coverings for 
mattresses and furniture; covers for garden furniture; removable replacement seat covers [furniture]; covers for 
footstools; sofa covers; chair covers; furniture coverings of plastic; textile covers for toilets; covers for bed canopies; 
loose covers for furniture; textile covers for furniture; furniture coverings of textile; covers of textile and plastic for 
freestanding furniture; protective covers [covers] for use during decorating works; friezes [hangings of textile]; wall 
decorations of textile; friezes [textile wall hangings]; hand-made textile wall hangings; wall hangings of textile; textile wall 
plates; pleated curtains made of textile; valances [textile drapery]; curtain holders of textile material; festoons [curtains]; 
draperies in the form of curtains; valances; textile curtain pelmets; textiles for use as window coverings; curtains made of 
carpeting fabric; door curtains; textile products for covering windows; window coverings [net curtains]; draperies [thick 
drop curtains]; curtain linings; draperies in the form of textile curtains; ready-made curtains; ready-made curtains made 
of plastic materials; ready-made curtains made of textile materials; shower curtains made of fireproof textiles; lace 
curtains; plastic curtains; curtains of textile; curtains of textile or plastic; plastic shower curtains; vinyl curtains; shower 
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curtains of textile or plastic; indoor and outdoor curtains; shower curtains; small curtains made of textile materials; 
pleated curtains; textile materials in the form of window trimmings; textile labels for tagging clothing; textile labels for 
attaching to clothing; fabric markers [tags] for textile fabrics; textile motifs for patching up; textile labels for tagging linen; 
textile labels for identifying linen; textile labels for tagging clothing; (textile) labels for tagging clothing; labels of textile 
for identifying clothing; (textile) labels for identifying clothing; (textile) labels for bar codes; textile adhesive labels; self-
adhesive fabric labels; iron-on cloth labels; printed fabric labels; mosquito nets treated with insecticides.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; caps; berets; golf caps; ski hats; sports caps; felt hats; calot [military headwear]; 
skull caps; headgear for fishing; hats; top hats; knotted caps for babies; baseball caps; chefs' hats; rain hats; broad-
brimmed hats; beach hats; paper hats for chefs; paper hats for nurses; Japanese conical straw hats [sugegasa]; 
nightcaps; leather hats; headgear for children; Scottish wool bonnets; bucket hats [round hats]; fascinators [hats]; 
peaked headgear; hat frames [skeletons]; flat caps; women's headgear; thermal headgear; sports headgear other than 
helmets; sports headgear (other than helmets); ear bands (clothing); caps (bonnets); bathing caps; waterpolo caps; 
shower caps; headbands [clothing]; head sweat-bands; fezzes; mantillas; miters [hats]; tube scarves; boaters; wimples 
[clothing]; Scottish berets; caps [headgear]; turbans; visors; keffiyehs; lithams; components of Japanese-style wooden 
clogs; non-slipping devices for footwear; ballet flats [shoes]; pumps (footwear); bags specially adapted for ski boots; 
galoshes; shoes excluding orthopedic shoes; driving shoes; work footwear; footwear for fishing; footwear for men; yoga 
shoes; footwear for women; Japanese footwear made of rice straw [waraji]; Japanese footwear with toe separator 
[jikatabi]; footwear not for sports; climbing footwear; footwear for children; riding boots; leisure footwear; footwear for 
babies; bootees (wool footwear for babies); vinyl shoes; bedroom slippers; straps for shoes and boots; Japanese-style 
sandals [zori]; straps intended for separating the first two toes for Japanese-style wooden clogs; flip-flops; shoe straps; 
after-ski boots; stiffeners for boots; main wooden parts for Japanese-style wooden clogs; protective metal fittings for 
shoes and boots; fittings of metal for footwear; galoshes [footwear]; welts for footwear; tongues for shoes and boots; 
moccasins; puttees and gaiters; bath slippers; folding slippers for women; pedicure slippers; slippers of leather; 
disposable slippers; shoe inserts for non-orthopaedic purposes; toe boxes; tips for footwear; heel stiffeners for footwear; 
waders; sandals; bath sandals; pedicure sandals; beach shoes and sandals; Japanese sandals with toe separators 
[asaura-zori]; Japanese style sandals of leather; Japanese-style sandals (zori); Japanese-style sandals of felt; shoes; 
aqua shoes; footwear with Velcro; flat shoes; esparto shoes or sandals; high-heeled shoes; training shoes; 
mountaineering footwear; sports shoes; bath shoes; dancing shoes; baseball shoes; bowling shoes; boxing shoes; ballet 
flats [dance slippers]; gymnastic shoes; golf shoes; hockey shoes; running shoes; basketball shoes; handball shoes; 
volleyball shoes; rain footwear; rugby boots; ski boots, snowboard boots and parts thereof; beach footwear; tennis 
shoes; tap shoes; canvas footwear; dress shoes; sports footwear; leather footwear; cycling footwear; football boots; 
footwear for footvolley; footwear for walking; half-boots; boots for babies; working boots; mountaineering boots; ski 
boots; snowboard boots; sneakers; inner soles; insoles for shoes and boots; insoles (for footwear and boots); insoles for 
boots and shoes; ankle socks; half-boots; lace boots; boots; hunting shoes; women's boots and half-boots; footwear for 
gymnastics; fishing boots; rain boots; boots for polo; waterproof boots for fishing; winter boots; military boots; boots for 
motorcycling; soles for footwear; embossed rubber or plastic soles and heels; rubber soles for Japanese footwear 
[jikatabi]; midsoles; soles for repairing shoes; slipper soles; soles for Japanese-style sandals; shoe soles; wooden 
supports for Japanese-style wooden clogs; studs for football boots; studs for sports footwear; heels; heel inserts; 
heelpieces for footwear; footwear uppers; woven rattan uppers for Japanese-style sandals; boot uppers; uppers for 
footwear; uppers for Japanese-style sandals; valenki [felt boots]; clogs-sandals; heeled rain clogs [ashida]; low wooden 
clogs [hiyori-geta ]; wooden shoes; low wooden clogs [koma-geta]; Japanese-style sandals and clogs; Japanese-style 
wooden clogs [geta]; toe straps for Japanese-style sandals [zori]; turtlenecks [clothing]; articles of clothing for casual 
wear; thermal clothing; christening robes; loungewear; clothing for women; waterproof outdoor clothing; clothing for 
judo; clothing for wrestling; clothing for professional use; clothing for girls; clothing for tennis; clothing for men; clothing 
of fur; formal wear; formal evening wear; raincoats; cashmere clothing; clothing of imitations of leather; woolen clothing; 
clothing of leather; plush clothing; silk clothing; mesh underwear; baby tops; baby bottoms; motorists' clothing; cyclists' 
clothing; bridal party clothing; maternity clothing; clothing for gymnastics; horse-riding clothing [other than crash hats]; 
dance clothing; clothing for martial arts; ski clothing; Skating outfits; clothing for fishing; clothing for boys; clothing for 
surfing; triathlon clothing; sports clothing; traditional Japanese clothing; dresses; suits; tailored suits; ball gowns; 
women's ceremonial dresses; nursing staff gowns; dress suits; tuxedos; wedding dresses; folk costumes (clothing); dry 
suits; zoot suits [oversized suits]; animal skin dresses; bridal party dresses; casual wear; jumper dresses; dressing 
gowns; neck wear; waterproof clothing for sailing; tracksuits; outdoor waterproof clothing; linen clothing; clothing for 
children; articles of clothing for theatrical use; woven clothing; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; baby bibs of plastic materials; 
cloth bibs for adults; cloth bibs; bibs, not of paper; Bermuda shorts; sleepwear; maternity sleepwear; women's 
underwear; long underwear; disposable underwear; underwear for babies; thermal underwear; underwear; sweat-
absorbent underclothing; bikinis; blazers; maternity gowns; boas; boas [necklets]; leotards [clothing]; teddies 
[underwear]; bodysuits for babies; bodysuits for babies and small children; boleros; bomber jackets; bags for hunting 
boots; boy shorts [underwear]; unwired brassieres; suspenders; braces for men; burnous; corsets; cloth bands for obi 
knots [obiage-shin]; waist cinchers; kaftans; ballroom dancing shoes; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; men's 
socks; socks; slipper socks; ankle socks; sweat socks; water socks; bed socks; tennis socks; woolen socks; socks and 
stockings; Japanese-style socks [tabij]; sports socks; footless socks; thermal socks; panties; bathing suits for men; 
walking pants; golf trousers; slacks; light shirts, worn under low-cut clothing; short-sleeve shirts; white coats for hospital 
use; hairdressing gowns for men; laboratory coats; gowns for doctors; shirts; open-necked shirts; turtleneck shirts; 
mock turtleneck shirts; wind-resistant jackets; button-down shirts; collared shirts; hunting shirts; Japanese nightwear 
[nemaki]; fishing shirts; tennis shirts; Hawaiian shirts; ramie shirts; knitwear; camouflage shirts; dress shirts; smoking 
jackets; sports shirts; short-sleeved sports jerseys; woven shirts; moisture-wicking sports shirts; sleeveless pullovers; 
bodices [lingerie]; camouflage vests; tank tops; long-sleeved bodysuits; undershirts for kimonos [koshimaki]; sports tank 
tops; under-jackets for kimonos [juban]; Wind-resistant clothing; capes and cloaks; waterproof capes and cloaks; paper 
hats [clothing]; Sports hats and caps; paper hats intended for clothing; party hats [clothing]; coats; reefer jackets; 
evening coats; jackets for men; coats made of cotton; leather jackets; fur coats and jackets; denim coats; winter coats; 
women's coats; heavy coats; tube scarves [clothing]; hoods [clothing]; cardigans; sports jackets; leather leggings 
(clothing); chasubles; cheongsam (traditional Chinese dress); string fasteners for haori [haori-himo]; belts [clothing]; 
belts of imitation leather; leather belts [clothing]; leather belt (clothing); fabric belts; belts of textile materials [clothing]; 
fabric belts (clothing); belts for kimonos [datemaki]; money belts [clothing]; trouser straps; tights; woolen tights; collars 
[clothing]; collars for dresses; neck bands; false detachable collars for kimonos [haneri]; detachable collars; aikido 
apparel; sets of shorts [clothing]; wind suits; sailor uniforms; dress suits; tutus; three-piece suits [clothing]; headbands 
[clothing]; one-piece suits; shirts and suits; clothing for motorcyclists; tailored pants; camisoles; sun dresses; shoulder 
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wraps [clothing]; bolo ties with precious metal tips; bodices [lingerie]; layettes [clothing]; corselets; bustiers; bathing 
suits; costumes for celebrating Halloween; bathing suits for women and for men; masquerade costumes; dance 
costumes; beach clothes; costumes for role-playing games; theatrical costumes; cravats; western bolo ties; silk ties; 
Ascots; crinolines; panties [underwear]; boots such as desert boots; baseball uniforms; clothing for combat sports; 
maternity bands; turtlenecks; pads for obi [obiage]; wrist warmers; sweat bands and sponge bands; wide belts for 
kimonos [obi]; cummerbunds; swaddling clothes; tennis sweatbands; scarves [clothing]; scarves; pocket squares; silk 
scarves; Sweatshirts; Hooded sweatshirts; cords for passing around the waist for kimonos [koshihimo]; ready-made 
linings [parts of clothing]; jacket liners; scarves [clothing]; neckerchiefs; gabardines [clothing]; trouser straps; long 
socks; gussets [parts of clothing]; underarm gussets [parts of clothing]; gussets for underwear [parts of clothing]; 
gussets for stockings [parts of clothing]; gussets for leotards [parts of clothing]; gussets for footlets [parts of clothing]; 
gussets for tights [parts of clothing]; gussets for bathing suits [parts of clothing]; gaiters; jackets; reflective jackets; 
jackets with sleeves; woodcutter jackets; suit coats; hunting jackets; bed jackets; riding jackets; motorcycling jackets; 
fishing jackets; safari jackets; formal jackets [tuxedos]; smoking jackets; heavy woolen half-coats with buttons; zipper 
jackets; sheepskin jackets; fur jackets; fleece jackets; down jackets; waterproof jackets; denim jackets; knit jackets; long 
jackets; camouflage jackets; reversible jackets; safari jackets; suede jackets; sleeveless jackets; sweat jackets; padded 
jackets [clothing]; quilted jackets [clothing]; jackets, namely, sports clothing; heavy jackets; half-coats; ski jackets; 
snowboarding anoraks; garters; vests [suits]; wind vests; traditional Korean women's vests [baeja]; hunting vests; 
sleeveless fleece waiscoats; quilted vests; leather vests; body warmers; fishing vests; jackets for technical use; stuff 
jackets; blousons; training tank tops; Skirts; golf skirts; tennis skirts; pleated skirts for ceremonial kimonos [hakama]; 
culottes; nurse overalls; aprons [clothing]; paper aprons; aprons; plastic aprons; girdles [underwear]; panty girdles; 
gloves [clothing]; conductive finger gloves that can be worn when using electronic touch screens on mobile devices 
[clothing]; riding gloves; motorcycle gloves; driving gloves [clothing]; knitted gloves; ski gloves; winter gloves; 
camouflage gloves; gloves for cyclists; isothermal gloves; snowboard gloves; gloves, including of skin, leather or fur; 
raincoats [mackintoshes]; oilskins [clothing]; hand-warmers [clothing]; white chef's jackets; ready-made clothing; paper 
clothing; clothing for protection against bad weather; denims [clothing]; leather clothing for motorcyclists; polar wear; 
knitwear [clothing]; outdoor wear for women; clothing for young children; protective clothing; underwear for men; jeans; 
corsets [foundation garments]; jerseys [clothing]; panties; jodhpurs; kilts; kimonos; judo suits; karate clothes; replica 
football uniforms; leggings [trousers]; full-length kimonos [nagagi]; lingerie; maternity lingerie; liveries; V-neck sweaters; 
football jerseys; volleyball jerseys; rugby shirts; padded shirts for sports; gymnasts' tights; baselayer tops; Sports vests; 
running shirts; Track jackets; sleeveless jerseys; one-piece bathing suits; hosiery; undershirts; long-sleeve shirts; short-
sleeved t-shirts; hooded sweatshirts; cyclists' jerseys; jogging jackets; yoga T-shirts; Sports trousers and jerseys; warm-
up tops; pullovers; guernsey sweaters; turtleneck sweaters; mock turtleneck sweaters; muffs [clothing]; fur muffs; 
maniples; mittens; tube scarves [clothing]; pelerines; wind-resistant jackets; fur cloaks; pelerines; pelerines; tail coats; 
shampoo capes; disguises; sleep masks; eye masks; miniskirts; skorts; monokinis; duffel coats; snowboard mittens; 
boxer shorts; underpants; babies' pants [clothing]; suits for windsurfing; suits for water sports (other than diving suits); 
all-in-one suits for surface water sports; surfing suits; protective vests for water sports; muu muus; negligees; vests; 
panties (underwear); footless tights; shorts; shorts [clothing]; swimming shorts; bib shorts; bathing suits for men; boxing 
shorts; Sports shorts; golf shorts; rugby shorts; board shorts; tennis shorts; jogging shorts; fleece shorts; padded shorts
for sports; cycling shorts; trousers; bloomers; tartan trousers; wind pants; bloomers; pedal pushers; slacks; short 
trousers; hunting pants; nurse pants; gauchos; ski pants; snowboard trousers; yoga pants; pajama bottoms; sweatpants; 
gym pants; stretch pants; dress pants; pants, shirts and skirts for golf; padded pants for sports; waterproof trousers; 
leather trousers; corduroy trousers; baselayer bottoms; khaki pants; military pants; camouflage pants; lounge pants; 
pants for children; sports pants and shorts; training pants; moisture-wicking sports pants; bow ties; ear muffs [clothing]; 
socks; slips; parkas; clothing bottoms; ski balaclavas; pelisses; furs [clothing]; G-strings; shirt yokes; petti-pants; soccer 
bibs; American football bibs; pajamas; pajamas of jersey; union suits; nightshirts; ascot ties; polo shirts; knit polo shirts; 
cuffs [clothing]; ponchos; rain ponchos; all-in-one suits for children; sun dresses; crew neck sweaters; long-sleeved 
pullovers; hooded pullovers; tennis pullovers; slipovers; frock coats; stocking suspenders; sock suspenders; bandeaux 
[clothing]; adhesive bras; sports bras; strapless bras; moisture-wicking sports bras; brassieres; heel pieces for 
stockings; salopettes; bib tights; hot pants; overalls for hunting; saris; sarongs; neck scarfs [mufflers]; knee warmers 
[clothing accessories]; leggings [leg warmers]; long mittens; Korean traditional jackets [jeogori]; footmuffs, not 
electrically heated; boot cuffs; fishing shoes; shawls; shawls, knitted only; shawls and headscarves; shawls and stoles; 
collar protectors; cashmere scarves; scarves [clothing]; overcoats; Korean overcoats [Durumagi]; short jackets worn 
over kimonos [haori]; over shirts; Korean outdoor jackets worn over baselayer clothing [Magoja]; outerclothing; 
suspenders [underwear]; dress shields; petticoats; slips [underwear]; over-trousers; straps for brassieres; shirt fronts; 
dust coat; shoulder scarves; fur stoles; cords for tightening kimonos [datejime]; short-sleeved or long-sleeved T-shirts; 
printed T-shirts; tabards; tailored trousers and suits; tailleurs; pockets for clothing; bath robes; tee-shirts; thobes 
[traditional robes]; athletic tights; togas; chorister dresses; cassocks; tops [clothing]; mock turtlenecks; tube tops; tee-
shirts for women, worn above the belly; straps (clothing); costumes for use in children's dress up play; trench coats; 
tunics; body stockings; rompers [clothing]; clothing, namely shirts; racing outfits; jogging apparel [clothing]; work 
overalls; ski suits; ski suits for competition; combinations [clothing]; snowboarding suits; jump suits [clothing]; 
taekwondo suits; flight suits; waterproof suits for motorcyclists; nylon underwear; suits of leather; combinations for 
babies; creepers; ballet wear; unitards; twin sets; uniforms; kendo outfits; martial arts suits; referees' suits; uniforms for 
nurses; uniforms for commercial use; school uniforms; robes for indoor use; nightgowns; shifts (clothing); athletic 
uniforms; tennis dresses; dresses for women; albs.
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3627321    22/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362859]
AUDINNOVA GLOBAL, S.L.
Vía de las dos Castillas, 33 edificio 7 planta baja E-28224 POZUELO DE ALARCÓN (Madrid) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Company advice and consultancy; administration of foreign business affairs; outsourced administrative 
management for companies; business studies; company efficiency studies; recruitment advice.

Cl.42;Consultancy services relating to biotechnology; consultancy services in the field of pharmaceutical research; 
consultancy services in connection with research and development in the field of therapeutics; scientific and 
technological services; research and development of new products for others; testing of materials; testing of materials; 
chemical analysis; consultancy on quality control; quality testing and control; certification services; quality controls; 
monitoring of processes for quality assurance purposes; provision of quality assurance services; quality audit services.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2016; Application No. : 3637925 ;Spain 

3627427    16/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362655]
KERABEN GRUPO, S.A.
Ctra. Valencia - Barcelona, Km. 44,3 E-12520 NULES (Castellón) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials, particularly tiling, paving blocks, friezes (ceramic coatings), tiles, stoneware, 
ceramic wall and floor coverings, natural stone, marble, granite, parquet flooring.

Cl.35;Import, export services; advertising; commercial representation services; retail sale, in stores and via global 
computer networks, of all types of building materials, tiling, paving, ceramic coatings, ceramic tiling, household ceramics, 
coverings for floors and walls, natural stone, marble, granite, shower and bath partitions and cubicles, parquet flooring, 
sanitary installations, air-conditioning apparatus, ventilating and heating apparatus, bathtubs, wash-hand basins, shower 
trays, faucets, bath and kitchen furniture.
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Priority claimed from 29/07/2016; Application No. : 015711948 ;European Union 

3627474    23/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1362917]
U-boat Investment SA
15, rue Edward Steichen L-2540 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Analysis, research and information services relating to business; commercial negotiation and customer 
information services; advertising, marketing and promotion services; business management and assistance services and 
administrative services; marketing analysis; business studies of corporate identity; consulting in market research; market 
forecasting services; newspaper subscriptions; concluding commercial transactions for others; arranging contracts for 
buying and selling on behalf of others; provision of information relating to consumer goods in the field of computer 
software; provision of advice in connection with consumer goods in the field of computer software; provision of on-line 
sales areas for sellers and buyers of goods and services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for 
others; arranging and concluding of commercial transactions for others via telecommunication systems; subscription to 
telematics services, telephone services or computer services [the Internet]; organization of presentations for commercial 
purposes; organization of commercial transactions and contracts; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; 
arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; business administration services for the processing of 
sales made on the Internet; advice services relating to commercial transactions; consulting, advice and assistance for 
advertising, marketing and promotion; public relations services; development of marketing strategies and concepts; 
financial marketing; promotional marketing; telephone marketing; organization of presentations for advertising purposes; 
online promotion of computer networks and websites; promotion, advertising and marketing of websites online; 
publication of advertising texts; advertising; online advertising on a computer network; advertising via mobile telephone 
networks; advertising through all public communication means; advertising services provided via the Internet; 
advertising consultancy; dissemination of advertisements; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; accounting; document reproduction; company audits [commercial analyses].

Cl.42;Services provided by consultants in the field of information technology; information technology engineering; 
providing outsourced services relating to information technologies; design services; design services; scientific and 
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technological services; quality control, authentication and testing; design of interior decor; computer system analysis; 
design and development of electronic database software; development of computers; rental and maintenance of software; 
scientific research and analysis; consultancy relating to information technology (IT); research and development of new 
products for others; scientific research; technical research; computer system design; evaluation of product design; 
software development [design]; installation and maintenance of software; software maintenance; updating of software; 
computer programming; technical study services; architecture.
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3627508    23/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362919]
VeraCash, Société à responsabilité limitée
3 avenue Laënnec F-72000 Le Mans France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Credit cards; printed credit cards (encoded); printed credit cards (magnetic); encoded electronic chip cards; 
magnetically encoded bank cards; credit card readers; computer programs for facilitating secure credit card transactions; 
payment terminals for electronically processed credit cards; computer software, namely, electronic financial platform 
which allows multiple types of payment and debit transactions in an integrated mobile telephone, a PDA and any other 
electronic environment.

Cl.14;Works of art of precious metal; unwrought or semi-wrought precious metals; badges of precious metal; figurines 
(statuettes) of precious metal; miniature figures (ornaments) of precious metal; figurines of precious metal; figures of 
precious metal; ingots of precious metals; medals, commemorative medals of precious metal, commemorative plates, 
victors' trophies, statues and sculptures, decorative hat pins, all these goods made of precious metals; medallions and 
badges for clothes, of precious metal; precious metals and their alloys and goods made of precious metals or coated 
therewith, namely, ingots, jewelry articles in the form of cups, commemorative coins; jewelry, precious stones; timepieces
and chronometric instruments.

Cl.35;Employment agencies; sales promotion of goods and services for others by granting of benefits to customers; 
administration of the business affairs of franchises in the field of business in connection with precious metals; providing 
business advice relating to the establishment and operation of franchises in the field of business in connection with 
precious metals; assistance in business management in the framework of franchise contracts in connection with 
business relating to precious metals; assistance in the marketing of goods, in the context of a franchise contract in 
connection with business of precious metals; advertising in connection with precious metals; marketing services in 
connection with precious metals.

Cl.36;Automatic teller machine services, debit cards and stored value cards as well as direct deposit of funds into 
customer bank accounts; automated services for clearing house deposit as well as online auctions and payment services;
processing of payment by credit cards; computerized credit-checking, namely, evaluation of the creditworthiness of 
companies and individuals, and financial risk management services; providing information in the fields of foreign 
currencies; providing cash and other rebates if the credit card is used as part of a customer loyalty program; investment 
services in connection with precious metals; precious metal brokerage; consultancy relating to capital investment 
relating to precious metals; financial services in connection with the purchase and sale of precious metals; financial 
affairs; monetary affairs; issuing of credit cards or debit cards; financial services for the management of credit cards or 
debit cards; insurance services; banking services, money transfer services, electronic capital transfer services, bill 
payment services, money order services, credit card services, prepaid card services, gift vouchers services, vending 
machines services, payment cards and stored value cards, direct deposit of funds into customer bank accounts, 
automated services for clearing house deposit and foreign exchange services; real estate affairs; antique appraisal; art 
appraisal; banking affairs; brokerage; check verification; financial clearing operations; credit services; credit card 
services; customs brokerage; debit card services; debt advice; debt collection agencies; deposits of valuables; electronic 
funds transfer; exchange operations; factoring; trusteeship; financial analysis; financial consultancy; financial evaluation 
[insurance, banking, real estate]; financial sponsorship; financial evaluation of standing timber; financing services; fiscal 
assessments; fund investment; surety services; home banking; real estate brokerage; installment loans; issuance of 
tokens of value; jewelry appraisal; loans [financing]; mortgage banking operations; mutual funds; numismatic appraisal; 
fundraising services; pawnbrokerage; provident fund services; safe deposit services; savings bank services.

Cl.42;Checking, verification and certification of conformity to regulations, standards, project specifications and frames 
of reference, public or private; monitoring, verification and certification of conformity to regulations, standards, project 
specifications and repositories, public or private, of industrial, farming, agricultural, cosmetic companies, of catering, 
tourism, hospitality, transport, service companies for the people, local communities or administrations, nonprofit 
organizations; scientific, technical and technological consulting in the field of fund transfer and precious metal goods; 
surveying (engineering services); research and development of new products for others; technical project study; 
technical research services; design (development) of research protocols; quality control services for certification 
purposes; issuance of certificates of conformity; quality control services; advice relating to fund transfer and precious 
metal goods; industrial analysis and research services; analysis of fund transfer and goods of precious metals.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2016; Application No. : 697966 ;Switzerland 

3627733    25/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362791]
KBA-NotaSys SA
Avenue du Grey 55 Case postale 347 CH-1000 Lausanne 22 Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mechanically operated machines for producing and packing banknotes; mechanical machines used for printing 
banknotes; mechanical machines used for applying security features to securities, in particular banknotes and fiduciary 
papers; mechanical machines for manufacturing security documents and securities with bio-metric data; mechanical 
machines and apparatus for producing and printing banknotes; mechanically operated machines for applying protective 
film on banknotes.

Cl.9;Electronic machines for making and packing banknotes; electronic machines used for printing banknotes; 
electronic machines used for applying security features to securities, in particular banknotes and fiduciary papers; 
electronic machines for manufacturing security documents and securities with bio-metric data; electronic machines and 
apparatus for producing and printing banknotes; electronic machines used for applying a protective film on banknotes; 
electronic machines for the measurement and control of bio-metric data.

Cl.37;Repair of mechanical or electronic machinery intended for the production, printing, checking, numbering of 
banknotes and security papers.

Cl.41;Training of staff for the turn-key installation of mechanical or electronic machinery intended for the production, 
printing, checking, numbering of banknotes and security papers.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

818122 818122 - (1370-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED TO READ AS:- POWER TOOLS, 
DRILLS, DRILL BITS, MASONRY BITS AUGER BITS, WOOD BITS, HOLE CUTTERS, 
EXPANSIVE BITS, MORTISE BITS, MILLING RASPS, HOLE CUTTERS, COUNTER SINK 
BITS, HOLE SAWS, ABRASIVE FLAP WHEELS, WIRE WHEELS FOR POWER TOOLS, 
GRINDING WHEELS, BUFFING MOPS, ARBORS, ABRASIVE DISKS FOR POWER 
TOOLS, CHUCK KEYS, ALL FOR POWER OPERATED TOOLS AND MACHINERY; 
POWER DRILLS (ELECTRICAL AND PNEUMATIC) DRILL STANDS, MACHINE VICES, 
CARRYING CASES, BENCH STANDS, CHUCKS FOR POWER TOOLS, HAMMER DRILLS, 
HAMMER CHISELS, DRILL HOLDERS, ELECTROPNEUMATIC ROTARY HAMMERS AND 
BITS THEREFOR , CORDLESS DRILLS, CORDLESS SCREWDRIVERS, ELECTRICALLY 
POWERED SAWS, ELECTRICALLY POWERED SANDERS, ELECTRICALLY POWERED 
TACKERS, BATTERY PACKS, SAW CUTTING GUIDES, JIGSAW TABLES, ANGLE 
GRINDERS, CUT-OFF MACHINES, DISC GRINDERS, ANGLE POLISHERS , PLATE 
SHEARS, CIRCULAR SAWS, JIGSAWS , ORBITAL SAWS, POWER PLANERS, 
POWERED BELT SANDERS, POWERED ORBITAL SANDERS, ELECTRICALLY 
POWERED ROUTERS AND BITS THEREFOR, BENCH SAWS, POWERED HEDGE 
TRIMMERS, POWERED BENCH GRINDERS, PNEUMATIC WRENCHES, PNEUMATIC 
HAMMERS, PNEUMATIC CHISELS PNEUMATIC BUSH CUTTERS, RATCHETS FOR THE 
FORGOING . AIR DRILLS, AIR SANDERS , AIR NIBBLERS, AIR STAPLERS, SPRAY 
GUNS, V BLOCKS FOR MACHINE TOOLS, MACHINE TOOLS, POWER OPERATED 
TOOLS, ELECTRIC HOT AIR GUNS, ELECTRIC GLUE GUNS, SYPHON PUMPS, FOOT 
PUMPS FOR PNEUMATIC TYRES. 

963502 963502 - (1328-4) 
since earlier the mark was published as word mark hence the error is rectified and the 
mark is published along with the image uploaded therein. 

1082128 1082128 - (1396-0) 
1225210 1225210 - (1394-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1337205 1337205 - (1400-0) DESCRIPTION OF GOODS WAS NOT PUBLISHED PROPERLY HENCE 

CORRIGENDA ISSUED. 
1443813 1443813 - (1702-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- KRAFT FOODS 

HOLDINGS, INC., 
LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND 
EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA 

1559695 1559695 - (1560-0) Priority Details to be read as New Zealand, 759183, 17/11/2006 
1561457 1561457 - (1451-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1583877 1583877 - (1519-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1592795 1592795 - (1705-0) applicant details was not published properly hence corrigenda 

issued. 
1621578 1621578 - (1442-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 42:- COMPUTER 

SERVICES, NAMELY, TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE EDUCATION 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR PROVIDING, CREATING, AND DEPLOYING COMPUTER-
BASED COURSES OF STUDY IN THE FIELDS OF BUSINESS SKILLS EDUCATION AND 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT, AND FOR TRACKING AND REPORTING LEARNING 
RESULTS RELATED TO THE COURSES OF STUDY; EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING 
SERVICES, NAMELY, PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND 
ADMINISTRATION OF COMPUTER BASED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS IN THE FIELDS 
OF BUSINESS SKILL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT; PROVIDING 
OF FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; MEDICAL, HYGIENIC AND 
BEAUTY CARE; VETERINARY AND AGRICULTURAL SERVICES; LEGAL SERVICES, 
SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING. 

1628403 1628403 - (1400-0)mark was not published properly hence corrigenda issued. 
1662273 1662273 - (1616-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 10 PANDAN CRESCENT 

#05-03/04 UE TECH PARK SINGAPORE 128466 
LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- PDS INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD.  
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED TO READ AS IN CLASS 9:- ARTICLES OF 
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR USE IN CLEAN ROOMS TO PREVENT ACCIDENT OR 
INJURY TO THE WEARER; APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL SAFETY 
PROTECTION; BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL AND FIRE SAFETY CABINETS; CLOTHING 
FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS, IRRADIATION AND FIRE; EAR PLUGS FOR 
DIVERS; EAR PLUGS EQUIPPED WITH DETECTABLE METAL; EAR PLUGS; EAR 
PROTECTING DEVICES; EAR PROTECTORS; EAR PROTECTORS AGAINST SOUND; 
ELECTRIC SAFETY CUT-OUT FUSES; EYE SHADES; WORKMEN"S PROTECTIVE FACE 
SHIELDS; GAS DETECTORS, OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL USE; GLOVES FOR 
PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS; GLOVES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST X-RAYS 
FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; PROTECTIVE HELMETS; MECHANICAL SAFETY 
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APPARATUS; MECHANICAL SAFETY INSTRUMENTS; PRESSURE SUPERVISION 
APPARATUS (OTHER THAN SAFETY APPARATUS FOR GAS AND WATER PIPES AND 
APPARATUS); PROTECTION APPARATUS FOR PERSONAL USE AGAINST ACCIDENTS 
(OTHER THAN SPORTS ARTICLES OR PART OF SPORTS SUITS); PROTECTION 
APPARATUS FOR PERSONAL USE AGAINST INJURY (OTHER THAN SPORTS 
ARTICLES OR PART OF SPORTS SUITS); PROTECTIVE CAPS MADE OF INSULATING 
MATERIALS; PROTECTIVE SUITS (AGAINST ACCIDENT OR INJURY); PROTECTIVE 
SUITS AGAINST COLD (AGAINST ACCIDENT OR INJURY); PROTECTIVE SUITS 
AGAINST HEAT (AGAINST ACCIDENT OR INJURY); PROTECTIVE SUITS AGAINST 
BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS AND CHEMICALS; RESPIRATORS (OTHER THAN FOR 
ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION); RESPIRATORS FOR FILTERING AIR; RESPIRATORY 
MASKS (OTHER THAN FOR ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION); SAFETY ALARMS (OTHER 
THAN FOR VEHICLES); SAFETY APPARATUS FOR ARRESTING THE FALL OF 
CLIMBERS; SAFETY APPARATUS FOR ARRESTING THE FALL OF WORKMEN; SAFETY 
APPARATUS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE; SAFETY APPARATUS, NAMELY, BREATHING 
APPARATUS FOR PROTECTIVE PURPOSES, PROTECTIVE BREATHING MASKS 
(OTHER THAN FOR ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION); SAFETY BELTS FOR RESCUE 
PURPOSES; SAFETY BOOTS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY (FOR PROTECTION AGAINST 
ACCIDENT OR INJURY); SAFETY CABINETS FOR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES; SAFETY 
CAPS; SAFETY CLOTHING FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENT OR INJURY; 
SAFETY CONTROL APPARATUS, NAMELY, SAFETY GUARDS, SENSORS AND 
SWITCHES ON MACHINERY FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENT OR INJURY; 
SAFETY EYEWEAR; SAFETY PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR; SAFETY FACE SHIELDS FOR 
USE IN INDUSTRY; SAFETY FOOTWEAR FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENT OR 
INJURY; SAFETY GLASSES; SAFETY GLOVES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENT 
OR INJURY AND CONTAMINATION OF PRODUCTS; SAFETY GOGGLES; SAFETY 
HARNESSES (OTHER THAN FOR VEHICLE SEATS OR BEING SPORTING EQUIPMENT); 
SAFETY HEADGEAR; SAFETY HEADWEAR; SAFETY HELMETS INCORPORATING 
BREATHING APPARATUS; SAFETY HELMETS; SAFETY LIFE BELTS; SAFETY 
LOCKING DEVICES, NAMELY, LOCKOUT TAGOUT SYSTEMS FOR INDUSTRIAL 
SAFETY; ELECTRIC SAFETY MONITORING APPARATUS; SAFETY ROPE SYSTEMS; 
AUDIBLE SAFETY SIGNALS, OTHER THAN FOR VEHICLES; LUMINOUS SAFETY 
SIGNS; MECHANICAL SAFETY SIGNS; SAFETY SPECTACLES; SAFETY SURVIVAL 
BELTS; SELF CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS (OTHER THAN FOR ARTIFICIAL 
RESPIRATION); SHOES FOR PROTECTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS, IRRADIATION AND 
FIRE; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 9 

1676399 1676399 - (1711-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 153,AVENUE D"ITALIE, 
75013 PARIS, FRANCE. 
Priority Country has been corrected as:- France 
Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 073531539 
Priority Date has been corrected as:- 15/10/2007 

1707619 1707619 - (1451-0)Applicant details and mark was not published hence corrigenda 
issued. 

1711657 1711657 - (1444-0) address of applicant wrongly published hence corrigenda issued. 
1716749 1716749 - (1593-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED TO READ AS IN CLASS 42:- 

ENGINEERING SERVICES RELATED TO THE PROCESS TECHNOLOGY OF THE ABOVE-
MENTIONED PRODUCTS; SERVICES OF A CONSULTING ENGINEER RELATED TO 
PROJECT PLANNING, DESIGN, SUPERVISION OF ASSEMBLY, COMMISSIONING, 
OPERATION, INSPECTION, SERVICING, MAINTENANCE, REVAMPING, EXPANSION 
AND DEMOLITION OF CHEMICAL AND OTHER INDUSTRIAL PLANTS; ENGINEERING 
SERVICES RELATED TO LICENSING PROCEDURES FOR OFFICIAL PERMITS AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STUDIES REQUIRED FOR THE ABOVE-MENTIONED 
SERVICES AND ENGINEERING TASKS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR THE 
OPERATION OF APPARATUSES, DEVICES AND COMBINATIONS THEREOF FOR THE 
REDUCTION OR REMOVAL OF NITROGEN (II) OXIDE (N2O) AND COMBINATIONS 
THEREOF; DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSED AND DESIGN OF PLANTS FOR THIRD 
PARTIES AND ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR OTHER CONTRACTORS IN THE FIELD 
OF THE REDUCTION OR REMOVAL OF NITROGEN (II) OXIDE (N2O). 

1719657 1719657 - (1422-0) Trade mark was not published properly hence corrigenda issued. 
1749102 1749102 - (1557-0) Applicant name was not published properly hence corrigenda issued 
1749103 1749103 - (1556-0)Applicant name was not published properly. 
1776453 1776453 - (1694-0) applicant legal status and trade description wrongly published hence 

corrigenda issued. 
1787747 1787747 - (1441-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1787992 1787992 - (1451-0)Applicant name was not properly published hence corrigenda issued 
1791260 1791260 - (1536-0) Applicant name was wrongly published hence corrigenda issued 
1794345 1794345 - (1442-0) Description of the goods mention in class 5 was not published 

proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1798748 1798748 - (1441-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1802256 1802256 - (1441-0)Description of goods was not published properly hence corrigenda 

issued. 
1812450 1812450 - (1520-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1814647 1814647 - (1443-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
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1815130 1815130 - (1531-0) Description of goods not published properly hence corrigenda 
issued. 

1816058 1816058 - (1441-0) Description of the goods mention in class 31 was not published 
proper hence corrigenda issued. 

1819938 1819938 - (1479-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1821247 1821247 - (1573-0) user date wrongly published so amended as given in TM-1. 
1836011 1836011 - (1567-0) 

the address of the applicant amended as per TM -16 and the said application is send 
back to registration. 

1850534 1850534 - (1565-0) 
the trademark was incorrectly entered therein hence corrected as per TM 1 
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1852407 1852407 - (1446-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 235 EAST 42ND STREET, 
NEW YORK, NY 10017, U.S.A 

1864773 1864773 - (1719-0) 
the name of the applicant amended as per TM -1 

1872042 1872042 - (1563-0) Mark not published properly hence corrigenda issued. 
1883109 1883109 - (1447-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1896574 1896574 - (1464-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1914045 1914045 - (1715-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- SVERIGESVEJ 26, 8660 

SKANDERBORG, DENMARKSVERIGESVEJ 26, 8660 SKANDERBORG, DENMARK 
1954485 1954485 - (1476-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1954496 1954496 - (1476-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1955168 1955168 - (1467-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1955339 1955339 - (1462-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1956747 1956747 - (1702-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 147, RUE DE PARIS, 

94220 CHARENTON LE PONT, FRANCE  
Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & 
SERVICE PROVIDERS  
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED TO READ AS IN CLASS 41:- EDUCATION; 
PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

1957795 1957795 - (1463-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1958374 1958374 - (1494-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1958580 1958580 - (1536-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1958699 1958699 - (1536-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1958701 1958701 - (1462-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1959064 1959064 - (1463-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1959468 1959468 - (1462-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1959840 1959840 - (1462-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1960254 1960254 - (1464-0)Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1960461 1960461 - (1464-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1960462 1960462 - (1464-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1960525 1960525 - (1464-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1960983 1960983 - (1463-0) Trade mark was not published proper hence corrigenda issued. 
1961019 1961019 - (1463-0) mark not published properly hence corrigenda issued. 
1988949 1988949 - (1562-0) 

The proprietor details are amended as per Assignment deed and the same be published 
in the journal and the said application is send back to registration. 

1993922 1993922 - (1498-0) 
the image is uploaded as per TM-1 and the application is sent back to registration. 

1994125 1994125 - (1468-0) 
the services are entered as per TM 1 and the said application is sent back to 
registration 

1999248 1999248 - (1675-0) 
the name of the applicant corrected as per TM -1 

2008754 2008754 - (1499-0) 
the image is uploaded as per TM 1 and hence the said application is sent back to 
registration. 

2015326 2015326 - (1504-0) 
the image is uploaded as per TM 1 hence the said application is sent back to 
registration. 

2023241 2023241 - (1562-0) 
the image/device is uploaded as per TM 1 hence the said application is sent back to 
Registration. 

2023746 2023746 - (1705-0) 
Since the name of the applicant has been changed as per the supporting document 
filed therein along with TM 16 hence the said application is sent back to registration. 

2034242 2034242 - (1563-0) Mark was not published properly. hence corrigenda issued. 
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2051807 2051807 - (1522-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- INDUSTRIESTR. 1-3, 
91074 HERZOGENAURACH, GERMANY 

2073725 2073725 - (1568-0) 
the applicant name is correctly entered as per TM-1 and the said application is send 
back to registration. 

2078833 2078833 - (1809-0) APPLICANT NAME TO READ AS - MARINE HYDROTEC CO., LTD. 
AND GOODS DESCRIPTION IN CL.7 TO READ AS - REELING APPARATUS, 
MECHANICAL; WINDLASSES; CAPSTANS; CRANES; JIB CRANES; HOISTS; LOADING-
UNLOADING MACHINES AND APPARATUS; UNLOADERS; WINCHES; TRAWL 
WINCHES; FISHING MACHINES AND INSTRUMENTS; NET HAULING MACHINES; 
CYLINDERS FOR MACHINES; ACTUATORS FOR MACHINES; MACHINE ELEMENTS 
NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; SHAFTS, AXLES OR SPINDLES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; 
TRANSMISSION SHAFTS NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; BEARINGS FOR MACHINES; 
ROLLER BEARINGS; BALL-BEARINGS; COUPLINGS NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; 
UNIVERSAL JOINTS; SHAFT COUPLINGS FOR MACHINES; JOURNALS FOR 
MACHINES; ANTI-FRICTION PADS FOR MACHINES; BEARINGS NOT FOR LAND 
VEHICLES; GEARS NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; GEAR BOXES NOT FOR LAND 
VEHICLES; CLUTCHES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; ROLLER CHAINS NOT FOR LAND 
VEHICLES; PULLEYS NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; DRIVING CHAINS NOT FOR LAND 
VEHICLES; REDUCTION GEARS NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; SPEED GOVERNORS FOR 
MACHINES, ENGINES AND MOTORS; GEARS FOR MACHINES; MACHINE 
WHEELWORK; SPRINGS FOR MACHINES; BRAKES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; DISC 
BRAKES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; BAND BRAKES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; 
BRAKE SHOES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; BRAKE LININGS NOT FOR LAND 
VEHICLES; BUTTERFLY VALVES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; BALL VALVES NOT FOR 
LAND VEHICLES; AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES; 
PRESSURE REGULATORS FOR MACHINES; CLACK VALVES FOR MACHINES; 
PRESSURE REDUCERS FOR MACHINES. 

2087373 2087373 - (1587-0) 
Since the priority document is filed therein hence the said application is sent back to 
registration. 

2089504 2089504 - (1572-0) amended as per TM-16 approved to amend the label. 
2107510 2107510 - (1538-0) 

device/image uploaded as per TM 1 hence the said application is sent back to 
registration. 

2108148 2108148 - (1537-0) 
the applicant name is amended as per the documents attached therein TM 16 hence the 
said application is sent back to registration. 

2117103 2117103 - (1591-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:-A PENNSYLVANIA 
CORPORATION, USA 

2117103 2117103 - (1591-0) LEGAL STATUS HAS BEEN CORRECTED AS:- A PENNSYLVANIA 
CORPORATION, USA 

2134720 2134720 - (1593-0) 
the user date is amended as per TM 1 hence sent back to registration. 

2143171 2143171 - (1547-0) 
the name and the address of the applicant is amended and entered as per the 
Incorporation certificate filed therein hence the same is sent back to registration. 

2151187 2151187 - (1716-0) 
the partners name are entered as per TM -1 

2152552 2152552 - (1549-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 21/F CATIC PLAZA, 8 
CAUSEWAY ROAD, CAUSEWAY BAY, HONG KONG 

2177769 2177769 - (1589-0) 
the user date is entered as per TM 1 hence sent back to registration. 

2207973 2207973 - (1807-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS - A COMPANY 
ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF GERMANY 

2219643 2219643 - (1674-0) mark corrected as per TM-1 
2225245 2225245 - (1567-0) 

the user date is entered as per TM -1 hence sent back to registration. 
2228670 2228670 - (1568-0) 

the name of the partners are entered as per Partnership deed filed therein along with TM 
-16 hence send back to registration. 

2231594 2231594 - (1719-0) 
The typographical error in the name of the applicant is amended and the goods are also 
amended. The said application is move to send back to registration 
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2261488 2261488 - (1806-0) PROPRIETOR NAME TO READ AS - PIAGGIO & C. S.P.A.  LEGAL 
STATUS TO READ AS - A JOINT-STOCK COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXISTING 
UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY  AND PRIORITY NUMBER TO READ AS - RM2011C007306 

2285401 2285401 - (1580-0) - TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR IN THE NAME OF THE APPLICANT IS 
CORRECTED TO READ AS "TAHERUL HAQUE" TRADING AS "TOP BIRI FACTORY". 

2370249 2370249 - (1627-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS IN CLASS 5:- 
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE FOR THE TREATMENT OR 
PREVENTION OF METABOLIC DISORDERS, NAMELY, DIABETES, OBESITY, 
HYPERLIPIDEMIA, INSULIN RESISTANCE, METABOLIC SYNDROME. 

2376504 2376504 - (1600-0) 
the user date entered as per TM 1 hence sent back to registration. 

2377454 2377454 - (1673-0) Proprietor name has been corrected as:- MASCHINENFABRIK 
RIETER AG 

2418822 2418822 - (1617-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 85 BROAD STREET NEW 
YORK, NEW YORK 10004 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Trade Description has been corrected as:- SERVICE PROVIDERS 

2588751 2588751 - (1718-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- AVENIDA PAULISTA, 
1938-5 ANDAR, SAO PAULO-SP-BRASIL 
Trade Description has been corrected as:- MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS 

2589653 2589653 - (1719-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- HEMVARNSGATAN 15, 
171 54 SOLNA, SWEDEN 

2728288 2728288 - (1797-0) SERVICE DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - PROVIDING ACCESS TO AND 
LEASING ACCESS TIME TO COMPUTER DATABASES AND THE INTERNET; DESIGN, 
DRAWING AND COMMISSIONED WRITING. ALL FOR COMPILATION OF WEB PACES 
ON THE INTERNET: INFORMATION PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER 
DATABASE OR FROM THE INTERNET; TECHNICAL RESEARCH; TESTING OF 
COMPUTING. TELECOMMUNICATION, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS 
AND INSTRUMENTS; INSTRUMENTS; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, SOFTWARE AND 
HARDWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT; PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY 
SERVICES RELATING TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS, COMPUTER APPARATUS AND 
INSTRUMENTS, COMPUTER NETWORKS, SOFTWARE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS; 
RENTAL OF COMPUTERS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC 
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO COMPUTING; UPDATING COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE; PROVISION OF INFORMATION, CONSULTANCY SERVICES AND 
ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES. 

2741273 2741273 - (1716-0) 
the user date is entered as per TM -1 

2782919 2782919 - (1795-0) PARTNERS NAME TO READ AS - S.MEENAKSHI, J. JEYAJANAKI, 
R.KASTHURI BAI 
 AND PROPRIETOR ADDRESS TO READ AS - T.C.37/35 (1), PAZHAVANGADI STREET, 
TRIVANDRUM. KERALA, 

2814839 2814839 - (1808-0) GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - BEAUTY GELS, LOTIONS, 
MILKS, SOAPS. SERUMS, MASKS; BODY AND BEAUTY CARE COSMETICS; FACIAL 
BEAUTY MASKS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS AND HAIR LOTIONS; HAIR 
DRESSINGS FOR WOMEN; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE, HAIR AND 
SCALP; MAKE-UP SETS; PLANT AND HERB EXTRACTS SOLD AS COMPONENTS OF 
COSMETICS; NON-MEDICATED TOILETRIES 

2828184 2828184 - (1806-0) LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS - AN INDIAN COMPANY AND 
PROPRIETOR ADDRESS TO READ AS - HLL BHAVAN, MAHILAMANDIRAM ROAD, 
POOJAPPURA, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM- 695 012, KERALA 

2830791 2830791 - (1800-0) PROPRIETOR ADDRESS TO READ AS - SHANMUGHA ARCADE, 39/1, 
4 FLOOR, NGEF LANE, BINNAMANGALA, 1ST STAGE, INDIRA NAGAR, BANGALORE, 
KARNATAKA 

2835210 2835210 - (1805-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS AN INDIAN 
PARTNERSHIP FIRM 
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2863543 2863543 - (1806-0) TRADE DESCRIPTION - MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
 PROPRIETOR ADDRESS - NO.10, SOUTH MADA STREET, SRINGAR COLONY 
SAIDAPET, CHENNAI - 600015 TAMIL NADU AND GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS; MOBILE COMPUTING AND 
OPERATING PLATFORMS CONSISTING OF DATA TRANSCEIVERS, WIRELESS 
NETWORKS AND GATEWAYS FOR COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF DATA: 
DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR FACILITATION OF COMMUNICATION AND DATA 
TRANSMISSION IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL NETWORKING; COMPUTER E-COMMERCE 
SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE FOR COMMUNICATING AUDIO, 
VIDEO AND DATA BETWEEN COMPUTERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, 
WIDE-AREA COMPUTER NETWORKS, AND PEER-TO-PEER COMPUTER NETWORKS: 
SOFTWARE TO FACILITATE ONLINE ADVERTISING, BUSINESS PROMOTION, 
CONNECTING SOCIAL NETWORK USERS WITH BUSINESSES: DOWNLOADABLE 
SOFTWARE VIA THE INTERNET AND WIRELESS DEVICES FOR ACCESSING, SENDING, 
AND RECEIVING INFORMATION ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK 

2863546 2863546 - (1807-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS AN INDIAN 
COMPANY 

2863553 2863553 - (1805-0) LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS - AN INDIAN COMPANY AND GOODS 
DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS; 
MOBILE COMPUTING AND OPERATING PLATFORMS CONSISTING OF DATA 
TRANSCEIVERS, WIRELESS NETWORKS AND GATEWAYS FOR COLLECTION AND 
MANAGEMENT OF DATA; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR FACILITATION OF 
COMMUNICATION AND DATA TRANSMISSION IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL 
NETWORKING: COMPUTER E- COMMERCE SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND 
HARDWARE FOR COMMUNICATING AUDIO, VIDEO AND DATA BETWEEN 
COMPUTERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, WIDE-AREA COMPUTER 
NETWORKS, AND PEER¬TO-PEER COMPUTER NETWORKS: SOFTWARE TO 
FACILITATE ONLINE ADVERTISING, BUSINESS PROMOTION, CONNECTING SOCIAL 
NETWORK USERS WITH BUSINESSES: DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE VIA THE 
INTERNET AND WIRELESS DEVICES FOR ACCESSING. SENDING, AND RECEIVING 
INFORMATION ON A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK 

2863556 2863556 - (1805-0) LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS - AN INDIAN COMPANY 
2863560 2863560 - (1805-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS AN INDIAN 

COMPANY 
2864679 2864679 - (1806-0) LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS AN INDIAN COMPANY 
2864681 2864681 - (1806-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS AN INDIAN 

COMPANY 
2882121 2882121 - (1808-0) GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - PRINTED MATTER NAMELY 

PAPER SIGNS. BOOKS. MANUALS, CURRICULA, NEWSLETTERS. INFORMATIONAL 
CARDS AND BROCHURES IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION: MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD 
OF EDUCATION: PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BROCHURES. BOOKLETS AND 
TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY: 
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS): CATALOGUES, 
BROCHURES; GIFT BAGS: GIFT CARDS; PAPER TAGS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND 
GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES 

2891621 2891621 - (1808-0) GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - COMPUTER E-COMMERCE 
SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS 
TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND 
COMPUTER HARDWARE. COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR COMMUNICATIONS; 
COMPUTER HARDWARE FOR WIRELESS CONTENT DELIVERY: MOBILE COMPUTING 
AND OPERATING PLATFORMS CONSISTING OF DATA TRANSCEIVERS, WIRELESS 
NETWORKS AND GATEWAYS FOR COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF DATA 

2892163 2892163 - (1807-0) GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - NON-ALCOHOLIC 
BEVERAGES AND WATERS INCLUDING AERATED WATER, FRUIT JUICES, ISOTONIC 
BEVERAGES, MINERAL WATER, SODA WATER, TOMATO JUICE AND VEGETABLE 
JUICES 

2901780 2901780 - (1806-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS - AN INDIAN 
COMPANY 

2901783 2901783 - (1806-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS - AN INDIAN 
COMPANY 

2904991 2904991 - (1807-0) GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - SCHOOL UNIFORMS; 
CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR; READYMADE GARMENTS; DRESSES; SUITS; 
BLAZERS; SHIRTS; TROUSERS; KNITS; JACKETS; UNDER GARMENTS; TIES; BELTS 
(CLOTHING); SHOES; LEATHER SHOES; LEATHER JACKETS; LEATHER TROUSERS; 
LEATHER SUITS; LEATHER BELTS; SPORTS SHIRTS, SHOES. JACKETS, PANTS, 
VESTS, CAPS, HATS AND JERSEYS 
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2909831 2909831 - (1806-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS AN INDIAN 
COMPANY 

2918742 2918742 - (1806-0) GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - WATCHES, HOROLOGICAL 
AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, AND THEIR PARTS AND FITTINGS, INCLUDED 
IN THIS CLASS: PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS 
METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: JEWELLERY, 
PRECIOUS STONES 

2920680 2920680 - (1806-0) LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS AN INDIAN COMPANY AND 
PROPRIETOR ADDRESS TO READ AS - JUPITER INNOVISION CENTRE NO. 54, 
RICHMOND ROAD, BANGALORE 560025, KARNATAKA, INDIA 

2920682 2920682 - (1806-0) PROPRIETOR ADDRESS TO READ AS - B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID, 5/7, 
NORTH MADA STREET, SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI - 600015, TN, INDIA 

2920684 2920684 - (1806-0) PROPRIETOR ADDRESS TO READ AS - B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID, 5/7, 
NORTH MADA STREET, SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI - 600015, TN, INDIA 

2947514 2947514 - (1807-0) GOODS DESRIPTION TO READ AS - LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF 
LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER 
CLASSES: LEATHER BAGS, BRIEFCASES AND CASES: SUITCASES AND WALLETS: 
LEATHER CASES: LEATHER HANDBAGS. 

2950630 2950630 - (1807-0) PARTNERS NAME TO READ AS - SHRIKANTHA ANANDA MARATHE, 
BHANU RAGHUNATHAN, SREEKANTHA DEVAYYA NAYAK, T.T. JAGANNATHAN, T.T. 
LAKSHMAN, T.T. RAGHUNATHAN, T.T. SRIRAM, T.T. VENKATESH 
 
LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS - AN INDIAN LIMITED PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED 
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008 

2950631 2950631 - (1807-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS - AN INDIAN 
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE 
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP ACT, 2008 AND TRADE DESCRIPTION TO READ AS 
- MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS 

2972712 2972712 - (1807-0) LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS AN INDIAN COMPANY 
2990689 2990689 - (1808-0) TRADE DESCRIPTION TO READ AS SERVICE PROVIDERS AND 

LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS AN INDIAN NATIONAL 
2996134 2996134 - (1807-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS - AN INDIAN 

COMPANY AND TRADE DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - MANUFACTURERS AND 
MERCHANTS 

3007071 3007071 - (1807-0) GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - Opticians services. 
3023834 3023834 - (1808-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS - A SOCIETY 

REGISTERED UNDER THE TRAVANCORE-COCHIN LITERARY SCIENTIFIC AND 
CHARITABLE SOCIETIES ACT, 1956  AND GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - 
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED 
IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; PRINTED PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF 
TOURISM; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; BROCHURES, REPORTS, CATALOGUES, 
AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING 
MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); JOURNALS; STUDY GUIDES; WORKBOOKS; 
EDUCATIONAL AND LEARNING PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, BOOKLETS, TRAINING 
MANUALS, EDUCATIONAL LEARNING CARDS, TEACHER GUIDES, MANUALS. 

3023836 3023836 - (1808-0) LEGAL STATUS OF THE APPLICANT TO READ AS - A SOCIETY 
REGISTERED UNDER THE TRAVANCORE-COCHIN LITERARY SCIENTIFIC AND 
CHARITABLE SOCIETIES ACT, 1956  AND SERVICE DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - 
TRAVEL CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION SERVICES: TRAVEL RESERVATION AND 
BOOKING: TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT SERVICES: TRAVEL AGENCY: PROVIDING 
TOURIST TRAVEL INFORMATION: ORGANIZATION OF TRAVEL FOR EXCURSIONS, 
SIGHTSEEING, HOLIDAYS AND TOURS; TRAVEL RESERVATION AND BOOKING; 
INFORMATION RELATING TO TRAVEL AND TRAVEL SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE : 
PROVIDING AN ON-LINE SEARCHABLE COMPUTER DATABASE FEATURING 
INFORMATION ON TRAVEL 

3087494 3087494 - (1808-0) LEGAL STATUS TO READ AS - AN INDIAN COMPANY  AND 
PROPRIETOR ADDRESS TO READ AS - 61/T1, "SUBHASAHREE" FLATS, 7TH AVENUE, 
ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600083 TAMIL NADU 

3094082 3094082 - (1805-0) GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - COMPUTER APPLICATION 
SOFTWARE FOR MOBILE PHONES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR ADVERTISING; 
COMPUTER E-COMMERCE SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM 
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER HARDWARE, COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR 
COMMUNICATIONS; MOBILE COMPUTING AND OPERATING PLATFORMS 
CONSISTING OF DATA TRANSCEIVERS, WIRELESS NETWORKS AND GATEWAYS FOR 
COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT OF DATA 

3100753 3100753 - (1805-0) PROPRIETOR NAME AND ADDRESS TO READ AS - TALISMAN 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PTE. LTD.   111 NORTH BRIDGE ROAD, # 08-19 PENINSULA 
PLAZA, SINGAPORE 179098  AND GOODS DESCRIPTION TO READ AS - SCIENTIFIC, 
SURVEYING, PHOTOGRAPHIC, OPTICAL, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALLING, 
CHECKING (SUPERVISION) APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, APPARATUS FOR 
RECORDING, TRANSMISSION OR REPRODUCTION OF SOUND OR IMAGES; 
MAGNETIC DATA CARRIERS, RECORDING DISCS; COMPACT DISCS, DVDS, PEN 

7554



DRIVES AND OTHER DIGITAL RECORDING MEDIA; DOWNLOADABLE MULTIMEDIA 
FILES, TEXT FILES, E-MAILS, AUDIO MATERIAL AND VIDEO MATERIAL; COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS; COMPUTER NETWORKING AND DATA 
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FROM GLOBAL 
COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORKS AND INTERNET; WIRELESS DIGITAL 
ELECTRONIC APPARATUS TO SECURE AND PROTECT DATA AND IMAGES ON ALL 
FORMS OF WIRELESS EQUIPMENT INCLUDING MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
EQUIPMENT: SECURE TERMINALS FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS; COMPUTER 
PROGRAMS FOR USER INTERFACE DESIGN; COMPUTER SOFTWARE, NAMELY, 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR THE CREATION OF MOBILE INTERNET 
APPLICATIONS AND CLIENT INTERFACES; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR 
APPLICATION AND DATABASE INTEGRATION; COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR 
FACSIMILE, EMAIL, VOICE MAIL, OR INTERNET MESSAGING 

3100756 3100756 - (1805-0) PROPRIETOR NAME TO READ AS - TALISMAN 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PTE. LTD 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
85590 3 06/09/2017
145281 10 19/09/2017
145378 6 29/09/2017
146555 30 14/12/2017
186646 16 29/08/2017
187226 34 11/10/2017
187710 23 17/11/2017
187711 23 17/11/2017
187874 24 29/11/2017
187875 24 29/11/2017
188044 7 11/12/2017
189548 23 19/03/2018
189549 24 19/03/2018
230997 26 26/08/2017
231348 30 16/09/2017
232181 23 09/11/2017
232938 23 29/12/2017
282317 34 23/08/2017
282542 1 02/09/2017
283165 34 28/09/2017
283279 3 03/10/2017
283499 5 18/10/2017
284458 10 30/11/2017
285596 23 25/01/2018
288739 34 16/06/2018
289556 3 19/07/2018
341064 3 22/09/2016
350988 25 04/07/2017
353503 30 14/09/2017
354141 34 04/10/1999
354252 5 09/10/2017
356015 34 01/12/2017
356016 34 01/12/2017
356017 34 01/12/2017
356125 3 04/12/2017
356258 3 07/12/2017
356310 30 10/12/2017
356374 3 11/12/2017
442670 11 05/09/2016
449849 1 19/02/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
458405 5 12/08/2017
458959 3 22/08/2017
459174 5 26/08/2017
459199 30 27/08/2017
459282 19 28/08/2017
459430 3 01/09/2017
459492 5 02/09/2017
460691 6 25/09/2017
460900 16 29/09/2017
461103 34 03/10/2017
462414 7 30/10/2017
463049 2 13/11/2017
463388 12 20/11/2017
463389 12 20/11/2017
463390 12 20/11/2017
463392 12 20/11/2017
465034 3 24/12/2017
465721 21 07/01/2018
468256 9 25/02/2018
468257 9 25/02/2018
476125 3 30/07/2018
476126 3 30/07/2018
476127 3 30/07/2018
477552 33 28/08/2017
546476 5 04/03/2001
589588 21 29/01/2017
594925 5 19/04/2017
594926 5 19/04/2017
598031 30 25/05/2013
603382 24 05/08/2017
603383 25 05/08/2017
603435 29 05/08/2017
604960 5 24/08/2017
604961 5 24/08/2017
604963 5 24/08/2017
605030 3 25/08/2017
605042 25 25/08/2017
605081 7 25/08/2017
605323 29 27/08/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
605329 16 27/08/2017
605363 12 27/08/2017
605364 12 27/08/2017
605788 11 02/09/2017
605893 14 03/09/2017
606055 2 06/09/2017
606056 5 06/09/2017
606058 17 06/09/2017
606808 5 15/09/2017
607521 30 21/09/2017
607697 7 24/09/2017
608547 9 05/10/2017
608548 11 05/10/2017
609139 30 11/10/2017
609263 5 12/10/2017
609264 5 12/10/2017
609265 5 12/10/2017
609266 5 12/10/2017
609271 5 12/10/2017
609272 5 12/10/2017
609273 5 12/10/2017
610604 25 28/10/2003
610753 5 01/11/2013
610753 5 01/11/2013
611512 16 10/11/2017
612108 34 19/11/2017
615002 26 29/12/2017
668116 11 05/06/2015
668116 11 05/06/2015
689623 5 07/12/2005
692997 32 01/01/2016
692997 32 01/01/2016
722840 29 22/10/2006
723779 3 17/06/2016
723779 3 17/06/2016
734806 30 24/02/2017
735893 
739721 

5 
29 

28/02/2017
22/04/2017 

748440 30 21/07/2017
748440 30 21/07/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
753039 12 24/02/2017
758166 7 25/06/2017
760110 17 19/05/2017
760111 1 19/05/2017
760112 17 19/05/2017
760113 17 19/05/2017
760115 1 19/05/2017
760116 17 19/05/2017
760117 17 19/05/2017
760836 5 01/09/2017
760837 5 01/09/2017
760838 5 01/09/2017
760839 5 01/09/2017
760841 5 01/09/2017
761195 14 29/08/2017
766749 31 20/08/2017
766750 30 20/08/2017
767378 5 22/08/2017
767404 16 26/08/2017
767506 5 21/08/2017
768497 18 02/09/2017
768968 5 23/10/2017
768971 25 12/09/2017
769365 26 25/09/2007
769516 34 17/09/2017
769640 25 23/09/2017
770423 21 29/09/2017
770478 5 09/10/2017
770479 5 09/10/2017
770619 18 30/09/2017
770620 25 30/09/2017
770621 9 30/09/2017
770622 3 30/09/2017
770936 5 15/10/2017
770939 5 15/10/2017
771163 5 29/10/2017
771487 11 13/10/2017
771820 5 21/10/2017
771822 5 21/10/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
772040 8 10/10/2017
772042 3 10/10/2017
772365 5 22/08/2017
772367 20 22/08/2017
772368 21 22/08/2017
772369 22 22/08/2017
772371 25 22/08/2017
772372 26 22/08/2017
772373 29 22/08/2017
772375 31 22/08/2017
772376 32 22/08/2017
772377 33 22/08/2017
772378 16 22/08/2017
772391 9 06/05/2017
772644 7 18/09/2017
773083 10 13/10/2017
773125 7 14/10/2017
773246 7 22/10/2017
773247 12 22/10/2017
773680 12 09/09/2017
774148 28 04/09/2017
774309 16 11/09/2017
774311 31 11/09/2017
774452 25 12/09/2017
774455 25 12/09/2017
774456 25 12/09/2017
774463 25 12/09/2017
775062 25 01/09/2017
775380 16 09/09/2017
775387 2 09/09/2017
777647 7 10/11/2017
780550 34 02/12/2017
780554 34 02/12/2017
780909 11 04/12/2017
781658 11 10/12/2017
782302 16 15/12/2017
783180 4 22/12/2017
785229 5 07/01/2008
788677 30 22/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
789531 3 29/01/2018
791415 21 16/02/2018
792024 12 19/02/2018
792447 18 24/02/2008
792476 14 24/02/2018
792477 14 24/02/2018
792482 14 24/02/2018
792484 14 24/02/2018
794162 5 09/03/2018
800756 24 01/05/2018
800757 24 01/05/2018
800759 25 01/05/2018
800762 9 01/05/2018
810540 5 17/07/2018
810691 12 17/07/2018
813601 23 06/08/2018
813840 9 07/08/2018
814382 9 12/08/2018
814639 25 13/08/2018
852014 30 19/04/2009
892444 25 17/12/2009 15:24:05
915796 29 04/04/2010
947387 21 11/08/2017
947400 34 11/08/2017
953427 7 05/09/2010
972380 30 22/11/2010
1016480 25 13/06/2011
1019129 5 21/06/2011
1030024 2 24/07/2011
1046326 29 20/09/2011
1091183 25 01/04/2012
1091184 25 01/04/2012
1144206 18 17/10/2012
1148994 9 07/11/2012
1150912 9 15/11/2012
1160718 30 23/12/2012
1194067 25 23/04/2013
1194068 25 23/04/2013
1194070 25 23/04/2013
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
1194072 25 23/04/2013
1194073 25 23/04/2013
1197906 32 09/05/2013
1211793 5 04/07/2013
1221897 30 11/08/2013
1258980 5 02/01/2014
1277936 25 12/04/2014
1286902 12 28/05/2014
1291188 99 18/06/2014
1294527 1 06/07/2014
1304162 42 20/08/2014
1309606 30 17/09/2014
1311126 99 24/09/2014
1348745 99 04/04/2015
1348746 99 04/04/2015
1348750 3 04/04/2015
1348752 3 04/04/2015
1368754 5 04/07/2015
1373081 13 22/07/2015
1412289 30 09/01/2016
1414264 32 17/01/2016
1422284 31 17/02/2016
1433116 5 13/03/2016
1445128 35 21/04/2016
1445130 29 21/04/2016
1445133 30 21/04/2016
1445134 35 21/04/2016
1445136 31 21/04/2016
1445137 32 21/04/2016
1445138 32 21/04/2016
1449135 10 01/05/2016
1454396 35 15/05/2016
1461757 
1474846 

5 
34 

12/06/2016
01/08/2016 

1480750 99 22/08/2016
1485312 19 08/09/2016
1486132 24 11/09/2016
1487050 5 14/09/2016
1487053 5 14/09/2016
1487055 5 14/09/2016
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1488195 9 18/09/2016
1504485 16 15/11/2016
1511024 37 07/12/2016
1511025 36 07/12/2016
1514423 42 18/12/2016 15:46:00
1514429 39 18/12/2016
1516023 9 21/12/2016
1528313 16 06/02/2017
1532697 34 20/02/2017
1532893 33 21/02/2017
1534914 5 27/02/2017
1534915 5 27/02/2017
1535004 41 27/02/2017
1535064 9 27/02/2017
1537172 99 05/03/2017
1539408 41 12/03/2017
1541353 29 20/03/2017
1543064 35 23/03/2017
1543266 3 26/03/2017
1548360 99 10/04/2017
1551643 5 20/04/2017
1553338 99 26/04/2017
1553572 3 27/04/2017
1553686 16 27/04/2017
1553767 19 27/04/2017
1559019 42 16/05/2017
1559020 35 16/05/2017
1560081 5 18/05/2017
1560150 2 21/05/2017
1560154 2 21/05/2017
1561316 30 23/05/2017
1561320 25 23/05/2017
1561321 25 23/05/2017
1562455 16 28/05/2017
1562456 35 28/05/2017
1562457 38 28/05/2017
1564419 35 01/06/2017
1565194 7 05/06/2017
1565547 3 05/06/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1565918 35 06/06/2017
1565919 35 06/06/2017
1565991 99 06/06/2017
1567680 99 12/06/2017
1568458 99 14/06/2017
1571953 99 25/06/2017
1572028 99 25/06/2017
1575003 42 03/07/2017
1575279 5 03/07/2017
1575280 30 03/07/2017
1575281 32 03/07/2017
1575282 29 03/07/2017
1576830 35 09/07/2017
1579165 35 16/07/2017
1579341 42 16/07/2017
1585650 99 30/07/2017
1586306 2 01/08/2017
1586319 1 01/08/2017
1587234 29 03/08/2017
1588221 42 08/08/2017
1588604 35 09/08/2017
1588855 30 09/08/2017
1588879 35 09/08/2017
1588975 21 10/08/2017
1588976 21 10/08/2017
1589060 18 10/08/2017
1589228 1 10/08/2017
1589961 3 13/08/2017
1589962 3 13/08/2017
1589963 3 13/08/2017
1589964 3 13/08/2017
1591032 41 16/08/2017
1591058 16 16/08/2017
1591060 36 16/08/2017
1591061 38 16/08/2017
1591385 4 17/08/2017
1591386 42 17/08/2017
1592231 9 20/08/2017
1592232 9 20/08/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1592298 30 20/08/2017
1592316 99 20/08/2017
1592355 7 20/08/2017
1592356 7 20/08/2017
1592366 40 20/08/2017
1592434 9 20/08/2017
1592457 37 21/08/2017
1592458 36 21/08/2017
1592459 37 21/08/2017
1592460 36 21/08/2017
1592481 19 21/08/2017
1592494 35 21/08/2017
1592547 5 21/08/2017
1592575 5 21/08/2017
1592576 5 21/08/2017
1592656 35 21/08/2017
1592657 8 21/08/2017
1592669 25 21/08/2017
1592722 20 21/08/2017
1592723 19 21/08/2017
1592738 16 21/08/2017
1592772 35 21/08/2017
1592801 25 21/08/2017
1592869 24 21/08/2017
1592870 25 21/08/2017
1592886 30 21/08/2017
1592922 30 21/08/2017
1592924 30 21/08/2017
1592925 30 21/08/2017
1592926 30 21/08/2017
1592927 30 21/08/2017
1592928 30 21/08/2017
1592929 30 21/08/2017
1592946 10 21/08/2017
1592999 9 21/08/2017
1593037 11 21/08/2017
1593059 16 21/08/2017
1593073 9 21/08/2017
1593166 41 22/08/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1815 ,   18/09/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1593167 16 22/08/2017
1593195 30 22/08/2017
1593210 29 22/08/2017
1593211 35 22/08/2017
1593239 9 22/08/2017
1593296 3 22/08/2017
1593326 3 22/08/2017
1593357 43 22/08/2017
1593358 29 22/08/2017
1593359 30 22/08/2017
1593447 16 22/08/2017
1593448 5 22/08/2017
1593452 99 22/08/2017
1593563 2 22/08/2017
1593564 2 22/08/2017
1593597 38 22/08/2017
1593598 41 22/08/2017
1593599 42 22/08/2017
1593733 7 22/08/2017
1593734 7 22/08/2017
1593735 7 22/08/2017
1593736 7 22/08/2017
1593737 9 22/08/2017
1593738 9 22/08/2017
1593739 9 22/08/2017
1593740 9 22/08/2017
1593741 42 22/08/2017
1593742 42 22/08/2017
1593744 42 22/08/2017
1593745 42 22/08/2017
1593746 42 22/08/2017
1593776 42 22/08/2017
1593777 42 22/08/2017
1593778 42 22/08/2017
1593787 5 23/08/2017
1593788 5 23/08/2017
1593789 5 23/08/2017
1593790 5 23/08/2017
1593791 5 23/08/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1593847 7 23/08/2017
1594080 41 23/08/2017
1594112 42 23/08/2017
1594196 5 23/08/2017
1594274 9 23/08/2017
1594276 16 23/08/2017
1594279 99 23/08/2017
1594287 42 23/08/2017
1594307 16 23/08/2017
1594317 30 23/08/2017
1594339 9 23/08/2017
1594340 19 23/08/2017
1594418 9 24/08/2017
1594419 9 24/08/2017
1594420 9 24/08/2017
1594421 9 24/08/2017
1594422 42 24/08/2017
1594423 42 24/08/2017
1594424 42 24/08/2017
1594425 42 24/08/2017
1594444 9 24/08/2017
1594445 12 24/08/2017
1594446 31 24/08/2017
1594447 34 24/08/2017
1594448 37 24/08/2017
1594449 41 24/08/2017
1594450 16 24/08/2017
1594624 5 24/08/2017
1594625 5 24/08/2017
1594626 5 24/08/2017
1594627 5 24/08/2017
1594640 39 24/08/2017
1594643 17 24/08/2017
1594644 26 24/08/2017
1594646 24 24/08/2017
1594677 7 24/08/2017
1594678 7 24/08/2017
1594738 35 24/08/2017
1594765 6 24/08/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1594960 42 27/08/2017
1594961 42 27/08/2017
1594971 36 27/08/2017
1594972 36 27/08/2017
1594973 36 27/08/2017
1594974 36 27/08/2017
1594975 36 27/08/2017
1594976 36 27/08/2017
1594977 36 27/08/2017
1595002 41 27/08/2017
1595052 24 27/08/2017
1595053 25 27/08/2017
1595099 5 27/08/2017
1595140 18 27/08/2017
1595229 41 27/08/2017
1595235 41 27/08/2017
1595344 42 27/08/2017
1595402 19 27/08/2017
1595409 42 27/08/2017
1595415 9 27/08/2017
1595430 6 28/08/2017
1595431 9 28/08/2017
1595453 16 28/08/2017
1595480 25 28/08/2017
1595482 25 28/08/2017
1595584 5 28/08/2017
1595585 5 28/08/2017
1595623 9 28/08/2017
1595635 8 28/08/2017
1595654 8 29/08/2017
1595671 41 29/08/2017
1595672 3 29/08/2017
1595769 30 29/08/2017
1595798 30 29/08/2017
1595827 36 29/08/2017
1595830 29 29/08/2017
1595831 31 29/08/2017
1595832 35 29/08/2017
1595879 3 29/08/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1595939 12 29/08/2017
1596145 99 29/08/2017
1596147 16 29/08/2017
1596182 9 30/08/2017
1596183 11 30/08/2017
1596218 41 30/08/2017
1596219 41 30/08/2017
1596220 41 30/08/2017
1596221 41 30/08/2017
1596453 25 30/08/2017
1596454 2 30/08/2017
1596621 21 31/08/2017
1596639 9 31/08/2017
1596640 16 31/08/2017
1596641 35 31/08/2017
1596642 41 31/08/2017
1596660 35 31/08/2017
1596661 40 31/08/2017
1596835 41 31/08/2017
1596931 6 31/08/2017
1596939 5 31/08/2017
1596940 5 31/08/2017
1596941 5 31/08/2017
1596942 5 31/08/2017
1596985 42 31/08/2017
1596989 99 31/08/2017
1596991 99 31/08/2017
1597023 7 31/08/2017
1597209 7 05/09/2017
1597391 21 05/09/2017
1597428 99 05/09/2017
1597855 3 03/09/2017
1598020 25 06/09/2017
1598066 9 06/09/2017
1598067 18 06/09/2017
1598068 35 06/09/2017
1598069 42 06/09/2017
1598187 37 06/09/2017
1598222 5 06/09/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1598223 5 06/09/2017
1598224 5 06/09/2017
1598427 5 06/09/2017
1598443 1 06/09/2017
1598640 5 06/09/2017
1598641 5 06/09/2017
1598642 5 06/09/2017
1598643 5 06/09/2017
1598644 5 06/09/2017
1598687 5 06/09/2017
1598774 5 07/09/2017
1598819 29 07/09/2017
1598820 29 07/09/2017
1598821 29 07/09/2017
1598830 99 07/09/2017
1598992 7 07/09/2017
1598993 8 07/09/2017
1599112 10 07/09/2017
1599113 5 07/09/2017
1599115 12 07/09/2017
1599407 11 07/09/2017
1599408 11 07/09/2017
1599501 42 10/09/2017
1599671 42 10/09/2017
1599797 35 10/09/2017
1599877 5 10/09/2017
1599879 9 10/09/2017
1600159 42 11/09/2017
1600443 2 11/09/2017
1600744 35 11/09/2017
1600839 9 12/09/2017
1600876 5 12/09/2017
1601010 29 12/09/2017
1601293 32 13/09/2017
1601810 14 14/09/2017
1601813 35 14/09/2017
1602026 25 14/09/2017
1602089 5 14/09/2017
1602090 5 14/09/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1602092 5 14/09/2017
1602093 5 14/09/2017
1602094 5 14/09/2017
1602095 5 14/09/2017
1602096 5 14/09/2017
1602097 5 14/09/2017
1602099 5 14/09/2017
1602100 5 14/09/2017
1602223 35 14/09/2017
1602388 1 17/09/2017
1602390 1 17/09/2017
1602391 5 17/09/2017
1602478 36 17/09/2017
1602496 5 17/09/2017
1602497 5 17/09/2017
1602498 5 17/09/2017
1602499 5 17/09/2017
1602752 12 17/09/2017
1602778 99 17/09/2017
1602947 17 18/09/2017
1602948 17 18/09/2017
1602955 9 18/09/2017
1603057 42 18/09/2017
1603058 41 18/09/2017
1603090 5 18/09/2017
1603163 1 18/09/2017
1603804 99 20/09/2017
1603805 99 20/09/2017
1603888 3 20/09/2017
1603934 5 20/09/2017
1603935 5 20/09/2017
1604091 12 20/09/2017
1604227 5 21/09/2017
1604466 41 21/09/2017
1604467 38 21/09/2017
1604688 7 21/09/2017
1604865 3 24/09/2017
1605111 5 24/09/2017
1605147 5 24/09/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1605192 5 24/09/2017
1605405 14 25/09/2017
1605423 9 25/09/2017
1605424 15 25/09/2017
1605623 16 26/09/2017
1605687 37 26/09/2017
1605695 5 26/09/2017
1605697 5 26/09/2017
1605699 5 26/09/2017
1605701 5 26/09/2017
1605702 5 26/09/2017
1605823 5 26/09/2017
1605826 5 26/09/2017
1605827 5 26/09/2017
1605829 5 26/09/2017
1605830 5 26/09/2017
1605895 11 26/09/2017
1605932 16 26/09/2017
1605970 99 26/09/2017
1606285 7 27/09/2017
1606286 9 27/09/2017
1606287 37 27/09/2017
1606288 37 27/09/2017
1606291 37 27/09/2017
1606292 37 27/09/2017
1606293 7 27/09/2017
1606294 7 27/09/2017
1606296 9 27/09/2017
1606297 9 27/09/2017
1606298 9 27/09/2017
1606299 9 27/09/2017
1606301 7 27/09/2017
1606302 7 27/09/2017
1606529 16 28/09/2017
1606530 16 28/09/2017
1606598 99 28/09/2017
1606789 12 28/09/2017
1606836 42 28/09/2017
1606837 42 28/09/2017
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1606838 36 28/09/2017
1606843 6 28/09/2017
1606844 99 28/09/2017
1606882 9 28/09/2017
1606895 6 28/09/2017
1606913 7 28/09/2017
1607156 5 01/10/2017
1607157 5 01/10/2017
1607231 99 01/10/2017
1607590 7 03/10/2017
1607591 11 03/10/2017
1607601 1 03/10/2017
1607602 2 03/10/2017
1607603 1 03/10/2017
1607744 3 03/10/2017
1607790 3 03/10/2017
1607883 9 04/10/2017
1608055 99 04/10/2017
1608294 30 05/10/2017
1608487 99 05/10/2017
1608803 24 08/10/2017
1608805 24 08/10/2017
1608806 24 08/10/2017
1608807 24 08/10/2017
1609042 24 08/10/2017
1609077 28 08/10/2017
1609222 20 08/10/2017
1609252 2 08/10/2017
1609253 2 08/10/2017
1609254 2 08/10/2017
1609256 2 08/10/2017
1609257 2 08/10/2017
1609557 8 09/10/2017
1609786 42 09/10/2017
1610030 3 10/10/2017
1610538 3 11/10/2017
1610776 3 12/10/2017
1610947 25 12/10/2017
1611432 37 15/10/2017
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1611437 37 15/10/2017
1611697 12 15/10/2017
1611698 12 15/10/2017
1611919 7 16/10/2017
1612418 32 17/10/2017
1612446 12 17/10/2017
1612555 16 18/10/2017
1612556 17 18/10/2017
1612557 16 18/10/2017
1612558 17 18/10/2017
1612794 12 18/10/2017
1613249 2 19/10/2017
1613250 2 19/10/2017
1613718 12 22/10/2017
1613720 12 22/10/2017
1613799 5 22/10/2017
1613800 5 22/10/2017
1613814 25 22/10/2017
1614053 1 23/10/2017
1614054 1 23/10/2017
1614229 24 23/10/2017
1614233 99 23/10/2017
1614370 99 24/10/2017
1614575 99 24/10/2017
1614601 12 24/10/2017
1614602 12 24/10/2017
1614603 12 24/10/2017
1614604 12 24/10/2017
1614605 12 24/10/2017
1615163 5 25/10/2017
1615164 35 25/10/2017
1615203 6 25/10/2017
1615414 2 26/10/2017
1615418 29 26/10/2017
1615426 3 26/10/2017
1615427 3 26/10/2017
1615428 3 26/10/2017
1615430 3 26/10/2017
1615431 3 26/10/2017
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1615432 3 26/10/2017
1615433 3 26/10/2017
1615434 3 26/10/2017
1615435 3 26/10/2017
1615436 3 26/10/2017
1615437 3 26/10/2017
1615586 25 26/10/2017
1615587 17 26/10/2017
1615616 42 26/10/2017
1615684 6 26/10/2017
1615905 7 29/10/2017
1615914 42 29/10/2017
1616280 11 30/10/2017
1616431 37 30/10/2017
1616569 11 31/10/2017
1616570 35 31/10/2017
1617187 17 01/11/2017
1617647 35 02/11/2017
1617648 42 02/11/2017
1617984 41 02/11/2017
1618033 41 05/11/2017
1618087 11 05/11/2017
1618092 30 05/11/2017
1618225 1 05/11/2017
1618449 7 05/11/2017
1618450 12 05/11/2017
1618564 99 06/11/2017
1619248 1 07/11/2017
1619739 11 08/11/2017
1619740 18 08/11/2017
1619832 6 08/11/2017
1619833 6 08/11/2017
1619834 6 08/11/2017
1619835 6 08/11/2017
1619836 6 08/11/2017
1619911 42 09/11/2017
1620005 3 12/11/2017
1620130 3 12/11/2017
1620144 3 12/11/2017
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1620145 10 12/11/2017
1620746 5 14/11/2017
1620747 5 14/11/2017
1620950 6 15/11/2017
1621000 4 15/11/2017
1621001 12 15/11/2017
1621002 7 15/11/2017
1621003 4 15/11/2017
1621004 12 15/11/2017
1621005 7 15/11/2017
1621232 9 16/11/2017
1621445 99 16/11/2017
1622073 16 19/11/2017
1622787 35 20/11/2017
1623469 25 21/11/2017
1623640 5 22/11/2017
1623642 5 22/11/2017
1623643 5 22/11/2017
1623781 42 22/11/2017
1624683 7 26/11/2017
1624871 9 27/11/2017
1624989 25 27/11/2017
1625236 35 27/11/2017
1625395 36 28/11/2017
1625924 99 29/11/2017
1626459 25 30/11/2017
1626532 24 30/11/2017
1627371 3 04/12/2017
1627372 3 04/12/2017
1627662 31 05/12/2017
1627676 41 05/12/2017
1627677 41 05/12/2017
1627684 31 05/12/2017
1627692 5 05/12/2017
1628333 10 06/12/2017
1628541 41 06/12/2017
1629046 1 07/12/2017
1629129 5 10/12/2017
1629130 9 10/12/2017
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1629131 11 10/12/2017
1629423 7 10/12/2017
1629768 5 11/12/2017
1629769 5 11/12/2017
1629770 5 11/12/2017
1629903 6 11/12/2017
1630395 42 12/12/2017
1630535 7 13/12/2017
1630708 2 13/12/2017
1630709 1 13/12/2017
1630710 1 13/12/2017
1631076 35 14/12/2017
1631094 3 14/12/2017
1631726 99 17/12/2017
1632018 12 18/12/2017
1633259 6 20/12/2017
1633264 30 20/12/2017
1633833 23 24/12/2017
1634440 45 26/12/2017
1634441 45 26/12/2017
1635555 35 28/12/2017
1635558 14 28/12/2017
1635835 5 28/12/2017
1636092 7 31/12/2017
1636334 5 31/12/2017
1637570 99 03/01/2018
1637571 99 03/01/2018
1637743 32 03/01/2018
1638309 16 07/01/2018
1641298 29 14/01/2018
1641926 12 16/01/2018
1642027 7 16/01/2018
1642028 7 16/01/2018
1642029 7 16/01/2018
1642030 7 16/01/2018
1642031 7 16/01/2018
1642799 5 17/01/2018
1642800 5 17/01/2018
1642802 5 17/01/2018
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1642803 5 17/01/2018
1643291 14 18/01/2018
1643728 7 21/01/2018
1643754 36 21/01/2018
1643755 37 21/01/2018
1643758 42 21/01/2018
1643829 99 21/01/2018
1644058 41 22/01/2018
1644110 7 22/01/2018
1644231 25 22/01/2018
1644403 30 22/01/2018
1644404 36 22/01/2018
1644405 42 22/01/2018
1644406 8 22/01/2018
1644407 11 22/01/2018
1644408 28 22/01/2018
1644410 28 22/01/2018
1644411 9 22/01/2018
1644412 14 22/01/2018
1644413 16 22/01/2018
1644414 24 22/01/2018
1644415 26 22/01/2018
1644416 25 22/01/2018
1644417 35 22/01/2018
1644418 3 22/01/2018
1644419 4 22/01/2018
1644420 20 22/01/2018
1644421 30 22/01/2018
1644422 36 22/01/2018
1644423 42 22/01/2018
1644424 26 22/01/2018
1644425 42 22/01/2018
1644426 14 22/01/2018
1644427 16 22/01/2018
1644428 20 22/01/2018
1644429 3 22/01/2018
1644430 9 22/01/2018
1644431 4 22/01/2018
1644709 12 22/01/2018
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1644926 20 23/01/2018
1644969 14 23/01/2018
1644970 3 23/01/2018
1644971 4 23/01/2018
1644972 9 23/01/2018
1644973 14 23/01/2018
1644974 24 23/01/2018
1644975 42 23/01/2018
1644976 25 23/01/2018
1644977 18 23/01/2018
1644978 35 23/01/2018
1644979 25 23/01/2018
1644980 24 23/01/2018
1644981 28 23/01/2018
1644982 26 23/01/2018
1644983 18 23/01/2018
1644984 9 23/01/2018
1644985 3 23/01/2018
1644986 35 23/01/2018
1646846 9 29/01/2018
1647819 5 30/01/2018
1648734 42 01/02/2018
1649322 14 04/02/2018
1649518 41 04/02/2018
1649627 5 04/02/2018
1649863 99 05/02/2018
1651187 30 07/02/2018
1652102 5 11/02/2018
1652536 21 12/02/2018
1653315 10 13/02/2018
1653316 11 13/02/2018
1655353 7 19/02/2018
1655624 5 19/02/2018
1655906 5 20/02/2018
1656847 2 22/02/2018
1657872 30 25/02/2018
1658146 30 26/02/2018
1659631 99 28/02/2018
1660941 12 04/03/2018
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1663658 3 12/03/2018
1666581 11 18/03/2018
1667863 16 24/03/2018
1668458 5 25/03/2018
1669403 37 27/03/2018
1671205 11 01/04/2018
1671324 41 01/04/2018
1673065 18 07/04/2018
1673167 3 07/04/2018
1674030 5 09/04/2018
1677358 9 17/04/2018
1679690 42 24/04/2018
1682055 99 30/04/2018
1686381 37 13/05/2018
1686382 36 13/05/2018
1693707 6 02/06/2018
1694126 5 03/06/2018
1697815 5 11/06/2018
1701241 9 19/06/2018
1711320 5 17/07/2018
1712859 99 22/07/2018
1712860 99 22/07/2018
1722575 3 19/08/2018
1723132 41 20/08/2018
1723913 7 22/08/2018
3203406 99 22/02/2015
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SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 3518137 (1797-0) DELETE THE TERMS "COGNAC" FROM THE SPECIFICATION OF 

GOODS. 
2 3551088 (1804-0) DELETE THE TERMS "COGNAC" FROM THE SPECIFICATION OF 

GOODS. 
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SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1074969 - 1, 1074970 - 31: Proprietor Altered to SHASHISHANKAR MAGNESIA PRIVATE LIMITED , 
J/8, Sacred Heart Town, Wanawadi, Pune 411 040 
INSTITUTE FOR MICRONUTRIENT TECHNOLOGY, INSTITUTE FOR MICRONUTRIENT 
TECHNOLOGY

810776 - 9: Proprietor Altered to M\S ADL ORBIT CABLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , Plot No. 45 & 
46, SIDCO, Sector-85, Haridwar-249403, 
Uttrakhand 
ORBIT WIRE INDUSTRIES

835615 - 11: Proprietor Altered to OM PRAKASH MITTAL,RAJEEV MITTAL trading as BASANT 
INDUSTRIES , NUNHAI AGRA, (U.P.), INDIA  
PRABHAT AGENCIES

738544 - 1: Proprietor Altered to ALLNEX IP S.À.R.L. , 76, Grand-Rue, L-1660 Luxembourg, Grand-
Duchy of Luxembourg 
ALLNEX USA INC

780675 - 9: Proprietor Altered to (1) MR. MOHANLAL K. PAHUJA AND (2) RUPESH T. DHIRWANI , 
402, Kakad Palace CHS Ltd, 31, Turner, Bandra (W), Mumbai – 400 050, and Ganga Niwas, Garden 
Housing Society, Lok Manya Nagar, Nashik – 422 005 
ASIAN ELECTRONICS LTD.

1418135 - 2: Proprietor Altered to RADHA KISHAN DASS RANG RASAYAN PRIVATE LIMITED , 
TOTA RANG FACTORY, GURIHA WALA PECH, HATHRAS, (U.P) INDIA 
RADHA KISHAN BISHAN DAS & CORPORATION

1310590 - 21: Proprietor Altered to PARAS MIRACLE POLY PRODUCTS PVT. LTD. , Gut No. 351, 
10th Mile Stone, Nagar-Kalyan Road, Ahmednagar - 414103, 
SANTOSH MANAKCHAND BOTHARA

1074966 - 5, 1074965 - 31, 1074964 - 1: Proprietor Altered to CYPRIUM MICRONUTRIENTS 
PRIVATE LIMITED , I-A, Kondhwa Khurd, Pune- 411048 
SHRINEE AGRO CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

1074970 - 31, 1074969 - 1: Proprietor Altered to VERONIK MANUSEC PRIVATE LIMITED , I-A 
Kondhwa Khurd, Pune 411 048. 
SHASHISHANKAR MAGNESIA PRIVATE LIMITED

819733 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MAJESTIC APPAREL, LLC. , 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400, 
Wilmington, Delaware 19808, United States of 
America 
IMAGEWEAR APPAREL CORP

1287655 - 1, 477865 - 1: Proprietor Altered to LION SPECIALTY CHEMICALS CO., LTD. , 3-7 Honjo 
1-chome, Sumida-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 
LION CORPORATION, LION CORPORATION

480416 - 25: Proprietor Altered to J. G. HOSIERY PRIVATE LIMITED , 39(1), Om Sakthi Kovil 
Street, Kongu Nagar Extension, Tirupur - 641607, Coimbatore, State of Tamil Nadu 
SURESH MANOHARLAL JUMANI

1667228 - 8, 1074649 - 14, 413436 - 8, 413435 - 8, 411897 - 8, 411594 - 8, 405290 - 8: Proprietor 
Altered to MOHAMMADI GULAMALI KHAMBATI,FAKHRI MOHAMMADI KHAMBATI,MRS. KHATIJA 
M. KHAMBATI,MRS. NISHREEN FAKHRI KHAMBATI trading as M/S. KHAMBATI JEWELLERY 
TOOLS , 45, DHANJI STREET, NEAR MUMBADEVI TEMPLE,PYDHONIE, MUMBAI- 400003 
M/S. KHAMBATI EXPORTS

117013 - 29, 753312 - 29: Proprietor Altered to HORMEL FOODS CORPORATION , 1 Hormel Place, 
Austin, Minnesota 55912, USA 
CONOPCO INC, CONOPCO,INC

1000741 - 29, 1000740 - 30: Proprietor Altered to SMITHKLINE BEECHAM LIMITED , 980 Great 
West Road,Brentford, Middlesex, TW8 9GS, ENGLAND 
GLAXO GROUP LIMITED

1020228 - 29: Proprietor Altered to JUPITER FOODS PTE. LTD. , 391B ORCHARD ROAD, NGEE 
ANN CITY TOWER B, #18-08, SINGAPORE-238874. 
PT JAPFA COMFEED INDONESIA, TBK.

1245294 - 39, 780586 - 16: Proprietor Altered to LONELY PLANET GLOBAL, INC., , 230 Franklin 
Road, 
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Building 2B, Franklin, Tennessee 37064-2292 
LONELY PLANET LPUBLICATIONS PTY LIMITED, LONELY PLANET PUBLICATIONS PTY. LTD.

1105691 - 12: Proprietor Altered to CENTRAL TYRES PRIVATE LIMITED , 5, Sugar Market, 
Building, 104 /114, P. D'mello Road, Mumbai - 400 009. 
CENTRAL TYRES

1246344 - 41: Proprietor Altered to IMG UNIVERSE, LLC , 11 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10010 
U.S.A 
MISS UNIVERSE L. P., LLLP

506369 - 5: Proprietor Altered to M/S. BEETA SURGICALS PVT. LTD , Gondal Road, Near Punit 
Nagar, RAJKOT 360 004, 
BEETA SURGICALS LIMITED

1246345 - 41: Proprietor Altered to IMG UNIVERSE, LLC , 11 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10010 
U.S.A 
MISS UNIVERSE L. P., LLLP

544479 - 29: Proprietor Altered to HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED , LEGAL DEPARTMENT, 
HINDUSTAN LEVER HOUSE, 165/166, BACKBAY RECLAMATION, MUMBAI - 400 020. 
BROOKE BOND LIPTION INDIA LIMITED

1198492 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ALCAFLEU MANAGEMENT GMBH & CO. KG , Lilienthalstr.4, 
12529 Schonefeld OT Waltersdorf, Germany. 
BAYER SCHERING PHARMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1151859 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG` , PETER MERIAN STR.84 4052 
BASEL SWITZERLAND. 
BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC

2436563 - 35: Proprietor Altered to SOKTAS DOKUMA ISLETMELERI SANAYI VE TICARET 
ANONIM SIRKETI , ISLAM KERIMOV CADDESI, NO. 16, SUNUCU IS MERKEZI, B BLOK, K: 8, 
BAYRAKLI - IZMIR, TURKEY 
SOKTAS TEKSTIL SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

452223 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG , Peter Merian-Strasse 84, 4002 
Basel, Switzerland. 
BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC

463673 - 5: Proprietor Altered to AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED , AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, 
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 
AJANTA DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.

2216845 - 24: Proprietor Altered to SMT. PRIYA GINORIYA , 28-A/1/3, STREET NO. 3, EAST AZAD 
NAGAR, DELHI-110051 
SALASAR BALAJI HANDLOOM

498176 - 5: Proprietor Altered to PFIZER PRODUCTS INC. , EASTERN POINT ROAD, GROTON, 
CONNECTICUT 06340, USA 
PFIZER INC.

2436922 - 37: Proprietor Altered to KISHOR PERMCHAND LAHRANI , 80l, 8th Floor, CTS No. 
E/317, 14thRoad, Khar(W), Mumbai - 400 052 
K L GROUP

1252412 - 25: Proprietor Altered to SHRI SHESHMAL NAVAJL KUMAR,SHRI JEEVAN NAVAJI 
KUMAR trading as , B.30 New Maharashtra Nagar, 90ft Road, Dharavi Mumbai-400 017 
TRIVENI PRODUCTS

2279581 - 9: Proprietor Altered to M/S H.P.J. MOBILE & COMMUNICATION (P) LTD , SHOP NO. 3, 
OPP. SUPARI HANUMAN MANDIR, MAHALAXMI COMPLEX, GURMANDI, AURANGABAD, 
MAHARASHTRA 
PRAKASH JOITAJI CHOUDHARY

490037 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MILES GMBH , Harckesheyde 91 - 
93,22844 Norderstedt 
GIN TONIC SPECIAL MADE GMBH, ( A WEST GERMAN COMPANY)

1195642 - 16, 1195643 - 20, 1195644 - 21: Proprietor Altered to GHISULAL DHANRAJ RATHOD , 5, 
VAKIL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WALBHAT ROAD, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI - 400 063.  
CELLO THERMOWARE LTD.

961868 - 33: Proprietor Altered to MHCS , 9, AVENUE DE CHAMPAGNE 51200 EPERNAY FRANCE 
VELUVE CLIC1UOT PONSARDIN
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612565 - 6: Proprietor Altered to M/S, UNILOC FASTERNERS,RIZWAN AZIZ 
KARKAL,VLMALKUMAR THAKPRLAL ADESHRA trading as , AT GALA NO.9, GODAVARI 
TUNGARESHWAR INDUSTRIAL 
COMPLEX NO.1, VILLAGE SATIVALI, VASAI (E) THANE -401 208. MAHARASHTRA 
UNILOC FASTENERS (BOMBAY) PVT. LTD.

739451 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SHRI ASHUTOSH MISHRA,SMT. SADHANA MISHRA trading as 
M/S. PERFECT POWER SYSTEMS , 12-A, ZONE-1, MAHARANA PRATAP NAGAR, BHOPAL, M.P. 
RAMALAXMI ELECTRONIS INDUSTRY

584688 - 9: Proprietor Altered to FLSMIDTH A/S , VIGERSLEV ALLE 77, DK - 2500 VALBY, 
DENMARK. 
TRANSWEIGH (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED.

742223 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG , Peter Merian-Strasse 84, 4002 
Basel, Switzerland. 
BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC

2197192 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SH. KIRAN KUMAR JAIN , 93, GOVINDAPPA NAICKEN STREET, 
2ND FLOOR, CHENNAI-600001 
SRI KUNDAN INDUSTRIES

1152151 - 9: Proprietor Altered to APPLE INC. , 1 INFINITE LOOP, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 
95014, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ROCKFORD CORPORATION

1027609 - 3: Proprietor Altered to MR. SURESH KHAKHARIA , 1, JIVAN PRAKASH, 126 SENAPATI 
BAPAT MARG, OPP. MATUNGA ROAD (W) RAILWAY STATION, MUMBAI - 400016, 
MAHARASHTRA 
KUMAR SOAP DEPOT

464020 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MR. GANGJI VANVIR SHAH , 13 (1), SURYODAYA MILL 
COMPOUND, NEAR JAGDISH TEXTILE MILLS, TARDEO, MUMBAI 400 034 
M/S. FASHION APPARELS

782675 - 20: Proprietor Altered to ETHAN ALLEN GLOBAL, INC. , ETHAN ALLEN DRIVE, 
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT, U.S.A. 
ETHAN ALLEN FINANCE CORPORATION

542673 - 5: Proprietor Altered to STERKEM PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED , S/3, KHIRA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE, B. M. BHARGAV ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054 
STERFIL LABORATORIES

1245294 - 39, 780586 - 16: Proprietor Altered to LONELY PLANET GLOBAL LIMITED , UNIT E 
DIGITAL COURT, RAINSFORD STREET, DUBLIN 8, IRELAND. 
LONELY PLANET GLOBAL, INC.,

1151858 - 3: Proprietor Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG` , PETER MERIAN STR.84 4052 
BASEL SWITZERLAND. 
BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC

768090 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SCHÜLKE & MAYR GMBH , Robert-Koch-Straße2, 22851 
Norderstedt, Germany 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON

505872 - 24: Proprietor Altered to M/S. TOPMAN FABRICS PVT .LTD. , 82, Badam Wadi, 
331A Kalbadevi, Mumbai - 400 002 
M.A. TEXTILE PVT. LTD

472382 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MIS MEDLEY PHARMACEUTICA LIMITED , Medley house, D-2 , 
MIDC, 
Area, Andheri (E), Mumbai: 400 093. Maharashtra, India 
MEDLEY LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.

435370 - 17: Proprietor Altered to TARUNKUMAR R. VYAS,HIMANSHU R. VYAS trading as 
TRANSWORLD RUBBER INDUSTRIES , 221 
A, Prakash, 4th Floor, Block No- 7, Opp. Dena Bank, S. V. Road, Kandivali 
(W), Mumbai-400067. 
RAJNIKANT J. VYAS

810717 - 5: Proprietor Altered to UNICHEM LABORATORIES LTD. , MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 2ND 
FLOOR, 22, BHULABHAI DEASI ROAD, BOMBAY - 400 026.  
M. M. LABS
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913160 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE S.A., , 1800 VEVEY, 
SWITZERLAND 
SYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS AG.

582254 - 21: Proprietor Altered to CRYSTAL COOK-N-SERVE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD , Plot No. 
2601-2-3, 
Metoda GIDC,Tal: Lodhika, Dist: Rajkot - 360035 
KITCHENWARES INDIA

2455091 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ANIL NANDLAL KATARA , Gala No. 10, Building No. A-4, 
Bhagwan Seth Estate. Mouje-Purna, Bhiwandi Purne 421210 Maharashtra, India 
SAIBABA ENTERPRISES

582253 - 8: Proprietor Altered to CRYSTALCOOK-N-SERVE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD , Plot No. 2601-
2-3, Metoda GIDC, Tal. Lodhika, District 
Rajkot-360 035, Gujarat. 
KITCHENWARES INDIA

1102056 - 29: Proprietor Altered to K. P. SOLVEX PRIVATE LIMITED , VILLAGE HARSHMAU 
TEHSIL NIWARI-472 442 DIST TIKAMGARH, MADHYA PRADESH, 
KAPEX AGRO OILS PVT. LTD.

844697 - 5, 717463 - 5, 1155613 - 5, 1056530 - 5, 1056528 - 5, 1001732 - 5, 976267 - 5, 966842 - 5, 
926039 - 5, 926037 - 5, 926035 - 5, 926031 - 5, 892926 - 5, 892924 - 5, 892923 - 5, 889810 - 5, 889809 - 
5, 872144 - 5, 872142 - 5, 844699 - 5, 708265 - 5, 708264 - 5, 708263 - 5, 708262 - 5, 892922 - 5, 
1248653 - 5, 1248652 - 5, 1155614 - 5, 926038 - 5, 804553 - 5, 804552 - 5, 804550 - 5, 804549 - 5, 
804548 - 5, 751303 - 5, 926041 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SOMATICO PHARMACAL PVT. LTD. , C-
469, T.T.C. M.I.D.C. INDUSTRIAL AREA, PAWNE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705. MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA) 
MRS. SAMITA H. AIYER

1024101 - 6, 2143903 - 36: Proprietor Altered to RELIANCE NIPPON LIFE ASSET MANAGEMENT 
LIMITED , Reliance Centre, 7th Floor (South Wing), Off. Western Express Highway, Santacruz 
(East), Mumbai - 400 055 
GOLDMAN SACHS ASSET MANAGEMENT (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED, GOLDMAN SACHS ASSET 
MANAGEMENT (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED,

1247802 - 5: Proprietor Altered to UNICHEM LABORATORIES LIMITED , UNICHEM BHAVAN, 
PRABHAT ESTATE, S.V.ROAD, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI - 400 102. 
KALINDI MEDICURE PRIVATE LIMITED

556498 - 7, 567241 - 7: Proprietor Altered to SHRI MANOHAR PATIDAR , M/s Shree Vijayashani 
Trading Co., Khandwawala Chamber, 1st floor, 97 Maharani Road, Opp. Ellora Talkies, Indore-
452007(M.P.) 
SHREE VIJAYASHANI TRADING CO, SHREE VIJAYASHANI TRADING CO

491787 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MERIAL, INC. , 3239 Satellite Boulevard, Duluth, Georgia 30096 
MERCK & CO. INC.

821465 - 30: Proprietor Altered to PANKAJ VITHALDAS SHAH,PURVESH PANKAJ SHAH trading 
as DIP PREMIUM BAKE LLP , Prakash No.1, Flat No. 15, Ridge Road, Walkeshwar, 
Mumbai - 400 006 
MONITA BAKING DISTRIBUTING COMAPNY

1088845 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED , B/2, MAHALAXMI 
CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 026. 
IATROS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

571814 - 7: Proprietor Altered to M/S. GLOBAL HOME APPLIANCES PVT. LTD.(OPC) , Shop no 5, 
Bldg no 3 Sonal Apartments, boregaon(East)",Mumbai 400 063. 
JAIPAN KICHEN APPLIANCES

543013 - 6: Proprietor Altered to MANDAR NARENDRA MESTRY , 65, BOMBAY TALKIES 
COMPOUND, MALAD WEST MUMBAI - 400064. 
HARISHCHAND DAJIBA MESTRY

545512 - 1: Proprietor Altered to HITESH BABULAL SABUWALA,DAKSHAY BABULAL MARU 
trading as SHRI GANESH CHEMICAL WORKS , DUHLlA ROAD, NANDURBAR, 
DISTRICT NANDURBAR, 
STATE OF MAHARASHTRA. 
DANMAL PUNAMCHAND SABUWALA

718132 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ARTEMIS BIOTECH , 11/12, UDYOG NAGAR,INDL, ESTATE, S.V. 
ROAD,GOREGAON(W),MUMBAI-400-062. 
ARTEMIS BIOTECH LIMITED

1171277 - 11, 1171276 - 9, 689415 - 17, 482572 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SHRI AMAR 
SHRICHANDHOTWA , 1626 
'C', SHIVAJI ROAD, KOLHAPUR-416002 and branch office 
at CTS NO.235, SHOP NO.2, KASBA PETH, PUNE-411011, 
NEOLITE ENTERPRISES, NEOLITE ENTERPRISES,, NEOLITE ENTERPRISES
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1032867 - 24: Proprietor Altered to M/S. SPARSH FAB TEXTILES PVT. LTD. , 161, DADI SETH 
AGIARY LANE, 1ST FLOOR, MUMBAI-40002 
SPARSH FAB TEXTILES PRIVATE LIMITED

1003972 - 16, 1238800 - 42, 1645214 - 42: Proprietor Altered to TUV NORD AG , Am TUV 1, 30519 
Hannover, Germany 
TUV INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED., TUV INDIA PVT. LTD.

2337218 - 5, 1949034 - 5, 1760403 - 5, 1760402 - 5, 1760401 - 5, 1536979 - 5, 1529870 - 5, 1476279 - 
5, 1427180 - 5, 1151034 - 5: Proprietor Altered to GAUTAM V DAFTARY,AKSHAY G. 
DAFTARY,KARAN GAUTAM DAFTARY trading as AKSIGEN HOSPITAL CARE , 81-A, MITTAL 
CHAMBERS, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021 
AKSIGEN HOSPITAL CARE, AKSIGEN HOSPITAL CARE

783313 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MERWANS CONFECTIONERS PRIVATE LIMITED , PLOT NO.C-
47, T.T.C. INDUSTRIAL AREA, M.I.D.C. PAWANE, MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI-400705. 
M/S. MERWANS.

697228 - 10, 591676 - 5, 610465 - 3, 610466 - 25, 611489 - 3, 611490 - 3, 611491 - 25, 611492 - 25, 
621012 - 5, 643090 - 10, 643092 - 10, 643093 - 10, 651706 - 10, 653024 - 10, 653025 - 10, 711103 - 10, 
748245 - 10: Proprietor Altered to J. K.CONDOMS PRIVATE LIMITED , Plot G-35 & 36 MIDC Waluj, 
Taluka Gangapur, Aurangabad- 431136, Maharashtra 
J.K. ANSELL LIMITED, J. K. CHEMICALS LIMITED, J. K. CHEMICALS LIMITED., J.K.CHEMICALS 
LTD., J. K. CHEMICALS LIMITED, J.K. CHEMICALS LIMITED,, J. K. CHEMICALS LTD., J.K. 
CHEMICALS LIMITED,

1782563 - 30, 1781261 - 30, 1407000 - 30, 1224183 - 30, 1160586 - 30: Proprietor Altered to 
MAHENDRAKUMAR KRISHNADAS THAKKAR,HARENDRA KRISHNADAS THAKKAR,JIMIT 
RAJENDRAKUMAR THAKKAR,JAYMEEN MAHENDRAKUMAR THAKKAR trading as Krushna Tea 
Procecers , Rail Toly, Vallabhbhai ward, Gondia-441604, Maharashtra, India 
KRUSHNA TEA PROCECERS, KRUSHNA TEA PROCECERS, KRUSHNA TEA PROCECERS, 
KRUSHNA TEA PROCECERS

820411 - 10, 870866 - 10, 889540 - 10, 890372 - 10, 920058 - 10, 994531 - 10, 889536 - 10, 994534 - 
10, 994973 - 10, 1043898 - 10, 1043899 - 10, 1052488 - 10, 1057287 - 10, 1057292 - 10, 1074225 - 10, 
1082211 - 10, 1109346 - 10, 1117534 - 10, 1117853 - 10, 1134231 - 10, 1277133 - 10, 1477130 - 10, 
1482074 - 10, 1559134 - 9, 1132997 - 9, 1300128 - 9, 1559134 - 9, 1559137 - 10, 1617450 - 10, 
1853970 - 10: Proprietor Altered to BIOSENSE WEBSTER, INC. , 3333 Diamond Canyon Road, 
Diamond Bar, California, U.S.A. 
CORDIS CORPORATION,, CORDIS CORPORATION,, CORDIS CORPORATION,

1254107 - 41, 1447606 - 16: Proprietor Altered to FOUNTAINHEAD ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD. , 
1ST FLOOR, NEW ERA MILLS COMPOUND, MOGUL LANE, MATUNGA (W), MUMBAI - 400 016 
ORANJUICE ENTERTAINMENT, ORANJUICE ENTERTAINMENT

1254112 - 41, 1361583 - 35: Proprietor Altered to FOUNTAINHEAD ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD. , 
1ST FLOOR, NEW ERA MILLS COMPOUND, MOGUL LANE, MATUNGA (W), MUMBAI - 400 016 
FOUNTAINHEAD PROMOTIONS & EVENTS PVT.LTD., FOUNTAINHEAD PROMOTIONS & EVENTS 
PVT. LTD.

1076971 - 19: Proprietor Altered to NOVATEUR ELECTRICAL & DIGITAL SYSTEMS PRIVATE 
LIMITED , Legrand India, 61/62, Kalpataru Square, 6th Floor, Off Andheri-Kurla Road, Andheri 
(East), Mumbai - 400059, Maharashtra. 
VALRACK MODULAR SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.

474858 - 5, 474861 - 5, 476814 - 5, 1662713 - 42, 1706847 - 16, 1706848 - 41, 1706849 - 42: 
Proprietor Altered to BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH , Alfred-Nobel-Strasse 10, 40789, 
Monheim am Rhein, Germany 
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, BAYER 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

2247966 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BEENABEN B. PATEL , 164-A,Phase-II, Opp. Lathia 
Industries,GIDC, Naroda, Ahmedabad (GUJ)-380030 
M/S. ELIXIR PHARMA

780549 - 9: Proprietor Altered to PRECISION PLASTIC INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED , 19/D, 
Nand Jyot Industrial 
Estate, Safed Pool, Andheri - Kurla Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400072 
DECO TUBES.

1150474 - 7: Proprietor Altered to ARUN DADDA , 118, YASHWANT SHOPPING CENTER, ROAD 
NO.7, BORIVALI (E), MUMBAI - 400 066.  
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1920288 - 2, 1920284 - 3: Proprietor Altered to TOA PERFORMANCE COATING CORPORATION 
CO., LTD., , 31/1 MOO 3,BANGNA-TRAD ROAD, TAMBOL BANGSAOTHONG, AMPHOE 
BANGSAOTHONG, SAMUTHPRAKARN PROVINCE, THAILAND 10540.  
TOA PAINT (THAILAND) CO.,LTD

2450983 - 38: Proprietor Altered to COCONET BROADBAND SERVICES LLP , Shop NO.4, New 
Lake Palace Co-op Hsg Soc. Ltd, Plot No. 7-(B), Opp Adishankaracharya Road, Powai, Murnbai 
400076 
SYNCHRIST NETWORK SERVICES PVT. LTD.

435191 - 29, 435192 - 29, 435193 - 30, 435194 - 30, 925245 - 30, 925244 - 30: Proprietor Altered to 
UNILEVER PLC, , CLAYGATE HOUSE, ESHER, SURREY KT10 9PN, U.K. , PORT SUNLIGHT, 
WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, ENGLAND. CH624ZD UK 
BESTFOODS UK LIMITED, BESTFOODS UK LIMITED, UNILEVER UK & CN HOLDINGS.

1162676 - 2, 1744945 - 2: Proprietor Altered to MR. NIRMAL KUMAR KESHRIMAL JAIN , 54, 
LADUR GOMES COMPOUND, KHERANI ROAD, 
SAKINAKA, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 072. MAHARASHTRA 
OM PAINTS PRIVATE LIMITED., OM PAINTS PVT. LTD.

465274 - 21, 465273 - 11, 465272 - 9, 465270 - 7, 465271 - 8: Proprietor Altered to MASTER AARAV 
SANJAY BORANA (MINOR AGED ABOUT 7 YEARS), THROUGH HIS FATHER AND NATURAL 
GUARDIAN MR. SANJAY VIMALCHAND BORANA , 601 SUMATINATH APARTMENT, 142 
FARMLAND ROAD, RAMDASPETH, Nagpur- 440010, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA (Maharashtra) 
HIMATMAL JASRAJ, HIMMATMAL JASRAJ ., HIMMATMAL JASRAJ.

561858 - 34: Proprietor Altered to M/S. SSHAHU TOBACCO , 6TH LANE, PARISHRAM, POST. 
JAYSINGPUR, DIST: KOLHAPUR, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA 
INDIAN TOBACCO COMPANY

731152 - 25: Proprietor Altered to NAVINCHANDRA VIJPAR SHAH,SHRI CHANDRAKANT 
BABULAL SHAH,SHRI VIRENDRA NAVIN SHAH trading as RELIABLE RAINWEAR. , 312/313, 
ASHISH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE GOKHALE ROAD, NEAR ZANDU PHARMACY DADAR BOMBAY-25 
RELIABLE RAINWEAR.

1414731 - 41, 1414727 - 35, 1414722 - 42, 880613 - 16, 572227 - 9: Proprietor Altered to CMS INFO 
SYSTEMS LIMITED , CMS House, Plot No. 91, Street No. 7, Marol, MIDC, Mumbai, Maharashtra - 
400093 
CMS COMPUTERS LIMITED, CMS COMPUTERS LIMITED, CMS COMPUTERS PRIVATE LIMITED

638506 - 25, 1873781 - 26, 1873385 - 26, 1873384 - 26, 1873383 - 26, 1872368 - 26, 1872367 - 26, 
1872366 - 26, 1872365 - 26, 1082458 - 26, 1082457 - 26, 1082456 - 26, 638068 - 26, 637265 - 26, 
614267 - 26, 488727 - 26, 488726 - 26: Proprietor Altered to RAM KHATRY,SHYAMLAL 
KHATRY,,PRAKASH CHAND KHATRY,MAHESH KUMAR KHATRY,MAHESH KUMAR KHATRY 
trading as BOMBAY BEADS 
CENTRE , 80/82, 3rd Bhoiwada, 1st Floor, Bhuleshwar, Mumbai- 
400 002 
BOMBAY BEADS CENTRE, BOMBAY BEADS CENTRE, BOMBAY BEADS CENTRE, RAMDEV 
KHATRY, BOMBAY BEADS CENTRE, BOMBAY BEADS CENTRE AND ALSO AS R. K. 
ENTERPRISES, R.K.ENTERPRISES, BOMBAY BEADS CENTRE, RAMDEV KHATRI,, BOMBAY 
BEADS CENTRE, BOMBAY BEADS CENTRE

1075812 - 16: Proprietor Altered to STERLING HYGINE TISSUE PRIVATE LIMITED. , 104, 1ST 
FLOOR, GODOWN BUILDING-2, 1ST AVENUE BUSINESS PARK, DURGADI CHOWK, OPP. FIRE 
BRIGADE, KALAYAN(WEST)-421301, DIST. THANE. 
STERLING PAPER NAPKING

435131 - 1: Proprietor Altered to THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , 403-404, 
Delphi "B' Wing, Hiranandani Buisness Park, Powai ,Mumbai-4000716 
THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1248449 - 33: Proprietor Altered to M/S.UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED, , UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL 
MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE ¿ 560 001 
SHAW WALLACE & COMPANY LIMITED

467234 - 5: Proprietor Altered to PFIZER AG , Schärenmoosstrasse 99, 8052 Zürich, Switzerland 
DIMMINACO A.G.

467234 - 5: Proprietor Altered to PAH SWITZERLAND GMBH , SCHARENMOOSSTRASSE 99, 8052 
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND 
PFIZER AG

788108 - 1: Proprietor Altered to DOW INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION , 2030 Dow Center, 
Midland, Michigan 48674, United States of America 
ANGUS CHEMICAL COMPANY

1253891 - 7: Proprietor Altered to AASIF ANSAN KHAN,HEMANT MOHAN ANAVKAR,MRS. 
MANISHA HEMANT ANAVKAR,NASIM AHSAN KHAN trading as Fabtech Turnkey Projects LLP , 
615,Janki Centre, Off Veera Desai Road, Andheri West, Mumbai 400053 
AIRPAC EXPORTS
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1490864 - 42, 1490864 - 37, 1490864 - 35, 1490864 - 9, 1490864 - 7, 1490864 - 6, 1490864 - 1, 
1254566 - 42, 1254565 - 37, 1254564 - 35, 1254563 - 9, 1254562 - 7, 1254561 - 1, 486860 - 7: 
Proprietor Altered to WEATHERFORD TECHNOLOGY HOLDINGS, LLC, , 2000, St. James Pl, 
Houston,Texas 77056,U.S.A. 
WEATHERFORD/LAMB,INC, WEATHERFORD/LAMB, INC., WEATHERFORD U.S.INC.,

817880 - 23, 817879 - 23, 817878 - 23, 817877 - 23: Proprietor Altered to HARSHIT RASHMIKANT 
SHAH,HETAL HARSHIT SHAH,DINA RASHMIKANT SHAH trading as P. J. & COMPANY , 85/4, 
Shyam Sadan 'F' Road, Marine Drive, Mumbai - 400002 
P. J. CORPORATION

467234 - 5: Proprietor Altered to DIMMINACO A.G. , Zurichstrasse 12, 8134 Adliswil,Switzerland. 
DUPHAR B.V.

779650 - 5, 763154 - 5, 909832 - 3, 897344 - 3, 897346 - 3, 827854 - 3, 873120 - 3, 897347 - 3, 897354 - 
3, 779649 - 3, 897354 - 3, 896710 - 3, 896712 - 3, 897342 - 3, 897349 - 3, 897350 - 3, 896711 - 3, 
827853 - 3, 897354 - 3: Proprietor Altered to GODREJ CONSUMER PRODUCTS LIMITED , 
PIROJSHANAGAR, EASTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, VIKHROLI (EAST), MUMBAI- 400 079 
GODREJ & BOYCE MFG.CO. LTD., GODREJ AND BOYCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED, 
GODREJ & BOYCE MFG. CO. LTD.
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817878 - 23, 817880 - 23, 817879 - 23, 817877 - 23: Proprietor Altered to KAMINI PARESH 
SHAH,PARESH PREMCHAND SHAH trading as P. J. CORPORATION , Gala No.104, 1st Floor, 
Madhu Vrinda Phase-II, Dhuri Industrial Complex, Sativali Road, Valiv Phata, Vasai(E)-401208 
P. J. CORPORATION

761266 - 33: Proprietor Altered to UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED , UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL MALLYA 
ROAD, BANGALORE-560 001, INDIA. 
SHAW WALLACE & COMPANY LTD.

1202695 - 32: Proprietor Altered to PEPSICO INC.,UDAY D. NAIK.,YUVRAJ D. NAIK,SHRINIVAS D 
NAIK trading as PEPSICO INC. , 700 ANDERSON HILL ROAD, PURCHASE, NEW YORK 10577, U. 
S. A. 
PURE WATER BEVERAGES.

405290 - 8, 411594 - 8, 411897 - 8, 413435 - 8, 413436 - 8, 1074649 - 14, 1667228 - 8: Proprietor 
Altered to MOHAMMADI GULAMALI KHAMBATI,FAKHRI MOHAMMADI KHAMBATI trading as M/S. 
KHAMBATI EXPORTS , 45, DHANJI STREET, SILVER MANSION MUMBAI- 400 003 
KHAMBATI EXPORTS, KHAMBATI EXPORTS, KHAMBATI EXPORTS, KHAMBATI & SONS, 
KHAMBATI & SONS, KHAMBATI EXPORTS., KHAMBATI EXPORTS

583276 - 16, 583277 - 16, 1011783 - 16, 1034731 - 16, 583274 - 16, 975196 - 16, 1034732 - 16, 
1034734 - 16, 1034735 - 16, 1034737 - 10: Proprietor Altered to SHRI. HARESH CHUNILAL 
RAJANI,SHRI ROHAN HARESH RAJANI trading as TM ENTERPRISES , UNIT NO.30, A-Z 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, G.K. MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013, 701, ASHISHWANG, 72, 
POCHKHANWALA ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400 025.  
TM ENTERPRISES, TM ENTERPRISES, TM ENTERPRISES, T. M. ENTERPRISES, TM 
ENTERPRISES, TM ENTERPRISES

1194829 - 33: Proprietor Altered to UNITED SPIRITS LTD. , # 24 VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, 
BANGALORE-560025 
SHAW WALLACE AND COMPANY LIMITED

483249 - 5: Proprietor Altered to M/S. GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD , B/2,Mahalaxmi 
Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026 
CHERYL LABORATORIES PVT LTD.

1949034 - 5, 1760403 - 5, 1760402 - 5, 1760401 - 5, 1536979 - 5, 1529870 - 5, 1476280 - 5, 1476279 - 
5, 1427180 - 5, 1151034 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SIDDARTH BHARAT DAFTARY,AKSHAY G. 
DAFTARY,BHARAT V DAFTARY,GAUTAM V. DAFTARY,KARAN GAUTAM DAFTARY trading as 
AKSIGEN HOSPITAL CARE , 81-A, MITTAL CHAMBERS, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI 400021 
AKSIGEN HOSPITAL CARE, AKSIGEN HOSPITAL CARE, AKSIGEN HOSPITAL CARE

300824 - 30, 435334 - 30, 435335 - 30, 435336 - 30: Proprietor Altered to UNILEVER INDUSTRIES 
PRIVATE LIMITED , UNILEVER HOUSE,B.D. SAWANT MARG,CHAKALA,ANDHERI (E),MUMBAI 
400099 
UNILEVER INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED, KWALITY ICE CREAMS (CAL.) PVT. LTD., DIGITAL 
SECURITIES PVT. LTD.

992839 - 29, 992838 - 32: Proprietor Altered to GRUPO LECHE PASCUAL S.A. , Carretera de 
Palencia, S/N, 09400 Aranda de Duero, BURGOS, 
SPAIN, SPANISH COMPANY 
GRUPO CORPORATIVO TEYPE, SL

440942 - 5, 415399 - 5, 435933 - 5: Proprietor Altered to NOEL PHARMA (INDIA) PVT. LTD , 24-85/7, 
LAXMINARAYANA COLONY, NEW IDA UPPAL, HYDERABAD, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA. 
ANROS PHARMA, NEW ORIENTAL ETHICAL LABCRATORIES PVT.LTD.,, NOEL MEDVINS,

1153984 - 30: Proprietor Altered to SANJAY CHHODWANI , 174/2, PIPLIYA RAO, INDORE [M.P] 
SONAL PRODUCTS

522229 - 5, 458405 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MRS.JAYANTI SHASHIKANT MARATHE,MRS. 
SHOBHA DATTATRAYA VAIDYA,MR. MADHAV DATTATRAYA VAIDYA,MRS. MRUDULA 
UPENDRA KHADILKAR trading as Homoeo Laboratories , Gala no 8-11, G B Complex,S 
NO.129/2/1, Near Bank of Maharashtra, Warje, Pune 411058. 
HOMOEO LABORATORIES , HOMOEO LABORATORIES

587349 - 3: Proprietor Altered to PREP SKINCARE PRODUCTS LIMITED , CAMDEN: 255 
Brooklands Road; 
Weybridge; KT13 ORN; Survey; England 
PREP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED.

399582 - 6: Proprietor Altered to SHRI NILESH BABULAL SHAH , 225/F, B-T COMPOUND MALAD 
(WEST), MUMBAI 400064 
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489434 - 5: Proprietor Altered to WOCKHARDT LIMITED , WOCKHARDT TOWER, BANDRA - 
KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 051. 
MERIND LIMITED,

435334 - 30, 435340 - 30: Proprietor Altered to UNILEVER INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED , 135, 
NETAJI SUBHASH ROAD, BOMBAY-400020, UNILEVER HOUSE,B.D. SAWANT 
MARG,CHAKALA,ANDHERI (E),MUMBAI 400099 
UNILEVER INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED, DIGITAL SECURITIES PVT. LTD.

1054943 - 30, 1142086 - 29: Proprietor Altered to ANIL DEEPAK JAISINGHANI , M/S. A-I SWEETS, 
Shop No. 719, Shivaji Chowk,ULHASNAGAR - 421003, 
A-1 SWEETS

561069 - 21: Proprietor Altered to SHRI.JAGDISH P. AGARWAL,,SHRI AJAY J. AGARWAL,,SHRI 
SANJAY J. AGARWAL. trading as M/s. Sanjay Stainless Steel Works , G-66, Sarvodaya Nagar, 1st 
Panjarapole lane, Mumbai - 400004, 
AJAY METALES

1274589 - 5, 1544779 - 31, 1348162 - 5, 1980315 - 5, 2002848 - 31, 1274587 - 5, 1256671 - 5, 1880683 
- 31, 1880681 - 31, 1085760 - 31, 1603252 - 5, 1688082 - 5, 1261810 - 5, 1980312 - 3, 1980313 - 5, 
2002847 - 31, 2002843 - 5, 1086839 - 5, 1879264 - 31, 1255452 - 31, 2080745 - 31, 1089195 - 5, 
2002844 - 31, 1274588 - 5, 2004857 - 5, 1103568 - 5, 1085763 - 31, 1544778 - 5, 1103569 - 31, 
1124983 - 31, 1124982 - 5, 2002845 - 31, 2002846 - 31, 1879263 - 5, 2100315 - 5, 1105558 - 5, 
1089192 - 5, 1089193 - 5, 1085762 - 31, 1994372 - 5, 1086838 - 5, 1089196 - 5: Proprietor Altered to 
SANOFI-SYNTHELABO (INDIA) LIMITED , 54/A SIR MATHURADAS VASANJI ROAD, ANDHERI (E), 
MUMBAI - 400093 
DOSCH PHARMACEUTIALS PVT. LTD., DOSCH PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD., DOSCH 
PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LMD., DOSCH PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LMD., DOSCH 
PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED, DOSCH PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED, DOSCH 
PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.

2054091 - 1, 699263 - 1, 1678759 - 1, 1678757 - 1, 1678755 - 1, 1529056 - 1, 1529055 - 1, 1529054 - 1, 
1529053 - 1, 1086885 - 1: Proprietor Altered to PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED , REGENT 
CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021 
SUPARSHVA ADHESIVES LIMITED.

1678759 - 1, 1678757 - 1, 1678755 - 1, 1529056 - 1, 1529055 - 1, 1529054 - 1, 1529053 - 1, 1086885 - 
1: Proprietor Altered to SUPARSHVA ADHESIVES LIMITED. , Dharmashi Landmarks, Sr. No. 523 A 
+ B, Plot No. 366, Flat No. 101 A & B, First Floor, Bhawani Peth, Pune 411042, Maharastra, India 
SUPARSHVA INDUSTRIES, SUPARSHVA INDUSTRIES

804092 - 5, 788287 - 5, 724065 - 5, 1102499 - 5, 1102496 - 5, 1102498 - 5, 1102497 - 5, 1103286 - 5, 
1103285 - 5, 1056522 - 5, 724066 - 5, 1056523 - 5, 990567 - 5, 1314814 - 5, 1314813 - 5, 1073654 - 5, 
1503080 - 29, 477780 - 5, 477782 - 32, 477781 - 29: Proprietor Altered to SOCIETE DES PRODUITS 
NESTLE S.A. , 1800, VEVEY, CANTON OF VAUD, SWITZERLAND 
WYETH LLC, WYETH LLC

1257278 - 5, 1203001 - 5, 1202999 - 5, 1202997 - 5: Proprietor Altered to KIRAN S. 
SANKPAL,LAXMAN DHONDIBA BHOSLE trading as KOYANA AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS , 2/12, 
BABU GENU ROAD, SHOP NO. 2, RIDHI SIDHI BHAVAN, PRINCESS STREET, MUMBAI - 400 002.  
KOYANA AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS

783371 - 11, 783368 - 11, 783367 - 10, 783366 - 9, 783365 - 7: Proprietor Altered to LEISTER 
BRANDS AG , GALILEO-STRASSE 10, CH-6056 KAEGISWIL, SWITZERLAND 
MRSCHRISTIANE LEISTER

533064 - 5, 482981 - 5, 511759 - 5, 341051 - 5, 591235 - 5, 591236 - 5, 482982 - 3, 533065 - 5, 519475 - 
3, 511760 - 5, 372936 - 5, 1014871 - 3, 737889 - 5, 606797 - 5, 1157080 - 3, 1203481 - 5, 1238158 - 5, 
802085 - 5, 802086 - 5, 844778 - 5, 1048076 - 5, 1080833 - 5, 1157081 - 5, 1203480 - 3, 1223647 - 3, 
1317536 - 5, 615171 - 3, 863154 - 1, 1014873 - 5, 1048078 - 5, 1048080 - 5, 511665 - 3, 629734 - 5, 
738518 - 5, 833585 - 5, 1014874 - 5, 1047342 - 5, 1048458 - 3, 1080834 - 5, 1093819 - 16, 1238155 - 3, 
519277 - 3, 406105 - 3, 515276 - 11, 515278 - 21, 515283 - 32, 615170 - 5, 662780 - 3, 699549 - 3, 
597961 - 5, 515276 - 11, 635739 - 3, 737942 - 3, 834255 - 3, 1203483 - 5, 616894 - 5, 635743 - 5, 
662781 - 5, 1271288 - 5, 1300434 - 5, 635738 - 3, 616895 - 5, 635744 - 5, 515277 - 16, 635737 - 3, 
806686 - 3, 515279 - 25, 737890 - 5, 738519 - 5, 987678 - 3, 1080835 - 5, 835194 - 3, 835374 - 5, 
990889 - 5, 1352158 - 3, 589426 - 5, 1583807 - 5, 1624259 - 5, 835372 - 5, 1027551 - 5, 606801 - 5, 
635741 - 5, 845046 - 5, 606796 - 5, 662774 - 3, 738522 - 5, 845047 - 5, 990885 - 3, 1014870 - 3, 603460 
- 5, 635735 - 3, 635736 - 3, 646072 - 5, 657264 - 3, 737887 - 5, 843593 - 3, 871030 - 3, 1047343 - 5, 
1048079 - 5, 1670674 - 5, 1671254 - 3, 406106 - 5, 529640 - 5, 662776 - 3, 699547 - 5, 836913 - 3, 
987677 - 5, 990888 - 3, 1014876 - 5, 949561 - 5, 739615 - 5, 799362 - 5, 615168 - 5, 662779 - 3, 835195 
- 3, 845049 - 5, 845050 - 5, 1027552 - 5, 1157074 - 3, 1223646 - 5, 1223649 - 3, 1223651 - 3, 511758 - 
5, 615169 - 5, 1271287 - 3, 482983 - 3, 515273 - 3, 515275 - 10, 515281 - 29, 519474 - 5, 615169 - 5, 
629733 - 5, 834253 - 3, 699548 - 3, 737891 - 5, 806685 - 3, 833583 - 5, 990886 - 3, 1048077 - 5, 608376 
- 3, 718108 - 5, 736935 - 5, 737941 - 3, 1203482 - 3, 1350813 - 3, 606800 - 5, 656387 - 5, 738520 - 5, 
863157 - 5, 863158 - 5, 903524 - 9, 1093818 - 9, 802084 - 5, 1014872 - 3, 1047341 - 5, 738517 - 5, 
515282 - 30, 515280 - 28, 629736 - 5, 635740 - 5, 1238157 - 3, 833581 - 5, 835373 - 5, 863155 - 3, 
1093817 - 3, 1223650 - 5, 1238156 - 3, 1244108 - 42: Proprietor Altered to DABUR INDIA LIMITED , 
BALSARA HOUSE, 43 NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD,, FORT, MUMBAI 400 001, A - 10, MODEL 
HOUSE, PROCTOR ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 004., PLOT NO. D - 55, MIDC, AMBAD, NASHIK - 422 010. 
, 8/3 ASAF ALI ROAD NEW DELHI-110002, FEM HOUSE, PLOT NO. 3A,  
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RAM MANDIR ROAD, KHERWADI, BANDRA (E) 
MUMBAI-400 051. 
DABUR INDIA LIMITED, FEM CARE PHARMA LIMITED, DABUR INDIA LIMITED, FEM CARE 
PHARMA LIMITED, FEM CARE PHARMA PVT. LTD.

1297176 - 5, 1293711 - 5, 1175260 - 5, 1199221 - 5, 1175254 - 5, 1086401 - 5, 1289971 - 5, 1339501 - 
5, 1297177 - 5, 1300834 - 5, 1293712 - 5, 1191389 - 5, 1401587 - 5, 1289974 - 5, 1212415 - 5, 1401589 
- 5, 1289972 - 5, 1202800 - 5, 1321242 - 5, 1166855 - 5, 1166854 - 5, 1086402 - 5, 1407192 - 5, 
1300833 - 5, 1289973 - 5, 1289968 - 5, 1191388 - 5, 1149781 - 5, 1091272 - 5, 1033016 - 5, 1091278 - 
5, 1091273 - 5, 1033015 - 5, 1199219 - 5, 1086399 - 5, 1289970 - 5, 1175253 - 5, 1175252 - 5, 1086396 
- 5, 1212416 - 5, 1149778 - 5, 1166853 - 5, 1166852 - 5, 1086400 - 5, 1086398 - 5, 1199220 - 5, 
1321241 - 5, 1175259 - 5, 1289969 - 5, 1175255 - 5: Proprietor Altered to AAMORB 
PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD. , UG-47-48, BANSI TRADE CENTER, 581/3, M.G. ROAD, INDORE - 
452 001 (M.P.) 
ST. MORISON PHARMACEUTICALS, ST. MORISON PHARMACEURICALS, ST. MORISON 
PHARMACEUTICALS,, ST. MORISON PHARMACEUTICALS, M/S. ST. MORISON 
PHARMACEUTICALS, ST. MORISON PHARMACEUTICALS

1315894 - 5, 995656 - 3, 995657 - 16, 906074 - 25, 903879 - 16, 899258 - 24, 906073 - 24: Proprietor 
Altered to NOBEL HYGIENE LIMITED, , D2/16 Sancoale Industrial Estates, Zuari, Goa-403726. 
POWERFUL IMPEX PVT. LTD., POWERFUL IMPEX PVT. LTD., POWERFUL IMPEX PVT. LTD., 
NOBEL CORPORATION,

464146 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SHRI VIPAN KUMAR AGGARWAL,SHRI VINAY KUMAR 
AGGARWAL trading as M/s. Gaurav Chemicals , 504, SAHAKAR, 340/348, NARSI NATHA STREE, 
BOMBAY-400 009  
GAURAV CHAMICAL INDUSTRIES

732808 - 11: Proprietor Altered to SANDEEP BAHETI,SMT. RAMA BAHETI,MR. NAKUL BAHETI 
trading as NIK COOL , STEEL TUBE ROAD, DEWAS - 455 001, M. P.  
NIK COOL

783765 - 17, 783764 - 12: Proprietor Altered to VALEO SYSTEMES D'ESSUYAGE , 8 rue Louis 
Lormand, 78320 LA VERRIERE, France 
PAUL JOURNEE

1253922 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SUNSHINE PERSONAL CARE PRIVATE LIMITED , 5, 
SHRADHASHREE COLONY, M.R.-9, BARFANI DHAM ROAD, INDORE [M.P] 
KSR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.

1254754 - 99: Proprietor Altered to EUROSCHOOL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED , Dani Corporate 
Park, 158 Vidyanagari Marg,Kalina, Santacruz (East), Mumbai- 400098 
EGMONT IMAGINATION (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

1157413 - 18: Proprietor Altered to DARSHAN TEXCOAT INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD. , J - 43, M. I. D. 
C., KUPWAD - 416 436, DIST. SANGLI, MAHARASHTRA.  
FORTUNE
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672264 - 16, 1156895 - 16: Proprietor Altered to OUTLOOK PUBLISHING (INDIA) PVT.LTD. , 
RAHEJAS,CORNER OF MAIN AVENUE & V P ROAD,SANTACRUZ (W),MUMBAI-400 054,INDIA. 
HATHWAY INVESTMENTS P. LTD., HATHWAY INVESTMENTS PVT. LTD.

742609 - 7, 742611 - 9, 742610 - 8: Proprietor Altered to KOMET GROUP GMBH , 
ZEPPELINSTRASSE 3, 74354 BESIGHEIM, GERMANY 
KOMET DIHART AG

811304 - 20, 811303 - 16: Proprietor Altered to ZOEB IBRAHIM NAGREE,,NASEEM ZOEB 
NAGREE,YASMIN ZOEB NAGREE,ADITYA PRAKASH MAHTANI trading as THE APARTMENT, , 
NAGREE BUILDING, 54, OLD CUTOM HOUSE, FORT, MUMBAI-23  
THE APARTMENT,

724799 - 1: Proprietor Altered to PIDILITE INDUSTRLES LIMITED , Regent Chambers, 7th Floor,- 
Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 
208, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021, 
PAREKH MARKETING LIMITED

1033012 - 5, 1149780 - 5, 1149779 - 5, 1091277 - 5, 1091276 - 5, 1091275 - 5, 1091274 - 5, 1033018 - 
5, 1033013 - 5, 1033010 - 5: Proprietor Altered to M/s. AAMORB PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD , 
UG-47-48, BANS.TRADE CENTRE, 
581/ /5, M.G. ROAD, INDORE-452 001 [M.P.] 
ST. MORISON PHARMACEUTICALS, ST. MORISON PHARMACEUTICALS, SUN MARKETING, ST. 
MORISON PHARMACEUTICALS

1030959 - 29, 1030960 - 30, 1030957 - 32, 1030964 - 33: Proprietor Altered to MARS 
RESTAURANTS PVT. LTD. , Off International Airport Approach Road, Marol, Andheri (East), 
Mumbai 400 059 in the State of Maharashtra 
MARS ENTERPRISES, MARS ENTERPRISES, MARS ENTERPRISES

736990 - 30, 736991 - 30: Proprietor Altered to LAXMINARAYAN RAMSWAROOP MANIYAR , H-7/3, 
MIDC Area, Jalgaon, 425 003, 
MANIYAR ENTERPRISES

509088 - 5, 509089 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MERCK KGAA , FRANKFURTER STRASSE. 250,D 
64293 DARMSTADT, GERMANY. 
E. MERCK.

817877 - 23, 817878 - 23: Proprietor Altered to P. J. CORPORATION , Room No. 8, 1st Floor, Moon 
House, Nr. Gol Deval, 471, Maulana Azad Road, Mumbai-400 004 
ARVIND TRADING COMPANY

462760 - 1, 462761 - 1: Proprietor Altered to SWISSOL CHEMICALS (INDIA) PVT.LTD. , 51/2421, 
Gandhinagar, Opp. M.I.G.Cricket Club, Bandra (East, Mumbai- 400 051. 
SWISSOL CHEMICALS OF INDIA

555961 - 30: Proprietor Altered to UNILEVER PLC , PORT SUNLIGHT MERSEYSIDE WIRRAL CH62 
4ZD UK 
LIPTON LIMITED.

992662 - 25, 1685943 - 25, 1266448 - 25, 1220692 - 25, 1202497 - 25, 767527 - 25: Proprietor Altered 
to ALLIED APPARELS PVT. LTD. , 69, Vishal Industrial Estate, Village Road, Bhandup (West), 
MUMBAI-400 078 
APEX APPAREL, APEX APPARELS, M/S. APEX APPARELS

1388665 - 35, 831460 - 18, 1275673 - 25, 831459 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MR. KETAN K. 
SANGHVI,MR. ANISH K. SANGHVI trading as BERGE BRAND HOLDINGS LLP , Shop NO.4, Shiv 
Parvati Apartments, 
Raheja Township, Malad (East), Mumbai- 400 097 
INDUS MARKETING, INDUS MARKETING

2246988 - 9, 2246989 - 11: Proprietor Altered to SH. SACHIN BHOLA , SHOP NO. 739B, OLD 
LAJPAT RAI MARKET, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI, -110006 
KING BIRD LIGHTING &AMP; ACCESSORIES

452223 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MSD CONSUMER CARE, INC., , 3030 JACKSON AVENUE 
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 38151 USA  
SCHERING CORPORATION

1012376 - 16: Proprietor Altered to ANIL KUMAR JAIN, , 5394, A/4, Janta Market, Sardar Bazar, 
New Delhi-110006 
GLOREX PENCILS PVT. LTD.
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462657 - 3: Proprietor Altered to CHERYL'S COSMECEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED,CHERYL'S 
COSMECEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED , A/G-1, Dheeraj Heritage Residency, New Link Road, 
Shastri Nagar, Santacruz West,Mumbai-400054., A/G-1, Dheeraj Heritage Residency, New Link 
Road, Shastri Nagar, Santacruz West, Mumbai-400054 
CHERYLS

520604 - 1, 509228 - 6, 509230 - 30: Proprietor Altered to CORN PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT, INC., 
, 5 WESTBROOK CORPORATE CENTER, WESTCHESTER, ILLINOIS, 60154, U.S.A. 
NATIONAL STARCH AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION, NATIONAL STARCH LLC

548453 - 7: Proprietor Altered to LIFELINE NETWORK PVT.LTD , S.No.29, Plot no.1,Near Bharti 
Hospital, Dhankawadi, PUNE-,411 043 
UTTAM ENTERPRISES

1325495 - 3, 1325494 - 3, 1325493 - 3, 1278595 - 3, 1272352 - 3, 1272351 - 3, 1272350 - 3, 1019746 - 
3: Proprietor Altered to SATYAM BEAUTY AND HEALTH CONCEPT PRIVATE LIMITED , E-7, ANSA 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, SAKI NAKA, MUMBAI-400 072. 
KALPANA N. SETTY

612080 - 32: Proprietor Altered to M/S.R.K.BOTTLING & COMPANY,SURESH VELJI 
BHANUSHALI.,RASHESH JITENDRA KOTHARI,SANJAY VITHAL PATEL trading as , Gala No.9, 
BMK 
Compound, Bail Bazar, Kurla (West) Mumbai-400 017 
DEVANSH BEVERAGES

544354 - 33, 544353 - 33, 496220 - 33, 544472 - 16, 544477 - 25, 496715 - 33, 544473 - 18, 544474 - 
20, 496218 - 33, 519876 - 33, 544476 - 24, 496221 - 33, 496714 - 33, 544357 - 33, 1010447 - 32, 
544471 - 33, 561450 - 33, 960876 - 33, 1008743 - 33, 1034597 - 33, 1011082 - 33, 1011081 - 32, 
1214358 - 33, 1214359 - 33, 519367 - 33, 534781 - 33, 1008725 - 32, 544478 - 32, 960879 - 33, 412828 
- 32, 895182 - 33, 544356 - 33, 1010445 - 32, 937427 - 33, 705720 - 32, 983168 - 32, 949492 - 33, 
1010446 - 33, 544355 - 33, 705730 - 32, 1010443 - 33, 960875 - 33, 985781 - 33, 496225 - 33, 990517 - 
33, 550448 - 33, 561133 - 33, 430630 - 33, 360644 - 33, 1170321 - 33, 1008745 - 33, 1008732 - 33, 
1008748 - 33, 1008747 - 33, 1282338 - 33, 595895 - 33, 1267083 - 33, 1022842 - 16, 1170320 - 33, 
1131907 - 33, 304708 - 33, 615940 - 33, 1024558 - 33, 1008724 - 32, 1008746 - 33, 1008734 - 33, 
1008735 - 33, 1002401 - 21, 1008733 - 33, 1008721 - 32, 534866 - 33, 636731 - 33, 1010451 - 33, 
1282337 - 33, 1008723 - 32, 1008736 - 33, 960873 - 33, 612300 - 33, 705734 - 32, 465538 - 16, 544475 
- 21, 1213276 - 33, 1008722 - 32, 296836 - 33, 960878 - 33, 960877 - 33, 960881 - 33, 1010452 - 33: 
Proprietor Altered to UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED. , UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, 
BANGALORE - 560 001, INDIA. 
BROOKE BOND LIPTION INDIA LIMITED, MCDOWELL & CO. LIMITED, HERBERTSONS LIMITED,, 
MCDOWELL & CO. LIMITED, UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED., HERBERTSONS LIMITED, BROOKE 
BOND LIPTION INDIA LIMITED, HERBERTSONS LIMITED, HERBERTSONS LIMITED, 
HERBERTSONS LIMITED, HERBERTSONS LIMITED,, HERBERTSONS LIMITED., HERBERTSONS 
LIMITED, HERBERTSONS LIMITED, HERBERTSONS LIMITED, UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED., 
HERBERTSONS LIMITED., HEREERTSONS LIMITED

731162 - 5, 704694 - 5, 704695 - 5, 731161 - 5, 731166 - 5, 731167 - 5, 731165 - 5: Proprietor Altered 
to M/S. WISCON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED , A/30, NANDJYOT ESTATE, ANDHERI 
KURLA ROAD, SAKI NAKA, 
MUMBAI - 400 072. 
TRENDS -PHARMA PVT. LTD., TRENDS PHARMA PVT. LTD.

817877 - 23, 817878 - 23, 817879 - 23, 817880 - 23: Proprietor Altered to KAMINI PARESH 
SHAH,CHINTAN PARESH SHAH,PARESH SHAH,PARESH PREMCHAND trading as P. J. 
CORPORATION , 1402, 14TH Floor, 
"C" Wing, Tower NO.3 in Silver Leaf, CTS No. l37B, Village Akruli, Akruli 
Road, Opp. Gaushala, Kandivali (El, Mumbai-400 101 
P. J. & COMPANY, HARSHIT RASHMIKANT SHAH, PUNIT RASHMIKANT SHAH, KAMINI PARESH 
SHAH AND CHINTAN PARESH SHAH; ALL INDIANS TRADING AS P.J.

901711 - 30, 1308798 - 31: Proprietor Altered to MADHU HARISHKUMAR JAIN,HARISHKUMAR 
DUNGARMAL JAIN,AKASH HARISHKUMAR JAIN trading as SHREE MAHALAXMI ROLLER FLOUR 
MILLS , 20/1, M.I.D.C., SHIROLI, KOLHAPUR (M.S.) INDIAN COMPANY 
SHREE MAHALAXMI ROLLER FLOUR MILLS, SHREE MAHALAXMI ROLLER FLOUR MILLS

1152862 - 14: Proprietor Altered to LODESTAR PRECIOUS JEWELS PVT. LTD. , 8, SHANKAR 
MAHAL, SOPHIA COLLEGE LANE, BHULABHAI DESAI RD., MUMBAI - 400 026. 
KOTHARI S FINE JEWELS

542033 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MADHU HARISHKUMAR JAIN,HARISHKUMAR DUNGARMAL 
JAIN,AKASH HARISHKUMAR JAIN trading as SHREE MAHALAXMI ROLLER FLOUR MILLS , 20/1, 
M.I.D.C., SHIROLI, KOLHAPUR (M.S.) INDIAN COMPANY 
SURESHKUMAR D. JAIN

1078605 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MORARJEE BREMBANA LIMITED , 2, Peninsula Spenta, 
Mathuradas Mills, Senapati 
Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013 
THE MORARJEE GOCULDAS SPG. & WVG. CO. LTD

1117606 - 5, 1639312 - 5, 1074809 - 5, 765917 - 5, 221708 - 5, 9600 - 5, 576795 - 5, 855711 - 5, 807281 
- 5, 837377 - 5, 778222 - 5, 714747 - 5, 1153673 - 5, 1551488 - 5, 1551489 - 5, 1719068 - 5, 1451267 - 
5, 1487673 - 5, 949476 - 5, 1999303 - 5, 1639313 - 5, 1639311 - 5, 1282187 - 5, 1457109 - 5, 1014952 - 
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5, 765916 - 5, 649368 - 5, 649370 - 5, 1014953 - 5, 1034830 - 5, 1154068 - 5, 1274059 - 5, 806863 - 5, 
1160544 - 5: Proprietor Altered to AVENTIS PHARMA LTD , Aventis House, 54-A, Sir Mathuradas 
Vasanji Road - Andheri (East), 400093 Mumbai - INDIA 
UNIVERSAL MEDICARE LTD.,, UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED, UNIVERSAL 
MEDICARE LTD., UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PRIVATE&NBSP;LIMITED, GLAXO LABORATORIES 
LIMITED, UNIVERSAL MEDICARE LIMITED, UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED, 
UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED, UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED, THE 
BRITISH DURG HOUSES, LIMITED, UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED, UNIVERSAL 
MEDICARE LIMITED., UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PVT. LTD., F, UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PVT LTD., 
UNIVERSAL MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED

1313774 - 41, 1311097 - 16, 1313773 - 41, 1300253 - 20, 1293275 - 41, 967451 - 9, 1300257 - 41, 
1073303 - 28, 1200960 - 9, 1300251 - 16, 1300255 - 28, 1200962 - 25, 1308030 - 41, 1311100 - 41, 
1300258 - 9, 1200964 - 16, 1300256 - 38, 1293277 - 38, 1311187 - 41, 1311096 - 9, 1311099 - 38, 
1311101 - 18, 1311102 - 25, 1200963 - 9: Proprietor Altered to THE CARTOON NETWORK INC , 
1050 TECHWOOD DRIVE NW ATLANTA GEORGIA 30318 USA 
THE CARTOON NETWORK LP, LLLP, THE CARTOON NETWORK LP, LLLP,, THE CARTOON 
NETWORK LP, LLLP,

547536 - 3: Proprietor Altered to PITAMBARI PRODUCTS PVT. LTD , 3RD FLOOR, HEMENDRA 
CHS, GOKHALE ROAD, NAUPADA, THANE (WEST), 400602 .MAHARASHTRA, INDIA. 
A.V.CLEANING PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED

1081203 - 9, 1081204 - 16: Proprietor Altered to ANISH R. SHETH , S. No. 204, H11, Ghod Bunder 
Village Road, Dist. Thane- 401 104 
CANTRONICS OFFICE EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD.,

782438 - 9: Proprietor Altered to M/S SONA ELECTRICALS , Shop No. E 5, D.S. Road, 
Gandhi Nagar, Worli, Mumbai-4000013. 
DEEPAK ELECTRIC WORKS

558479 - 9: Proprietor Altered to INTERSIL AMERICAS INC. , 1001 Murphy Ranch Road, Milpitas, 
CA 95035 
USA. 
INTERSIL (INDIA) LIMITED
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1192630 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MANDEEP KAUR ANAND , SHOP NO. 1, KAMDHENU 
SHOPPING CENTRE, S. S. NAGAR, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 
053. 
GURU DA DHABA

1055644 - 7: Proprietor Altered to RAJMAL LAVJI MEHTA , 702, PRANGAN, PLOT NO. 149, TPS V, 
15-MALVIA ROAD, VILE PARLE (E), MUMBAI - 400 057. 
PARLE TABLET TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED

1254829 - 5, 769114 - 1, 1299508 - 1, 1299507 - 5, 769113 - 1, 1254828 - 1: Proprietor Altered to 
PUNJAB CHEMICALS & CROP PROTECTION LIMITED , OBEROI CHAMBERS -II, 4TH & 5TH 
FLOOR, PLOT N.645/646, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400 053. 
I. A. & I. C. CHEM PVT. LTD., IA & IC CHEM. PVT. LTD., I.A. & I.C. CHEM PVT. LTD., I. A & I. C 
CHEM PVT. LTD.

509230 - 30, 509228 - 1: Proprietor Altered to NATIONAL STARCH LLC , 10 FINDERNE AVENUE, 
BRIDGEWATER, NJ 08807, USA. 
HENKEL CORPORATION,

509230 - 30, 509228 - 1: Proprietor Altered to HENKEL CORPORATION, , One Henkel Way, Rocky 
Hill, 06067, Connecticut, USA 
NATIONAL STARCH AND CHEMCIAL CORPORATION

847774 - 5, 814892 - 5, 814891 - 5: Proprietor Altered to DR. REDDY'S LABORATORIES LIMITED , 
7-1-27, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD - 500 016, ANDHRA PRADESH. 
DAI-ICHI KARKARIA LIMITED, DAI-ICHI KARKARIA LIMITED

1151496 - 3, 450275 - 5, 577071 - 5: Proprietor Altered to NILGIRI HERBALS AND AGRO 
INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED , 177-A, Veer Savarkar Marg, cadell Road, Mahim (West), Mumbai 
400 016 
HATZ MANUFACTURING PRIVATE LIMITED, HATZ MANUFACTURING PRIVATE LIMITED

481457 - 5, 290606 - 5, 707522 - 5, 1162587 - 5, 470253 - 5, 1174355 - 5, 1056047 - 5, 855236 - 5, 
1057628 - 5, 1028885 - 5, 378565 - 5, 1026599 - 5: Proprietor Altered to TRIDOSS LABORATORIES 
PVT. LIMITED, , 167, Readymoney, Terrace, 2nd floor, Dr. A.B. Road, Worli, Mumbai-400018. 
 
WOCKHARDT PHARMACEUTICALS., WOCKHARDT LIMITED, WOCKHARDT LIMITED, 
WOCKHARDT LIMITED, VETOQUINOL INDIA ANIMAL HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED, WOCKHARDT 
LIMITED., TRIDOSS LABORATORIES PVT. LIMITED., WOCKHARDT LIMITED,, WOCKHARDT 
LIMITED

484708 - 1, 484707 - 17: Proprietor Altered to BASELL B.V , HOEKSTEEN 66, 2132 MS 
HOOFDDORP, THE NETHERLANDS 
BASF AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT.

1248761 - 11: Proprietor Altered to GOLF CERAMICS LIMITED , A-609, AANAL TOWWR, NR. 
COMMERCE SIX ROAD, OPP. HONEST RESTAURANT, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. 
SHEGROW BATH CONCEPTS

497929 - 16, 1539927 - 42: Proprietor Altered to MR.SUNIL RAMSWAROOP SHARMA,MR.ANIL 
RAMSWAROOP SHARMA trading as M/S.SWAROOP SEX CURE , A/32-33, NOBLES ,Opp.Nehru 
Bridge, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad-3800 09, 
Gujarat State,India 
SWAROOP SEX CURE, M/S.ADHESIVES RESEARCH, INC.

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1865738 - 34, 1829416 - 34, 1829414 - 34, 1055994 - 34: Proprietor Name Altered to  

396539 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUTAN LEVER LIMITED

467234 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to ZOETIS SCHWEIZ GMBH 
PAH SWITZERLAND GMBH

1034181 - 18: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1023211 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to MULTI SCREEN MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 
SET INDIA PVT. LTD.

622261 - 24: Proprietor Name Altered to ANGLO FRENCH DRUGS & INDUSTRIES LTD. 
THE ANGLO-RENCH DRG COMPNAY (EASTERN) LTD
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2436757 - 2: Proprietor Name Altered to SHRI GANESHA GLOBAL GULAL PRIVATE LIMITED 
SHRI GANESHA GULAAL UDYOG

2122800 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to  

400819 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ADOR WELDING LIMITED 
OERLIKON-SCHWEISSTECHNIK AG

742223 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC 
MSD CONSUMER CARE, INC

2437025 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to CRRC QIQIHAR ROLLING STOCK CO.,LTD 
QIQIHAR RAILWAY ROLLING STOCK CO., LTD.

1540483 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to MYLAN INC. 
MYLAN LABORATORIES INC.

1199359 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

592046 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to UNION BATTERIES PVT.LTD. 
BUSINESS UNIVERSAL INCORPORATED

435131 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 
M/S. GLAXO SMITHKLINE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED

1251345 - 99, 1278158 - 99, 1279697 - 99, 1279696 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1032867 - 24: Proprietor Name Altered to SPARSH FAB TEXTILES PRIVATE LIMITED 
GIRISH SILK MILLS PVT. LTD.

571712 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to STORK B.V. 
STORK N. V.

1022590 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to PEOPLE INTERACTIVE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 
SATYANET SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.,

463756 - 29, 463761 - 30, 463766 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to HERSHEY INDIA PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
HERSHEY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

451451 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

398506 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to MAHARAJA ROLLING SHUTTER 
BABULAL N. AGARWAL

1154215 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to VASANT MEGHJIBHAI VISARIA NITISH VASANT 
VISARIA 
VASANT B. VISARIA
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1023455 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to MEXICO CLOTHING COMPANY 
JORDAN CLOTHING COMPANY

452223 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC 
MSD CONSUMER CARE, INC.,

468167 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to RPG LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED 
SEARLE (INDIA) LIMITED.

1151859 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC 
MSD CONSUMER CARE, INC

1151858 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC 
MSD CONSUMER CARE, INC

821800 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC 
MSD CONSUMER CARE, INC

823959 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to SUVAI CONDIMENTS COMPANY 
A.R.TRADERS

541938 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to DANISCO US INC., 
GENENCOR INTERNATIONAL, INC

396539 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUTAN LEVER LIMITED 
THE TATA OIL MILLS COMAPNY LIMITED.,

742610 - 8, 742611 - 9, 742609 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to KOMET DIHART AG 
DIHART AG

625715 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to RAVI KANAIYALAL ACHARYA 
RANI KANAYALAL ACHARAYA

1726584 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to COACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC 
COACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

1034576 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to MOHAMMED AKRAM SHAIKH 
MOHD MUJAHID

1034181 - 18: Proprietor Name Altered to KEWAL KIRAN CLOTHING LIMITED 
KEWAL KIRAN CLOTHING PRIVATE LIMITED

1535803 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to ORACLEFINANCIAL SERVICES SOFTWARE LIMITED 
I-FLEX SOLUTIONS LIMITED

1209724 - 10, 1149115 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to KIRAN MEDICAL SYSTEMS A DIVISION OF 
TRIVITRON HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED 
KIRAN MEDICAL SYSTEMS LIMITED

590693 - 5, 1531112 - 5, 1531240 - 30, 1544002 - 5, 1546369 - 5, 1573976 - 5, 1588348 - 5, 1592819 - 
1, 1613664 - 1, 1613665 - 5, 1613666 - 40, 1620729 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to USV PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
USV LTD.

463756 - 29, 463761 - 30, 463766 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to GODREJ HERSHEY FOODS & 
BEVERAGES LTD. 
GODREJ BEVERAGES & FOODS LIMITED

1540498 - 5, 1540497 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to SANZYME PRIVATE LIMITED 
UNI-SANKYO LIMITED

621130 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

2436752 - 2: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S SHRI GANESHA GLOBAL GULAL PRIVATE LIMITED 
SHRI GANESHA GULAAL UDYOG

463756 - 29, 463761 - 30, 463766 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to GODREJ HERSHEY LTD. 
GODREJ HERSHEY FOODS & BEVERAGES LTD.

463756 - 29, 463761 - 30, 463766 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to GODREJ HERSHEY PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
GODREJ HERSHEY LTD.

2001955 - 5, 918573 - 20, 822257 - 1, 822259 - 1, 822252 - 1, 822253 - 1, 822467 - 1, 825774 - 1, 
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825773 - 1, 1968249 - 5, 1968234 - 5, 1968233 - 5, 1968231 - 5, 2032096 - 5, 822250 - 1, 826097 - 5, 
822261 - 1, 1968235 - 5, 2032098 - 5, 1968239 - 5, 822260 - 1, 1968247 - 5, 1968244 - 5, 825775 - 5, 
2175308 - 5, 1968232 - 5, 1968242 - 5, 1968243 - 5, 822249 - 1, 1968241 - 5, 1968228 - 5, 1968240 - 5, 
822262 - 1, 822254 - 1, 1968229 - 5, 822258 - 1, 822255 - 1, 822256 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to 
ZUARI GLOBAL LIMITED 
ZUARI INDUSTRIES LIMITED

1537480 - 35, 1537481 - 35, 1537482 - 35, 1537484 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to QUANTUM 
CONSUMER SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED 
QUANTUM MARKET RESEARCH PVT. LTD.

995657 - 16, 906073 - 24, 906074 - 25, 1315894 - 5, 903879 - 16, 899258 - 24: Proprietor Name 
Altered to NOBEL HYGIENE PRIVATE LIMITED 
NOBEL HYGIENE LIMITED,

718132 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to ARTEMIS BIOTECH LIMITED 
ARTEMIS BIOTECH LIMITED

2464761 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to SHRI BALAJI AGRO INDUSTRIES 
BALAJI AGRO INDUSTRIES

1089547 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to ENDURANCE TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
ENDURANCE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

1537070 - 12, 1537069 - 7, 1537068 - 7, 1537067 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to MANN+HUMMEL 
FILTRATION TECHNOLOGY POLAND SP. Z O.O 
MANN+HUMMEL FILTRATION TECHNOLOGY POLAND SP. Z O.O

1480320 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to  

607037 - 10, 643094 - 10, 590804 - 10: Proprietor Name Altered to J.K . ANSELL PRIVATE LIMITED 
J.K. ANSELL LIMITED

405517 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

1031095 - 9, 1031094 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to ACCELYA KALE SOLUTIONS LIMITED, 
KALE CONSULTANTS LIMITED
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1539524 - 37: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1241196 - 35, 1003284 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to SK HYNIX INC 
HYNIX SEMICONDUCTOR INC.

1044631 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to MYLAN LABORATORIES LIMITED 
AGILA SPECIALTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

1254131 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to MYLAN LABORATORIES LIMITED 
AGILA SPECIALTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

778154 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to MYLAN LABORATORIES LIMITED 
AGILA SPECIALTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

542760 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to  

2456665 - 43, 2456664 - 43, 2432279 - 28, 2215849 - 33, 2112667 - 33, 2112666 - 33, 2112665 - 33, 
2103138 - 41, 2103136 - 33, 1996715 - 43, 1996714 - 43, 1996114 - 33, 1996116 - 33, 1996119 - 33, 
1996118 - 33, 1996117 - 33, 1996115 - 33, 1901365 - 33, 1898808 - 33, 1898807 - 33, 1898806 - 33, 
1894279 - 33, 1888995 - 33, 1888994 - 33, 1881962 - 33, 1881961 - 33, 1881960 - 33, 1799198 - 33, 
1778977 - 33, 1778976 - 33, 1773668 - 33, 1655541 - 33, 1655540 - 33, 1609569 - 33, 1585829 - 33, 
1574630 - 33, 1442045 - 33, 1389170 - 33, 1389169 - 33, 1389168 - 33, 1389167 - 33, 1304338 - 33, 
1300225 - 33, 1300224 - 33, 1300223 - 33, 1300226 - 33, 1298718 - 33, 1297100 - 33, 1296310 - 33, 
1296309 - 33, 1296308 - 42, 1296307 - 32, 1295290 - 42, 1295289 - 42, 1198696 - 33, 1198694 - 33, 
1151035 - 33, 935276 - 9, 849853 - 33, 849852 - 33, 809154 - 33, 809153 - 33: Proprietor Name 
Altered to SULA VINEYARDS PRIVATE LIMITED 
NASHIK VINTNERS PVT. LTD

1322880 - 24: Proprietor Name Altered to ORCHID INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
ORCHID EMBROIDERIES PVT. LTD.

585045 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to DOW AGRO SCIENCES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 
DE-NOCIL CROP PROTECTION PRIVATE LIMITED

1542436 - 42, 1578760 - 31, 1578759 - 32, 1578758 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to RVK 
HOSPITALITY PVT LTD 
RVK FINANCIAL SERVICES PVT. LTD.

400760 - 17, 400764 - 17: Proprietor Name Altered to ESSEL PROPACK LIMITED 
ESSEL PACKAGING LTD.

400761 - 17: Proprietor Name Altered to ESSEL PROPACK LIMITED 
ESSAL PACKAGING LTD.

731351 - 12, 731350 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to ZF SERVICES GMBH 
ZF TRADING GMBH, SCHWEINFURT

1209724 - 10, 1149115 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to KIRAN MEDICAL SYSTEMS LIMITED 
KIRAN X - RAY SCREENS LTD.

821332 - 9, 825467 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S. TIPS INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD. 
TIPS INDUSTRIES LTD.

783764 - 12, 783765 - 17: Proprietor Name Altered to PAUL JOURNEE 
PAUL JOURNEE S. A.

1690331 - 36, 1776686 - 36, 1776689 - 42, 1776694 - 36, 1776691 - 42, 1776687 - 42, 1776688 - 36, 
1776695 - 42, 1776692 - 36, 1776684 - 36, 1776685 - 42, 1776690 - 36, 1776693 - 42, 1690332 - 42, 
1690330 - 42, 1690329 - 36, 1540585 - 36, 1540581 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to FINO PAY TECH 
LIMITED 
FINO PAY TECH LIMITED

560422 - 29, 587612 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to RECON OIL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
RECON ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.

628682 - 5, 628681 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S. WOCKHARDT LIMITED, 
WOCKHARDT VETERINARY LIMITED

221708 - 5, 9600 - 5, 229160 - 5, 262677 - 5, 302948 - 5, 332502 - 5, 426051 - 5, 447103 - 5, 576795 - 5, 
649368 - 5, 649370 - 5, 714747 - 5, 765916 - 5, 765917 - 5, 778222 - 5, 806863 - 5, 807281 - 5, 837377 - 
5, 855711 - 5, 949476 - 5, 1014952 - 5, 1014953 - 5, 1034830 - 5, 1074809 - 5, 1117606 - 5, 1153673 - 
5, 1154068 - 5, 1160544 - 5, 1261405 - 99, 1261405 - 99, 1261405 - 99, 1274059 - 5, 1282187 - 5, 
1451267 - 5, 1457109 - 5, 1487673 - 5, 1551488 - 5, 1551489 - 5, 1639311 - 5, 1639312 - 5, 1639313 - 
5, 1719068 - 5, 1999303 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to SANOFI INDIA LIMITED. 
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AVENTIS PHARMA LTD

731027 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

1105947 - 5, 1105948 - 5, 1105949 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to PRASHANT POPATLAL GADIA 
RAJANDRA POPATLAL GADIA

1080425 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to WNS GLOBAL SERVICES PVT. LTD. 
WORLD NETWORK SERVICES PVT. LTD.

1156297 - 13, 1156307 - 23, 1156324 - 12, 1156339 - 27, 1811156 - 23, 1156266 - 16, 1156320 - 8, 
1156336 - 24, 1811182 - 35, 1811183 - 21, 642823 - 11, 1811146 - 13, 1811143 - 10, 1156329 - 17, 
1156332 - 20, 1156333 - 21, 1156346 - 34, 764529 - 19, 764531 - 21, 1156322 - 10, 1156340 - 28, 
1156349 - 3, 1156350 - 4, 1258681 - 9, 1299604 - 11, 511393 - 8, 511398 - 13, 764513 - 3, 764530 - 20, 
764532 - 22, 764534 - 24, 1156281 - 31, 1156292 - 8, 1156295 - 11, 1156334 - 22, 1156342 - 30, 
1220890 - 7, 1244543 - 35, 1244544 - 36, 1811178 - 40, 1811179 - 38, 1156271 - 21, 1156312 - 28, 
1811158 - 25, 1156317 - 33, 1221491 - 9, 1244546 - 38, 1811145 - 12, 764518 - 8, 764535 - 25, 
1156267 - 17, 1156268 - 18, 1811135 - 2, 1156293 - 9, 1156314 - 30, 1156316 - 32, 1156325 - 13, 
1299597 - 7, 1299608 - 21, 1308990 - 7, 1308993 - 9, 1811141 - 8, 1811142 - 9, 1811144 - 11, 1811153 
- 20, 1811159 - 26, 1811176 - 42, 434029 - 9, 434079 - 9, 434081 - 9, 434083 - 9, 479065 - 7, 838277 - 
9, 1149395 - 21, 1149396 - 9, 1156252 - 2, 1156258 - 8, 1156274 - 24, 1257038 - 9, 511426 - 7, 
1156253 - 3, 1156348 - 2, 1308992 - 11, 434000 - 9, 434001 - 9, 511423 - 4, 532482 - 9, 720117 - 9, 
764536 - 26, 1156272 - 22, 1156294 - 10, 1156300 - 16, 1156306 - 22, 1299599 - 7, 1299602 - 9, 
1811170 - 37, 434019 - 9, 434020 - 9, 434073 - 9, 434085 - 9, 434087 - 9, 434092 - 9, 434264 - 9, 
660846 - 9, 434005 - 9, 433999 - 9, 434002 - 9, 434261 - 9, 511395 - 10, 511400 - 15, 511418 - 33, 
511424 - 5, 434016 - 9, 511389 - 4, 511408 - 23, 434021 - 9, 434024 - 9, 434025 - 9, 434026 - 9, 434086 
- 9, 434090 - 9, 434093 - 9, 434102 - 9, 434105 - 9, 434109 - 9, 434265 - 9, 511412 - 27, 1156288 - 4, 
1156291 - 7, 1156296 - 12, 1156298 - 14, 1156309 - 25, 1156313 - 29, 1156326 - 14, 1156351 - 5, 
1299601 - 9, 1299603 - 11, 396179 - 9, 511399 - 14, 511402 - 17, 511409 - 24, 433994 - 9, 434078 - 9, 
434097 - 9, 434099 - 9, 434108 - 9, 434119 - 9, 507780 - 9, 1811150 - 17, 1811154 - 21, 511387 - 3, 
511401 - 16, 511415 - 30, 511417 - 32, 720118 - 9, 764520 - 10, 396175 - 9, 433992 - 9, 434007 - 9, 
511431 - 12, 511447 - 27, 1811186 - 9, 1974419 - 36, 1974421 - 38, 434022 - 9, 434028 - 9, 434082 - 9, 
434089 - 9, 434095 - 9, 434113 - 9, 434120 - 9, 624705 - 11, 688597 - 11, 764522 - 12, 1156264 - 14, 
1156265 - 15, 511433 - 14, 511445 - 26, 558957 - 11, 624706 - 9, 511450 - 31, 511443 - 24, 764523 - 
13, 1156277 - 27, 1156302 - 18, 1156308 - 24, 1156311 - 27, 1811139 - 6, 1156280 - 30, 1156343 - 31, 
1221492 - 21, 1244548 - 40, 1335008 - 7, 1500360 - 9, 1811137 - 4, 654753 - 11, 764525 - 15, 764526 - 
16, 1156276 - 26, 1156285 - 1, 1156287 - 3, 1221490 - 11, 1244549 - 41, 1811138 - 5, 1811155 - 22, 
764539 - 29, 764540 - 30, 1156251 - 1, 1156315 - 31, 1257037 - 9, 1156304 - 20, 1244550 - 42, 764514 
- 4, 1156352 - 6, 1220893 - 21, 1221489 - 7, 1244545 - 37, 1244549 - 41, 1258940 - 9, 1299600 - 9, 
643087 - 7, 511448 - 29, 1156282 - 32, 1156283 - 33, 1156284 - 34, 1156286 - 2, 1156301 - 17, 
1500361 - 38, 1811160 - 27, 1156269 - 19, 1156273 - 23, 1244547 - 39, 1299605 - 11, 511451 - 32, 
511453 - 34, 764544 - 34, 1156263 - 13, 1156310 - 26, 511435 - 16, 511441 - 22, 511442 - 23, 764543 - 
33, 1156279 - 29, 1156299 - 15, 1156305 - 21, 1299598 - 7, 1811147 - 14, 1811163 - 30, 511452 - 33, 
433995 - 9, 434018 - 9, 1811184 - 19, 1811185 - 11, 1974420 - 36, 434263 - 9, 511388 - 2, 511392 - 7, 
511397 - 12, 511407 - 22, 434011 - 9, 434072 - 9, 434074 - 9, 434096 - 9, 434100 - 9, 434101 - 9, 
434112 - 9, 511434 - 15, 511436 - 17, 654754 - 21, 764528 - 18, 1811181 - 36, 1811188 - 4, 1974414 - 
9, 511439 - 20, 720119 - 9, 764515 - 5, 434088 - 9, 434094 - 9, 434110 - 9, 434111 - 9, 434116 - 9, 
434117 - 9, 433996 - 9, 434010 - 9, 511414 - 29, 434103 - 9, 434104 - 9, 434115 - 9, 434118 - 9, 511429 
- 10, 688596 - 7, 433998 - 9, 434014 - 9, 511411 - 26, 511419 - 34, 511421 - 2, 511430 - 11, 511437 - 
18, 654747 - 7, 434004 - 9, 624703 - 7, 1156260 - 10, 511386 - 1, 567990 - 11, 624704 - 21, 654748 - 9, 
654751 - 7, 654752 - 9, 1156257 - 7, 434006 - 9, 434262 - 9, 511390 - 5, 511391 - 6, 511410 - 25, 
511425 - 6, 764524 - 14, 764527 - 17, 1811177 - 41, 434012 - 9, 434013 - 9, 434027 - 9, 511413 - 28, 
1974418 - 35, 434003 - 9, 434258 - 9, 479066 - 11, 396177 - 9, 396178 - 9, 434008 - 9, 434075 - 9, 
434084 - 9, 434122 - 9, 624700 - 11, 624707 - 7, 433993 - 9, 434009 - 9, 434023 - 9, 764541 - 31, 
764542 - 32, 1156254 - 4, 396176 - 9, 434015 - 9, 660845 - 9, 1149394 - 7, 511438 - 19, 688598 - 21, 
1811180 - 37, 434031 - 9, 434076 - 9, 434080 - 9, 434106 - 9, 434107 - 9, 511396 - 11, 511403 - 18, 
511405 - 20, 433997 - 9, 511416 - 31, 511446 - 28, 532483 - 9, 558958 - 9, 1156261 - 11, 764538 - 28, 
1149397 - 11, 1811152 - 19, 1811161 - 28, 1811166 - 33, 1811167 - 34, 1811174 - 41, 1811140 - 7, 
1811149 - 16, 1811173 - 40, 1811165 - 32, 1811175 - 42, 1811151 - 18, 764533 - 23, 1811171 - 38, 
1811172 - 39, 1156318 - 34, 1156319 - 7, 1156327 - 15, 1156328 - 16, 1156345 - 33, 1156347 - 1, 
1258680 - 9, 1811134 - 1, 1811148 - 15, 1811157 - 24, 1811164 - 31, 1811168 - 35, 1811169 - 36, 
1811187 - 7, 1299607 - 21, 1308991 - 21, 1156255 - 5, 1156262 - 12, 1156335 - 23, 1156337 - 25, 
1156341 - 29, 1156275 - 25, 1156321 - 9, 1258941 - 9, 511432 - 13, 1156270 - 20, 1811162 - 29, 
1156278 - 28, 1156303 - 19, 1156323 - 11, 1156330 - 18, 1156331 - 19, 1156338 - 26, 1299606 - 21, 
396174 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to CE INDIA LIMITED 
VIDEOCON INDIA LIMITED

1153323 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to GKB HI-TECH LENSES PRIVATE LIMITED 
GOA OPTOLAB PVT. LTD.

624589 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S. WOCKHARDT LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED 
WOCKHARDT VETERINARY LIMITED

1078605 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to MORARJEE TEXTILES LIMITED 
MORARJEE BREMBANA LIMITED

1249481 - 18: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1839112 - 5, 1088540 - 5, 904994 - 5, 1824707 - 5, 1212141 - 5, 1839115 - 5, 1840910 - 5, 1089478 - 5, 
1011928 - 5, 507984 - 3, 1623958 - 5, 1839116 - 5, 1304064 - 5, 1623961 - 5, 1735173 - 5, 498929 - 4, 
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313209 - 28, 1304063 - 5, 1050950 - 5, 1623960 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to ATHENA DRUG 
DELIVERY SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. 
ETHYPHARM LL PRIVATE LIMITED

1293975 - 2, 971005 - 1, 971006 - 16, 1122473 - 1, 1122444 - 1, 1122446 - 1, 1122449 - 1, 971003 - 1, 
971002 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to ELANTAS BECK INDIA LTD. 
SCHENECTADY-BECK INDIA LIMITED

826095 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to DELL COMPUTER CORPORATION. 
DELL INC.

593874 - 30, 453683 - 32, 453682 - 30, 453689 - 30, 453695 - 30, 453697 - 30, 453681 - 29, 453688 - 
29, 453690 - 31, 453680 - 31, 453691 - 32, 597270 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to  

586602 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to DE-NOCIL CROP PROTECTION PRIVATE LIMITED 
DE-NOCIL CROP PROTECTION LIMITED.

585045 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to DE-NOCIL CROP PROTECTION PRIVATE LIMITED 
TALWALKARS BETTER VALUE FITNESS LIMITED
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823911 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to ZWUS TOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, 
AHMEDABAD 15 
WEBSITE COMPUTER NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED

733694 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 131-149 LINK DRIVE, CAMPBELLFIELD VIC 3061, 
AUSTRALIA 
GOVAN INDUSTRIES PTY LTD.

585265 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to Delaware Corporation, 31365 Oak Crest Drive,Westlake 
Village, California 91362-7300, USA 
DOLE FOOD COMPANY, INC

2436012 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 8th Floor, Maker Tower - E, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai - 
400005 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1537421 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to B D Sawant Marg, Chakala, Andheri (E), Mumbai-
400099 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

1266373 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to UNILEVER HOUSE, B.D. SAWANT MARG, CHAKALA, 
ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA - 400 099. 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

1535803 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Oracle Park, OffWestern Express Highway, Goregaon 
(East), Mumbai 400 063, Maharashtra, India 
ORACLEFINANCIAL SERVICES SOFTWARE LIMITED

621130 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to UNILEVER HOUSE, B-1, LEVEL-3, B.D.SAWANT MARG, 
CHAKALA, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400099 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

435131 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 403-404, Delphi "B' Wing, Hiranandani Buisness Park, 
Powai ,Mumbai-4000716 
THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1251233 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to DC-3111, 3RD FLOOR, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, 
BKC ROAD, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI 400051, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
PODDAR & CO.

404342 - 8: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-1, Shibaura, l-Chome, Mbtato-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA (TOSHIBA CORPORATION)

1031771 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to GITANJALI, TULIP BLOCK Dr. ANTONIO DO REGO 
BHGH, ALTO SANTACRUZ, BAMBOLIM GOA-403202. 
CORAL CLINICAL SYSTEMS

1540388 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 22 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 USA 
DAYS INNS WORLDWIDE, INC.

1540387 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 22 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 USA 
DAYS INNS WORLDWIDE, INC.

823684 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to ZYDUS TOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, 
AHMEDABAD-380 015. 
CADILA HEALTHCARE LTD

1537007 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to B D Sawant Marg, Chakala, Andheri (E), Mumbai-
400099 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

1203045 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to AT - PO - GIDC, PLO -1510, VILLAGE - UMBERGAON, 
TALUKA UMBERGAON DISTRICT -VALSAD, GUJARAT,INDIA. 
AARTI WRITING PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.

1539707 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 37 STATION ROAD, 
LUTTERWORTH,LEICESTERSHIRE, LE17 4AP,UNITED KINGDOM 
JUPITER INDUSTRIES LIMITED

780586 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 90 MARIBYRNONG STREET, FOOTSCRAY, VICTORIA, 
3011, AUSTRALIA. 
LONELY PLANET PUBLICATIONS PTY. LTD.

544479 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to UNILEVER HOUSE, B D SAWANT MARG, CHAKALA, 
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ANDHERI EAST MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA. 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

1539523 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 1, MAYFAIR MERIDIAN, NEAR ST. BLAISE CHURCH, 
CEASER ROAD, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI 400058, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
MAYFAIR HOUSING PVT. LTD.

1266373 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to  

404350 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-1, Shibaura, 1-Chome, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA (TOSHIBA CORPORATION)

1253466 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to Structwel, Plot No.15, Sector - 24, Off. Sion-Panvel 
Highway, Turbhe, Navi Mumbai - 400705 
STRUCTWEL DESIGNERS & CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.

1253071 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to S.No. 17 Opposite Sai Service, S.No.17 MH, Kondhwa 
Budruk, Pune - 411 048 
TECHNOHEAT MFG & CONTROL

1251346 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to Av. 18 de Julio 1117,Ap 201, Montevideo,Uruguay 
SIDELA SA

1366066 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 3 rd Floor, ' Shivamangal, ' Near Big Bazaar, Akurli 
Road, Kandivli (E), Mumbai - 400101. 
GOPAKUMAR NAIR ASSOCIATES,

1253340 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 1711I, Centre 1, World Trade Centre, Cuffe Parade, 
Mumbai 400005, 
YOGINET INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1102968 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 112, Laxmi Plaza, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Off New Link 
Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053 
MAGIC PRODUCTS

542453 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 3/14, PALMOHAN APARTMENTS, N.W. AVENUE, 
PUNJABI BAGH (WEST) NEW DELHI - 110026. 
PAHWA RUBBER LIMITED

1093206 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to ASIKI-DISTRIK JAIR, KABUPATEN. BOVEN DIGOEL, 
PROVINSI. PAPUA BARAT 99611, INDONESIA. 
P.T.KORINDO ABADI

1034576 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to Room No.A-6, Abdul Rasheed Compound, Near Solo 
India, Kherani Road,Sakinaka, Mmubai-400072. 
ARM APPARELS

1151506 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to C-5, SHANTANU SOCIETY, NEAR MAHILA SAMITI 
SCHOOL, THAKURLI(EAST), DOMBIVLI- 421201 
MECH INDIA ENGINEERS,

1363082 - 39: Proprietor Address Altered to FLAT 101, A-WING, DEVGIRI APT., ABOVE SAWAI 
RESTURANT, PAN MALA, SINHGAD ROAD, PUNE - 411030. 
VAYUDOOT HOLIDAYS PRIVATE LIMITED
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1247958 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to GUJARATI COLONY, DEVI GULLY, DHARMABAD, 
DIST. NANDED, MAHARASHTRA 
SRI VENKATESHWARA AGARBATHI WORKS

1054473 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to YESHMIRA APARTMENTS, LA-CAMPALA COLONY, 
MIRAMAR, PANJIM, GOA-403402 
ORCHID BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS

1250158 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 603/604 KUKREJA CENTRE, A WING, PLOT NO 13, 
SECTOR-11,CBD BELAPUR ,NAVI MUMBAI-400614 
FALCON SUB SEA & ENGINEERING (I) PVT. LTD.

466077 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-1, Marunouchi 1-Chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-
8253, Japan. 
MITSUBISHI RAYON CO., LTD.

1080425 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to PL-I0, Godrej & Boyce Complex, Pirojshanagar, L.B.S. 
Marg, Vikroli (West), Mumbai-400079. 
WNS GLOBAL SERVICES PVT. LTD.

813040 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 62, West Wind, 3rd Cross Lane, Lokhandwala Complex, 
Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400063 
MAGIC INDUSTRIES

1249650 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1064587 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to 1001, 10TH FLOOR, 'E' WING PRATIKSHA TOWER, 
R.S.NIMKAR MARG, MUMBAI - 400 008 
VARDHAMAN EXPORTS

542759 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 40, DAMJI, SHAMJI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI 
CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI ( EAST) MUMBAI - 400093 
KORTEN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD

591036 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to C/o Swastik Metals, Inside Jawahar Gate, Amravati-444 
601 (MS). 
KHATRI PIPES PRIVATE LIMITED

1251651 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to Flat NO.102, Bldg No. EMP-53,Evershine Millennium 
Paradise, Phase -V,Thakur Village, Kandivali (E), Mumbai - 400 101 
BHARAT LAXMANDAS MAKHIJA

585265 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to 31355 Oak Crest Drive, Westlake Village,California - 
91361, USA 
DOLE FOOD COMPANY, INC

468167 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to RPG House, 463,Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli,Mumbai-
400 030. 
RPG LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED

1333279 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to B/303, Pramukh Plaza, Cardinal Gracious Road, 
Chakala, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400 099 
GO LATERAL

1162655 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to Gat No 67, Sonawane Wasti, Jyotibanagar,Talawade, 
Pune, Maharashtra 412114 
FIBREGLASS REINFORCED INDUSTRIES

1540483 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 1000 Mylan Boulevard Canonsburg,PA 15317, USA. 
MYLAN INC.

1254107 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to THE FOUNTAINHEAD, 38, PALI VILLAGE, BANDRA
(W), MUMBAI-400050 
FOUNTAINHEAD ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.

429312 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd floor, "Shivmangal", Near Big Bazaar, Akurli Road, 
Kandivli (E), Mumbai-400 101. 
JEMS PHARMACEUTICALS.

1254131 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Plot no. 564/A/22, Road no. 92, Jubilee Hills, 
Hyderabad, 500034, Telangana 
AGILA SPECIALTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

621130 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to  
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1539522 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 1, MAYFAIR MERIDIAN, NEAR ST. BLAISE CHURCH, 
CEASER ROAD, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI 400058, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
MAYFAIR HOUSING PVT. LTD.

1540389 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 22 Sylvan Way, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 USA 
DAYS INNS WORLDWIDE, INC.

765875 - 28, 765873 - 28, 765872 - 28: Proprietor Address Altered to 1818, ASTON AVENUE, 
CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA 92008, USA 
COBRA GOLF INCORPORATED

824301 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to G-15/16, Solaris II, OPP-L & T, Gate No.6, SAKI-VIHAR 
ROAD, POWAI, MUMBAI-400072 
TINETA PHARMA. PVT. LTD.

463756 - 29, 463761 - 30, 463766 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Chemtex House Hiranandani 
Gardens Powai Mumbai 400076. 
HERSHEY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1248422 - 35, 1617336 - 16, 1617337 - 41, 1646027 - 16, 1646028 - 35, 1646029 - 41, 1646030 - 16, 
1646031 - 41, 2116341 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to Media House, Anandi Nagar, Near Hotel 
Red Chilly, Gangapur Road, Nashik, Maharashtra,India, 422013 
MEDIA EXHIBITORS

665084 - 21, 665085 - 24, 665088 - 28, 665079 - 3, 2167005 - 28, 1895191 - 99, 1895186 - 35, 757260 - 
23, 665081 - 5, 665083 - 16, 665094 - 34, 665086 - 25, 665087 - 26, 665089 - 29, 665090 - 30, 665091 - 
31, 665092 - 32, 665093 - 33, 757254 - 9, 757255 - 10, 757256 - 11, 757257 - 12, 757258 - 18, 757259 - 
20, 1817214 - 99, 876910 - 6, 665078 - 1, 757253 - 7, 757261 - 27, 1248080 - 99, 2352740 - 3, 2141700 
- 99, 1976057 - 32, 2439119 - 7, 2439124 - 11, 2439123 - 9, 2439122 - 7, 2439121 - 11, 2492196 - 9, 
2359341 - 99, 1694673 - 99, 1698273 - 35, 2083685 - 28, 1895190 - 99, 2096313 - 28, 2382521 - 25, 
2321039 - 99, 2463783 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to Tesco House, Shire Park, Kestrel Way, 
Welwyn Garden City, AL7 1GA, United Kingdom 
TESCO STORES LIMITED

542525 - 16, 690881 - 17, 690871 - 18, 690872 - 21, 690878 - 22, 1166235 - 21, 1166236 - 22, 1166234 
- 16, 2470975 - 22: Proprietor Address Altered to PLOT NO : R - 504, TTC IND AREA, MIDC, THANE 
- BELAPUR ROAD, RABALE, NEW MUMBAI - 400701. 
VIKRANT EXTRUSIONS

441112 - 5, 441111 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 11/12 UDYOG NAGAR IND. ESTATE, S.V. 
ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), BOMBAY-400062. 
VIVIDHMARGI INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED.

1537484 - 35, 1537482 - 35, 1537481 - 35, 1537480 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to A/4 NEELAM 
CENTRE, 'A' WING,S. K. AHIRE MARG,WORLI, MUMBAI - 400025 
QUANTUM CONSUMER SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

1578760 - 31, 1578759 - 32, 1578758 - 30, 1542436 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to BHARAT 
WEIGH BRIDGE COMPOUND, CTS 252/1, OPP SBI, LBS MARG, KAMANI, KURLA (WEST), 
MUMBAI 400070, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA 
RVK HOSPITALITY PVT LTD

1020505 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to OFFICE NO.505, 5th FLOOR, SUNRISE BUSSINESS 
PARK PLOT NO. B-68, ROAD NO.16, WAGLE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, THANE (W), MUMBAI-400604 
DOUSE FIRE SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED

1306456 - 9, 1152864 - 9, 1152313 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 12, LUTHIRA HOUSE, 
SATIVALI ROAD,VASAI(EAST), DIST: PALGHAR-401208 
LIGHT & SHADE ELECTRICALS PVT. LTD.

589816 - 18, 589815 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to Unit No. 203, Sunrise Business Park, Plot 
No. B-68 , Kisan Nagar, Wagle Estate, MIDC, Thane-400604, India 
ASCENT DESIGNS PRIVATE LIMITED
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1333280 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to B/303, Pramukh Plaza, Cardinal Gracious Road, 
Chakala, Andheri (East) Mumbai 400 099. 
COLLATERAL

578898 - 29, 554876 - 30, 554878 - 30, 554886 - 30, 554894 - 30, 554895 - 30, 578895 - 30, 578896 - 
30, 578897 - 30, 595723 - 30, 617713 - 30, 631192 - 30, 758245 - 30, 758246 - 30, 758247 - 30, 763875 
- 30, 869564 - 30, 869565 - 30, 901702 - 30, 1162931 - 29, 1162932 - 30, 1200541 - 30, 1251236 - 30, 
1389057 - 30, 1389058 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-1,4-
CHOME,NISHINAKAJIMA,YODOGAWA-KU,OSAKA,JAPAN. 
NISSIN FOOD PRODUCTS CO., LTD.

1064506 - 5, 1064507 - 5, 1064509 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 604/605, 349-Business Point, 
6th Floor, Western Express Highway, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400 069. 
SULPHUR MILLS LIMITED.

1203037 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to AT - PO - GIDC, PLO -1510, VILLAGE- UMBERGAON, 
TALUKA UMBERGAON, DISTRICT - VALSAD,GUJRAT,INDIA. 
AARTI WRITING PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.

1051852 - 6, 1051853 - 6, 1458040 - 6, 1447637 - 6, 1574618 - 6, 1458041 - 20: Proprietor Address 
Altered to AAI JEE HARDWARE, PLOT NO. 119/120, NEW GIDC UMBERGAON, VALSAD, 
GUJARAT 
AAI MATA HARDWARE

404686 - 11, 404687 - 9, 404685 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 5-5, Keihan-Hondori 2-chome, 
Moriguchi-city Osaka, Japan 
SANYO ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

778154 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Plot No. 564/A/22, Road No. 92, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad 
500 034, Telangana 
AGILA SPECIALTIES PRIVATE LIMITED

1044631 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to PLOT NO.564/A/22, ROAD NO.92, JUBILEE HILLS, 
HYDERABAD-500 034. 
MYLAN LABORATORIES LIMITED

1865738 - 34, 1829416 - 34, 1829414 - 34, 1055994 - 34: Proprietor Address Altered to Plot No.18, 
Mohata Industrial Layout, Yavatmal Road, Post:Dabha, District-Amravati-444701 
PRITESH KUMAR BHUPENDRABHAI PATEL

1241196 - 35, 1003284 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 2091 Gyeongchung-daero, Babul-eub 
Icheonsi, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea. 
SK HYNIX INC

1593577 - 35, 1593578 - 35, 1593579 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to OFFICE No.1, NAVDURGA 
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY, PLOT No-7, SECTOR No. 19 A, NERUL (EAST), NAVI MUMBAI - 400706. 
LUMIERE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

1321515 - 9, 1321518 - 15, 1321519 - 16, 1321525 - 26, 1328378 - 25, 1321526 - 27, 1321529 - 30, 
1321516 - 11, 1321532 - 42, 1321530 - 32, 1328379 - 35, 1321528 - 29, 1321522 - 20, 1321523 - 21, 
1328377 - 24, 1321517 - 14, 1321521 - 18, 1321531 - 35, 1321513 - 5, 1321514 - 8, 1321512 - 3: 
Proprietor Address Altered to NO. 77, TOWN CENTRE, BUILDING NO. 3, 5TH FLOOR, WEST 
WING, OFF. OLD AIRPORT ROAD, YEMUR POST, BANGALORE - 560 037, KARNATAKA. 
LIFESTYLE INTERNATIONAL (P) LTD.,

1322880 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 503, Quantum Tower, Ram Baug, Behaind State Bank 
of India, Off S.V.Road, Malad West, Mumbai 64. 
ORCHID EMBROIDERIES PVT. LTD.

1102962 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 112 Laxmi Plaza, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Off New Link 
Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053 
MAGIC PRODUCTS

992051 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to DR. ANTONIO DO REGO BHGH, ALTO SANTACRUZ, 
BAMBOLIM, GOA, 403 202 
ORCHID BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS

1102969 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 112, Laxmi Plaza, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Off New Link 
Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053 
MAGIC PRODUCTS

455392 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to  
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1102970 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 112, Laxmi Plaza, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Off New Link 
Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053 
MAGIC PRODUCTS

1102971 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 112, Laxmi Plaza, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Off New Link 
Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053 
MAGIC PRODUCTS

1031769 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Dr. ANTONIO DO REGO BHGH, ALTO SANTACRUZ, 
BAMBOLIM, GOA-403202. 
ORCHID BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS

1102967 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 112 Laxmi Plaza, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Off New Link 
Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053 
MAGIC PRODUCTS

1102966 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 112 Laxmi Plaza, Laxmi Industrial Estate, Off New Link 
Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400053 
MAGIC PRODUCTS

1340537 - 22, 1340536 - 22, 1340535 - 22, 1340534 - 22, 1340533 - 22, 1340532 - 22, 1340531 - 22, 
1340530 - 22, 1340529 - 22, 1340528 - 22, 1340527 - 22, 1340526 - 22: Proprietor Address Altered to 
ADITY BIRLA CENTRE, 2nd FLOOR, A WING, S.K. AHIRE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LTD.

585045 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 1ST FLOOR, 02, BLOCK B, GODREJ IT PARK, GODREJ 
BUSINESS DISTRICT, PIROJSHANAGAR, L.B.S MARG, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI 
DOW AGRO SCIENCES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

585046 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 1ST FLOOR, 02, BLOCK B, GODREJ IT PARK, GODREJ 
BUSINESS DISTRICT, PIROJSHANAGAR, L.B.S MARG, VIKHROLI (WEST), MUMBAI 
DE-NOCIL CROP PROTECTION LIMITED.

404686 - 11, 404687 - 9, 404685 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 5-5, Keihan-Hondori 2-chome, 
Moriguchi-city Osaka, Japan 
SANYO ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

1064506 - 5, 1064507 - 5, 1064509 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 604/605,349-BUSINESS 
POINT,6 TH FLOOR.WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY,ANDHERI (E),MUMBAI-400 069,INDIA. 
SULPHUR MILLS LIMITED.

1190694 - 24, 1190693 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 3-23 NAKANOSHIMA 3 - CHOME, KITA - 
KU, OSAKA-SHI, OSAKA 530-8205,JAPAN. 
ASAHI KASEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA.

585598 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 415, SHAH NAHAR, DR. E. MOSES ROAD, WORLI, 
MUMBAI-400018. 
CACHET PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

831500 - 5, 831502 - 5, 868821 - 5, 868827 - 5, 1100767 - 5, 1100768 - 5, 1100769 - 5, 1220365 - 5, 
1220366 - 5, 1585424 - 5, 1585427 - 1, 1683579 - 5, 1683580 - 1, 1763175 - 5, 2373687 - 1, 2373688 - 
1, 2373689 - 1, 2404696 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 123-124, Mittal Chambers, 12th Floor, 
Nariman Point, Mumbai- 400 021, Maharashtra 
DEVIDAYAL AGRO CHEMICALS

1087425 - 2: Proprietor Address Altered to 202, Madhuvan, Shri Krishna Complex, Viva College 
Road, Virar (W), Dist. Thane-401303 
MRS. SHRUTI NEELESH AJMERA

625203 - 19, 625202 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to 1 MIDLAND WAY, CENTRAL PARK, 
BARLBOROUGH LINKS, DERBYSHIRE S43 4XA, UNITED KINGDOM. 
FOSECO INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

613067 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to E-22, UPPALS MARBLE ARCH, MANIMAJRA, 
CHANDIGARH -160101 
KAMAL B. ARORA

1250914 - 35, 1250911 - 39, 1250912 - 35, 1250913 - 36, 1250915 - 36, 1250916 - 39: Proprietor 
Address Altered to 2211 Old Earhart Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 48105, United States of America 
CON-WAY INC.
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1251348 - 1, 1247931 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to AV. 18 de Julio 1117, Ap 201, Montevideo, 
Uruguay 
SIDELA SA

1246866 - 35, 1246863 - 35, 1246864 - 35, 1246865 - 35, 1246862 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 
636 11th Avenue, New York NY 10036, United States of America 
OGILVY & MATHER WORLDWIDE, INC.

1199064 - 7, 1199065 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to BILDAUSTRABE 6, 8640 RAPPERSWIK 
SWITZERLAND. 
GRAF & CIE AG.

624673 - 4: Proprietor Address Altered to Wakefield House Pipers Way, Swindon Wiltshire SN3 
IRE, United Kingdom 
CASTROL LIMITED

1248653 - 5, 1155614 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 510 SWASTIK CHAMBERS, 5TH FLOOR, 
CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400 071. 
SOMATICO PHARMACAL PVT. LTD.

221708 - 5, 9600 - 5, 229160 - 5, 262677 - 5, 302948 - 5, 332502 - 5, 426051 - 5, 447103 - 5, 576795 - 5, 
649368 - 5, 649370 - 5, 714747 - 5, 765916 - 5, 765917 - 5, 778222 - 5, 806863 - 5, 807281 - 5, 837377 - 
5, 855711 - 5, 949476 - 5, 1014952 - 5, 1014953 - 5, 1034830 - 5, 1074809 - 5, 1117606 - 5, 1153673 - 
5, 1154068 - 5, 1160544 - 5, 1261405 - 99, 1261405 - 99, 1261405 - 99, 1274059 - 5, 1282187 - 5, 
1451267 - 5, 1457109 - 5, 1487673 - 5, 1551488 - 5, 1551489 - 5, 1639311 - 5, 1639312 - 5, 1639313 - 
5, 1719068 - 5, 1999303 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 54-A, Sir Mathuradas Vasanji Road, 
Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400093, India 
SANOFI INDIA LIMITED.

1185245 - 16, 1155849 - 16, 1155848 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to "B-301, DIPTI CLASSIC, 
32-34, SUREN ROAD ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400093" 
KANKEI RELATIONSHIP MARKETING SERVICES PVT. LTD.

783371 - 11, 783368 - 11, 783367 - 10, 783366 - 9, 783365 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 
NIDERHOLZSTRASSE 26-28, CH-6062 WILEN/OBWALDEN, SWITZERLAND 
MRSCHRISTIANE LEISTER

1105947 - 5, 1105948 - 5, 1105949 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to GLEBIT LABORATORIES, 93, 
M.R.TRADE CENTRE, SECTOR 5, WADIA PARK, AHMEDNAGAR -414001 (MAHARASHTRA) 
GLEBIT LABORATORIES

1153323 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 50, TIVIM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAPUSA, GOA - 403 
526., 912265053005, 912222874851, 912265053005 
GKB HI-TECH LENSES PRIVATE LIMITED

399934 - 25, 399933 - 28, 399932 - 18: Proprietor Address Altered to 9100 Wilshire Boulevard, 
Beverly Hills, California -90212, USA 
PONY INTERNATIONAL INC.

1159004 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 27/28, PATEL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE (NEW WING), S.V. 
ROAD, DAHISAR(EAST), MUMBAI-400068 
OSWIN INDUSTRIES

455392 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to  

404355 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-1,Shibaura 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan, 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA (TOSHIBA CORPORATION)

544549 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 3403, Yerba Buena Road San Jose, California 95161 
U.S.A. 
SYVA COMPANY

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  
768434 - 30: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1034566 - 25: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1103050 - 3: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

884925 - 33: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
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affidavit of Dated

740657 - 11: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

878021 - 21: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated 12/1/2016

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
718132 - 5: The designation of goods in respect of this trade mark is restricted by striking out the 
goods ie ' from the goods for which the trademark is registered

2754853 - 16:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, PAMPHLETS, BROCHURES AND NEWSLETTERS ' of class 16 
from the goods for which the trademark is registered. 

825618 - 9: Address for Service is altered to MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

1105410 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM 
EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

1194842 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1194834 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1153985 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

578435 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 132/1, MODI STREET, P. B. NO.1865, FORT, MUMBAI-
400 001.

1194833 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

452308 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE 
TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

1249178 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

728652 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-4, III FLOOR, CEEBROS BUILDING, NEW NO 32 
(OLD NO 11), CENOTAPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI-600 018

1193601 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 13, RELE BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, 61, 1ST 43, 
FANASWADI CROSS LANE, MUMBAI - 400 002.
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819355 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

584688 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA STREET 
SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI - 600015

805289 - 16: Address for Service is altered to RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 2ND FLOOR, 20, 
AMBALAL DOSHI MARG (HAMAM STREET), BOMBAY-023.

724799 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

1198998 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR, PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI - 110009

1540387 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

1091277 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1538312 - 1: Address for Service is altered to HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE 
MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

1086399 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1161380 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

623462 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -110 013.

1194836 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1029374 - 10: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1537856 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

583508 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

583038 - 8: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

969040 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1200630 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 85/ 86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006.

1198145 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1535943 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

432367 - 7: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

1091272 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1086396 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1044543 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 204-207, KRISHNA CHAMBERS 59, NEW MARINE 
LINES, MUMBAI-400 020.

616652 - 25: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -110 013.

1056791 - 17: Address for Service is altered to B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH 
MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

390938 - 34: Address for Service is altered to No 4, Shiv Tirth, M.K.Road, Bandra (East), Mumbai 
51

440482 - 30: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM HALL, B/H 
JAHANVEE RESTAURANT, POLYTECHNIC, UNIVERSITY ROAD, AHMEDABAD

1538212 - 7: Address for Service is altered to N-30, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW 
DELHI-110017
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396539 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1538690 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR, PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI - 110009

1062474 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1161382 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

728654 - 5: Address for Service is altered to -Select-
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810236 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1198999 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR, PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI - 110009

541434 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1091276 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1198997 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR, PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI - 110009

1540388 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

1198995 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR, PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI - 110009

1194645 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main 
Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001

2436757 - 2: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1538213 - 99: Address for Service is altered to PLOT NO. A-8, SECTOR -4, NOIDA - 201 301.

1540483 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1539707 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

2436563 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 9/3 VALLIAMMAL STREET KILPAUK CHENNAI-600 
010

1247661 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

1202327 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR, PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI - 110009

835615 - 11: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1542275 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

1538033 - 5: Address for Service is altered to JAIPUR REGISTRATION CENTER, 4806, K.G.B. KA 
RASTA, JOHARI BAZAR, JAIPUR 302003.

830217 - 4: Address for Service is altered to BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, 
BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, 
KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD, 
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202

780586 - 16: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

2436752 - 2: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1202463 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR,  
SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG,  
OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, 
ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI ¿ 400 058.

1091275 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1044631 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW 
DELHI

1540790 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 
600032 INDIA

778154 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-2/39,SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA,NEW 
DELHI 110 016,INDIA.

1540789 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600 
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728658 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-4, III FLOOR, CEEBROS BUILDING, NEW NO 32 
(OLD NO 11), CENOTAPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI-600 018

1542342 - 11: Address for Service is altered to D-7, SHEEL ALPARTMENTS, 16THROD,BANDRA 
(W), MUMBAI-400 050.

1032265 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

583246 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

544073 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR HL ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT 
NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

431059 - 3: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

490037 - 25: Address for Service is altered to GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND 
FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 091,WEST 
BENGAL,INDIA
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761266 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

2456665 - 43, 2456664 - 43, 2432279 - 28, 2215849 - 33, 2112667 - 33, 2112666 - 33, 2112665 - 33, 
2103168 - 26, 2103136 - 33, 1996715 - 43, 1996714 - 43, 1996119 - 33, 1996118 - 33, 1996117 - 33, 
1996116 - 33, 1996115 - 33, 1996114 - 33, 1901365 - 33, 1898808 - 33, 1898807 - 33, 1898806 - 33, 
1894279 - 33, 1888995 - 33, 1888994 - 33, 1881962 - 33, 1881961 - 33, 1881960 - 33, 1799198 - 33, 
1778977 - 33, 1778976 - 33, 1773668 - 33, 1655541 - 33, 1655540 - 33, 1609569 - 33, 1585829 - 33, 
1574630 - 33, 1442045 - 33, 1389170 - 33, 1389169 - 33, 1389168 - 33, 1389167 - 33, 1304338 - 33, 
1300226 - 33, 1300225 - 33, 1300224 - 33, 1300223 - 33, 1298718 - 33, 1297100 - 33, 1296310 - 33, 
1296309 - 33, 1296308 - 42, 1296307 - 32, 1259290 - 35, 1295289 - 42, 1198696 - 33, 1198694 - 33, 
1151035 - 33, 935276 - 9, 849853 - 33, 849852 - 33, 809154 - 33, 809153 - 33: Address for Service is 
altered to 132, SHAHEEN APARTMENTS, 1ST FLOOR, MODY STREET, P. B. NO.-1865, FORT, 
MUMBAI - 400 001.

814892 - 5: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI 
NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

1332018 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1540483 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.

1086400 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1091274 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

576575 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1086398 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1162808 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

428797 - 7: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400 036

400024 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1076971 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 6/B, SHAHEEN APARTMENTS,132/1,MODY 
STREET, 1ST FLOOR,P.B.NO.1865, FORT MUMBAI-400 001

1247474 - 12: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1165929 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, 
BANK MORE, DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.

1247578 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1246413 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1332018 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

579763 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA- 700 010

451518 - 5: Address for Service is altered to ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 
SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

1025698 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. 
ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. INDIA.

1156944 - 25: Address for Service is altered to NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, 
DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).

728656 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-4, III FLOOR, CEEBROS BUILDING, NEW NO 32 
(OLD NO 11), CENOTAPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI-600 018

469690 - 16: Address for Service is altered to INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, 
TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001
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1160295 - 12: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

1253456 - 38: Address for Service is altered to 6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, 
POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

491787 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA- 700 010

623467 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1246339 - 25: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1101122 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1091278 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

728653 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-4, III FLOOR, CEEBROS BUILDING, NEW NO 32 
(OLD NO 11), CENOTAPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI-600 018

1033013 - 5: Address for Service is altered to G. S. Rijhwani & Co., 602, Siddharth Co-op. Hsg. 
Scty. Ltd., 6th Floor, Plot No. 414, 15th Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai - 400 050.

1096556 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
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1161381 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1542270 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 110,ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA-
02 (U.P.).

1157413 - 18: Address for Service is altered to J - 43, M. I. D. C., KUPWAD - 416 436, DIST. 
SANGLI, MAHARASHTRA.

1096557 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1090379 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

710517 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

540522 - 29: Address for Service is altered to F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW 
DELHI - 110 062.

1542161 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

579417 - 8: Address for Service is altered to B.K. HOUSE, PLOT NO. - 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 
122002 (HARYANA)

579563 - 34, 208955 - 3, 575311 - 3, 785267 - 3: Address for Service is altered to D-7, SHEEL 
ALPARTMENTS, 16THROD,BANDRA (W), MUMBAI-400 050.

613772 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1088549 - 3: Address for Service is altered to A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. 
RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

1091273 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1088550 - 3: Address for Service is altered to A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. 
RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

1310590 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 78, PODAR CHAMBERS, S. A. BRELVI ROAD, 
FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1254658 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

710517 - 16: Address for Service is altered to D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE - 1, GURGAON 
- 122 002, INDIA.

1194840 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1539593 - 18: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, 
MUMBAI - 400 001.

489559 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

623718 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR,  
SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG,  
OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, 
ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI ¿ 400 058.

1253922 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

616651 - 21: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -110 013.

1196514 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 53 SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, CALCUTTA 700019

760255 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, Gurgaon 
122002

1858878 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

731162 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 501, VISHWANANK,CHAKALA ROAD,ANDHERI 
(EAST) MUMBAI- 400 099

450776 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI-110013.
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815342 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1101409 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1576468 - 13: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002

620443 - 17: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -110 013.

2645625 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

2233495 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
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587822 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

757085 - 28: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002

915536 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

760254 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, Gurgaon 
122002

396165 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A-18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI-110 019.

620444 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -110 013.

1150216 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1246849 - 9: Address for Service is altered to S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, 
D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

1313895 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1064506 - 5, 1064507 - 5, 1064509 - 5, 990264 - 5, 1062837 - 5, 990266 - 1, 1009068 - 5, 1795884 - 5, 
441221 - 5, 1062823 - 5, 1346671 - 5, 1346672 - 5, 1795883 - 5, 620004 - 5, 990251 - 5, 990253 - 5, 
990259 - 5, 990263 - 5, 1008657 - 5, 1062775 - 5, 1062782 - 5, 1062790 - 5, 1062804 - 5, 1062816 - 5, 
1062817 - 5, 1062829 - 5, 1062831 - 5, 1062832 - 5, 1062836 - 5, 1485503 - 5, 1062776 - 5, 1062793 - 
5, 1062806 - 5, 1062811 - 5, 1062821 - 5, 1062838 - 5, 1062842 - 5, 1062843 - 5, 990245 - 5, 990257 - 
5, 990258 - 5, 990260 - 5, 990261 - 5, 1035941 - 5, 1062781 - 5, 1062783 - 5, 1062805 - 5, 1062810 - 5, 
1062824 - 5, 1062825 - 5, 1062826 - 5, 1062828 - 5, 1062833 - 5, 1062841 - 5, 1062846 - 5, 990252 - 5: 
Address for Service is altered to INNOVARIP CONSULTANCY PVT. LTD.,8TH 
FLOOR,BHUKHANVALA CHAMBERS,B-28 VEERA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,ANDHERI 
WEST,MUMBAI 400053,INDIA

1027609 - 3: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

1545667 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002

1576466 - 13: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002

1742928 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1194854 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010, INDIA.

590645 - 3: Address for Service is altered to DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 
1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

1246144 - 21: Address for Service is altered to A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -
110092.

1249771 - 30: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

698674 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1576464 - 13: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002

1789672 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

398916 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

1194852 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

2241469 - 42: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1195059 - 29: Address for Service is altered to STATE BANK BUILDINGS, N.G.N. VAIDYA MARG, 
MUMBAI - 400 023.

1794811 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
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757083 - 4: Address for Service is altered to 515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 
47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

2241471 - 9: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

619626 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LINE

1810783 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

807175 - 10: Address for Service is altered to NAIR BAUG, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (EAST), 
MUMBAI-400 101.

1588365 - 99: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

788108 - 1: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

757084 - 23: Address for Service is altered to 515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, 
Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India
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400234 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1541565 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LINE

1254131 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW 
DELHI

468167 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

1194832 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

452223 - 5: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA,16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 
036.

435488 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

1194837 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1536974 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New 
Delhi-110001

1247501 - 25: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1194835 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1254750 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, 
POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1198144 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1200963 - 9: Address for Service is altered to FLAT GA, AR VILLA, NO. 31, 3RD MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020, INDIA

1451164 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR 
(TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

1197554 - 25: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1200669 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1194841 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1539047 - 99: Address for Service is altered to INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GOUSE, 31 SOUTH 
BANK ROAD, CHENNAI 600028

2216845 - 24: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

1194839 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1028094 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1033012 - 5: Address for Service is altered to G. S. Rijhwani & Co., 602, Siddharth Co-op. Hsg. 
Scty. Ltd., 6th Floor, Plot No. 414, 15th Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai - 400 050.

1253324 - 9: Address for Service is altered to CLOSER2PATENTS, A-403, ATHENE BUILDING, 
LODHA PARADISE, MAJIWADA, THANE(W), MAHARASHTRA, INDIA - 400601

1153984 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1096023 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

1101415 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, 
Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017

728655 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-4, III FLOOR, CEEBROS BUILDING, NEW NO 32 
(OLD NO 11), CENOTAPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI-600 018

1254581 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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1197645 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1013139 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES 
ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

429247 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A ALDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI 
TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002.

1152032 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

1198625 - 5: Address for Service is altered to "ATUR PARK", 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S. T. ROAD, 
CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
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1198996 - 2: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1029373 - 10: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1202482 - 16: Address for Service is altered to ROOM NO.31, HAJI HABIB BLDG., A-WING, 1ST 
FL.,OPP. FIRE STATION, DR. B.A. RD.,DADAR, MUMBAI-400014.

1194823 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

432514 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

1161028 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

730508 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.

1153984 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

1029372 - 10: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1194838 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

810776 - 9: Address for Service is altered to A-48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI 92

810237 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

810235 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1540389 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

581225 - 11: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL 
BUILDING, NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421002.

441720 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 121, HUBTOWN SOLARIS, 1ST FLOOR, N.S. 
PHADKE MARG, GOKHALE BRIDGE, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI-400 069

630328 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -110 013.

2307448 - 4: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

579293 - 21: Address for Service is altered to A AIDUN BUILDING , 5TH FLOOR , 1ST DHOBI 
TALAO , BOMBAY - 400002

2039066 - 10, 2039065 - 5, 1689623 - 35, 1622596 - 32, 1593774 - 35, 1481403 - 42, 1165929 - 30: 
Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO.312, SHANTI BHAWAN, BANK MORE, 
DHANBAD-826001, JHARKHAND.

435645 - 5: Address for Service is altered to Calcot House 3rd Flr., 8/10 M.P. Shetty Marg, 
Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai-400023, India.

435646 - 5: Address for Service is altered to Calcot House 3rd Flr., 8/10 M.P. Shetty Marg, 
Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai-400023, India.

621576 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

587240 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, 
INDIA.

584365 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 
025, INDIA.

587430 - 10: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

581825 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI8 
(EAST), MUMBAI-400099.

576873 - 8: Address for Service is altered to B.K. HOUSE, PLOT NO. - 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 
122002 (HARYANA)

1535803 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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588074 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 
TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

463907 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

435644 - 5: Address for Service is altered to Calcot House 3rd Flr., 8/10 M.P. Shetty Marg, 
Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai-400023, India.

587432 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B.K. HOUSE, PLOT NO. - 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 
122002 (HARYANA)

616013 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006
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441158 - 7: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

458415 - 10: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, BOMBAY - 
400 036.

576874 - 8: Address for Service is altered to B.K. HOUSE, PLOT NO. - 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 
122002 (HARYANA)

587239 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 
025, INDIA.

578324 - 8: Address for Service is altered to B.K. HOUSE, PLOT NO. - 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 
122002 (HARYANA)

435647 - 5: Address for Service is altered to Calcot House 3rd Flr., 8/10 M.P. Shetty Marg, 
Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai-400023, India.

809928 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES 
ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

435643 - 5: Address for Service is altered to Calcot House 3rd Flr., 8/10 M.P. Shetty Marg, 
Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai-400023, India.

1540791 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD GUINDY CHENNAI 
600032 INDIA

1494797 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR, HL ARCADE,ABOVE AXIS BANK, 
PLOT NO-14, SEC-5, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075

810238 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

757092 - 2: Address for Service is altered to 515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 
47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

1537748 - 1, 1537751 - 1, 1537752 - 1, 1551784 - 31, 1537750 - 1, 1537749 - 1: Address for Service is 
altered to 2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA 
HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

591024 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD HOUSE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, 
NR. TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400 050.

765872 - 28, 765873 - 28, 765875 - 28: Address for Service is altered to 401-402, 4TH FLOOR, 
SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

1346381 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1541858 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1536019 - 33, 1536020 - 33: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI 
ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

904125 - 9: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA, 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, BOMBAY-
400036

1032867 - 24: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1537067 - 12, 1537068 - 7, 1537069 - 7, 1537070 - 12: Address for Service is altered to C-4 
JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1539457 - 7: Address for Service is altered to D-7, SHEEL ALPARTMENTS, 16THROD,BANDRA 
(W), MUMBAI-400 050.

1540497 - 5, 1540498 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO 
BIG BAZAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI(E), MUMBAI-400 101.

1062473 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1249991 - 5: Address for Service is altered to GOPAKUMAR NAIR ASSOCIATES, 3RD FLOOR, 
SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (E), MUMBAI - 400 101

589146 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India
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1542044 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 313, Churchgate Chambers,5 New Marine Lines, 
Churchgate, Mumbai- 400 020

1540149 - 5, 1554095 - 5, 1554096 - 5, 1554097 - 5, 1567579 - 5, 1567581 - 5: Address for Service is 
altered to CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND 
FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

1247599 - 42, 1164939 - 33, 1164938 - 32, 1164936 - 16, 1164937 - 30: Address for Service is altered 
to RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

468490 - 1, 468491 - 3, 468492 - 4, 1239651 - 11, 1239652 - 7, 468493 - 21: Address for Service is 
altered to 2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai

590705 - 8: Address for Service is altered to B.K. HOUSE, PLOT NO. - 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 
122002 (HARYANA)

586526 - 3: Address for Service is altered to BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, 
BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, 
KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD, 
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202

541450 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main 
Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001

582607 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 025, 
INDIA.
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431058 - 5: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

649381 - 5, 616012 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 
20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

2463783 - 38, 2321039 - 29, 2096313 - 28, 1895190 - 35, 2083685 - 28, 1733697 - 25, 1698273 - 35, 
1694673 - 25, 1817215 - 25, 2359341 - 16, 2492196 - 9, 2439121 - 11, 2439122 - 7, 2439123 - 9, 
2439124 - 11, 2439119 - 7, 1976057 - 32, 2141700 - 32, 2036864 - 28, 2352740 - 3, 1248080 - 36, 
757261 - 27, 757253 - 7, 665079 - 3, 665078 - 1, 876910 - 6, 1817214 - 32, 757259 - 20, 757258 - 18, 
757257 - 12, 757256 - 11, 757255 - 10, 757254 - 9, 665093 - 33, 665092 - 32, 665091 - 31, 665090 - 30, 
665089 - 29, 665088 - 28, 665087 - 26, 665086 - 25, 665094 - 34, 665085 - 24, 665084 - 21, 665083 - 
16, 665081 - 5, 757260 - 23, 1895186 - 35, 1895191 - 36: Address for Service is altered to F-252, 
WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

1537605 - 9, 1537606 - 12, 1537607 - 14, 1537609 - 16, 1537610 - 25, 1537611 - 30, 1537612 - 31: 
Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW 
DELHI-8

441112 - 5, 441111 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 
20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

813627 - 5, 838660 - 5: Address for Service is altered to PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, 
INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1537480 - 35, 1537481 - 35, 1537482 - 35, 1537484 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 122/104, 
SILVER OAKS APARTMENTS, DLF PH-1, GURGAON - 122 002

1451165 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR 
(TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

581040 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA- 700 010

718132 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

436284 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 654, JAGANNATH SHANKRSHET MARG, MUMBAI - 
400 002.

576584 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

509712 - 34, 509711 - 34, 436218 - 34: Address for Service is altered to R-104, GREATER KAILASH 
PART-1, NEW DELHI-110048

1075812 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 501, VISHWANANK,CHAKALA ROAD,ANDHERI 
(EAST) MUMBAI- 400 099

2456665 - 43, 2456664 - 43, 2432279 - 28, 2215849 - 33, 2112667 - 33, 2112666 - 33, 2112665 - 33, 
2103168 - 26, 2103136 - 33, 1996715 - 43, 1996714 - 43, 1996119 - 33, 1996118 - 33, 1996117 - 33, 
1996116 - 33, 1996115 - 33, 1996114 - 33, 1901365 - 33, 1898808 - 33, 1898807 - 33, 1898806 - 33, 
1894279 - 33, 1888995 - 33, 1888994 - 33, 1881962 - 33, 1881961 - 33, 1881960 - 33, 1799198 - 33, 
1778977 - 33, 1778976 - 33, 1773668 - 33, 1655541 - 33, 1655540 - 33, 1609569 - 33, 1585829 - 33, 
1574630 - 33, 1442045 - 33, 1389170 - 33, 1389169 - 33, 1389168 - 33, 1389167 - 33, 1304338 - 33, 
1300226 - 33, 1300225 - 33, 1300224 - 33, 1300223 - 33, 1298718 - 33, 1297100 - 33, 1296310 - 33, 
1296309 - 33, 1296308 - 42, 1296307 - 32, 1259290 - 35, 1295289 - 42, 1198696 - 33, 1198694 - 33, 
1151035 - 33, 935276 - 9, 849853 - 33, 849852 - 33, 809154 - 33, 809153 - 33: Address for Service is 
altered to 132, SHAHEEN APARTMENTS, 1ST FLOOR, MODY STREET, P. B. NO.-1865, FORT, 
MUMBAI - 400 001.

483249 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR,  
SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG,  
OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, 
ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI ¿ 400 058.

542933 - 5: Address for Service is altered to EMERALD HOUSE,1B,OLD POST OFFICE 
STREET,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

572227 - 9, 880613 - 16, 1414722 - 42, 1414727 - 35, 1414731 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 
AZB HOUSE,67-4,4TH CROSS,LAVELLE ROAD,BANGALAORE.1

541099 - 1: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -110 013.

540248 - 24: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
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TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

430068 - 24: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

405335 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, 
INDIA.

1100015 - 3: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

405336 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 025.

925244 - 30, 925245 - 30, 435194 - 30, 435193 - 30, 435192 - 29, 435191 - 29: Address for Service is 
altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1253093 - 37: Address for Service is altered to MERCHANTS CHAMBERS, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR 
VITHALDAS THACKERSEY ROAD, OPP. PATKAR HALL, MUMBAI-20.

1541884 - 16, 1541886 - 16, 1541889 - 16, 1541896 - 16, 1541885 - 16, 1541897 - 16, 1541898 - 16, 
1541899 - 16, 1541903 - 16, 1541904 - 16, 1541907 - 16, 1541912 - 16, 1541915 - 16, 1541918 - 16, 
1541921 - 16, 1541925 - 16, 1543649 - 16, 1545443 - 16, 1545446 - 16, 1545449 - 16, 1545451 - 16, 
1545452 - 16, 1579257 - 16, 1776552 - 16, 1776553 - 16, 1568332 - 16, 1776556 - 16, 1776558 - 16, 
1776559 - 16, 1799649 - 16, 1799650 - 16, 1875893 - 16, 1875895 - 16, 1930534 - 16, 1930535 - 16, 
1930536 - 16, 1930537 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI 
-110 013.

1541600 - 16, 1541603 - 16, 1541604 - 16, 1541607 - 16, 1541608 - 16, 1541611 - 16, 1541612 - 16, 
1541616 - 16, 1568327 - 16, 1568328 - 16, 1776620 - 16, 1776624 - 16, 1865200 - 16, 1865201 - 16, 
1865203 - 16, 1865214 - 16, 1865222 - 16, 2103461 - 16, 1568329 - 16, 1601909 - 16, 1709061 - 16, 
1776598 - 16, 1776600 - 16, 1776604 - 16, 1776605 - 16, 1776611 - 16, 1776615 - 16, 1776616 - 16, 
1776619 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -110 013.

543371 - 30, 1330592 - 30, 543373 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 305 SHIVALIK-5 
MAHALAXMI CROSS ROAD PALDI AHMEDABAD-380007

1202695 - 32: Address for Service is altered to F-11 JANGPURA EXT. NEW DELHI-14

1198799 - 25, 1198797 - 25: Address for Service is altered to CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE 
COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI 
(WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

1198994 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1101123 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1062747 - 8, 1061264 - 8: Address for Service is altered to RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM 
NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
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117013 - 29, 753312 - 29: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI -
110 013.

1249586 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

543645 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

587433 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1536634 - 5, 1536633 - 5, 1536632 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI 
RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI 
(WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

1000741 - 29, 1000740 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI 
- 110 013.

1033018 - 5: Address for Service is altered to G. S. Rijhwani & Co., 602, Siddharth Co-op. Hsg. 
Scty. Ltd., 6th Floor, Plot No. 414, 15th Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai - 400 050.

826095 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST NEW DELHI -110013

1194824 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

844634 - 25, 893733 - 25, 837384 - 25, 1008259 - 25, 738992 - 25, 995948 - 25, 834841 - 25, 837385 - 
25, 995949 - 25, 1515714 - 24, 936122 - 25, 982422 - 25, 995950 - 25, 1174317 - 25, 1218197 - 25, 
995947 - 25, 982421 - 25, 834840 - 25, 936123 - 25, 730746 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A-
46, ROAD NO.2, OPP. IDBI BANK, MIDC, ANDHERI-(E), MUMBAI-400 093.

1254517 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1254512 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1158160 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE 
(EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.

1254521 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1254524 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

629542 - 7, 628686 - 7, 1317273 - 8, 262781 - 25, 1411307 - 8, 1011811 - 8, 1348153 - 29, 847667 - 8, 
629543 - 7, 847668 - 8, 430820 - 8, 383866 - 8, 853486 - 8, 1349274 - 16, 853487 - 8, 866460 - 8, 
975012 - 8, 448949 - 8, 496330 - 21, 262539 - 21, 737999 - 8, 1197745 - 8, 1174828 - 8, 866461 - 8, 
629540 - 10, 1348157 - 11, 1317274 - 8, 921577 - 8, 921577 - 8, 1317276 - 8, 1179928 - 3, 238176 - 3, 
1317271 - 8, 853484 - 8, 528551 - 8, 1197744 - 8, 853485 - 8, 853485 - 8, 1317270 - 8, 847666 - 8, 
617005 - 8, 847669 - 8, 409093 - 8, 456461 - 21, 238174 - 21, 262537 - 8, 262537 - 8, 623283 - 8, 
628211 - 7, 581749 - 8, 238175 - 8, 1677937 - 21, 629539 - 10, 1174827 - 8, 628210 - 10, 1375751 - 8, 
629544 - 7, 629541 - 10, 1349271 - 9, 1349275 - 16, 809179 - 8, 1197746 - 8, 262540 - 28, 612344 - 8: 
Address for Service is altered to APARTMENT NO.644 NEW ASHIANA APARTMENTS SECTOR-6 
DWARK NEW DELHI-110075

1254518 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1032385 - 11, 1030559 - 9, 1030560 - 17, 1027318 - 9: Address for Service is altered to LLL HOUSE, 
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001 - HARYANA

1117606 - 5, 1639312 - 5, 1074809 - 5, 765917 - 5, 221708 - 5, 9600 - 5, 576795 - 5, 855711 - 5, 807281 
- 5, 837377 - 5, 778222 - 5, 714747 - 5, 1153673 - 5, 1551488 - 5, 1551489 - 5, 1719068 - 5, 1451267 - 
5, 1487673 - 5, 949476 - 5, 1999303 - 5, 1939313 - 5, 1639311 - 5, 1282187 - 5, 1457109 - 5, 1014952 - 
5, 765916 - 5, 649368 - 5, 649370 - 5, 1014953 - 5, 1034830 - 5, 1154068 - 5, 1274059 - 5, 806863 - 5, 
1160544 - 5: Address for Service is altered to MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR -27, GURGAON 
122002.

965441 - 2: Address for Service is altered to 132/1, MODY STREET, POST BOX 1865, FORT, 
MUMBAI - 400 001.

1152011 - 5, 1152026 - 5, 1152019 - 5, 1152028 - 5, 1152020 - 5, 1152008 - 5, 1152027 - 5, 1152018 - 
5, 1152032 - 5, 1152017 - 5, 1152030 - 5, 1152025 - 5, 1152016 - 5, 1152033 - 5, 1152022 - 5, 1152023 
- 5, 1152021 - 5, 1152024 - 5, 1152012 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2, LAVELLE ROAD, 
BANGALORE 560 001

1087656 - 19: Address for Service is altered to B-41 NIZAMUDDIN EAST NEW DELHI -110013
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1196038 - 21: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1246341 - 9, 1246341 - 38, 1246341 - 41: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA 
EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

247516 - 5, 509088 - 5, 509089 - 5: Address for Service is altered to M-19A, SOUTH EXTENSIONS 
PART- II, NEW DELHI -110 049.

783765 - 17, 783764 - 12: Address for Service is altered to MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, 
GURGAON- 122002.

632275 - 5, 1158266 - 1, 1082766 - 5, 1120070 - 5, 1142129 - 5, 1207189 - 1, 1209094 - 5, 1209096 - 5, 
1238762 - 10, 1249613 - 5, 1249614 - 5, 1266444 - 1, 1266445 - 5, 1317687 - 5, 1393863 - 5, 1414519 - 
5, 1197344 - 5, 1209095 - 5, 1396926 - 5, 684617 - 5, 695827 - 5, 707950 - 5, 708160 - 5, 829838 - 5, 
1015719 - 5, 1082764 - 1, 1082765 - 3, 1082767 - 9, 1120068 - 5, 1198492 - 5, 1249341 - 5, 1317681 - 
5, 1320128 - 5, 1393867 - 5, 1396927 - 5, 1004006 - 10, 1061656 - 5, 1261347 - 5, 1317679 - 5, 
1317683 - 5, 1343204 - 5, 1393864 - 5, 829837 - 5, 866426 - 5, 982122 - 5, 1004004 - 10, 1179104 - 5, 
1317682 - 5, 1317685 - 5, 1393866 - 5, 1449687 - 5, 1466504 - 5, 1317680 - 5, 1320200 - 5, 1179932 - 
5, 1191806 - 5, 1197343 - 5, 1281199 - 5, 1357952 - 5, 1387483 - 5, 829835 - 5, 903190 - 5, 1155366 - 
5, 781204 - 5, 911364 - 5, 1004003 - 5, 1004005 - 5, 1194252 - 5, 1357953 - 5, 1357954 - 5, 1511628 - 
10, 1511630 - 5, 769166 - 5, 1396928 - 5, 1466031 - 5, 1511632 - 5, 1511627 - 5, 948648 - 5, 1194251 - 
5, 1249342 - 5, 1308847 - 5, 1317684 - 5, 1317686 - 5, 614148 - 5, 977380 - 5, 1004007 - 5, 1158267 - 
5, 1179931 - 5, 1207190 - 5, 1281200 - 5, 1320129 - 5, 1370740 - 5, 1393865 - 5, 1396929 - 5, 1511631 
- 10, 1511633 - 10, 780310 - 5, 892554 - 5, 1082768 - 10, 1082769 - 16, 1120071 - 10, 829836 - 5, 
977377 - 5, 1004008 - 10, 1076024 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN 
ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

461941 - 10, 461942 - 10: Address for Service is altered to RAJABAHADUR MANSION, 20, 
AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, (HAMAM STREET), FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

1194826 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1194830 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1194825 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1194853 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1199190 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 402, AKSHAY, M. G. ROAD, KANDIVALI ( W ), 
MUMBAI - 400 067, INDIA.

1194828 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010
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1194831 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1254520 - 35: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

585045 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 301, YASMIN HERITAGE , B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI 
PATEL ROAD,  
ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056

1254516 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1254522 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1254514 - 35: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1254515 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1248449 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32 RADHA MADHAB DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700 010

1194829 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA-700010

1254519 - 42: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1193434 - 30, 1193432 - 9: Address for Service is altered to A-18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW 
DELHI-110 019.

394199 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR, HL ARCADE,ABOVE AXIS BANK, PLOT 
NO-14, SEC-5, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075

555961 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1246866 - 35, 1246865 - 35, 1246864 - 35, 1246863 - 35, 1246862 - 35: Address for Service is altered 
to RAJABAHADUR MANSION, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, (HAMAM STREET), FORT, MUMBAI - 
400 023.

1274589 - 5, 1544779 - 31, 1348162 - 5, 1980315 - 5, 2002848 - 31, 1274587 - 5, 1256671 - 5, 1880683 
- 31, 1880681 - 31, 1085760 - 31, 1603252 - 5, 1688082 - 5, 1261810 - 5, 1980312 - 3, 1980313 - 5, 
2002847 - 31, 2002843 - 5, 1086839 - 5, 1879264 - 31, 1255452 - 31, 2080745 - 31, 1089195 - 5, 
2002844 - 31, 1274588 - 5, 2004857 - 5, 1103568 - 5, 1085763 - 31, 1544778 - 5, 1103569 - 31, 
1124983 - 31, 1124982 - 5, 2002845 - 31, 2002846 - 31, 1879263 - 5, 2100315 - 5, 1105558 - 5, 
1089192 - 5, 1089193 - 5, 1085762 - 31, 1994372 - 5, 1086838 - 5, 1089196 - 5: Address for Service is 
altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

1260187 - 9, 618043 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

440092 - 16, 691372 - 1, 581812 - 19, 581811 - 1, 877870 - 19, 581027 - 3, 714144 - 19, 714140 - 1, 
576871 - 16, 440093 - 16, 440091 - 16: Address for Service is altered to MEHER CHAMBERS, 4TH & 
5TH FLOORS, R.K. MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI - 400 038.

723878 - 19, 702762 - 19, 1118544 - 19, 1014304 - 19, 1014300 - 19, 1014298 - 19, 1014297 - 19, 
1014294 - 19, 1014305 - 19, 813263 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi 
Cross Road, 
Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1037622 16 11/09/2017 15:01:43
1037726 9 11/09/2017 15:05:15
1037727 28 11/09/2017 15:05:40
1037870 12 11/09/2017 15:06:33
1037873 4 11/09/2017 15:07:00
1037876 25 11/09/2017 15:07:22
1037878 5 11/09/2017 15:07:44
1037891 7 11/09/2017 15:08:02
1037892 30 11/09/2017 15:08:22
1037893 30 11/09/2017 15:08:41
1037906 30 11/09/2017 15:08:59
1037989 16 11/09/2017 15:10:24
1037991 16 11/09/2017 15:10:55
1038041 11 11/09/2017 15:11:23
1038042 11 11/09/2017 15:11:46
1038044 9 11/09/2017 15:12:06
1038051 30 11/09/2017 15:12:32
1038085 16 11/09/2017 15:12:52
1038128 31 11/09/2017 15:13:13
1038241 10 11/09/2017 15:13:37
1038242 5 11/09/2017 15:14:07
1038271 3 11/09/2017 15:17:18
1038285 5 11/09/2017 15:17:39
1038324 34 11/09/2017 15:18:03
1038405 7 11/09/2017 15:18:30
1038406 25 11/09/2017 15:18:56
1038407 30 11/09/2017 15:19:26
1038441 12 11/09/2017 15:22:14
1038442 21 11/09/2017 15:22:38
1038444 16 11/09/2017 15:23:07
1038445 9 11/09/2017 15:23:49
1038446 16 11/09/2017 15:24:14
1038487 3 11/09/2017 15:24:38
1038488 12 11/09/2017 15:24:57
1038490 29 11/09/2017 15:25:20
1038491 29 11/09/2017 15:25:42
1038494 30 11/09/2017 15:26:18
1038495 30 11/09/2017 15:26:45
1038550 7 11/09/2017 15:27:09
1038581 30 11/09/2017 15:27:29
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1038609 3 11/09/2017 15:27:50
1038620 5 11/09/2017 15:28:25
1038827 25 11/09/2017 15:29:34
1038828 25 11/09/2017 15:30:02
1038938 1 11/09/2017 15:30:26
1039011 1 11/09/2017 15:31:01
1039023 16 11/09/2017 15:31:55
1039025 21 11/09/2017 15:32:47
1039060 5 12/09/2017 16:26:10
1039077 5 12/09/2017 16:26:44
1039083 19 13/09/2017 16:15:26
1039105 9 13/09/2017 16:16:09
1039106 16 13/09/2017 16:16:32
1039147 3 13/09/2017 16:16:57
1039151 12 13/09/2017 16:17:22
1039154 3 13/09/2017 16:17:47
1039155 3 13/09/2017 16:18:07
1039156 3 13/09/2017 16:18:29
1039157 3 13/09/2017 16:19:15
1039158 19 13/09/2017 16:22:57
1039184 9 14/09/2017 12:15:37
1039216 24 14/09/2017 12:16:48
1039248 5 14/09/2017 12:17:32
1039249 5 14/09/2017 12:17:58
1039250 5 14/09/2017 12:18:31
1039251 5 14/09/2017 12:24:04
1039254 5 14/09/2017 12:24:32
1039255 5 14/09/2017 12:24:55
1039261 3 14/09/2017 12:25:16
1039262 3 14/09/2017 12:25:37
1039300 21 14/09/2017 12:26:03
1039301 14 14/09/2017 12:26:30
1039376 5 14/09/2017 12:26:52
1039377 5 14/09/2017 12:27:15
1039391 17 14/09/2017 12:27:35
1039402 29 14/09/2017 12:28:01
1039416 5 14/09/2017 12:28:55
1039417 5 14/09/2017 12:29:14
1039419 5 14/09/2017 12:29:39
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1039424 5 14/09/2017 12:30:14
1039425 5 14/09/2017 12:30:35
1039434 9 14/09/2017 12:30:58
1039437 16 14/09/2017 12:31:47
1039438 16 14/09/2017 12:32:10
1039439 16 14/09/2017 12:32:31
1039440 16 14/09/2017 12:33:02
1039486 16 14/09/2017 12:33:32
1039488 16 14/09/2017 12:34:06
1039492 30 14/09/2017 12:34:31
1039533 29 14/09/2017 12:34:56
1039572 16 14/09/2017 13:02:01
1039618 5 14/09/2017 13:02:27
1039619 5 14/09/2017 13:02:49
1039620 5 14/09/2017 13:03:54
1039621 5 14/09/2017 13:04:41
1039672 25 14/09/2017 13:05:36
1039761 20 14/09/2017 13:06:41
1039831 30 14/09/2017 13:07:04
1039845 25 14/09/2017 13:07:28
1039847 25 14/09/2017 13:07:48
1039850 1 14/09/2017 13:09:24
1039851 25 14/09/2017 13:09:44
1039857 25 14/09/2017 13:10:35
1039858 25 14/09/2017 13:10:54
1039885 16 14/09/2017 14:24:24
1039886 9 14/09/2017 14:24:54
1039892 9 14/09/2017 14:25:29
1039894 30 14/09/2017 14:26:03
1039895 34 14/09/2017 14:26:27
1039918 5 14/09/2017 14:26:47
1039920 5 14/09/2017 14:27:28
1040037 3 14/09/2017 14:28:44
1040038 3 14/09/2017 14:29:20
1040040 5 14/09/2017 14:29:45
1040041 5 14/09/2017 14:30:10
1040042 5 14/09/2017 14:30:53
1040045 5 14/09/2017 14:48:53
1040046 5 14/09/2017 14:49:55
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1040049 5 14/09/2017 14:50:36
1040064 30 14/09/2017 14:50:55
1040065 30 14/09/2017 14:51:15
1040066 5 14/09/2017 14:51:36
1040067 30 14/09/2017 14:51:54
1040072 30 14/09/2017 14:52:14
1040073 31 14/09/2017 14:52:35
1040084 5 14/09/2017 14:52:52
1040087 5 14/09/2017 14:53:14
1040088 5 14/09/2017 14:53:47
1040089 5 14/09/2017 14:54:14
1040091 5 14/09/2017 14:54:35
1040092 5 14/09/2017 14:54:56
1040093 5 14/09/2017 14:55:13
1040095 5 14/09/2017 14:55:33
1040097 5 14/09/2017 14:56:03
1040114 30 14/09/2017 14:56:21
1040119 3 14/09/2017 14:57:00
1040171 5 14/09/2017 15:03:15
1040172 5 14/09/2017 15:03:35
1040173 5 14/09/2017 15:04:26
1040203 16 14/09/2017 15:04:52
1040204 9 14/09/2017 15:05:11
1040316 30 14/09/2017 15:05:34
1040335 3 14/09/2017 15:06:01
1040349 5 14/09/2017 15:06:19
1040350 5 14/09/2017 15:06:40
1040352 5 14/09/2017 15:07:24
1040353 5 14/09/2017 15:09:16
1040354 5 14/09/2017 15:09:52
1040355 5 14/09/2017 15:10:29
1040356 25 14/09/2017 15:10:50
1040362 25 14/09/2017 15:12:19
1040397 16 14/09/2017 15:12:41
1040429 16 14/09/2017 15:13:00
1040437 16 14/09/2017 15:13:22
1040438 9 14/09/2017 15:13:41
1040439 21 14/09/2017 15:14:37
1040448 9 14/09/2017 15:14:59
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1040450 5 14/09/2017 15:15:16
1040451 5 14/09/2017 15:15:32
1040457 30 14/09/2017 15:15:48
1040458 30 14/09/2017 15:16:06
1040459 11 14/09/2017 15:16:23
1040479 2 14/09/2017 15:16:39
1040513 16 14/09/2017 15:21:09
1040515 20 14/09/2017 15:21:27
1040521 5 14/09/2017 15:23:14
1040522 5 14/09/2017 15:23:29
1040523 5 14/09/2017 15:24:20
1040524 5 14/09/2017 15:25:19
1040525 5 14/09/2017 15:25:49
1040580 25 14/09/2017 15:26:07
1040582 16 14/09/2017 15:26:28
1040597 5 14/09/2017 15:26:46
1040598 5 14/09/2017 15:27:08
1040600 5 14/09/2017 15:31:57
1040606 5 14/09/2017 16:01:19
1040608 5 14/09/2017 16:02:06
1040610 5 14/09/2017 16:02:24
1040612 5 14/09/2017 16:02:43
1040615 5 14/09/2017 16:03:02
1040616 5 14/09/2017 16:03:20
1040617 5 14/09/2017 16:03:40
1040619 5 14/09/2017 16:03:58
1040633 5 14/09/2017 16:04:17
1040634 1 14/09/2017 16:04:34
1040671 14 14/09/2017 16:04:53
1040687 3 14/09/2017 16:05:22
1040688 3 14/09/2017 16:05:44
1040712 3 14/09/2017 16:06:04
1040713 21 14/09/2017 16:06:21
1040718 25 14/09/2017 16:06:41
1040947 6 14/09/2017 16:06:59
1040948 29 14/09/2017 16:08:49
1040956 29 14/09/2017 16:09:08
1041080 9 14/09/2017 16:10:44
1041086 5 14/09/2017 16:11:55
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1041180 9 14/09/2017 16:12:14
1041181 12 14/09/2017 16:12:25
1041241 13 14/09/2017 16:12:42
1041242 13 14/09/2017 16:12:59
1041243 5 14/09/2017 16:13:14
1041275 19 14/09/2017 16:13:31
1041289 5 14/09/2017 16:13:52
1041290 5 14/09/2017 16:14:09
1041292 5 14/09/2017 16:14:30
1041293 5 14/09/2017 16:14:55
1041294 3 14/09/2017 16:15:16
1041295 5 14/09/2017 16:15:32
1041296 5 14/09/2017 16:15:51
1041297 5 14/09/2017 16:16:07
1041298 5 14/09/2017 16:16:24
1041299 5 14/09/2017 16:16:41
1041307 5 14/09/2017 16:17:06
1041308 5 14/09/2017 16:19:18
1041310 5 14/09/2017 16:21:14
1041311 5 14/09/2017 16:21:43
1041312 5 14/09/2017 16:22:23
1041325 5 14/09/2017 16:22:42
1041365 34 14/09/2017 16:23:00
1041366 34 14/09/2017 16:23:33
1041384 25 14/09/2017 16:23:57
1041428 5 14/09/2017 16:24:17
1041429 5 14/09/2017 16:24:43
1041430 5 14/09/2017 16:25:01
1041431 5 14/09/2017 16:25:20
1041432 5 14/09/2017 16:25:39
1041433 5 14/09/2017 16:25:57
1041434 5 14/09/2017 16:26:14
1041436 5 14/09/2017 16:26:40
1041437 5 14/09/2017 16:26:58
1041438 5 14/09/2017 16:27:17
1041439 5 14/09/2017 16:27:37
1041440 16 14/09/2017 16:27:57
1041441 11 14/09/2017 16:28:15
1041454 16 14/09/2017 16:34:57
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1041455 1 14/09/2017 16:35:25
1041456 1 14/09/2017 16:35:47
1041458 1 14/09/2017 16:36:21
1041464 17 14/09/2017 16:36:44
1041465 24 14/09/2017 16:37:09
1041466 7 14/09/2017 16:37:30
1041468 30 14/09/2017 16:38:00
1041478 6 14/09/2017 16:38:17
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295003 365006 365009 451315 471270
472172 473514 475610 476774 478948
480606 491153 522769 561228 567699
569755 572849 617877 618878 624180
631074 631159 632130 633210 640198
652613 656090 663696 673513 676514
676963 680063 685419 686263 689790
690710 691166 693144 696332 701544
703578 705824 707142 707458 707562
709685 710761 715901 715906 715935
716629 717161 719737 723054 723605
723850 724212 725304 725380 725758
726088 727024 727891 730957 731409
732987 735085 735492 735786 736878
736918 739043 740886 741031 745479
746766 746904 747061 747616 748188
749416 750261 750629 752024 752165
752219 752784 754755 754891 756109
758822 759570 761641 763228 763787
763911 764409 765057 766270 766271
768847 770317 771801 772168 773916
774235 774336 774548 777486 779391
779597 781364 785348 786204 791534
791657 792161 793070 793152 793929
795122 795621 796070 798249 802947
803496 803601 803893 804859 808909
810803 810805 813562 821637 824375
825383 826026 831190 833253 833487
835015 836916 837442 838536 839668
839717 839786 840640 842528 843212
846076 847425 849308 849310 849312
853571 857631 863657 869378 870862
873912 875260 876840 877442 880388
883117 884977 885088 885217 885478
886873 887629 887776 890178 890613
890804 890809 893844 895124 897173
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897460 898207 900683 904938 906479
910267 920357 920441 921548 925665
927179 927182 927951 929713 930415
930942 933100 935692 935935 936412
937105 938022 940714 941677 942820
945851 946316 946421 953225 954007
954899 954942 961638 962736 962738
963115 963502 972843 973054 973766
973827 976606 978387 982398 982524
983439 983515 985225 986526 988290
988291 988292 988602 988603 988873
988894 989930 991034 991503 992616
992848 992974 993335 995230 995572
995870 996870 997404 997452 999669
1002254 1002492 1003092 1003128 1003135
1003183 1003297 1004172 1007016 1009286
1010849 1014198 1014798 1017434 1017462
1019230 1020182 1022287 1022537 1023058
1023258 1023391 1023743 1024416 1024417
1024423 1024538 1024858 1026089 1026238
1026570 1027912 1028114 1028115 1028118
1028919 1028923 1028972 1031756 1033104
1033123 1033576 1033586 1033746 1034489
1034991 1035237 1035523 1037206 1038868
1039160 1039214 1042847 1042884 1043736
1045548 1045825 1047243 1047471 1050176
1051802 1052306 1053149 1055621 1055877
1056048 1058742 1059991 1061016 1061373
1061973 1063135 1063437 1064819 1067306
1067697 1068123 1068724 1068784 1069137
1072487 1073436 1073696 1076208 1076851
1077851 1078142 1078981 1079486 1079487
1079829 1081086 1081204 1081359 1082440
1083983 1083984 1084633 1084645 1084654
1085188 1085327 1087813 1087814 1087884
1090509 1091812 1093266 1093494 1094108
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1094194 1096788 1097735 1098246 1100482
1104088 1104807 1105069 1105262 1105799
1105922 1106096 1106891 1107102 1107710
1107759 1109788 1109789 1109793 1109971
1110134 1111177 1112823 1115737 1117393
1117952 1124685 1124758 1127290 1128893
1131325 1131871 1134632 1136147 1140658
1140887 1140958 1141092 1141486 1142487
1142489 1143680 1144673 1146148 1146179
1146941 1149471 1149895 1151597 1153285
1154502 1161060 1162539 1162542 1163741
1166300 1167190 1168299 1168309 1168662
1170496 1172891 1173070 1173072 1173083
1173094 1173740 1173940 1173984 1175637
1175639 1175640 1178665 1178696 1179534
1180576 1180657 1185164 1185165 1185166
1187850 1189939 1190420 1190683 1190946
1191015 1191181 1191195 1194770 1196932
1197880 1202143 1206517 1206593 1208261
1209022 1210180 1211482 1211930 1212166
1214516 1216346 1216606 1217782 1219659
1224299 1228458 1229736 1239494 1240004
1242736 1246232 1246452 1250469 1250965
1252869 1256411 1257892 1258425 1261009
1261206 1262171 1262823 1262887 1262948
1263348 1264568 1264923 1266914 1268043
1269070 1269116 1270470 1275828 1277970
1280884 1280927 1280957 1281233 1281254
1281271 1281493 1281582 1282106 1283456
1287552 1287686 1289147 1289880 1290211
1295384 1296125 1296321 1296494 1296711
1298529 1298624 1299149 1301181 1301905
1304308 1307427 1310503 1312914 1312954
1314818 1315353 1315730 1315905 1316462
1317295 1319284 1322756 1322855 1323067
1323901 1324089 1324524 1326092 1326567
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1329839 1329930 1330404 1332607 1334964
1336243 1336749 1337205 1338801 1340556
1341560 1341991 1341996 1342311 1344265
1345653 1348167 1348495 1348730 1348732
1351524 1351690 1354009 1354010 1354060
1354063 1354329 1357131 1358357 1359500
1362145 1365007 1365158 1365262 1365353
1366122 1368602 1368605 1368940 1369040
1369724 1372486 1372958 1375370 1376644
1376645 1376760 1378431 1378506 1379340
1380120 1380344 1381553 1381795 1381801
1382593 1384193 1384312 1385541 1387110
1388584 1389915 1389950 1391338 1391659
1392299 1392300 1392493 1393826 1394248
1394998 1396720 1396752 1397264 1397966
1399111 1399497 1399620 1399687 1400722
1400859 1401729 1401731 1403536 1403537
1403664 1403877 1404203 1404207 1406234
1406617 1406878 1416445 1417748 1418306
1418804 1419113 1420541 1421364 1421375
1422775 1422789 1424026 1436023 1436374
1440438 1441058 1445292 1448249 1448465
1449827 1459735 1459799 1460518 1462474
1467424 1475523 1478657 1483127 1491894
1492540 1493669 1493885 1494140 1494141
1496457 1496460 1497249 1497300 1498101
1498954 1498955 1498956 1498957 1499583
1500358 1500525 1503034 1504217 1505939
1507964 1508724 1508922 1508923 1509289
1509914 1509915 1511285 1511759 1513363
1513547 1517434 1521100 1522410 1523145
1523505 1531246 1532424 1533952 1538106
1539327 1539817 1542860 1543811 1544064
1545012 1545093 1546156 1546716 1561457
1570229 1570935 1571269 1574186 1574794
1575895 1583877 1584014 1584171 1586911
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1593372 1593797 1597570 1597960 1599689
1600013 1601806 1603826 1605877 1609567
1610758 1612265 1614848 1616004 1616393
1617635 1618233 1619143 1620725 1621637
1623975 1624593 1628403 1628417 1628751
1631169 1632261 1633106 1633804 1634253
1634475 1638107 1639203 1639799 1641491
1646338 1646343 1648066 1657330 1662579
1672661 1674346 1678243 1686836 1690030
1690762 1691032 1692376 1693551 1697846
1698232 1701135 1703105 1703690 1704271
1705930 1707619 1710068 1710206 1710252
1711657 1712333 1712705 1717922 1719657
1722634 1723375 1723726 1723886 1724209
1724242 1724349 1724660 1725231 1725381
1726200 1726577 1726936 1726957 1728073
1728296 1728892 1729330 1730153 1731952
1732383 1732795 1734436 1737289 1737635
1741402 1742410 1742601 1742680 1744689
1744696 1744697 1744710 1747935 1749102
1749103 1749176 1749480 1749664 1749836
1750825 1751246 1751845 1752348 1752358
1754194 1754980 1756419 1756654 1757257
1757430 1757431 1757434 1757435 1757489
1757490 1758187 1758417 1759042 1759511
1760240 1760246 1760247 1760257 1760283
1760284 1761529 1762291 1762292 1762294
1762347 1762350 1762351 1762353 1762354
1762356 1762357 1762360 1762361 1762366
1762368 1762369 1762370 1762373 1762374
1762375 1762376 1762377 1762378 1762379
1762381 1762382 1762384 1762385 1762484
1763085 1763951 1764010 1764815 1766743
1767160 1767269 1767949 1767950 1768499
1768723 1771176 1771411 1771661 1772563
1773208 1773619 1776030 1776031 1776453
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1776948 1780490 1783054 1783269 1785141
1785876 1786617 1786911 1787094 1787747
1787992 1788323 1788387 1788930 1789162
1791260 1791454 1792813 1794345 1794504
1794596 1795313 1796141 1796145 1796515
1796541 1796863 1796868 1797925 1799912
1802256 1802553 1804058 1804059 1804200
1805387 1805396 1805506 1806018 1806411
1806711 1806998 1807263 1807392 1807463
1808196 1808246 1808501 1809092 1809136
1809543 1809600 1809602 1809627 1809628
1809868 1810324 1810956 1811136 1811219
1811306 1811510 1812077 1812450 1812949
1814051 1814647 1815130 1816058 1817012
1818528 1819938 1820601 1823140 1823156
1824667 1824669 1825526 1826694 1827645
1828568 1828607 1829714 1830200 1830613
1834228 1836168 1840911 1850737 1861734
1864348 1873071 1877880 1878452 1882762
1883109 1891889 1896574 1901129 1903651
1904200 1913485 1919601 1924906 1929880
1935037 1947084 1948167 1948213 1955339
1958126 1958373 1958374 1958909 1960786
1961021 1961843 1968998 1971422 1979607
1979611 1980595 1980655 1981618 1986783
1987201 1987956 1988886 1988949 1990041
1994125 2000330 2005952 2006549 2006834
2007201 2014021 2014646 2015776 2020983
2023746 2024638 2026531 2026913 2026915
2028160 2028823 2030744 2036610 2038988
2039054 2043809 2044007 2044277 2044503
2045860 2048214 2048324 2051276 2052441
2057101 2057103 2057827 2057828 2058418
2058682 2059369 2059752 2060459 2060483
2061637 2061639 2061858 2063063 2063069
2065991 2071956 2076367 2077774 2080387
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2082886 2085290 2087297 2087373 2088836
2088839 2094933 2097002 2097430 2100433
2102538 2102995 2103460 2104194 2104977
2105030 2105077 2105078 2105079 2105080
2105343 2105458 2105900 2106042 2106675
2107358 2107359 2107493 2107502 2107510
2108148 2109481 2110767 2110830 2113276
2113277 2113525 2113528 2113661 2113662
2113663 2113772 2114465 2114788 2116379
2116382 2116495 2117584 2118437 2118438
2118601 2121302 2121920 2122127 2122413
2122424 2123041 2123043 2124533 2124534
2124538 2125655 2128407 2129106 2130146
2131243 2132115 2133038 2133096 2133100
2133313 2133353 2134501 2134720 2135073
2135201 2136012 2136116 2136554 2137492
2138039 2138953 2138985 2140221 2140367
2141236 2141617 2142089 2143171 2144608
2144609 2144611 2144776 2145102 2145157
2145171 2145453 2145454 2145455 2148581
2149190 2149935 2151617 2152377 2152739
2153396 2156867 2156971 2156972 2157658
2158953 2158962 2158965 2159634 2159635
2159732 2160451 2160548 2160601 2161438
2161858 2161859 2162445 2162450 2162452
2162883 2162919 2163951 2164997 2165658
2166609 2167579 2168222 2168993 2171096
2171783 2173997 2174075 2174371 2176025
2176316 2176378 2176618 2176666 2176667
2177540 2177769 2178079 2178461 2179014
2179025 2179026 2179027 2179043 2183290
2185248 2186081 2186214 2186994 2187008
2187382 2187502 2187580 2187607 2187764
2188558 2188611 2188623 2189338 2189408
2190017 2190018 2190291 2190968 2191245
2193730 2193889 2193890 2195421 2195461
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2195596 2196874 2196880 2198549 2198764
2199120 2200448 2200770 2200804 2203054
2203090 2203529 2203695 2203783 2206133
2206974 2207625 2207739 2209124 2209564
2210150 2210151 2211709 2212556 2212940
2212941 2212942 2212943 2212944 2213250
2213797 2213933 2214083 2214383 2214498
2214933 2216879 2216881 2216882 2216888
2216889 2217572 2217573 2220400 2220592
2222186 2222320 2222593 2222594 2223984
2224134 2224312 2224457 2224547 2226015
2227373 2230466 2231140 2231426 2232118
2233107 2233428 2233574 2233945 2233947
2233949 2233957 2234584 2234745 2234747
2234750 2234751 2234752 2235182 2235883
2236530 2236533 2236538 2236610 2237788
2238694 2238698 2239423 2239841 2240690
2240692 2240777 2240779 2240922 2241206
2241207 2242613 2242615 2242616 2242998
2243173 2244668 2245297 2245438 2245870
2246254 2248440 2248445 2248543 2248579
2248789 2249357 2250036 2250417 2251063
2251130 2251390 2251766 2252187 2253130
2253407 2253865 2253884 2254630 2254635
2254636 2254639 2255455 2255508 2255514
2256102 2256503 2256646 2256760 2258553
2258591 2259467 2259506 2259948 2259949
2260195 2260205 2260856 2260857 2260859
2261441 2261458 2261697 2261701 2263817
2263831 2263834 2263835 2263842 2263843
2263845 2263859 2264042 2264355 2264358
2264359 2264400 2264401 2264402 2264614
2265066 2265072 2265074 2265076 2265078
2265087 2265384 2265385 2265539 2265692
2265741 2265748 2265762 2266008 2266134
2266212 2266233 2266239 2266486 2266703
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2266847 2266967 2267042 2267082 2267608
2268111 2268125 2268240 2268292 2268456
2268568 2268840 2269331 2269448 2270467
2270521 2270522 2270527 2270638 2270870
2270996 2271103 2271222 2271465 2271479
2271762 2271883 2272894 2272975 2272977
2272978 2273019 2273020 2273171 2273307
2273536 2273608 2273722 2273971 2274019
2274774 2275091 2275146 2275198 2275199
2275434 2275456 2275912 2276137 2276195
2276258 2276319 2276327 2276899 2276964
2276965 2276968 2277028 2277099 2277237
2277394 2277828 2277892 2277894 2277897
2278074 2278114 2278115 2278465 2278785
2278982 2278996 2279111 2279112 2279124
2279125 2279789 2279801 2280211 2280212
2280605 2280756 2280865 2280905 2281729
2281767 2283077 2283655 2284592 2287777
2290599 2292221 2293821 2295905 2298389
2298396 2299436 2299440 2299563 2302718
2303037 2303041 2303260 2303591 2303592
2304828 2305872 2306831 2308779 2309257
2311323 2312256 2312258 2312259 2312260
2317579 2317580 2317804 2319183 2322259
2323581 2323711 2323903 2324200 2326649
2330535 2330543 2332692 2332693 2332696
2339559 2340397 2341923 2342034 2342230
2342383 2342689 2342847 2343487 2343488
2343490 2344104 2344283 2344382 2344532
2344604 2346299 2346318 2347909 2350619
2352874 2353221 2353707 2353733 2354333
2355224 2355369 2356207 2356605 2357318
2357320 2361038 2362997 2363698 2363699
2364253 2364896 2365090 2365091 2365152
2366063 2366064 2367622 2368989 2369360
2370492 2371510 2372301 2372863 2374446
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2374447 2377270 2377653 2378506 2381250
2381251 2381544 2384193 2387514 2389591
2392691 2393258 2393610 2393631 2394015
2394512 2394754 2394881 2395244 2395262
2395265 2395266 2395267 2396847 2397774
2397785 2397969 2398013 2400783 2400823
2402458 2402823 2403835 2403923 2405047
2405265 2405290 2406112 2406715 2406716
2407335 2408104 2408529 2410211 2410517
2412706 2414662 2415190 2415373 2415432
2416194 2416322 2416865 2416945 2417170
2417171 2419018 2419529 2420159 2420536
2421516 2421832 2422912 2423020 2423021
2423022 2423023 2423281 2423829 2424564
2424639 2425232 2426677 2426897 2426898
2427233 2427430 2427704 2428557 2428601
2428636 2429856 2429911 2430194 2431081
2431869 2432286 2433974 2433975 2434686
2436592 2437550 2437558 2438734 2439781
2441085 2441228 2441607 2441672 2441700
2442821 2444364 2444514 2444520 2444759
2445507 2447396 2447432 2447444 2448336
2448978 2449123 2449197 2449198 2450833
2451285 2451307 2451339 2451526 2451990
2452144 2452522 2453533 2453598 2453745
2454203 2454345 2454346 2455572 2456229
2456327 2457217 2458552 2458892 2459301
2459302 2459378 2459639 2462492 2462595
2462694 2462704 2463107 2463469 2463992
2464873 2464874 2465470 2466534 2466540
2466872 2467794 2467816 2468434 2468606
2468910 2469510 2469577 2470207 2473710
2475544 2479329 2479333 2480552 2481698
2481785 2481939 2481940 2481941 2481942
2481943 2481944 2482733 2483128 2483233
2483922 2484967 2484980 2485142 2485841
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2486175 2487122 2487375 2487711 2488309
2488528 2488531 2488534 2488535 2489094
2489962 2494191 2495777 2498063 2498064
2498070 2498334 2498355 2499829 2500454
2501734 2501839 2502018 2502103 2502113
2502896 2503806 2504211 2504252 2505042
2505760 2505761 2506588 2506635 2509008
2511525 2514741 2514786 2516395 2517671
2520819 2521893 2522749 2522994 2523259
2523324 2524188 2525614 2526093 2526130
2526961 2531497 2538848 2540385 2541236
2541237 2541618 2542797 2542801 2542802
2542803 2542810 2544943 2545843 2547129
2548554 2549657 2550801 2551446 2553745
2557741 2558302 2561417 2561512 2562562
2563954 2566729 2568194 2568654 2568656
2568943 2568960 2568966 2569496 2569566
2569571 2569582 2569851 2571121 2571123
2571229 2571377 2571520 2571580 2571585
2571699 2571908 2572101 2572103 2572107
2572109 2572291 2572921 2574054 2574055
2574056 2574173 2574447 2575079 2575080
2575164 2575177 2575350 2575701 2575702
2575826 2575960 2576146 2576236 2576241
2576242 2576762 2576993 2577400 2577401
2578945 2579434 2579442 2579822 2579865
2581104 2581108 2581111 2581525 2582043
2582362 2582363 2583409 2583918 2583920
2583976 2584557 2585153 2585178 2587127
2587810 2587811 2588246 2588610 2588898
2589445 2589446 2589454 2590208 2590985
2591821 2591907 2593172 2596852 2596853
2599718 2599898 2599899 2600116 2600434
2600908 2600996 2601100 2601102 2602503
2603208 2604750 2604761 2604777 2604778
2605100 2606093 2607052 2608820 2611710
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2611711 2612165 2612256 2612798 2613600
2613937 2614464 2615592 2615787 2615796
2615800 2615866 2615869 2616513 2616514
2617476 2617477 2617479 2617480 2617521
2618458 2620208 2620408 2620410 2621675
2621810 2622052 2622145 2622146 2622147
2622148 2623559 2624329 2624620 2624622
2624639 2624732 2624906 2625828 2625843
2625844 2625845 2625913 2626431 2627280
2628863 2628910 2628972 2630294 2632178
2632979 2633543 2634776 2639313 2640191
2640192 2640193 2640194 2641459 2642270
2642401 2642536 2644215 2644741 2645811
2645878 2646928 2647176 2647509 2649817
2650057 2650058 2650731 2651515 2651862
2652591 2652593 2653567 2653568 2653570
2653571 2654096 2654097 2654101 2654213
2655562 2658392 2658481 2659559 2659930
2660561 2661046 2661888 2662023 2662382
2664024 2664061 2664063 2664064 2664348
2664970 2666813 2667612 2667613 2668689
2669034 2669091 2669093 2669094 2669606
2670428 2670430 2671552 2672094 2672113
2672288 2672884 2672947 2673322 2673348
2673822 2674481 2674599 2674771 2674775
2674784 2674825 2675361 2676418 2676656
2676657 2676659 2676666 2676669 2676674
2677013 2677223 2677676 2679142 2679143
2679568 2680146 2680427 2680446 2680483
2680806 2682483 2683196 2684840 2685314
2685407 2685516 2685907 2686564 2686814
2686816 2686855 2686857 2687095 2687591
2688088 2688227 2688821 2688986 2688987
2689045 2689129 2689776 2689999 2690084
2690929 2691524 2692261 2692857 2693183
2693301 2693750 2693844 2693858 2693943
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2694565 2695196 2695197 2695198 2695199
2696238 2696242 2696245 2696740 2697633
2697847 2698351 2698362 2698433 2698749
2699040 2699063 2699411 2699486 2699500
2700245 2700300 2700362 2701657 2701688
2701880 2702583 2703243 2704243 2704602
2704942 2705335 2705339 2705835 2705836
2706714 2706834 2706850 2707103 2707145
2707146 2707423 2707516 2707687 2707718
2707979 2708058 2708076 2708077 2708177
2708271 2708504 2708528 2708615 2708665
2708776 2708783 2708786 2708897 2708941
2708960 2709149 2710910 2710912 2711897
2711990 2712817 2712818 2713395 2713669
2713678 2713710 2713714 2713715 2714157
2714235 2714486 2714499 2714701 2714705
2714706 2714940 2715328 2715734 2715741
2715754 2716085 2716230 2716253 2716254
2717113 2717284 2717449 2717488 2717511
2717553 2717577 2717591 2717593 2717599
2717601 2717602 2717604 2717672 2717760
2717766 2717767 2717769 2717796 2717896
2718045 2718263 2718368 2718455 2718470
2718617 2718895 2719020 2719205 2719206
2719390 2719391 2719504 2719610 2719750
2719803 2719833 2719873 2719907 2720005
2720353 2720462 2720480 2720741 2720772
2720824 2720968 2721280 2721281 2721284
2721664 2721666 2721755 2721974 2722391
2722417 2722536 2722538 2722542 2722547
2722553 2722732 2722773 2722907 2723004
2723038 2723040 2723098 2723099 2723147
2723239 2723278 2723279 2723291 2723358
2723380 2723427 2723447 2723519 2723689
2723749 2723825 2723830 2723838 2723842
2723844 2723846 2723900 2723906 2723940
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2723963 2723965 2723979 2723980 2723987
2724016 2724157 2724171 2724178 2724179
2724203 2724204 2724351 2724363 2724544
2724545 2724576 2724577 2724721 2724726
2724729 2724778 2724799 2724844 2724881
2724890 2724907 2724943 2724978 2724991
2724992 2725066 2725072 2725144 2725148
2725169 2725274 2725370 2725394 2725416
2725431 2725436 2725442 2725491 2725519
2725520 2725548 2725582 2725583 2725590
2725592 2725617 2725621 2725661 2725679
2725694 2725722 2725723 2725782 2725790
2725793 2725815 2725847 2725853 2725855
2725909 2725914 2725917 2725920 2725941
2725952 2725973 2726062 2726102 2726142
2726144 2726146 2726174 2726212 2726261
2726279 2726290 2726291 2726294 2726305
2726309 2726398 2726399 2726402 2726406
2726409 2726410 2726421 2726466 2726475
2726498 2726515 2726542 2726586 2726594
2726598 2726609 2726665 2726669 2726670
2726680 2726698 2726701 2726719 2726807
2726848 2726883 2726911 2726920 2726924
2726927 2726931 2726935 2726937 2726994
2727009 2727010 2727029 2727055 2727093
2727094 2727096 2727145 2727182 2727183
2727185 2727186 2727191 2727260 2727285
2727296 2727306 2727307 2727310 2727329
2727330 2727332 2727408 2727415 2727421
2727469 2727470 2727471 2727472 2727473
2727474 2727476 2727479 2727480 2727513
2727522 2727523 2727527 2727549 2727577
2727580 2727659 2727666 2727667 2727669
2727672 2727673 2727676 2727681 2727682
2727719 2727722 2727768 2727771 2727777
2727783 2727785 2727803 2727813 2727822
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2727915 2727930 2727931 2727934 2727949
2727950 2727966 2727968 2727973 2727974
2727983 2728001 2728105 2728127 2728190
2728202 2728211 2728252 2728253 2728254
2728258 2728262 2728423 2728542 2728586
2728596 2728599 2728621 2728641 2728646
2728683 2728684 2728701 2728786 2728810
2728831 2728857 2728860 2728865 2728879
2728917 2728919 2728938 2728941 2728951
2728952 2728957 2728958 2728963 2728990
2729013 2729015 2729043 2729047 2729051
2729073 2729082 2729092 2729114 2729157
2729344 2729412 2729432 2729434 2729435
2729437 2729445 2729460 2729462 2729493
2729494 2729531 2729602 2729632 2729656
2729727 2729733 2729735 2729755 2729830
2729862 2729869 2729877 2729881 2729883
2729943 2729971 2729972 2729978 2729979
2729983 2730026 2730038 2730124 2730125
2730126 2730172 2730186 2730187 2730188
2730304 2730328 2730367 2730369 2730374
2730375 2730385 2730386 2730399 2730406
2730437 2730459 2730460 2730461 2730462
2730518 2730555 2730600 2730604 2730610
2730613 2730629 2730642 2730649 2730654
2730699 2730700 2730701 2730702 2730717
2730719 2730720 2730732 2730741 2730749
2730761 2730828 2730870 2730933 2730943
2730953 2730961 2730970 2730979 2730999
2731012 2731014 2731029 2731036 2731087
2731093 2731190 2731224 2731229 2731255
2731273 2731280 2731321 2731323 2731329
2731517 2731521 2731548 2731557 2731563
2731595 2731600 2731609 2731613 2731616
2731651 2731653 2731664 2731670 2731717
2731718 2731765 2731774 2731775 2731779
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2731797 2731798 2731827 2731927 2731956
2731972 2731973 2731974 2731985 2732017
2732046 2732091 2732092 2732094 2732099
2732104 2732119 2732133 2732137 2732164
2732179 2732193 2732196 2732208 2732213
2732214 2732218 2732220 2732227 2732237
2732267 2732274 2732283 2732284 2732295
2732348 2732365 2732383 2732392 2732395
2732403 2732406 2732407 2732409 2732413
2732417 2732419 2732436 2732486 2732489
2732503 2732538 2732551 2732634 2732642
2732644 2732645 2732647 2732648 2732649
2732663 2732707 2732731 2732732 2732736
2732739 2732776 2732778 2732816 2732830
2732963 2733028 2733050 2733052 2733063
2733089 2733090 2733108 2733110 2733113
2733115 2733124 2733126 2733200 2733223
2733238 2733272 2733276 2733277 2733288
2733293 2733341 2733343 2733383 2733401
2733409 2733412 2733413 2733414 2733416
2733417 2733419 2733421 2733423 2733424
2733425 2733428 2733447 2733448 2733479
2733496 2733509 2733517 2733541 2733547
2733588 2733589 2733603 2733613 2733624
2733656 2733659 2733684 2733685 2733687
2733689 2733690 2733692 2733696 2733697
2733698 2733751 2733752 2733775 2733776
2733853 2733858 2733859 2733863 2733867
2733872 2733874 2733875 2733879 2733883
2733909 2733963 2733967 2733969 2733972
2733975 2733977 2733978 2734013 2734015
2734016 2734102 2734131 2734134 2734140
2734143 2734147 2734153 2734177 2734246
2734328 2734350 2734367 2734414 2734416
2734430 2734443 2734461 2734470 2734480
2734485 2734489 2734541 2734582 2734602
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2734623 2734659 2734660 2734700 2734725
2734902 2734912 2734933 2734981 2734983
2734991 2734992 2735057 2735070 2735088
2735089 2735091 2735098 2735130 2735136
2735141 2735147 2735166 2735177 2735227
2735229 2735236 2735261 2735282 2735301
2735319 2735345 2735368 2735369 2735371
2735427 2735431 2735434 2735436 2735467
2735471 2735475 2735493 2735498 2735522
2735523 2735524 2735552 2735562 2735593
2735623 2735654 2735662 2735677 2735691
2735692 2735745 2735751 2735752 2735763
2735765 2735773 2735810 2735815 2735821
2735822 2735823 2735868 2735870 2735945
2735952 2735975 2735976 2735981 2735986
2736007 2736026 2736130 2736138 2736167
2736168 2736170 2736171 2736207 2736224
2736225 2736226 2736267 2736272 2736275
2736280 2736281 2736310 2736318 2736326
2736327 2736361 2736363 2736381 2736398
2736399 2736401 2736404 2736413 2736445
2736470 2736474 2736500 2736604 2736606
2736628 2736641 2736717 2736722 2736766
2736768 2736775 2736779 2736780 2736800
2736857 2736859 2736860 2736863 2736868
2736883 2736896 2736903 2736906 2736909
2736911 2736947 2736955 2736957 2736969
2736970 2736975 2736991 2736996 2737006
2737008 2737021 2737047 2737050 2737053
2737116 2737117 2737118 2737119 2737122
2737123 2737128 2737137 2737138 2737141
2737144 2737158 2737197 2737198 2737211
2737212 2737216 2737229 2737230 2737233
2737294 2737297 2737359 2737360 2737362
2737406 2737439 2737456 2737481 2737484
2737486 2737487 2737500 2737501 2737503
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2737507 2737509 2737513 2737523 2737532
2737533 2737536 2737537 2737558 2737561
2737588 2737597 2737598 2737599 2737606
2737607 2737612 2737629 2737654 2737655
2737691 2737732 2737733 2737734 2737752
2737757 2737758 2737763 2737765 2737776
2737787 2737788 2737789 2737794 2737813
2737819 2737820 2737821 2737822 2737826
2737827 2737837 2737854 2737884 2737885
2737888 2737889 2737899 2737902 2737922
2737941 2737969 2737979 2738007 2738013
2738016 2738023 2738050 2738052 2738055
2738060 2738070 2738077 2738081 2738093
2738094 2738099 2738148 2738152 2738167
2738178 2738182 2738185 2738237 2738238
2738239 2738286 2738301 2738302 2738312
2738313 2738316 2738320 2738355 2738377
2738382 2738385 2738389 2738393 2738396
2738401 2738413 2738498 2738509 2738514
2738516 2738523 2738534 2738566 2738576
2738581 2738582 2738583 2738604 2738606
2738611 2738612 2738631 2738642 2738667
2738669 2738677 2738682 2738692 2738721
2738722 2738727 2738747 2738750 2738768
2738808 2738838 2738845 2738852 2738889
2738890 2738891 2738901 2738905 2738922
2738934 2738936 2739017 2739023 2739026
2739030 2739031 2739032 2739033 2739036
2739042 2739045 2739047 2739053 2739068
2739079 2739080 2739083 2739087 2739204
2739215 2739218 2739229 2739232 2739238
2739250 2739267 2739269 2739323 2739336
2739337 2739344 2739345 2739346 2739352
2739359 2739364 2739366 2739367 2739368
2739371 2739372 2739375 2739379 2739437
2739449 2739460 2739463 2739465 2739522
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2739527 2739543 2739597 2739601 2739602
2739603 2739668 2739683 2739684 2739685
2739697 2739726 2739728 2739730 2739731
2739766 2739777 2739778 2739803 2739805
2739806 2739827 2739829 2739832 2739835
2739838 2739840 2739841 2739862 2739889
2739890 2739892 2739894 2739895 2739903
2739952 2739953 2739955 2739959 2739964
2739969 2740037 2740038 2740053 2740054
2740056 2740057 2740059 2740085 2740094
2740140 2740146 2740195 2740222 2740295
2740298 2740316 2740319 2740357 2740362
2740384 2740423 2740479 2740505 2740515
2740518 2740521 2740529 2740531 2740547
2740558 2740580 2740581 2740597 2740598
2740612 2740643 2740647 2740658 2740697
2740756 2740780 2740784 2740818 2740829
2740847 2740874 2740900 2740901 2740908
2740909 2740911 2740975 2740977 2740978
2740982 2740986 2741049 2741065 2741126
2741127 2741136 2741143 2741144 2741146
2741156 2741176 2741184 2741200 2741216
2741219 2741247 2741272 2741287 2741289
2741299 2741331 2741376 2741377 2741395
2741409 2741460 2741464 2741465 2741469
2741471 2741472 2741488 2741489 2741491
2741492 2741494 2741495 2741532 2741545
2741546 2741571 2741577 2741580 2741626
2741628 2741684 2741690 2741696 2741700
2741716 2741772 2741784 2741824 2741827
2741831 2741852 2741853 2741890 2741894
2741896 2742001 2742017 2742045 2742056
2742068 2742072 2742085 2742091 2742122
2742176 2742187 2742242 2742250 2742252
2742261 2742285 2742294 2742295 2742318
2742332 2742347 2742354 2742419 2742423
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2742425 2742438 2742450 2742478 2742487
2742492 2742494 2742540 2742541 2742542
2742550 2742557 2742570 2742593 2742631
2742653 2742655 2742659 2742718 2742719
2742724 2742725 2742737 2742745 2742757
2742760 2742767 2742775 2742822 2742835
2742839 2742840 2742846 2742847 2742848
2742928 2742963 2742973 2742975 2742981
2743004 2743005 2743006 2743008 2743009
2743010 2743011 2743019 2743021 2743047
2743050 2743051 2743081 2743084 2743085
2743099 2743129 2743132 2743135 2743144
2743165 2743187 2743188 2743190 2743192
2743235 2743245 2743260 2743261 2743279
2743317 2743429 2743436 2743439 2743441
2743442 2743443 2743456 2743457 2743459
2743473 2743474 2743476 2743477 2743479
2743480 2743482 2743484 2743486 2743507
2743541 2743542 2743649 2743687 2743710
2743711 2743714 2743772 2743775 2743782
2743784 2743785 2743816 2743829 2743872
2743900 2743921 2743966 2744027 2744039
2744041 2744046 2744048 2744049 2744056
2744083 2744085 2744086 2744213 2744234
2744263 2744276 2744383 2744385 2744408
2744433 2744446 2744449 2744450 2744479
2744510 2744521 2744562 2744563 2744568
2744576 2744577 2744578 2744579 2744581
2744582 2744583 2744585 2744586 2744607
2744620 2744627 2744644 2744651 2744662
2744686 2744690 2744692 2744715 2744760
2744771 2744782 2744795 2744796 2744809
2744825 2744839 2744872 2744873 2744924
2745043 2745052 2745059 2745077 2745121
2745139 2745169 2745173 2745174 2745182
2745189 2745202 2745272 2745273 2745274
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2745348 2745367 2745370 2745371 2745383
2745387 2745390 2745407 2745449 2745454
2745464 2745472 2745475 2745481 2745483
2745484 2745487 2745506 2745529 2745560
2745582 2745617 2745624 2745662 2745674
2745679 2745682 2745683 2745704 2745705
2745752 2745761 2745764 2745778 2745795
2745814 2745815 2745817 2745873 2745875
2745879 2745893 2745894 2745895 2745900
2745920 2745926 2745952 2745953 2745954
2745965 2745986 2745987 2745988 2746032
2746045 2746067 2746085 2746087 2746094
2746117 2746122 2746141 2746165 2746171
2746192 2746193 2746194 2746198 2746272
2746292 2746295 2746306 2746313 2746352
2746388 2746395 2746396 2746398 2746399
2746418 2746419 2746420 2746435 2746525
2746611 2746619 2746632 2746635 2746637
2746677 2746729 2746736 2746740 2746770
2746771 2746774 2746777 2746811 2746871
2746878 2746904 2746905 2746907 2746926
2746967 2746981 2746982 2746984 2747004
2747005 2747010 2747057 2747073 2747083
2747089 2747114 2747122 2747124 2747138
2747153 2747164 2747172 2747173 2747174
2747217 2747251 2747252 2747259 2747272
2747275 2747280 2747282 2747287 2747310
2747352 2747363 2747380 2747407 2747409
2747411 2747412 2747413 2747415 2747430
2747445 2747451 2747518 2747519 2747542
2747556 2747572 2747586 2747601 2747647
2747654 2747655 2747683 2747690 2747700
2747707 2747709 2747738 2747739 2747777
2747849 2747850 2747851 2747852 2747871
2747878 2747888 2747891 2747892 2747893
2747897 2747903 2747904 2747905 2747906
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2747907 2747908 2747918 2747949 2747969
2747987 2747988 2747990 2747993 2747994
2748002 2748004 2748006 2748009 2748037
2748040 2748080 2748084 2748098 2748099
2748102 2748103 2748104 2748105 2748106
2748109 2748131 2748137 2748143 2748146
2748165 2748175 2748190 2748191 2748230
2748234 2748259 2748299 2748315 2748316
2748344 2748347 2748358 2748419 2748422
2748423 2748426 2748437 2748438 2748440
2748443 2748444 2748445 2748446 2748448
2748452 2748454 2748461 2748462 2748503
2748528 2748530 2748548 2748549 2748550
2748557 2748560 2748561 2748573 2748579
2748583 2748611 2748612 2748613 2748614
2748615 2748616 2748619 2748620 2748630
2748631 2748637 2748638 2748639 2748659
2748660 2748665 2748666 2748668 2748709
2748710 2748716 2748743 2748783 2748784
2748793 2748799 2748802 2748805 2748881
2748882 2748969 2749032 2749052 2749054
2749055 2749056 2749058 2749069 2749089
2749114 2749143 2749147 2749172 2749173
2749190 2749199 2749206 2749207 2749208
2749220 2749264 2749265 2749293 2749301
2749310 2749311 2749313 2749316 2749333
2749334 2749380 2749402 2749422 2749437
2749441 2749546 2749554 2749557 2749558
2749560 2749564 2749568 2749587 2749595
2749617 2749630 2749695 2749720 2749746
2749759 2749772 2749786 2749787 2749867
2749885 2749889 2749891 2749901 2749937
2749975 2749976 2749977 2750067 2750069
2750070 2750122 2750137 2750138 2750140
2750165 2750185 2750187 2750188 2750204
2750256 2750298 2750318 2750330 2750337
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2750341 2750356 2750379 2750380 2750421
2750423 2750457 2750462 2750463 2750464
2750469 2750472 2750483 2750487 2750497
2750505 2750507 2750555 2750557 2750560
2750561 2750563 2750564 2750565 2750588
2750602 2750653 2750662 2750725 2750742
2750776 2750778 2750792 2750801 2750818
2750823 2750828 2750846 2750848 2750850
2750851 2750863 2750889 2750919 2750923
2750927 2750932 2750949 2751020 2751023
2751030 2751056 2751096 2751097 2751105
2751106 2751154 2751187 2751197 2751217
2751240 2751242 2751261 2751271 2751301
2751320 2751321 2751324 2751330 2751331
2751335 2751337 2751364 2751400 2751403
2751427 2751443 2751458 2751459 2751460
2751461 2751462 2751463 2751466 2751503
2751525 2751527 2751574 2751602 2751605
2751607 2751609 2751668 2751707 2751708
2751709 2751713 2751714 2751715 2751717
2751718 2751719 2751720 2751724 2751732
2751733 2751742 2751755 2751768 2751769
2751771 2751773 2751775 2751776 2751786
2751805 2751814 2751815 2751821 2751830
2751831 2751841 2751844 2751845 2751847
2751848 2751849 2751850 2751853 2751854
2751865 2751890 2751894 2751942 2751986
2752024 2752035 2752042 2752043 2752044
2752046 2752047 2752073 2752075 2752087
2752121 2752123 2752125 2752154 2752160
2752172 2752217 2752231 2752243 2752272
2752296 2752298 2752302 2752326 2752330
2752350 2752351 2752353 2752388 2752390
2752433 2752436 2752440 2752443 2752446
2752448 2752499 2752500 2752520 2752574
2752599 2752612 2752615 2752626 2752627
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2752633 2752648 2752654 2752655 2752683
2752688 2752707 2752711 2752744 2752750
2752762 2752829 2752848 2752859 2752861
2752892 2752901 2752902 2752908 2752909
2752916 2752919 2752924 2752925 2752937
2752941 2752942 2752946 2752967 2752973
2752982 2752987 2753008 2753011 2753012
2753017 2753076 2753083 2753106 2753118
2753183 2753196 2753206 2753220 2753223
2753247 2753258 2753262 2753314 2753317
2753345 2753349 2753358 2753374 2753375
2753377 2753378 2753379 2753382 2753383
2753384 2753398 2753406 2753411 2753413
2753438 2753440 2753444 2753446 2753447
2753448 2753462 2753465 2753466 2753469
2753470 2753473 2753481 2753483 2753484
2753493 2753534 2753535 2753536 2753537
2753559 2753560 2753562 2753563 2753576
2753620 2753633 2753642 2753648 2753650
2753652 2753655 2753669 2753713 2753727
2753729 2753733 2753742 2753765 2753811
2753819 2753824 2753826 2753831 2753838
2753847 2753867 2753874 2753879 2753881
2753912 2753914 2753917 2753924 2753928
2753929 2753935 2753941 2753943 2753949
2753973 2753981 2754029 2754035 2754039
2754042 2754044 2754051 2754052 2754085
2754110 2754112 2754113 2754114 2754115
2754116 2754118 2754134 2754139 2754146
2754147 2754148 2754150 2754151 2754152
2754154 2754155 2754157 2754158 2754159
2754160 2754171 2754172 2754177 2754194
2754209 2754210 2754224 2754231 2754277
2754287 2754291 2754293 2754295 2754322
2754327 2754328 2754336 2754338 2754339
2754350 2754383 2754387 2754402 2754403
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2754426 2754427 2754428 2754431 2754437
2754438 2754440 2754442 2754446 2754469
2754470 2754481 2754484 2754497 2754503
2754504 2754518 2754526 2754531 2754537
2754548 2754554 2754579 2754621 2754632
2754647 2754658 2754663 2754664 2754665
2754668 2754677 2754678 2754684 2754756
2754776 2754785 2754786 2754787 2754790
2754791 2754793 2754800 2754810 2754814
2754835 2754850 2754856 2754874 2754875
2754878 2754879 2754880 2754881 2754894
2754912 2754934 2754946 2754948 2754952
2754953 2754956 2754957 2754960 2754962
2754965 2754971 2754974 2754975 2754993
2754994 2754995 2755003 2755004 2755006
2755008 2755010 2755015 2755018 2755024
2755025 2755033 2755041 2755078 2755083
2755087 2755089 2755092 2755098 2755104
2755106 2755108 2755109 2755112 2755113
2755114 2755117 2755122 2755124 2755127
2755156 2755160 2755162 2755251 2755254
2755262 2755265 2755266 2755267 2755268
2755279 2755280 2755282 2755305 2755309
2755315 2755320 2755331 2755333 2755341
2755344 2755360 2755367 2755382 2755385
2755386 2755387 2755388 2755389 2755390
2755410 2755412 2755414 2755415 2755447
2755448 2755458 2755459 2755470 2755482
2755483 2755484 2755486 2755497 2755498
2755499 2755500 2755501 2755520 2755527
2755530 2755551 2755594 2755614 2755615
2755618 2755626 2755631 2755636 2755679
2755686 2755688 2755703 2755714 2755719
2755733 2755735 2755739 2755742 2755743
2755745 2755764 2755778 2755819 2755822
2755825 2755829 2755836 2755845 2755846
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2755848 2755849 2755868 2755873 2755880
2755896 2755898 2755903 2755907 2755909
2755912 2755914 2755919 2755939 2755940
2755978 2755998 2756007 2756008 2756009
2756011 2756018 2756030 2756036 2756039
2756041 2756043 2756044 2756045 2756046
2756047 2756050 2756051 2756135 2756160
2756161 2756256 2756257 2756264 2756273
2756275 2756292 2756293 2756294 2756304
2756314 2756315 2756316 2756317 2756319
2756327 2756351 2756353 2756356 2756364
2756365 2756370 2756374 2756380 2756381
2756394 2756400 2756407 2756413 2756415
2756416 2756425 2756426 2756442 2756481
2756482 2756485 2756494 2756495 2756511
2756538 2756539 2756550 2756561 2756563
2756567 2756568 2756569 2756571 2756572
2756576 2756582 2756589 2756593 2756632
2756633 2756655 2756658 2756659 2756662
2756668 2756673 2756674 2756675 2756677
2756678 2756679 2756682 2756685 2756692
2756693 2756701 2756750 2756754 2756764
2756765 2756766 2756772 2756780 2756783
2756793 2756799 2756803 2756807 2756813
2756815 2756817 2756818 2756819 2756825
2756831 2756833 2756837 2756839 2756840
2756841 2756842 2756851 2756852 2756854
2756872 2756876 2756877 2756878 2756887
2756914 2756915 2756916 2756919 2756926
2756927 2756928 2756935 2756937 2756938
2756940 2756943 2756945 2756949 2756978
2756987 2757038 2757039 2757052 2757063
2757065 2757067 2757072 2757073 2757078
2757079 2757082 2757084 2757134 2757141
2757143 2757156 2757157 2757162 2757165
2757181 2757186 2757196 2757198 2757199
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2757200 2757201 2757202 2757206 2757214
2757216 2757237 2757264 2757274 2757275
2757277 2757278 2757287 2757289 2757296
2757299 2757305 2757317 2757318 2757338
2757409 2757501 2757502 2757534 2757535
2757537 2757542 2757559 2757581 2757588
2757616 2757697 2757698 2757701 2757703
2757705 2757706 2757707 2757729 2757737
2757746 2757747 2757748 2757753 2757755
2757756 2757762 2757763 2757764 2757765
2757773 2757775 2757785 2757812 2757816
2757826 2757827 2757832 2757833 2757838
2757841 2757843 2757847 2757848 2757852
2757858 2757861 2757864 2757869 2757871
2757875 2757876 2757893 2757910 2757940
2757941 2757943 2757947 2757950 2757951
2757968 2757998 2758002 2758008 2758018
2758033 2758034 2758049 2758051 2758055
2758068 2758069 2758097 2758102 2758105
2758117 2758118 2758119 2758123 2758126
2758131 2758139 2758150 2758151 2758170
2758174 2758197 2758203 2758204 2758218
2758221 2758225 2758238 2758242 2758246
2758247 2758258 2758263 2758267 2758268
2758269 2758270 2758271 2758275 2758280
2758286 2758287 2758296 2758300 2758322
2758323 2758324 2758339 2758349 2758350
2758353 2758354 2758362 2758390 2758393
2758395 2758401 2758403 2758404 2758411
2758413 2758422 2758428 2758447 2758458
2758461 2758470 2758485 2758486 2758490
2758491 2758492 2758511 2758513 2758515
2758516 2758519 2758520 2758521 2758522
2758532 2758535 2758541 2758542 2758544
2758548 2758549 2758550 2758553 2758554
2758578 2758605 2758606 2758619 2758627
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2758654 2758669 2758670 2758697 2758700
2758708 2758711 2758714 2758715 2758716
2758724 2758725 2758726 2758729 2758754
2758755 2758771 2758772 2758779 2758783
2758784 2758790 2758791 2758794 2758798
2758799 2758800 2758812 2758825 2758826
2758827 2758830 2758833 2758841 2758848
2758849 2758866 2758867 2758873 2758874
2758880 2758898 2758907 2758909 2758926
2758931 2758934 2758950 2758977 2758994
2758995 2758998 2759000 2759001 2759006
2759016 2759024 2759025 2759026 2759027
2759029 2759032 2759065 2759075 2759076
2759078 2759082 2759098 2759129 2759133
2759134 2759135 2759137 2759140 2759142
2759143 2759144 2759145 2759146 2759147
2759157 2759175 2759187 2759191 2759192
2759194 2759195 2759197 2759200 2759201
2759204 2759207 2759232 2759238 2759241
2759243 2759258 2759262 2759265 2759266
2759280 2759292 2759293 2759295 2759308
2759332 2759334 2759338 2759339 2759347
2759356 2759384 2759385 2759400 2759418
2759419 2759422 2759425 2759430 2759431
2759432 2759435 2759436 2759454 2759466
2759508 2759509 2759516 2759517 2759525
2759526 2759552 2759553 2759554 2759555
2759556 2759566 2759576 2759578 2759580
2759581 2759594 2759595 2759602 2759618
2759620 2759621 2759626 2759632 2759636
2759640 2759641 2759652 2759667 2759668
2759669 2759670 2759671 2759672 2759673
2759693 2759696 2759704 2759731 2759736
2759737 2759739 2759740 2759762 2759763
2759768 2759781 2759791 2759792 2759793
2759809 2759832 2759834 2759841 2759849
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2759850 2759859 2759861 2759864 2759867
2759888 2759919 2759932 2759941 2759945
2759946 2759947 2759983 2759999 2760003
2760007 2760011 2760012 2760015 2760018
2760019 2760020 2760027 2760028 2760029
2760031 2760033 2760038 2760039 2760041
2760043 2760045 2760050 2760051 2760052
2760053 2760075 2760084 2760088 2760090
2760104 2760109 2760110 2760118 2760125
2760132 2760135 2760136 2760137 2760149
2760160 2760161 2760162 2760174 2760199
2760212 2760213 2760231 2760236 2760239
2760244 2760246 2760260 2760287 2760292
2760293 2760296 2760310 2760318 2760320
2760332 2760334 2760335 2760339 2760352
2760353 2760354 2760370 2760373 2760374
2760375 2760376 2760377 2760378 2760427
2760458 2760459 2760533 2760538 2760545
2760549 2760552 2760555 2760581 2760662
2760670 2760686 2760687 2760700 2760703
2760705 2760712 2760713 2760721 2760723
2760725 2760741 2760784 2760816 2760846
2760847 2760857 2760859 2760876 2760877
2760892 2760893 2760894 2760895 2760896
2760898 2760901 2760908 2760916 2760937
2760984 2761000 2761046 2761049 2761051
2761112 2761138 2761139 2761163 2761166
2761179 2761216 2761220 2761225 2761226
2761228 2761233 2761236 2761238 2761240
2761250 2761256 2761277 2761283 2761331
2761336 2761359 2761360 2761365 2761366
2761369 2761375 2761376 2761382 2761384
2761385 2761389 2761399 2761413 2761417
2761421 2761442 2761443 2761445 2761480
2761492 2761513 2761514 2761515 2761517
2761518 2761520 2761521 2761523 2761524
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2761525 2761528 2761530 2761531 2761532
2761533 2761534 2761535 2761536 2761538
2761545 2761546 2761547 2761548 2761549
2761550 2761551 2761552 2761557 2761558
2761572 2761579 2761593 2761605 2761607
2761611 2761621 2761625 2761633 2761637
2761638 2761680 2761683 2761687 2761689
2761692 2761693 2761694 2761702 2761708
2761710 2761711 2761713 2761715 2761721
2761726 2761728 2761751 2761766 2761799
2761828 2761840 2761845 2761855 2761859
2761860 2761873 2761874 2761875 2761876
2761877 2761878 2761879 2761880 2761882
2761896 2761897 2761901 2761923 2761925
2761928 2761933 2761937 2761938 2761947
2761963 2761989 2761990 2761993 2761994
2761995 2761996 2761999 2762026 2762027
2762035 2762054 2762058 2762061 2762075
2762078 2762089 2762092 2762103 2762121
2762132 2762133 2762137 2762141 2762151
2762157 2762159 2762160 2762165 2762170
2762171 2762173 2762176 2762177 2762196
2762197 2762254 2762259 2762263 2762264
2762265 2762277 2762279 2762280 2762282
2762287 2762312 2762313 2762315 2762316
2762317 2762322 2762323 2762352 2762353
2762355 2762358 2762359 2762360 2762361
2762362 2762363 2762368 2762379 2762390
2762402 2762413 2762427 2762429 2762490
2762525 2762550 2762551 2762554 2762571
2762576 2762596 2762608 2762611 2762616
2762617 2762618 2762619 2762620 2762621
2762624 2762626 2762643 2762651 2762652
2762725 2762739 2762741 2762742 2762743
2762744 2762746 2762751 2762754 2762756
2762758 2762769 2762772 2762776 2762781
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2762783 2762787 2762807 2762827 2762870
2762884 2762889 2762892 2762896 2762904
2762908 2762939 2762943 2762944 2762945
2762947 2762950 2762951 2762952 2762960
2762963 2762964 2762965 2762966 2762983
2763000 2763002 2763003 2763007 2763010
2763014 2763032 2763062 2763073 2763074
2763075 2763083 2763091 2763100 2763102
2763105 2763107 2763123 2763124 2763125
2763126 2763128 2763130 2763137 2763151
2763157 2763165 2763169 2763176 2763177
2763178 2763179 2763186 2763189 2763191
2763192 2763193 2763194 2763195 2763197
2763198 2763229 2763235 2763247 2763248
2763256 2763265 2763266 2763277 2763293
2763295 2763316 2763325 2763326 2763327
2763401 2763404 2763405 2763408 2763409
2763412 2763419 2763421 2763424 2763460
2763461 2763485 2763508 2763526 2763527
2763538 2763552 2763555 2763558 2763560
2763587 2763588 2763589 2763590 2763622
2763641 2763642 2763659 2763663 2763677
2763679 2763680 2763688 2763691 2763692
2763696 2763700 2763701 2763702 2763704
2763739 2763751 2763755 2763816 2763871
2763875 2763879 2763943 2763944 2764007
2764009 2764041 2764042 2764045 2764057
2764058 2764059 2764060 2764061 2764062
2764063 2764064 2764065 2764066 2764067
2764070 2764075 2764081 2764084 2764087
2764088 2764091 2764112 2764113 2764115
2764116 2764117 2764134 2764154 2764155
2764156 2764159 2764171 2764179 2764180
2764192 2764193 2764194 2764202 2764204
2764215 2764216 2764250 2764264 2764266
2764303 2764325 2764331 2764332 2764341
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2764345 2764356 2764365 2764386 2764387
2764390 2764398 2764410 2764419 2764425
2764454 2764469 2764470 2764474 2764475
2764476 2764478 2764479 2764481 2764483
2764484 2764485 2764487 2764488 2764492
2764500 2764504 2764507 2764508 2764511
2764516 2764517 2764559 2764561 2764566
2764567 2764573 2764574 2764576 2764577
2764580 2764583 2764584 2764585 2764586
2764590 2764592 2764593 2764609 2764611
2764614 2764616 2764617 2764618 2764619
2764620 2764663 2764693 2764701 2764703
2764737 2764745 2764765 2764791 2764792
2764800 2764801 2764802 2764811 2764812
2764814 2764815 2764829 2764834 2764838
2764855 2764857 2764859 2764869 2764870
2764871 2764882 2764883 2764886 2764889
2764890 2764894 2764899 2764909 2764921
2764923 2764928 2764944 2764960 2764967
2764972 2764974 2764975 2764976 2765001
2765008 2765009 2765017 2765018 2765023
2765036 2765038 2765084 2765133 2765151
2765156 2765169 2765177 2765178 2765196
2765206 2765208 2765210 2765211 2765219
2765220 2765229 2765231 2765247 2765254
2765287 2765290 2765299 2765301 2765303
2765304 2765305 2765306 2765308 2765309
2765310 2765311 2765312 2765313 2765314
2765315 2765316 2765317 2765318 2765320
2765322 2765323 2765328 2765333 2765335
2765340 2765385 2765398 2765402 2765404
2765405 2765422 2765423 2765425 2765426
2765427 2765444 2765446 2765448 2765449
2765453 2765454 2765455 2765465 2765468
2765471 2765503 2765504 2765511 2765512
2765543 2765548 2765549 2765555 2765560
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2765572 2765600 2765613 2765617 2765628
2765665 2765675 2765676 2765678 2765679
2765681 2765693 2765705 2765707 2765748
2765753 2765763 2765770 2765796 2765797
2765803 2765804 2765810 2765814 2765816
2765932 2765936 2765942 2765980 2765983
2765987 2766037 2766043 2766070 2766081
2766092 2766121 2766133 2766144 2766146
2766160 2766171 2766174 2766181 2766183
2766185 2766189 2766191 2766192 2766193
2766194 2766196 2766203 2766206 2766213
2766229 2766232 2766235 2766236 2766238
2766245 2766246 2766249 2766255 2766256
2766257 2766263 2766264 2766265 2766266
2766267 2766270 2766284 2766286 2766287
2766300 2766301 2766302 2766303 2766304
2766308 2766326 2766389 2766391 2766462
2766474 2766475 2766485 2766486 2766490
2766491 2766494 2766500 2766503 2766510
2766511 2766530 2766533 2766538 2766555
2766557 2766587 2766601 2766603 2766609
2766618 2766619 2766622 2766626 2766631
2766634 2766643 2766644 2766645 2766646
2766647 2766648 2766649 2766654 2766676
2766677 2766685 2766690 2766725 2766727
2766734 2766742 2766743 2766749 2766757
2766758 2766763 2766767 2766770 2766788
2766793 2766802 2766811 2766814 2766815
2766828 2766873 2766928 2766929 2766983
2766992 2766998 2767002 2767003 2767004
2767010 2767011 2767012 2767013 2767042
2767043 2767044 2767045 2767062 2767064
2767066 2767068 2767110 2767114 2767179
2767303 2767367 2767433 2767467 2767472
2767488 2767489 2767491 2767492 2767500
2767501 2767519 2767548 2767559 2767629
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2767630 2767641 2767650 2767655 2767671
2767675 2767691 2767705 2767732 2767762
2767805 2767821 2767834 2767854 2767881
2767909 2767910 2767951 2767966 2767988
2768000 2768013 2768029 2768032 2768062
2768064 2768131 2768169 2768208 2768282
2768288 2768350 2768355 2768357 2768358
2768412 2768414 2768452 2768453 2768510
2768564 2768576 2768592 2768658 2768674
2768678 2768701 2768754 2768858 2768890
2768895 2768928 2768932 2768973 2768978
2768990 2768991 2769003 2769065 2769068
2769093 2769102 2769103 2769254 2769344
2769415 2769565 2769587 2769601 2769603
2769606 2769607 2769609 2769659 2769704
2769709 2769720 2769749 2769759 2769762
2769806 2769809 2769870 2769912 2769924
2769928 2769934 2769935 2769960 2770064
2770069 2770105 2770108 2770206 2770209
2770213 2770215 2770302 2770303 2770352
2770366 2770371 2770390 2770404 2770405
2770408 2770409 2770450 2770469 2770485
2770514 2770535 2770537 2770540 2770573
2770587 2770695 2770802 2770853 2770859
2770892 2770942 2771015 2771028 2771110
2771214 2771215 2771219 2771222 2771224
2771226 2771238 2771241 2771251 2771252
2771255 2771257 2771278 2771319 2771347
2771477 2771546 2771547 2771593 2771608
2771611 2771719 2771750 2771775 2771781
2771795 2771850 2771884 2771895 2771937
2771938 2771972 2771976 2771981 2772024
2772071 2772159 2772179 2772250 2772255
2772269 2772303 2772308 2772331 2772410
2772411 2772412 2772451 2772536 2772541
2772542 2772571 2772587 2772590 2772614
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2772615 2772618 2772771 2772801 2772808
2772813 2772817 2772825 2772858 2772870
2772886 2772975 2772987 2773018 2773039
2773080 2773081 2773091 2773098 2773164
2773204 2773208 2773257 2773263 2773274
2773291 2773303 2773347 2773392 2773401
2773402 2773406 2773422 2773489 2773505
2773534 2773537 2773541 2773606 2773644
2773646 2773654 2773695 2773709 2773786
2773802 2773804 2773823 2773824 2773872
2773898 2773902 2773906 2773914 2773927
2773961 2773968 2774011 2774013 2774042
2774069 2774070 2774140 2774149 2774350
2774402 2774433 2774458 2774463 2774506
2774559 2774614 2774617 2774636 2774658
2774721 2774750 2774785 2774807 2774842
2774857 2774880 2774884 2774948 2774955
2774984 2774989 2775010 2775049 2775054
2775116 2775123 2775139 2775168 2775210
2775214 2775240 2775248 2775255 2775276
2775350 2775354 2775357 2775367 2775422
2775431 2775434 2775435 2775440 2775463
2775470 2775479 2775510 2775520 2775521
2775522 2775523 2775524 2775525 2775526
2775527 2775528 2775529 2775530 2775531
2775532 2775533 2775534 2775535 2775537
2775538 2775541 2775543 2775544 2775545
2775548 2775564 2775565 2775614 2775636
2775725 2775780 2775784 2775844 2775848
2775855 2775863 2776037 2776072 2776096
2776106 2776110 2776145 2776167 2776213
2776285 2776300 2776347 2776392 2776408
2776508 2776517 2776564 2776570 2776588
2776590 2776592 2776593 2776628 2776636
2776643 2776685 2776686 2776688 2776718
2776779 2776800 2776801 2776803 2776828
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2776830 2776877 2776918 2776920 2776925
2777008 2777060 2777091 2777107 2777114
2777133 2777194 2777202 2777279 2777283
2777287 2777290 2777292 2777303 2777318
2777344 2777365 2777370 2777392 2777401
2777428 2777489 2777560 2777604 2777605
2777642 2777650 2777695 2777696 2777760
2777763 2777773 2777816 2777842 2777897
2777978 2777983 2778010 2778149 2778152
2778184 2778327 2778396 2778407 2778458
2778637 2778730 2778732 2778739 2778742
2778756 2778767 2778768 2778782 2778805
2778836 2778850 2778856 2778937 2778976
2778979 2779001 2779018 2779021 2779073
2779123 2779269 2779327 2779344 2779373
2779413 2779428 2779433 2779442 2779447
2779458 2779498 2779522 2779524 2779528
2779541 2779590 2779607 2779609 2779691
2779709 2779714 2779717 2779718 2779725
2779804 2779812 2779823 2779869 2779924
2779926 2779998 2780066 2780125 2780139
2780153 2780336 2780463 2780514 2780962
2781130 2781929 2782014 2782595 2784822
2784847 2785100 2786747 2787443 2788715
2789691 2789697 2789720 2790261 2790292
2792774 2793462 2793505 2794207 2794302
2799169 2813392 2823412 2824846 2827554
2828695 2833280 2836381 2836382 2837068
2846956 2848896 2848898 2854764 2855461
2859103 2861543 2861547 2861559 2861800
2868184 2868930 2871278 2871456 2871457
2873417 2873418 2876037 2876038 2879890
2881517 2881872 2882187 2885781 2886758
2887423 2889189 2892811 2897236 2897753
2901216 2901226 2901227 2902019 2902022
2902325 2906712 2908819 2911712 2912703
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2918100 2918256 2920803 2922325 2924373
2924378 2924475 2924478 2924496 2924508
2924624 2924627 2924628 2924629 2924637
2924659 2927333 2931051 2933130 2933132
2933133 2935117 2935341 2936044 2937673
2940108 2943190 2949369 2953961 2957949
2959720 2964559 2965459 2965638 2969763
2969858 2970389 2972815 2974582 2974583
2974775 2975497 2975905 2977752 2978034
2979065 2979066 2979072 2979445 2979925
2980564 2980763 2986272 2986591 2987425
2988734 2992417 2992515 2993528 2993529
2994069 2994070 2994953 2995613 2995614
2995615 2995616 2996349 2996598 3005996
3007675 3009538 3012079 3012617 3013160
3013759 3018188 3018189 3019381 3021329
3021352 3021465 3022754 3023788 3027791
3029932 3031895 3031896 3031897 3031898
3035571 3036023 3036890 3038984 3039749
3041562 3043007 3043915 3044766 3045372
3047646 3049573 3053360 3053636 3053994
3054077 3055200 3059426 3059589 3060501
3062470 3070140 3072077 3072089 3073525
3077423 3080626 3084323 3086571 3086771
3091241 3093977 3095779 3096094 3096096
3097590 3098601 3099312 3100043 3101438
3103039 3106612 3116284 3118257 3118258
3120503 3122796 3126252 3129799 3129801
3133050 3133324 3134664 3134772 3143480
3144692 3148254 3149332 3153757 3165335
3165598 3170799 3172877 3177164 3180500
3181231 3196920 3199379 3199382 3201104
3212831 3213917 3217191 3217192 3217194
3217195 3217196 3217197 3217198 3217199
3217200 3217211 3217212 3217213 3217214
3217215 3217216 3217217 3217218 3217219
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3217220 3217221 3217227 3217231 3217232
3217233 3217234 3217235 3217236 3217237
3217238 3217239 3217240 3217241 3217262
3217263 3217264 3217265 3217266 3217267
3217268 3217269 3217270 3217271 3217274
3217275 3217276 3217277 3217278 3217279
3217280 3217291 3217302 3217303 3217304
3217305 3217306 3217307 3219902 3219903
3221333 3221341 3222608 3224888 3227388
3228075 3229988 3230115 3231363 3231490
3232015 3232105 3232111 3232605 3232640
3232647 3232656 3234723 3236581 3237010
3237039 3237057 3237237 3237290 3237417
3238807 3239485 3239710 3240738 3245737
3245892 3252163 3252775 3252776 3252777
3252778 3252779 3252780 3255959 3255960
3255961 3257482 3259039 3260157 3260573
3260650 3263481 3265498 3265650 3267074
3268128 3269467 3272578 3272580 3272899
3272916 3272917 3274869 3274970 3275475
3277025 3277559 3278989 3279015 3280675
3280952 3281802 3282285 3282611 3283025
3283825 3285047 3285570 3285574 3285589
3288348 3288686 3290742 3292854 3292857
3292858 3292859 3292864 3292865 3292867
3292875 3292876 3294539 3297266 3297274
3297296 3297315 3297350 3297362 3297383
3297388 3297389 3300877 3302258 3302501
3302547 3302771 3304261 3304441 3304483
3304484 3305090 3307510 3311883 3312175
3312293 3313230 3313380 3313403 3313572
3313617 3313866 3313875 3313906 3313916
3313957 3313993 3314012 3315635 3318138
3318531 3319039 3319158 3320359 3320815
3321284 3323139 3323539 3324768 3326541
3326551 3326986 3327016 3335510 3335965
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3336361 3336832 3337943 3338382 3338603
3340714 3341860 3342243 3344135 3344430
3344517 3345407 3346353 3352215 3352392
3353598 3353677 3368050 3368835 3369078
3369079 3369082 3369741 3370315 3370442
3371484 3377069 3377455 3378494 3378496
3378501 3381213 3384337 3384882 3388382
3388386 3391391 3395263 3396820 3398018
3398037 3399318 3400822 3401788 3404776
3404777 3405230 3406965 3406967 3407049
3408611 3408856 3408962 3409291 3409608
3409653 3409654 3409655 3409656 3409658
3409659 3409775 3409776 3409778 3409891
3410534 3410583 3411143 3411149 3412004
3412115 3413666 3413982 3413990 3414010
3414021 3414606 3414705 3415961 3416129
3418726 3418950 3420122 3420312 3420691
3421473 3421904 3423750 3423751 3424859
3424860 3425913 3426094 3426098 3426101
3426158 3426208 3426210 3426211 3426214
3426376 3426753 3427505 3427880 3428070
3428305 3428306 3428379 3431498 3431745
3433043 3433285 3433491 3433640 3433692
3434253 3434697 3434699 3434842 3434937
3435100 3435242 3435551 3435552 3435571
3435745 3436573 3436705 3436750 3436754
3436755 3436769 3436774 3437366 3437449
3439956 3440047 3440436 3440591 3440596
3440730 3440738 3441707 3441931 3441969
3442963 3443133 3443239 3443732 3444719
3444720 3445307 3446207 3447767 3448369
3449687 3449910 3450642 3451550 3451558
3453031 3454020 3455915 3457725 3457874
3459243 3459926 3460058 3461086 3461288
3461573 3461822 3461825 3461828 3462800
3463827 3463946 3465377 3466431 3466637
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3466690 3466850 3466858 3466898 3467020
3467021 3467918 3468548 3469254 3469540
3470033 3470734 3470779 3470972 3471202
3471203 3471205 3471207 3471208 3471232
3471389 3471409 3471698 3471718 3471872
3471957 3472204 3472290 3472319 3472717
3472745 3472807 3472808 3472811 3472813
3472814 3472967 3472986 3472987 3473050
3473051 3473052 3473059 3473069 3473070
3473128 3473139 3473153 3473154 3473156
3473172 3473175 3473253 3473478 3473535
3473571 3473839 3474140 3474295 3474421
3474545 3474715 3475033 3475074 3475453
3475544 3475838 3475861 3475938 3475940
3475944 3475991 3476032 3476037 3476053
3476212 3476323 3476541 3477003 3477024
3477207 3477371 3477381 3477469 3478129
3478130 3478131 3478137 3478139 3478140
3478141 3478142 3478449 3478601 3478747
3478748 3478749 3478752 3478753 3478754
3478833 3479093 3479151 3479206 3479207
3479208 3479214 3479266 3479337 3479412
3479577 3479715 3479829 3479840 3479841
3479877 3480041 3480123 3480250 3481119
3481133 3481185 3481251 3481386 3481388
3481827 3482040 3482120 3482121 3482122
3482125 3482176 3482382 3482735 3482736
3482737 3482738 3482793 3482943 3482944
3482983 3483153 3483319 3483353 3483406
3483698 3483738 3483957 3484441 3484442
3484643 3484646 3484647 3484660 3484875
3485110 3485247 3485395 3485435 3485534
3485562 3485695 3485854 3485990 3486111
3486195 3486224 3486225 3486636 3486732
3486851 3486854 3487050 3487114 3487127
3487182 3487353 3487360 3487392 3487434
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3487457 3487470 3487472 3487473 3487509
3487517 3487523 3487525 3487578 3487605
3487606 3487630 3487672 3487673 3487674
3487676 3487678 3487681 3487683 3487687
3487698 3487702 3487730 3487875 3487880
3487884 3487933 3487998 3488109 3488155
3488197 3488260 3488261 3488272 3488375
3488383 3488398 3488411 3488431 3488462
3488562 3488570 3488599 3488613 3488645
3488649 3488658 3488802 3488803 3488894
3489040 3489112 3489115 3489137 3489139
3489140 3489241 3489282 3489313 3489341
3489342 3489343 3489368 3489473 3489524
3489561 3489595 3489597 3489609 3489776
3489835 3489851 3489852 3489854 3489885
3489971 3489979 3489982 3489984 3489991
3489992 3490010 3490013 3490032 3490034
3490035 3490039 3490351 3490352 3490376
3490377 3490379 3490392 3490508 3490551
3490560 3490564 3490568 3490576 3490597
3490604 3490676 3490684 3490685 3490698
3490774 3490779 3490796 3490814 3490818
3490822 3490827 3490828 3490855 3490871
3490887 3490891 3490892 3490893 3490894
3490899 3490902 3490906 3490936 3490949
3490950 3490961 3491026 3491207 3491215
3491226 3491230 3491277 3491520 3491565
3491575 3491580 3491747 3491811 3491834
3491872 3491874 3491877 3491941 3491942
3491981 3491984 3492013 3492160 3492169
3492207 3492208 3492264 3492359 3492360
3492441 3492443 3492492 3492500 3492568
3492615 3492709 3492713 3492751 3492756
3492760 3492822 3492840 3492842 3492844
3492856 3492866 3492871 3492887 3492891
3492893 3492895 3492896 3492897 3492898
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3492904 3492908 3492914 3492928 3492930
3492975 3492977 3492978 3492979 3493013
3493026 3493035 3493045 3493080 3493088
3493093 3493096 3493099 3493108 3493109
3493110 3493115 3493121 3493122 3493127
3493137 3493143 3493166 3493230 3493264
3493265 3493272 3493276 3493280 3493302
3493303 3493328 3493342 3493363 3493388
3493399 3493407 3493409 3493410 3493423
3493430 3493473 3493516 3493518 3493519
3493520 3493537 3493538 3493539 3493603
3493641 3493644 3493664 3493678 3493694
3493700 3493772 3493773 3493774 3493803
3493804 3493806 3493810 3493813 3493814
3493816 3493838 3493858 3494016 3494021
3494022 3494042 3494064 3494105 3494122
3494135 3494137 3494161 3494162 3494163
3494217 3494229 3494245 3494269 3494271
3494317 3494342 3494369 3494371 3494377
3494441 3494447 3494461 3494474 3494495
3494501 3494506 3494507 3494525 3494526
3494528 3494529 3494539 3494545 3494546
3494547 3494571 3494577 3494580 3494581
3494586 3494589 3494612 3494656 3494665
3494670 3494672 3494680 3494690 3494702
3494717 3494719 3494792 3494804 3494805
3494807 3494814 3494815 3494819 3494837
3494853 3494854 3494861 3494889 3494894
3494914 3494917 3494918 3494920 3494921
3494927 3494930 3494940 3494946 3494947
3494949 3494963 3494971 3494999 3495009
3495019 3495020 3495021 3495031 3495040
3495056 3495060 3495062 3495065 3495075
3495093 3495162 3495177 3495178 3495206
3495237 3495238 3495279 3495295 3495319
3495324 3495334 3495349 3495368 3495371
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3495372 3495373 3495375 3495405 3495421
3495452 3495457 3495462 3495464 3495465
3495466 3495473 3495477 3495478 3495513
3495516 3495551 3495593 3495595 3495596
3495597 3495598 3495599 3495604 3495605
3495616 3495629 3495632 3495639 3495666
3495682 3495700 3495710 3495712 3495713
3495781 3495790 3495791 3495792 3495793
3495795 3495801 3495825 3495843 3495872
3495884 3495886 3495911 3495916 3495936
3495953 3495958 3495966 3495967 3495973
3495977 3495978 3495981 3495983 3496005
3496043 3496077 3496078 3496093 3496094
3496160 3496161 3496162 3496164 3496165
3496166 3496169 3496177 3496178 3496215
3496226 3496227 3496228 3496236 3496237
3496252 3496283 3496306 3496307 3496310
3496315 3496317 3496321 3496324 3496325
3496326 3496339 3496340 3496356 3496357
3496358 3496359 3496412 3496418 3496419
3496421 3496425 3496435 3496451 3496452
3496474 3496475 3496507 3496511 3496538
3496541 3496550 3496569 3496572 3496573
3496583 3496585 3496588 3496615 3496644
3496646 3496652 3496675 3496677 3496686
3496694 3496721 3496744 3496791 3496802
3496808 3496817 3496835 3496836 3496837
3496855 3496858 3496879 3496880 3496883
3496927 3496946 3496960 3496973 3496976
3496977 3496978 3496982 3496983 3496984
3496989 3496999 3497006 3497022 3497040
3497042 3497054 3497060 3497085 3497087
3497104 3497122 3497123 3497124 3497125
3497140 3497148 3497199 3497215 3497235
3497236 3497241 3497242 3497243 3497253
3497254 3497257 3497258 3497274 3497295
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3497312 3497314 3497328 3497339 3497408
3497416 3497417 3497428 3497437 3497444
3497459 3497465 3497490 3497502 3497517
3497521 3497522 3497523 3497525 3497530
3497532 3497535 3497537 3497541 3497556
3497559 3497561 3497572 3497594 3497595
3497609 3497644 3497648 3497662 3497666
3497671 3497680 3497683 3497686 3497688
3497696 3497697 3497702 3497722 3497743
3497744 3497747 3497779 3497801 3497802
3497805 3497806 3497820 3497821 3497824
3497825 3497828 3497829 3497831 3497833
3497834 3497842 3497843 3497851 3497871
3497872 3497873 3497874 3497881 3497882
3497891 3497895 3497897 3497898 3497899
3497909 3497910 3497922 3497932 3497942
3497949 3497968 3498023 3498024 3498059
3498066 3498084 3498086 3498087 3498103
3498104 3498105 3498116 3498137 3498155
3498157 3498161 3498177 3498178 3498179
3498180 3498181 3498209 3498218 3498219
3498249 3498256 3498257 3498259 3498262
3498263 3498272 3498273 3498278 3498280
3498284 3498287 3498291 3498294 3498297
3498298 3498307 3498312 3498315 3498352
3498358 3498360 3498362 3498414 3498415
3498421 3498422 3498427 3498428 3498431
3498432 3498433 3498434 3498435 3498436
3498439 3498440 3498441 3498443 3498444
3498445 3498446 3498447 3498448 3498449
3498450 3498462 3498465 3498469 3498486
3498493 3498502 3498510 3498523 3498526
3498528 3498529 3498532 3498543 3498547
3498552 3498569 3498570 3498576 3498577
3498589 3498592 3498594 3498595 3498596
3498597 3498603 3498608 3498609 3498610
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3498666 3498698 3498702 3498703 3498704
3498735 3498740 3498741 3498742 3498754
3498763 3498771 3498799 3498820 3498847
3498872 3498885 3498894 3498902 3498903
3498917 3498918 3498923 3498925 3498927
3498928 3498930 3498931 3498942 3498951
3498962 3498964 3498973 3498984 3499008
3499011 3499021 3499023 3499058 3499077
3499085 3499115 3499127 3499128 3499155
3499174 3499175 3499185 3499202 3499220
3499227 3499235 3499237 3499244 3499247
3499261 3499275 3499276 3499277 3499279
3499282 3499334 3499337 3499362 3499373
3499414 3499418 3499433 3499439 3499440
3499442 3499457 3499460 3499461 3499464
3499465 3499468 3499469 3499472 3499505
3499508 3499532 3499543 3499567 3499573
3499575 3499576 3499582 3499584 3499586
3499613 3499617 3499618 3499620 3499623
3499633 3499634 3499663 3499680 3499681
3499682 3499694 3499703 3499720 3499721
3499733 3499735 3499736 3499739 3499740
3499742 3499745 3499747 3499776 3499780
3499783 3499785 3499808 3499817 3499825
3499836 3499843 3499847 3499849 3499905
3499906 3499911 3499916 3499954 3499984
3499992 3500000 3500001 3500018 3500032
3500036 3500044 3500052 3500053 3500081
3500087 3500092 3500115 3500116 3500128
3500130 3500131 3500133 3500140 3500176
3500190 3500208 3500209 3500231 3500234
3500263 3500264 3500267 3500282 3500311
3500319 3500328 3500329 3500336 3500340
3500341 3500346 3500347 3500349 3500350
3500351 3500352 3500353 3500357 3500359
3500369 3500373 3500394 3500401 3500408
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3500409 3500416 3500432 3500433 3500434
3500435 3500438 3500463 3500464 3500468
3500477 3500490 3500491 3500502 3500521
3500526 3500537 3500546 3500557 3500606
3500676 3500680 3500685 3500708 3500719
3500722 3500723 3500760 3500770 3500771
3500775 3500776 3500780 3500781 3500786
3500791 3500794 3500802 3500803 3500805
3500814 3500834 3500837 3500866 3500867
3500881 3500902 3500910 3500913 3500914
3500916 3500929 3500930 3500933 3500953
3500963 3500980 3500981 3500982 3500983
3500984 3500987 3501005 3501015 3501016
3501020 3501034 3501045 3501051 3501060
3501079 3501087 3501088 3501090 3501092
3501099 3501100 3501101 3501106 3501108
3501109 3501110 3501120 3501122 3501124
3501125 3501126 3501127 3501129 3501130
3501131 3501132 3501133 3501136 3501137
3501140 3501148 3501152 3501153 3501154
3501155 3501156 3501157 3501158 3501159
3501160 3501161 3501162 3501166 3501174
3501196 3501199 3501228 3501231 3501245
3501248 3501252 3501256 3501264 3501271
3501273 3501274 3501275 3501276 3501278
3501279 3501281 3501289 3501294 3501299
3501307 3501308 3501324 3501367 3501368
3501377 3501382 3501384 3501400 3501404
3501405 3501408 3501409 3501410 3501414
3501422 3501423 3501431 3501434 3501437
3501438 3501439 3501442 3501443 3501469
3501477 3501478 3501479 3501494 3501495
3501533 3501542 3501543 3501549 3501558
3501559 3501560 3501562 3501565 3501580
3501590 3501597 3501608 3501610 3501611
3501613 3501616 3501620 3501622 3501647
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3501648 3501654 3501655 3501680 3501711
3501712 3501713 3501714 3501716 3501732
3501733 3501734 3501742 3501758 3501759
3501761 3501764 3501774 3501777 3501781
3501785 3501788 3501794 3501808 3501832
3501833 3501837 3501840 3501843 3501844
3501847 3501850 3501864 3501873 3501884
3501885 3501887 3501899 3501900 3501933
3501934 3501936 3501937 3501940 3501945
3501946 3501947 3501952 3501953 3501957
3501969 3501984 3501985 3502002 3502020
3502021 3502043 3502044 3502051 3502053
3502056 3502089 3502106 3502107 3502115
3502116 3502121 3502177 3502183 3502189
3502195 3502203 3502207 3502218 3502223
3502231 3502232 3502233 3502242 3502247
3502250 3502268 3502270 3502274 3502282
3502284 3502285 3502286 3502289 3502291
3502300 3502302 3502304 3502305 3502307
3502340 3502357 3502368 3502383 3502385
3502387 3502400 3502412 3502414 3502431
3502434 3502454 3502467 3502468 3502472
3502475 3502476 3502477 3502479 3502480
3502481 3502482 3502483 3502484 3502486
3502488 3502491 3502492 3502500 3502504
3502506 3502507 3502508 3502518 3502526
3502527 3502528 3502535 3502540 3502546
3502561 3502562 3502564 3502603 3502604
3502605 3502608 3502622 3502624 3502626
3502637 3502648 3502654 3502661 3502662
3502666 3502677 3502705 3502715 3502724
3502726 3502728 3502735 3502739 3502752
3502755 3502756 3502762 3502764 3502767
3502772 3502799 3502819 3502821 3502822
3502826 3502844 3502845 3502846 3502853
3502857 3502860 3502866 3502875 3502886
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3502890 3502892 3502895 3502913 3502914
3502924 3502929 3502934 3502935 3502939
3502940 3502942 3502949 3502951 3502952
3502965 3502968 3502972 3502973 3502974
3502976 3502978 3502986 3502994 3502996
3503004 3503009 3503010 3503013 3503018
3503020 3503022 3503024 3503025 3503026
3503042 3503047 3503061 3503062 3503065
3503066 3503067 3503068 3503083 3503093
3503095 3503099 3503100 3503104 3503105
3503107 3503108 3503109 3503110 3503115
3503116 3503121 3503142 3503143 3503148
3503151 3503153 3503192 3503193 3503195
3503205 3503221 3503226 3503227 3503272
3503276 3503282 3503288 3503291 3503316
3503317 3503323 3503330 3503332 3503338
3503344 3503366 3503377 3503384 3503403
3503404 3503406 3503407 3503409 3503417
3503419 3503447 3503454 3503456 3503459
3503469 3503470 3503490 3503491 3503577
3503609 3503610 3503617 3503625 3503627
3503666 3503695 3503704 3503705 3503708
3503722 3503742 3503749 3503760 3503791
3503809 3503827 3503834 3503835 3503836
3503903 3503904 3503905 3503909 3503910
3503911 3503912 3503913 3503914 3503915
3503916 3503917 3503918 3503919 3503920
3503921 3503924 3503925 3503928 3503940
3503950 3503961 3503973 3503980 3503981
3503982 3503983 3503985 3503987 3503988
3503989 3503990 3503991 3503992 3503993
3503994 3503995 3504015 3504017 3504031
3504072 3504076 3504079 3504083 3504084
3504089 3504090 3504091 3504092 3504093
3504094 3504095 3504096 3504115 3504134
3504143 3504167 3504176 3504178 3504179
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3504180 3504182 3504186 3504187 3504201
3504217 3504226 3504228 3504232 3504239
3504261 3504266 3504267 3504268 3504269
3504270 3504271 3504272 3504273 3504274
3504308 3504324 3504325 3504326 3504327
3504328 3504330 3504342 3504360 3504378
3504385 3504386 3504388 3504389 3504390
3504393 3504398 3504402 3504403 3504414
3504425 3504463 3504466 3504479 3504480
3504481 3504484 3504487 3504490 3504491
3504495 3504503 3504506 3504515 3504523
3504550 3504551 3504555 3504580 3504582
3504589 3504591 3504592 3504593 3504594
3504596 3504597 3504601 3504606 3504612
3504629 3504652 3504690 3504727 3504738
3504741 3504795 3504797 3504820 3504842
3504852 3504858 3504884 3504890 3504899
3504910 3504954 3504955 3504957 3504958
3504961 3504965 3505007 3505016 3505038
3505058 3505077 3505083 3505094 3505103
3505105 3505106 3505108 3505109 3505110
3505123 3505138 3505167 3505168 3505238
3505243 3505246 3505288 3505289 3505291
3505293 3505335 3505337 3505369 3505384
3505396 3505399 3505400 3505401 3505403
3505413 3505414 3505449 3505454 3505458
3505478 3505511 3505515 3505516 3505517
3505522 3505524 3505534 3505536 3505542
3505543 3505546 3505558 3505612 3505615
3505625 3505626 3505627 3505693 3505713
3505724 3505725 3505752 3505756 3505766
3505767 3505769 3505777 3505806 3505837
3505849 3505885 3505886 3505903 3505912
3505929 3505936 3505957 3505963 3505973
3505978 3505979 3505980 3505984 3506002
3506038 3506039 3506046 3506047 3506049
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3506061 3506094 3506106 3506146 3506160
3506167 3506184 3506185 3506197 3506200
3506262 3506263 3506264 3506269 3506270
3506272 3506287 3506290 3506291 3506323
3506326 3506327 3506366 3506367 3506368
3506376 3506382 3506383 3506384 3506385
3506396 3506403 3506405 3506409 3506456
3506473 3506474 3506476 3506477 3506480
3506540 3506566 3506567 3506568 3506579
3506621 3506622 3506623 3506624 3506625
3506626 3506627 3506641 3506642 3506653
3506669 3506692 3506721 3506742 3506743
3506746 3506773 3506774 3506781 3506782
3506783 3506784 3506825 3506826 3506829
3506851 3506855 3506886 3506927 3506928
3506940 3506943 3506946 3506951 3506992
3507027 3507035 3507047 3507078 3507141
3507144 3507147 3507151 3507158 3507184
3507208 3507214 3507215 3507216 3507217
3507219 3507224 3507226 3507259 3507262
3507263 3507264 3507266 3507267 3507324
3507347 3507350 3507378 3507420 3507421
3507429 3507528 3507531 3507605 3507611
3507613 3507658 3507704 3507740 3507741
3507742 3507743 3507744 3507746 3507765
3507826 3507827 3507857 3507894 3507919
3507931 3507932 3507942 3507948 3507981
3508064 3508072 3508089 3508092 3508097
3508190 3508311 3508312 3508313 3508330
3508390 3508391 3508419 3508420 3508427
3508437 3508466 3508521 3508568 3508589
3508625 3508654 3508685 3508688 3508693
3508819 3508859 3508885 3508906 3508920
3508922 3508923 3508942 3508955 3508986
3508991 3509023 3509031 3509076 3509085
3509086 3509088 3509119 3509130 3509139
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3509140 3509142 3509150 3509170 3509289
3509290 3509292 3509297 3509304 3509333
3509339 3509341 3509371 3509372 3509553
3509581 3509584 3509677 3509678 3509746
3509751 3509836 3509858 3509868 3509869
3509914 3509982 3509983 3510057 3510060
3510061 3510062 3510063 3510064 3510065
3510066 3510067 3510068 3510069 3510245
3510284 3510333 3510440 3510479 3510481
3510496 3510563 3510588 3510635 3510713
3510721 3510787 3510789 3510791 3510807
3510810 3510812 3510915 3510934 3511027
3511029 3511030 3511031 3511032 3511033
3511073 3511129 3511147 3511318 3511341
3511369 3511384 3511441 3511446 3511533
3511551 3511759 3511765 3511766 3511767
3511768 3511769 3511807 3511885 3511973
3511977 3511982 3512023 3512098 3512138
3512167 3512204 3512655 3512672 3513050
3513055 3513056 3513167 3513168 3513169
3513172 3513173 3513191 3513230 3513427
3513431 3513436 3513437 3513546 3513547
3513564 3513580 3513625 3513714 3513716
3513747 3513778 3513853 3513936 3514006
3514007 3514061 3514235 3514237 3514272
3514338 3514350 3514359 3514360 3514439
3514452 3514486 3514520 3514524 3514540
3515027 3515170 3515199 3515288 3515320
3515321 3515399 3515400 3515497 3515796
3515838 3516078 3516182 3516310 3516330
3516334 3516349 3516350 3516352 3516359
3516362 3516547 3516642 3516832 3516833
3516902 3516983
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat
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